
International Registration designating India 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 1 
 

Priority claimed from 06/12/2018; Application No. : 730656 ;Switzerland 

4265229    04/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481779]
Givaudan SA
Chemin de la Parfumerie 5 CH-1214 Vernier Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemical products used for the manufacture of perfumes, cosmetics, shampoos, soaps, deodorants for personal use; 
chemical products used for the manufacture of compositions intended for perfumery, compositions intended for 
cosmetics, compositions intended for shampoos, compositions intended for soaps, compositions intended for 
deodorants for personal use.

8966



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 1 
 

Priority claimed from 27/02/2019; Application No. : 302019000014217 ;Italy 

4275931    14/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484352]
SAV HOLDING S.p.A.
Via Polidoro da Caravaggio 3 I-20156 MILANO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Adhesive substances for industry; hot melt adhesives; hot melt adhesives packed in non-adhesive co-melting films.

8967



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4263814    13/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1480945]
BUGUN FNC Co., Ltd.
9th floor, 173, Digital-ro, Geumcheon-gu Seoul 08511 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; lipsticks; functional cosmetics containing anti-ageing skin care and skin whitening preparations and sun 
screen for use on the skin; anti-aging cosmetic preparations; cosmetic preparations for the hair and scalp; cosmetic 
mask pack; make-up; shaving preparations; cosmetic preparations for the hair; cosmetic preparations for bath and 
shower; body and beauty care cosmetics; sun block cosmetics; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetic 
preparations for skin renewal; perfume; room fragrancing diffusers; beauty masks; shampoos; face wash preparations; 
non-medicated mouthwashes and dentifrices.

8968



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 3 
 

4267775    05/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481925]
Be Pretty Company Limited
146 Rama 3 Road, Bangkholaem Sub-district, 10120 Bangkholaem District, Bangkok Thailand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Moisturizing body lotion; moisturizing body gel; soothing body gel; nourishing body lotion; hydrated facial mask; 
hydrating purifying face masks [cosmetics]; facial moisturizing gel; facial hydrating gel; facial moisturizing cream; facial 
moisturizing serum; facial night gel; facial night mask; anti-wrinkle cream; facial firming cream; anti aging lotion; eye 
creams for cosmetic use; cosmetic creams for firming skin around eyes.

8969



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 3 
 

4270454    03/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482513]
CGS Srl
Via Zucchi 29 I-20900 Monza Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; skincare cosmetics.

8970



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 3 
 

4271333    05/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482220]
JUN JAE YUN
103-2103, 27, Wolgye-ro 36-gil, Seongbuk-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Laundry preparations; toiletry preparations; functional cosmetics containing anti-aging skin care and skin whitening 
preparations and sunscreen for use on the skin; phytocosmetic preparations; cosmetics; body lotion for cosmetic 
purposes; color-removing preparations for hair; hair masks for cosmetic purposes; hair care preparations for cosmetic 
purposes; hair tonic for cosmetic purposes; aromatic essential oils; perfumery; hair cleaning preparations; beauty soap; 
body wash; hair rinses; shampoos; hand cleansers; toothpaste and mouthwashes, not for medical purposes.

8971



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/12/2018; Application No. : 2018-153424 ;Japan 

4273981    10/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483474]
ULTIMATEQUEENS Co., Ltd.
1-7, Nishishinjuku 7-chome, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160-0023 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Nail tips; nail tips for displays; nail tips for nail design selection; nail tips attached with support member for displays.

8972



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 3 
 

4275050    10/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483935]
KAPS spólka z o.o.
Przemyslowa 40 PL-32-765 Rzezawa Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Leather and shoe cleaning and polishing preparations; shoe polish applicators containing shoe polish; shoe cream; 
preservative creams for leather; detergent compositions for cleaning shoes; shoe polish; pastes for cleaning shoes; 
creams for leather; shoe polish and creams; cleaning preparations for leather; boot wax; shoe cleaners [preparations]; 
leather preservatives [polishes]; leather polishes; shoe sprays for cleaning and polishing.

8973



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 10/07/2018; Application No. : 2018-89310 ;Japan 

4165533    08/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1462873]
KAO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as Kao Corporation)
14-10, Nihonbashi Kayabacho 1-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-8210 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; oiled paper for medical purposes; wrapping wafers for doses of 
medicine; gauze for dressings; empty capsules for pharmaceuticals; eyepatches for medical purposes; ear bandages; 
menstruation bandages; menstruation tampons; sanitary napkins; sanitary panties; absorbent cotton; adhesive plasters; 
bandages for dressings; liquid dressings; breast-nursing pads; diapers; diaper covers.

8974



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 23/01/2019; Application No. : 4518197 ;France 

4270531    11/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482088]
LESAFFRE ET COMPAGNIE
41 rue Étienne Marcel F-75001 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Disinfectants; products for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides; parasiticides; phytosanitary products; 
products for fortifying or reinforcing natural defenses in plants against natural aggressors.

8975



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 5 
 

4270563    03/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482136]
Phoyok Herb Company Limited
21, Soi Latphrao Wanghin 43, Latphrao Wanghin Road, Latphrao Sub-district, Latphrao District 10240 Bangkok Thailand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for inhalers.

8976



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 5 
 

4271405    07/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482576]
Santen Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.
3-9-19, Shimoshinjo, Higashiyodogawa-ku Osaka 533-8651 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and 
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use; food for babies; dietary supplements for human being and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying 
vermin; fungicides, herbicides; eye drops; collyrium; ophthalmological preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for 
treatment of cataracts; pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of glaucoma; eye drops for treatment of glaucoma; 
pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of ocular hypertension; ophthalmic ointments, creams, lotions and gels; 
pharmaceutical preparations for use in eye injections; pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of pinguecula; 
pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of chalazion; pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of uveitis; eye drops 
for treatment of keratoconjunctival epithelial disorder; antibacterial eye drops; antiallergic eye drops; pharmaceutical 
agents affecting sensory organs; pharmaceutical preparations for improving focus-adjustment function declined by 
accommodative asthenopia; pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of accommodative asthenopia; lactose for 
pharmaceutical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations; reagent paper for medical purposes; diagnostic preparations for 
medical purposes; oiled paper for medical purposes; drug delivery agents in the form of edible wafers for wrapping 
powdered pharmaceuticals; wrapping wafers for medicine doses; gauze for dressings; capsules for medicine; eyepatches 
for medical purposes; ear bandages; menstruation bandages; menstruation tampons; sanitary napkins; sanitary panties; 
absorbent cotton; adhesive plasters; bandages for dressings; liquid bandages; breast-nursing pads; cotton sticks for 
medical use; diapers for incontinence; diapers; diaper covers; dietary supplements for humans; nutritional supplements; 
dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietetic food adapted for medical purposes; beverages for babies; 
dietary supplements for animals; dental cements; mothproofing paper.

8977



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 5 
 

4273961    16/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483409]
INSOFTB (CHINA) CO., LTD
Economic Development Zone, Jinjiang City Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sanitary towels; depuratives; diapers for incontinence; sanitary pants; sanitary towels; dietetic substances adapted for 
medical use; pesticides; babies' diaper-pants.

8978



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 6 
 

Priority claimed from 15/04/2019; Application No. : 302019000026440 ;Italy 

4272820    15/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482941]
OFFICINE MACCAFERRI S.P.A.
Via J.F. Kennedy 10 I-40069 ZOLA PREDOSA (Bologna) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; non-electric cables and wires 
of common metal; pipes and tubes of metal.

8979



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 7 
 

4269216    04/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483114]
Xi’an Shaangu Power Co., Ltd.
No.8, Fenghui South Rd, High-tech Zone, Xi’an City 710000 Shaanxi Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Centrifugal machines; compressors for refrigerators; mixing machines; bicycle assembling machines; disintegrators; 
forge bellows; compressed air machines; blowing machines; agricultural machines; metalworking machines; mills 
[machines]; compressors [machines]; blowing machines for the compression, exhaustion and transport of gases; 
superchargers; bellows [parts of machines]; turbocompressors; condensing installations; air suction machines.

8980



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 7 
 

4269300    22/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483072]
NGK SPARK PLUG CO., LTD.
14-18,Takatsuji-cho, Mizuho-ku Nagoya City 467-8525 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Metalworking machines and tools; metalworking machines and tools for friction stir welding of metals; metalworking 
machines and tools, namely, impact wrenches, electric ratchet wrenches, wrenches (power-driven), electric screwdrivers, 
electrical drills, drilling bits [parts of machines], reamers [parts of machines], grinding tools [parts of machines], hammers 
[parts of machines], scalers [parts of machines], jigsaws [machines], electric sanders; cutting tools other than hand-
operated; ceramic cutting tools and dies for metalworking, other than hand-operated; cemented carbide cutting tools 
other than hand-operated; cermet cutting tools other than hand-operated; diamond-pointed metal-cutting tools other than 
hand-operated; thread milling cutters (machine tools); milling cutters (machine tools); cemented carbide tips for use with 
machine tools; wear-resistant metal-cutting tools other than hand-operated; moulds and dies for metal-forming (parts of 
machines).

8981



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 7 
 

4271330    19/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482208]
SHANGHAI ELECTRIC GROUP CO., LTD.
30F, NO8 XINGYI ROAD SHANGHAI China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Engraving machines; sheaf-binding machines; dishwashers; washing machines [laundry]; embossing machines; glass 
working machines; electromechanical machines for chemical industry; oil refining machines; road rollers; elevators [lifts]; 
foundry machines; hydraulic turbines; air brushes for applying colour; alternators; centrifugal machines; shaft couplings 
[machines]; welding apparatus, gas-operated; waste disposals; mixing machines; agricultural machines; printing 
machines; spinning machines; food preparation machines, electromechanical; machine tools; robots [machines]; drilling 
machines; presses [machines for industrial purposes]; valves [parts of machines]; compressed air machines; hydraulic 
controls for machines, motors and engines; bearings [parts of machines]; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; 
paper machines; crushing machines; fodder presses; woodworking machines; dyeing machines; brewing machines; 
cigarette machines for industrial purposes; leather-working machines; sewing machines.

8982



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 21/12/2018; Application No. : 2018-158932 ;Japan 

4272780    14/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482818]
ANEST IWATA Corporation
3176, Shinyoshida-cho, Kohoku-ku, Yokohama-shi Kanagawa-ken 223-8501 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Compressors for machines; scroll compressors.

8983



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 26/04/2019; Application No. : 37808203 ;China 

4274587    20/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483839]
CHONGQING SHINERAY AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY CO., LTD.
8 Shineray Road, Hangu Town, Jiulongpo District Chongqing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Agricultural machines; harvesting machines; grain separators; lawnmowers [machines]; cultivators [machines]; sowers 
[machines]; tilling machines for agricultural purposes; alternators; pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; 
camshafts for vehicle engines.

8984



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 7 
 

4275840    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484186]
GENÇ DEGIRMEN MAKINALARI SANAYI VE TICARET A.S.
Asagipinarbasi Mah. Ankara Cad. No:245-1 Selçuklu Konya Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Machines and robotic mechanisms for processing, for milling, and for sorting cereals, namely: roller mills, double roller 
mills, square plansifter, double compartment control plansifter, jumbo control plansifter with double compartment, single 
passage control sieve, sifting frames, silk stretching tool, combi-cleaner, separator, separator with eccentric pulley, 
intensive dampener, dry stoner, inclined intensive dampener, drum sieve, trieur, double trieur, ultra trieur, spiral trieur, 
horizontal scourer, wheat friction machinery, washer with vertical drying, dust cyclone, purifier, bran finisher, vibro flour 
bran finisher, impact detacher, drum detacher, pneumatic fan, flat-based electronic jet filter, hammer mill, concentrator, 
turbo sifter, larva breaker (entoleter), vertical larva breaker, mono cyclone, pneumatic cyclone, line diverting gate, vibro 
feeder, tube screw conveyor, screw conveyor, flour-bran screw conveyor, bucket elevator, blending machine, rotoflow, 
flour distributor, dosage machine, flour bagging machine, flow balancer, flow controlled automatic dampening, chain 
conveyor; flour milling machines; machines and robotic mechanisms for feed processing, milling, and grinding, namely: 
drum sieve, dosing valves [parts of machines], mill feeder, hammer mill, jet filter, mixer, migrodosing, molasses mixer, 
pellet press, cyclone, crumbler, vibro sieve, proflaking system, conveyor, telescopic loading chute, bucket elevator.

8985



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 19/04/2019; Application No. : 302019000028014 ;Italy 

4275892    22/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484240]
SAMPSISTEMI S.R.L.
Via Saliceto 15 I-40010 BENTIVOGLIO (Bologna) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Machines and plants for manufacturing, treating and collecting flat cables, wires and metal cables.

8986



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 19/04/2019; Application No. : 302019000028028 ;Italy 

4275909    24/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484290]
SAMPSISTEMI S.R.L.
Via Saliceto 15 I-40010 BENTIVOGLIO (Bologna) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Machines and plants for manufacturing, treating and collecting flat cables, wires and metal cables.

8987



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 17/01/2019; Application No. : 4516483 ;France 

4259899    06/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1479940]
KALRAY
180 Avenue de l'Europe Immeuble le Sun F-38330 Montbonnot-Saint-Martin France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electronic system unit; scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; speed control apparatus; 
navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; on-board computers; wireless controllers to remotely monitor 
and control the function and status of other electrical, electronic and mechanical devices or systems; electric control 
housings; electronic calculator; temperature sensors; pressure sensor; speed sensors; electric and electronic remote 
control apparatus; diagnostic apparatus not for medical use; apparatus for checking tire pressure; electronic braking 
distributors; electronic devices for digital display; motor control unit; electrical anti-theft warning apparatus, voltage 
regulators; automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tires.

8988



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 9 
 

4261038    07/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481735]
MICROSAIC SYSTEMS PLC
Unit 2, GMS House Boundary Road Woking, Surrey GU21 5BX United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Instruments for sample analysis; instruments for detection of molecular ions; instruments for analysis of molecular ions; 
detectors for mass spectrometry; detectors for chromatography.

8989



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 9 
 

4262149    07/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481624]
MICROSAIC SYSTEMS PLC
Unit 2, GMS House Boundary Road Woking, Surrey GU21 5BX United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software; computer hardware; electrical and electronic control apparatus and instruments; data processing 
equipment and computers; integrated circuits; computer peripherals; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

8990



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 18/12/2018; Application No. : 2018/07696 ;Sweden 

4265129    05/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481510]
Senseair AB
BOX 96 SE-820 60 Delsbo Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Air and gas analysis apparatus; sensors for use in alcoholmeters; alcoholmeters; alcoholmeters for vehicles; apparatus 
for detection and analysis of alcohol in exhaled air; software; software for identification and access control of persons; 
data processing devices; data processing equipment and accessories (electrical and mechanical).

8991



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 9 
 

4265185    07/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481737]
MICROSAIC SYSTEMS PLC
Unit 2, GMS House Boundary Road Woking, Surrey GU21 5BX United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Micro electro mechanical systems (MEMS) structures; integrated circuits, solid state integrated circuits; solid state 
electrical integrated circuits; mass spectrometers and components therefor; miniature mass spectrometers and 
components therefor; measurement apparatus; measurement devices; sensors.

8992



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 9 
 

4265203    07/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481756]
MICROSAIC SYSTEMS PLC
Unit 2, GMS House Boundary Road Woking, Surrey GU21 5BX United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Micro electro mechanical systems (MEMS) structures; integrated circuits, solid state integrated circuits; solid state 
electrical integrated circuits; mass spectrometers and components therefor; miniature mass spectrometers and 
components therefor; measurement apparatus; measurement devices; sensors.

8993



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 04/12/2018; Application No. : 017995807 ;European Union 

4265231    04/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481789]
VISHAY MCB INDUSTRIE
3 Rue de la Grande Noé F-53200 Château-Gontier France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Resistors; variable resistors; fixed resistors; potentiometers; rheostats; sensors; transducers; motion transducers; 
trimmer resistors; watercooled resistors; braking resistors; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity.

8994



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 9 
 

4265243    14/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481818]
Wang Deti
Jiangxi Dengyang Village, Xianjiang Street, Ruian Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer peripheral devices; pedometers; measures; signal lanterns; navigational instruments; loudspeakers; cameras 
[photography]; protection devices for personal use against accidents; mobile power (rechargeable battery); portable 
remote control car stop.

8995



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4265273    06/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481868]
MagicBit, Inc.
901 N. Pitt Street, Suite 325 Alexandria VA 22314 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable computer software used for converting video files into audio and different video formats; downloadable 
computer software used for saving converted video and audio files on personal computers and mobile devices; 
downloadable computer software used for streaming radio and other media content on personal computers and mobile 
devices; downloadable computer software used for downloading media content onto personal computers and media 
devices; software application for mobile devices for solving crossword puzzles and playing games; internet web browser 
software; computer screen saver software; software application for mobile devices used for finding an interesting dinner 
mates.

8996



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 25/03/2019; Application No. : 18039937 ;European Union 

4269448    24/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482420]
L'OREAL
14 rue Royale F-75008 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software and applications for computers and mobile telephones providing users with advice, services and information in 
connection with cosmetics and enabling users to try cosmetics virtually.

8997



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4269488    29/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482438]
PRECISION DRIVE ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
G9-1, 8 JINGHU AVENUE, XINYA STREET, HUADU DISTRCT, GUANGZHOU CITY GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer peripheral devices; cabinets for loudspeakers; diaphragms [acoustics]; loudspeakers; audio- and video-
receivers; megaphones; microphones; headphones; portable media players; chargers for electric batteries.

8998



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4269529    30/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482923]
SHENZHEN WENDA INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
15B, Unit B, Bldg 12, Phase 3 Yinyuezhisheng Garden, No.1 Songyuan Rd., Buji Str, Longgang Dist., Shenzhen Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer programs, downloadable; notebook computers; tablet computers; navigational instruments; electronic control 
apparatus for automobiles; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; electric wire harnesses for 
automobiles; car video recorders; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; automatic indicators of low pressure 
in vehicle tires; testing apparatus not for medical purposes; battery detector; endoscopy cameras for industrial purposes; 
gasoline gauges; speed indicators; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes.

8999



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 09/05/2019; Application No. : 38065571 ;China 

4272758    31/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482765]
Guangzhou Avmedia Electronic Technology Co., Ltd.
1402-1404 No. 1 Headquarters Building, Tian’an Hi-tech Ecological Park, Panyu District 511400 Guangzhou China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cabinets for loudspeakers; loudspeakers; audio- and video-receivers; microphones; audio conveyors; audio interfaces; 
megaphones; horns for loudspeakers; computer peripheral devices; couplers [data processing equipment].

9000



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 14/12/2018; Application No. : 35305202 ;China 

4272782    10/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482827]
Beijing Yongan Shida Science and Technology Trading Co., Ltd
Room 343, 3th Floor, Tower A, No. 1 Building, 36 North Third Ring Road East, Dongcheng District 100013 Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Virtual reality headsets; loudspeakers; portable media players; sound transmitting apparatus; camcorders; cameras 
(photography); computer keyboards; video monitors; computer programs, recorded; computer software applications, 
downloadable; optical lenses; switchboards; gas testing instruments; scales; interactive touch screen terminals; 
humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; digital weather stations; biochips; fingerprint identifier; human face 
recognition devices; video screens; integrated circuits; electronic chips; scales with body mass analyzers; smart rings; 
personal digital assistants (PDAs); computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; thin client computers; hand-
held electronic dictionaries; computer software for creating and editing music and sounds; downloadable graphics for 
mobile phones; wearable computers; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; selfie sticks for mobile 
phones; security surveillance robots; wearable video display monitors; selfie lenses; laboratory robots; teaching robots; 
USB data cables; USB data cables for mobile phones; downloadable mobile phone software applications; holders for 
mobile phones; computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; smartglasses; smartphones; wearable 
activity trackers; cases for smartphones; covers for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; 
microphones; computer memories; smartwatches; cabinets for loudspeakers; network communication apparatus; electric 
batteries; tablet computers; laptop computers; notebook computers; earphones; touch screens; television apparatus; 
plugs, sockets and other contacts (electric connections).

9001



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 9 
 

4272846    07/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483047]
The Attico S.r.l.
Piazza Castello 4 I-20121 Milano Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sunglasses; contact lenses; eyewear; eyeglass chains; goggles for sports; frames for sunglasses; protective films 
adapted for smartphones; eyeglass frames; bags adapted for laptops; cell phone straps; covers for tablet computers; 
cases adapted for cellular phones; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; eyeglasses; computer software; optical 
apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating 
or controlling electricity; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; eyeglass cords; apparatus for recording, transmission 
or reproduction of sound or images; eyeglass cases; spectacle lenses; cases for spectacles and sunglasses; field 
glasses; telescopes; cases for smartphones; flip covers for tablet computers; scientific, nautical, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking [supervision], life-saving and teaching 
apparatus and instruments; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; cash registers, calculating machines, 
data processing equipment, computers.

9002



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 10/10/2018; Application No. : 88149205 ;United States of America 

4273992    08/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483506]
Daramic, LLC
11430 N. Community House Road, Suite 350 Charlotte NC 28277 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Battery separators; battery separator films.

9003



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 11/02/2019; Application No. : 2019/13186 ;Turkey 

4274016    15/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483566]
APOKS KIMYA ANONIM SIRKETI
Yeni Mahalle, Baltaci Mehmet Pasa Sokak, No: 1, A Blok, D: 36 Kartal - Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer programs and software; software and applications for mobile devices.

9004



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 01/05/2019; Application No. : 88411040 ;United States of America 

4274140    30/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483745]
Case-Mate, Inc.
7000 Central Parkway, Suite 1050 Atlanta GA 30328 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mobile accessories; accessories for mobile and handheld electronic devices, namely, smart watches, smartwatch 
wristbands, audio headphones, audio headphone cases, armbands specially adapted for personal mobile and handheld 
electronic devices, namely, cellphones, smartphones, MP3 players, handheld computers, and tablet computers; stands 
and car mounts for supporting mobile and handheld electronic devices, namely, cellphones, smartphones, MP3 players, 
handheld computers, and tablet computers; storage pockets specially adapted for attachment to mobile and handheld 
electronic devices, namely, cellphones, smartphones, MP3 players, handheld computers, and tablet computers; finger 
grips, straps, and holders for mobile and handheld electronic devices, namely, cellphones, smartphones, MP3 players, 
handheld computers, and tablet computers; holsters for mobile and handheld electronic devices, namely, cellphones, 
smartphones, MP3 players, handheld computers, and tablet computers; cell phone battery chargers; battery chargers for 
use with electronic mobile devices; hand grips, stands, and mounts adapted for handheld electronic devices, namely, 
cellphones, smartphones, MP3 players, handheld computers, and tablet computers; cases for electronic devices, namely, 
cases for cellphones, smartphones, MP3 players, handheld computers, and tablet computers; computer carrying cases; 
laptop carrying cases; notebook computer carrying cases; cases including an auxiliary power source for personal 
electronic devices, namely, cellphones, smartphones, MP3 players, handheld computers, and tablet computers; protective 
covers and cases for mobile and handheld electronic devices, namely, cellphones, smartphones, MP3 players, handheld 
computers, and tablet computers; screen protectors in the nature of protective sheets of plastic film specially adapted for 
electronic devices with screens, namely, smart phones, portable media players, handheld computers, and tablet 
computers; virtual reality headsets and viewers for use with mobile and handheld electronic devices, namely, cellphones, 
smartphones, MP3 players, handheld computers, and tablet computers.

9005



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4274602    18/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483881]
APPLE INC.
One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Lanyards for portable and handheld digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, and 
reviewing text, data, audio, image, and video files.

9006



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 01/05/2019; Application No. : 88411047 ;United States of America 

4275845    30/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484189]
Case-Mate, Inc.
7000 Central Parkway, Suite 1050 Atlanta GA 30328 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mobile accessories; accessories for mobile and handheld electronic devices, namely, smart watches, smartwatch 
wristbands, audio headphones, audio headphone cases, armbands specially adapted for personal mobile and handheld 
electronic devices, namely, cellphones, smartphones, MP3 players, handheld computers, and tablet computers; stands 
and car mounts for supporting mobile and handheld electronic devices, namely, cellphones, smartphones, MP3 players, 
handheld computers, and tablet computers; storage pockets specially adapted for attachment to mobile and handheld 
electronic devices, namely, cellphones, smartphones, MP3 players, handheld computers, and tablet computers; finger 
grips, straps, and holders for mobile and handheld electronic devices, namely, cellphones, smartphones, MP3 players, 
handheld computers, and tablet computers; holsters for mobile and handheld electronic devices, namely, cellphones, 
smartphones, MP3 players, handheld computers, and tablet computers; cell phone battery chargers; battery chargers for 
use with electronic mobile devices; hand grips, stands, and mounts adapted for handheld electronic devices, namely, 
cellphones, smartphones, MP3 players, handheld computers, and tablet computers; cases for electronic devices, namely, 
cases for cellphones, smartphones, MP3 players, handheld computers, and tablet computers; computer carrying cases; 
laptop carrying cases; notebook computer carrying cases; cases including an auxiliary power source for personal 
electronic devices, namely, cellphones, smartphones, MP3 players, handheld computers, and tablet computers; protective 
covers and cases for mobile and handheld electronic devices, namely, cellphones, smartphones, MP3 players, handheld 
computers, and tablet computers; screen protectors in the nature of protective sheets of plastic film specially adapted for 
electronic devices with screens, namely, smart phones, portable media players, handheld computers, and tablet 
computers; virtual reality headsets and viewers for use with mobile and handheld electronic devices, namely, cellphones, 
smartphones, MP3 players, handheld computers, and tablet computers.

9007



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 07/03/2019; Application No. : 302019000016523 ;Italy 

4277041    09/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484309]
GIVI MISURE S.r.l.
Via Assunta 57 I-20834 NOVA MILANESE (MB) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Checking and measuring apparatus and instruments based on electric, electronic, optical, magnetic devices and their 
combinations; opto-electronic scales; magnetic scales; opto-electronic encoders; magnetic encoders; checking 
apparatus based on opto-electronic and magnetic devices, both incremental and absolute, of moving mechanical parts; 
dimension readouts and position controllers.

9008



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 11 
 

4271460    25/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482368]
Guangzhou SPRSUN New Energy Technology Development Co., Ltd.
Bldg. 2, No. 15, Tangxi Road, Xintang Town, Zengcheng District, Guangzhou City 510000 Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Lamps; heat pumps; air-conditioning installations; cooling appliances and installations; radiators, electric; heating 
installations; gas scrubbing apparatus; water heaters; water purification installations; solar water heaters.

9009



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 11 
 

 

4271467    22/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482380]
Guangdong Weixiang Sanitary Ware Co., Ltd.
Block 2, No. 221 Jiaxing North Road, Industrial Zone, Shuikou Town, Kaiping Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Water filtering apparatus; faucets for pipes and pipelines; pressure water tanks; sinks; mixer faucets for water pipes; bath 
installations; water flushing installations; bath tubs for sitz baths; heating apparatus, electric.

9010



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 12 
 

4273999    12/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483523]
NANJING IVECO AUTOMOBILE CO., LTD.
NO. 8, LILY ROAD, PUKOU DISTRICT, NANJING JIANGSU China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cars; tram; structural parts for vehicles (excluding tire); tire; repair outfits for inner tubes.

9011



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 14 
 

4269221    06/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483110]
RADO UHREN AG (RADO WATCH CO.LTD.) (MONTRES RADO SA)
Bielstrasse 45 CH-2543 Lengnau Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Precious stones, semi-precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments, namely chronometers, chronographs, 
clocks, watches, bracelets, pendulum clocks, alarm clocks as well as parts and accessories for the aforesaid goods, 
namely watch cases, watch bands, watch dials, watch chains, all the aforesaid goods not horse-shaped or decorated with 
a gold horse, hands, anchors, pendulums, movements for timepieces, watch springs, watch glasses.

9012



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 14 
 

 

Priority claimed from 08/02/2019; Application No. : VA 2019 00334 ;Denmark 

4272762    06/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482782]
Pandora A/S
Havneholmen 17-19 DK-1561 Copenhagen V Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Jewellery; paste jewellery; gemstones, pearls and precious metals, and imitations thereof; natural or artificial precious 
stones and natural or artificial semi-precious stones; natural or artificial gemstones; jewellery made with or of man made 
stones, crystals and/or cubic stones; ornaments; ornaments of precious metals or coated therewith; cuff links; 
ornamental pins; watches; watch straps; watch chains; cases for jewellery and watches.

9013



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 15 
 

 

4168957    30/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464148]
Yamaha Corporation
10-1, Nakazawa-cho, Naka-ku, Hamamatsu-shi Shizuoka 430-8650 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Musical instruments; music synthesizers; electronic musical instruments; pianos; music stands; conductors' batons; 
tuning forks; stands for musical instruments; cases for musical instruments; pedals for musical instruments.

9014



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 17 
 

4262217    07/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481317]
Hikari Capital Limited
Tower D, Level 10, Penthouse 2, Plaza Mont Kiara, 2 Jalan Kiara 50480 Kuala Lumpur

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Synthetic plastic as semi-finished products in the form of profile sections, profile panels, solid profile rods, and plates for 
further processing, plastic-based construction profiles, plastic-based composite profiles, fibreglass-reinforced plastic 
profiles, plastic and phenolic resin composite profiles, fibreglass-reinforced plastics in the form of rods, fibres and 
sheets, plastic composite materials in the form of profiles, boards, sheets, and rods for use as strength elements in fibre 
optic cables.

9015



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 17 
 

Priority claimed from 21/05/2019; Application No. : 4020088 ;Spain 

4269501    28/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482458]
ZAHONERO VIRGILI, S.L.
Pol. Ind. Campo Alto, Avda. de Benelux, 91 E-03600 Elda (Alicante) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Cushioning for rubber packing for transport containers; sound insulation for buildings; insulating foam for use in 
building and construction; insulation in the form of floor coverings; insulation for air conditioning; insulation for aircraft; 
insulation for soundproofing; insulation with sealing properties for thermal protection; acoustic insulators; thermally 
conductive insulators; quilted and padded articles for insulation; quilted and padded articles for insulation; quilted and 
padded articles for insulation; acoustic tiles for insulation; insulating waterproofing tiles; insulation strips; absorption 
barriers; sound protection barriers; rubber; pre-molded insulation components; foam rubber; packaging foam in the form 
of sheets; polyurethane foam in the form of blocks for insulating; polyurethane foam [semi-worked]; polyurethane foam 
for insulation purposes; polyamide foams; fibers for insulation purposes; insulating felt; raw or semi-processed gum; 
extruded polystyrene pellets; waterproof packings; guttapercha; thermal cotton waddings used as noise damping 
material; synthetic microporous sheets for use in manufacturing processes; synthetic microporous sheets for use in 
manufacturing processes; synthetic microporous sheets for use in manufacturing processes; acoustic plates; rigid foam 
polyvinyl chloride plates for manufacturing use; polyethylene plates for insulation; mineral wool; insulating rock wool; 
latex; thermal insulation material; soundproofing materials; packaging materials; sealing materials; insulating fillers.

9016



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 17 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/03/2019; Application No. : 36846505 ;China 

4272819    22/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482934]
LUOHE LETONE HYDRAULICS TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
PRIVATE INDUSTRIAL PARK, LUOHE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE, LUOHE CITY HENAN PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Flexible hoses, not of metal; hoses of textile material; pipe gaskets; pipe muffs, not of metal; reinforcing materials, not of 
metal, for pipes; junctions, not of metal, for pipes; fittings, not of metal, for flexible pipes; cylinder jointings; connecting 
hose for vehicle radiators; fittings, not of metal, for rigid pipes.

9017



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 17 
 

 

4273967    25/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483418]
GUANGZHOU BANSHANG RUBBER PRODUCTS CO., LTD.
ROOM 2417, NO. 5 HUANGPU EAST ROAD, HUANGPU DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU CITY GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Rubber, raw or semi-worked; stuffing rings; rubber seals for jars; sealant compounds for joints; acrylic resins, semi-
processed; cylinder jointings; padding materials of rubber or plastics; cords of rubber; flexible hoses, not of metal; 
soundproofing materials; electrical insulating materials.

9018



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 17 
 

 

4274103    21/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483623]
ZYFIRE HOSE CORPORATION
NO. 88 KAIYANG ROAD, JIANGYAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE, TAIZHOU, JIANGSU China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Connecting hoses for vehicle water tanks; canvas hose pipes; hoses of textile material; non-metal pipe fittings; flexible 
hoses, not of metal; watering hoses; drain hoses, not of metal; flexible plastic pipes for plumbing use.

9019



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 17 
 

4275955    13/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1363209]
Gerb Schwingungsisolierungen GmbH & Co. KG
Roedernallee 174-176 13407 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mats of synthetic vibration-damping elastomers and/or rubber-like materials for vibration damping on stationary objects 
or fixed objects.

9020



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 18 
 

4270559    28/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482129]
Yingcai,Wu
No. 38, Hengdong, Shatou Village, Luoping Town, Luoding, Yunfu City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pocket wallets; handbags; travelling trunks; trimmings of leather for furniture; leather straps; umbrellas; walking sticks; 
animal skins; clothing for pets.

9021



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 18 
 

4274153    21/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483776]
Qingdao Yamei Bag & Case Co., Ltd.
No. 1, Hexi village, Longshan office Jimo City, Qingdao City Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Leather, unworked or semi-worked; garment bags for travel; canvas box (terms too vague in the opinion of the 
International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulation; suitcase handles; umbrella or parasol ribs; sticks 
(mountaineering -); covers for horse-saddles; bits for animals [harness]; butts [parts of hides]; pocket wallets; wallet 
(purses).

9022



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 19 
 

 

4271470    13/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482395]
LULI GROUP CO., LTD.
RESIDENT GOVERNMENT OF HOU ZHEN, SHOUGUANG CITY, 250014 SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Veneer wood; wood, semi-worked; lumber; mouldable wood.

9023



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 20 
 

Priority claimed from 24/10/2018; Application No. : 017972073 ;European Union 

4271880    01/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482702]
Nolato Cerbo AB
Verkmästarevägen 1-3 SE-461 37 TROLLHÄTTAN Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tubs and receptacles (not of metal) for storage and transport, other than for household and kitchen; packaging 
containers not of metal; packaging containers of plastic; packaging containers principally of plastic; plastic components 
for packaging containers; closures, not of metal, for containers; non-metallic container closures; containers and 
container closures of plastic; caps, fittings and closing devices (not of metal) for bottles, packaging boxes and 
containers; boxes of plastic material; jars of plastic material, not for household purposes; casks of plastic material; 
squeeze tubes of plastic material; capsules and other container closures not of metal; non-metallic cover guards for 
socket ends and screw threads; closures (not of metal) for containers (packing).

9024



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 21 
 

4275899    03/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484277]
SHANDONG JINGBO GROUP CO., LTD.
INDUSTRIAL ZONE, YUNCHENG COUNTY, HEZE CITY 274700 SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Crystal [glassware]; glass, unworked or semi-worked, except building glass.

9025



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 25 
 

4274179    30/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483818]
Kristina Laux
Calle Ontanilla 17 E-28817 Los Santos de la Humosa Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Headwear; footwear; clothing.

9026



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 28 
 

Priority claimed from 01/12/2018; Application No. : 35044487 ;China 

4271398    02/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482567]
SHENZHEN MAORY TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
3/F, BUILDING NO.13, LONGJUN INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT, DALANG ROAD, LONGHUA, SHENZHEN 610041 GUANGDONG 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Muscle exercise equipment; body-training apparatus; body rehabilitation apparatus; dumbbell; chest expanders 
[exercisers]; gym ball; shin guard (sporting goods); elbow pads (sporting goods); knee pad (sporting goods); sport 
protection waist belt.

9027



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 28 
 

4271445    31/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482325]
Hubei Loonva Fishing Tackle Group Co., LTD
No.9 Yongan Industrial Park, Xiaonan District, Xiaogan City 310000 Hubei Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Artificial fishing bait; rods for fishing; fish hooks; fishing lines; fishing creels; landing nets for anglers; floats for fishing; 
fishing tackle; reels for fishing; fishing lures.

9028



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 28 
 

4272826    27/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482947]
ATI ELECTRONICS (SHENZHEN) CO., LTD
WEST OF 4F, OFFICE BUILDING, FLOOR 1-2, BLOCK B, FLOOR 2, BLOCK A, NO. 6 PLANT, TONGFUYU INDUSTRIAL 
PARK, FUKENG, GUANLAN AVENUE, LONGHUA AREA, SHENZHEN 518000 GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Games; toy of unmanned aerial vehicle; body-training apparatus; active toy (bed bell); toys; brainpower toy; chess 
pieces; tackle (fishing -); toy controller; parlor games.

9029



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 28 
 

Priority claimed from 15/11/2018; Application No. : 730447 ;Switzerland 

4277271    15/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483357]
Alex Hochstrasser
Seefeldstrasse 178 CH-8008 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.28;Games, toys; gymnastic and sporting articles; decorations for Christmas trees.

9030



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 29 
 

Priority claimed from 20/05/2019; Application No. : 40201910971Y ;Singapore 

4271495    30/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482613]
ZENKO SUPERFOODS PTE. LTD.
51 Kampong Bugis, 26-02 Kallang Riverside Singapore 338986 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Seeds, prepared; edible seeds; vegetable-based snack foods.

9031



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 32 
 

Priority claimed from 20/12/2018; Application No. : 1110272 ;New Zealand 

4271342    13/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482264]
ASPIRING INVESTMENTS LIMITED
Barraclough & Associates Limited, 53 King Street, Frankton Hamilton 3204 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Drinking water; still water; sparkling water; spring water; mineral water; aerated waters; flavored water; flavored sparkling 
water; beer; fruit beverages; fruit juices; syrups for making beverages; essences for making flavored water, not in the 
nature of essential oils.

9032



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 32 
 

Priority claimed from 20/12/2018; Application No. : 1110274 ;New Zealand 

4271343    13/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482266]
ASPIRING INVESTMENTS LIMITED
Barraclough & Associates Limited, 53 King Street, Frankton Hamilton 3204 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Drinking water; still water; sparkling water; spring water; mineral water; aerated waters; flavored water; flavored sparkling 
water; beer; fruit beverages; fruit juices; syrups for making beverages; essences for making flavored water, not in the 
nature of essential oils.

9033



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 32 
 

Priority claimed from 20/12/2018; Application No. : 1110269 ;New Zealand 

4271371    13/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482304]
ASPIRING INVESTMENTS LIMITED
Barraclough & Associates Limited, 53 King Street, Frankton Hamilton 3204 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Drinking water; still water; sparkling water; spring water; mineral water; aerated waters; flavored water; flavored sparkling 
water; beer; fruit beverages; fruit juices; syrups for making beverages; essences for making flavored water, not in the 
nature of essential oils.

9034



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 32 
 

Priority claimed from 20/12/2018; Application No. : 1110271 ;New Zealand 

4271448    13/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482336]
ASPIRING INVESTMENTS LIMITED
Barraclough & Associates Limited, 53 King Street, Frankton Hamilton 3204 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Drinking water; still water; sparkling water; spring water; mineral water; aerated waters; flavored water; flavored sparkling 
water; beer; fruit beverages; fruit juices; syrups for making beverages; essences for making flavored water, not in the 
nature of essential oils.

9035



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 32 
 

Priority claimed from 05/12/2018; Application No. : 1386401 ;Benelux 

4271871    15/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482697]
Real Tropical Food Besloten Vennootschap
Osdorperweg 590 NL-1067 SZ Amsterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beer; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other 
preparations for making beverages.

9036



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 33 
 

 

Priority claimed from 02/05/2019; Application No. : UK00003396651 ;United Kingdom 

4272800    30/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482868]
Nyetimber Limited
Nyetimber Vineyard, Gay Street, West Chiltington West Sussex RH20 2HH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beer); wines; sparkling wines; all of the aforesaid goods complying with specifications of the 
PDO English and all of the aforesaid goods being of English origin.

9037



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 34 
 

 

4271449    23/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482344]
CHINA TOBACCO HUBEI INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
NO.1355, JINSHAN ROAD, DONGXIHU DISTRICT, WUHAN CITY 313000 HUBEI PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cigarette filters; cigarette tips; cigarillos; cigars; tobacco; pipe tobacco; lighters for smokers; cigarettes; matchboxes; 
cigarette paper.

9038



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 05/04/2019; Application No. : 2019-048529 ;Japan 

4275801    16/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484295]
DENTSU INC.
1-8-1, Higashi-shimbashi, Minato-ku Tokyo 105-7001 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertising and publicity services; on-line advertising on a computer network; television advertising; radio advertising; 
magazine advertising; direct mail advertising; outdoor advertising; agencies, intermediary or brokerage for advertising; 
information services relating to advertising; advertising consultancy; layout services for advertising purposes; publicity 
columns preparation; updating of advertising materials; publication of publicity materials; dissemination of advertising 
matter; planning and production of advertising media; planning and organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for 
commercial or advertising purposes; organization of fashion shows for promotional purposes; planning and organization 
of sales promotion events and marketing events; distribution of samples; public relations; public relations agencies; shop 
window dressing; rental or provision of advertising space; brokerage for provision of advertising space; publicity material 
rental; marketing; sales promotion for others; sales promotion of goods and services for others, and provision of advice 
thereon; sponsorship search; economic forecasting; marketing research, studies, analysis and assessment; opinion 
polling; compilation of statistics; price comparison services; research and analysis of advertising effectiveness, and 
provision of information relating thereto; marketing research in relation to computer network, such as trends of accesses 
to websites by Internet users, and providing analysis and information on results of the research; provision of business or 
commercial information; business management and organization consultancy; business management analysis and 
consultancy; consultancy and advisory services regarding business strategy; business research and data analysis; 
administrative processing of purchase orders; providing information concerning commercial sales; arranging of 
contracts for the purchase and sale of goods, for others; business administration of the licensing of the goods and 
services of others; business management of entertainers; consultation relating to brand strategy; consultancy on various 
business planning, product developments and corporate images; collecting, management and analysis of information on 
customers of companies, and providing information thereon; arranging of technical, sales and manufacturing cooperation 
of companies; providing information relating to financial statement preparation; providing employment information and 
recruitment information; job placement services; job placement consultancy; compilation of mailing lists; office 
functions, namely filing, in particular documents or magnetic tape; agency services of office functions; agency services 
of office functions in relation to purchase orders for goods; computerized file management; agency services of 
calculating copyright royalties for others; news clipping services; data search in computer files for others; input 
processing, systemization and compilation of information into computer databases; agency services of office functions 
relating to data processing; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; search engine optimisation services; 
promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of sports events; administration of frequent flyer programmes that 
allow members to redeem miles for points or awards offered by other loyalty programmes; presentation of companies and 
their goods and services on the Internet; promoting the goods and services of others through the administration of sales 
and promotional incentive schemes involving trading stamps; issuance and management of point cards; arranging and 
conducting auctions; import agency services; compilation and systemization of written communications and data; 
business management assistance in the operation of computer systems or advice, consultancy and information thereof; 
reception services for visitors in buildings; providing information and advice to consumers regarding the selection of 
products and items to be purchased; rental of office machinery and equipment; providing employment information and 
providing information relating thereto; providing business information on newspaper articles; rental of vending machines; 
arranging subscriptions to a telematics, telephone or computer service for others.

9039



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 38 
 

Priority claimed from 22/05/2018; Application No. : 87932133 ;United States of America 

4057835    19/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1441887]
LOON LLC
1600 AMPHITHEATRE PARKWAY MOUNTAIN VIEW CA 94043 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
Flat No. 021, Mahagun Maestro Plot No. F21A Sector 50 Noida - 201301

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Rental of telecommunications equipment used for internet access, wireless communications services and cellular 
broadcasting services; providing internet access; provision of access to the internet and transmission of wireless 
communications signals via telecommunications equipment suspended in the stratosphere by gas filled balloons; 
telecommunication services, namely, transmission of data, images, video files, wireless communications signals, satellite 
communications signals and electronic messages using beam formed networks, satellite constellations and high altitude 
platform systems (HAPS).

9040



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 41 
 

4270505    03/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483009]
Willway Holdings Co., Ltd.
4-1-21, Kitahama, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 541-0041 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; tutoring at cram schools; 
providing after school educational programs for children in grades pre-kindergarten through 12th grade; providing 
information relating to education services for children.

9041



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 16/05/2019; Application No. : 2019-069619 ;Japan 

4277037    03/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484248]
Willway Holdings Co., Ltd.
4-1-21, Kitahama, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 541-0041 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; tutoring at cram schools; 
providing after school educational programs for children in grades pre-kindergarten through 12th grade; providing 
information relating to education services for children; arranging, conducting and organization of seminars; providing 
electronic publications; services of reference libraries for literature and documentary records; book rental; publication of 
books; production of videotape film in the field of education, culture, entertainment or sports [not for movies or television 
programs and not for advertising or publicity]; providing facilities for movies, shows, plays, music or educational training; 
rental of records or sound-recorded magnetic tapes; rental of image-recorded magnetic tapes.

9042



Trade Marks Journal No: 1918 ,   09/09/2019           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 25/04/2019; Application No. : 018056185 ;European Union 

4263876    05/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481622]
LabTwin GmbH
Prenzlauer Allee 242 10405 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advisory services relating to computer programming; consulting services in the field of software as a service [SaaS]; 
consultancy services relating to computer networks using mixed software environments; computer programming and 
software design; installation, repair and maintenance of computer software; technical services for the downloading of 
software; computer software technical support services; scientific and technological services and research and design 
relating thereto; providing computer hardware or software information online; website creation, maintenance and design 
services; hosting web sites; application service provider (ASP) services featuring software for creating, authoring, 
distributing, downloading, transmitting, receiving, playing, editing, extracting, encoding, decoding, displaying, storing 
and organizing text, graphics, images, audio, video, and multimedia content, and electronic publications; application 
service provider (ASP) services featuring software for use in connection with voice recognition software and voice-
enabled software applications; providing online, non-downloadable software; providing search engines for obtaining data 
via the internet and other electronic communications networks; creating indexes of online information, sites and other 
resources available on global computer networks for others; digital imaging services; information, advisory and 
consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 10/09/2018; Application No. : 88111165 ;United States of America 

4271507    07/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482625]
BlackBerry Limited
2200 University Avenue East Waterloo ON N2K 0A7 Canada

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for managing machine-to-machine (M2M) and Internet of Things 
(IoT) communication; providing machine-to-machine (M2M) and Internet of Things (IoT) communication integration 
services, namely, the integration of disparate computer systems, networks, hardware and software through the 
application of wireless communication technology to facilitate M2M and IoT communication via web based browsers, 
personal digital assistants, mobile phones, embedded microprocessors, sensors and other electronic devices; providing 
a secure website in the nature of a web hosting platform for allowing users and enterprise software applications to 
interface with remote devices and to allow connectivity, memory storage, device management, device monitoring, device 
tracking, and device auditing, all via a computer network (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – 
Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software allowing 
users and enterprise software applications to interface with remote devices and to allow connectivity, memory storage, 
device management, device monitoring, device tracking, and device auditing, all via a computer network; software as a 
service (SAAS) services featuring application software that allows users or enterprise software applications to interface 
with, connect to and manage remote devices and to provide messaging, management and memory storage services; 
mobile device management (MDM) services in the field of enterprise mobility management (EMM), namely, remote 
management of mobile devices' software applications, access, and security; software as a service (SAAS) services in the 
field of enterprise mobility management (EMM), featuring software for mobile device management (MDM), mobile 
applications management (MAM), mobile security management (MSM), mobile information management (MIM), and mobile 
identity and access management (IAM); software as a service (SAAS) services and platform as a service services (PAAS) 
featuring software for enterprise mobility management (EMM), unified endpoint management (UEM), mobile device 
management (MDM), mobile applications management (MAM), mobile security management (MSM), mobile information 
management (MIM), and mobile identity and access management (IAM); software as a service (SAAS) services and 
platform as a service services (PAAS) featuring software for the operation, management, security and maintenance of 
enterprise networks, data center management, resource management and performance optimization; software as a 
service (SAAS) services featuring computer software in the field of electronic file security to allow users to encrypt, 
electronically watermark, provide restricted access to, and provide secure transmission and tracking of electronic 
documents and other electronic and digital files; platform as a service (PAAS) services featuring computer software for 
security, management, collaboration and application services for mobile devices; computer services, namely, providing a 
virtual computing environment accessible via the Internet for the purpose of providing mobile communications data 
archiving, access to computing and data storage facilities, namely, storage servers for archiving email, phone call logs, 
SMS/MMS messages, and other electronic data (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) 
(b) of the Common Regulations); providing a virtual computing environment accessible via the Internet for use in 
information management (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); platform as a service (PAAS) services featuring computing platform and solution stack that allows users or 
enterprise software applications to interface with, connect to and manage remote devices and to provide messaging, 
management and memory storage services; Infrastructure as a service (IAAS) services featuring computer software 
platforms for creating, managing, and deploying cloud computing infrastructure services; design and development of 
computer software and middleware for others; computer network design for others; consulting with regard to computer 
systems, computer network connectivity hardware and computer network connectivity software and middleware; 
computer software services, namely, development, maintenance, repair, installation, troubleshooting of problems, 
support in the nature of diagnosing problems, upgrade and updating, authoring, provision of information, consultation, 
design and customization of computer software and middleware; support services with regard to computer systems, 
computer network connectivity hardware and computer network connectivity software and middleware, namely, 
troubleshooting and diagnosing of problems; computer services, namely, providing remote management of remote 
devices via computer networks; platform as a service (PAAS) and software as a service (SAAS) services featuring 
software for use in performing vulnerability assessment and penetration testing; providing temporary use of on-line non-
downloadable computer software for endpoint security, malware analysis, vulnerability testing, penetration testing, and 
vulnerability assessment.
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4274101    09/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483617]
ACTIONSTEP LIMITED
Flat 3A, 1 Nelson Street, Auckland Central Auckland 1010 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hosting of web-based business process automation software, including document generation, work-flow, task 
management, audit trail, on-line help, information searching.
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Priority claimed from 21/05/2019; Application No. : UK00003401092 ;United Kingdom 

4265146    06/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481492]
Skyscanner Limited
Floor 6, The Avenue, 1 Bedford Avenue LONDON WC1B 3AU United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Booking of temporary accommodation; agency services for booking temporary accommodation; information and booking 
services in relation to temporary accommodation provided from an Internet website; providing information relating to 
temporary accommodation via means of a global computer network; information relating to temporary accommodation 
provided online from a computer database; information relating to temporary accommodation accessible via a mobile 
phone utilising wireless application protocol technology; restaurant booking services; provision of information relating to 
restaurants and bars.
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4270474    30/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482556]
Collinson Group (Trademarks) Limited
Suite 1, International House, 16 Bell Lane Gibraltar Gibraltar

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Provision of airport lounge services (food and drinks); provision of temporary accommodation and rest area facilities; 
provision of catering and refreshment services.
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3113471    29/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1257432]
SLACK TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
500 Howard Street San Francisco CA 94105 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable mobile application featuring software for use in group communication, namely, postings, 
memoranda and instant messaging, file sharing, calendar synchronization, and automated integrations with external 
service providers.

Cl.42;Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in group communication, namely, 
postings, memoranda and instant messaging, file sharing, calendar synchronization, and automated integrations with 
external service providers.
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3949134    22/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1422273]
HEMA ENDÜSTRI ANONIM SIRKETI
Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Çerkezköy Tekirdag TR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEMANA MARTAND
157, First Floor, Sukhdev Vihar, Mathura Road, New Delhi - 110025.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.7;Machines, machine tools and industrial robots for processing and shaping wood, metals, glass, plastics and 
minerals, 3D printers; construction machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for use in construction: bulldozers, 
diggers (machines), excavators, road construction and road paving machines, drilling machines, rock drilling machines, 
road sweeping machines, lifting, loading and transmission machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for lifting, 
loading and transmission purposes, elevators, escalators and cranes, machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for 
use in agriculture and animal breeding, machines and robotic mechanisms (machines), engines and motors, other than 
for land vehicles, parts and fittings therefor, hydraulic and pneumatic controls for engines and motors, brakes other than 
for vehicles, brake linings for engines, crankshafts, gearboxes, other than for land vehicles, gear boxes, other than for 
land vehicles, cylinders for engines, pistons for engines, turbines, not for land vehicles, filters for engines and motors, oil, 
air and fuel filters for land vehicle engines, exhausts for land vehicle engines, exhaust manifolds for land vehicle engines, 
engine cylinders for land vehicles, engine cylinder heads for land vehicles, pistons for land vehicle engines, carburetors 
for land vehicles, fuel conversion apparatus for land vehicle engines, injectors for land vehicle engines, fuel economisers 
for land vehicle engines, pumps for land vehicle engines, valves for land vehicle engines, starter motors for land vehicles, 
dynamos for land vehicle engines, sparking plugs for land vehicle engines; bearings (parts of machines), roller or ball 
bearings, machines for mounting and detaching tires, alternators, current generators, electric generators, current 
generators operated with solar energy, electric and gas-operated welding apparatus, electric arc welding apparatus, 
electric soldering apparatus, electric arc cutting apparatus, electrodes for welding machines, industrial robots (machines) 
with the abovementioned functions; printing machines, packaging machines, filling, plugging and sealing machines, 
labellers (machines), sorting machines, industrial robots (machines) with the abovementioned functions, electric packing 
machines for plugging and sealing of plastics, machines for textile processing, sewing machines, industrial robots 
(machines) with the abovementioned functions, compressed air pumps, fuel dispensing pumps for service stations, self-
regulating fuel pumps, electric kitchen machines for chopping, grinding, crushing, mixing and mincing foodstuff, washing 
machines, laundry washing machines, dishwashers, spin driers (not heated), electric cleaning machines for cleaning 
floors, carpets or floorings, vacuum cleaners and parts-hereof, automatic vending machines, galvanizing and 
electroplating machines, electric door openers and closers, gaskets for engines and motors.

Cl.12;Motor land vehicles, motorcycles, mopeds, engines and motors for land vehicles, clutches for land vehicles, 
transmissions, transmission belts and transmission chains for land vehicles, brakes, brake discs and brake linings for 
land vehicles, vehicle chassis, automobile bonnets, vehicle suspension springs, shock absorbers for automobiles, 
steering wheels for vehicles, rims for vehicle wheels; bicycles and their bodies, handlebars and mudguards for bicycles, 
vehicle bodies, tipping bodies for trucks, trailers for tractors, frigorific bodies for land vehicles, trailer hitches for 
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vehicles, vehicle seats, head-rests for vehicle seats, safety seats for children, for vehicles, seat covers for vehicles, 
vehicle covers (shaped), sun-blinds adapted for vehicles, direction signals and arms for direction signals for vehicles, 
windscreen wipers and wiper arms for vehicles, inner and outer tires for vehicle wheels, tubeless tires, tire-fixing sets 
comprised of tire patches and tire valves for vehicles, windows for vehicles, safety windows for vehicles, rearview mirrors 
and wing mirrors for vehicles, anti-skid chains for vehicles, luggage carriers for vehicles, bicycle and ski carriers for cars, 
saddles for bicycles or motorcycles, air pumps for vehicles, for inflating tires, anti-theft alarms for vehicles, horns for 
vehicles, safety belts for vehicle seats, air bags (safety devices for automobiles), baby carriages, wheelchairs, pushchairs, 
wheelbarrows, shopping carts, single or multi-wheeled wheelbarrows, shopping trolleys, grocery carts, handling carts, 
rail vehicles, locomotives, trains, trams, wagons, cable cars, chairlifts, vehicles for locomotion by water and their parts, 
other than their motors and engines, vehicles for locomotion by air and their parts, other than their motors and engines.
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4022058    16/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1432278]
AUCHAN HOLDING
40 avenue de Flandre F-59170 CROIX France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL BERUAR
C-8/8777, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi - 110070

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry, science, photography; chemical products for use in agriculture, horticulture 
and forestry (excluding fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides); flower preservatives; chemical products 
for waterproofing leather and textile materials; textile-brightening chemicals; water softening products; scale removing 
preparations other than for household use; unprocessed artificial resins; unprocessed plastics; soil fertilizers; compost; 
preparations of trace elements for plants; earth for growing, potting soil; fire-extinguishing compositions; tempering and 
soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning materials; adhesives (adhesive materials) 
for use in industry; glues (size for finishing and priming); glue for industrial purposes, for posters, for wallpaper, for 
leather; separating and unsticking [ungluing] products; solvents for varnishes; wood pulp; polish removing substances; 
glaziers" putty; photographic paper; photographic emulsions; unexposed sensitized films; chemical additives for motor 
fuel and oils; antifreeze; brake fluids; fuel-saving products; compositions for repairing tires; acetone; hydrochloric acid; 
distilled water; acidulated water for recharging batteries; compositions for repairing tires; hydrogen peroxide.
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Cl.2;Colorants, paints and varnishes (excluding insulators), lacquers (paints); coatings (paints); printing inks; ink 
(toner) cartridges for printers and photocopiers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; thinners 
and binding agents for paints, lacquers and colors; dyestuffs; colorants for foodstuffs and beverages; dyes for footwear; 
mordants (neither for metals nor for seeds); raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, 
printers and artists.

Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive 
preparations and products; Javelle water; stain removers; fabric softeners for laundry use; paint stripping products; 
emery paper; rust removing products; scouring solutions; scale removing preparations for household use; detergents 
other than for use in manufacturing operations and those for medical use; rust removing products; floor waxes; shoe 
wax; products to make leaves shiny; adhesives for cosmetic use; soaps; perfume products, perfumes and eaux de 
toilette; essential oils; deodorants for personal use (perfumery); cosmetics; hair care products; toothpastes, make-up and 
make-up removing products; shaving products; toilet preparations; cleansing milks and oils for toilet purposes; tissues 
impregnated with cosmetic lotions; sun care products (cosmetic sun-tanning preparations); shampoos for pets [non-
medicated hygiene preparations]; incense; scented wood; potpourris [fragrances].

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases, lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor 
spirits); motor oils; carburants; diesel oil; non-chemical additives to motor fuel; lighting fuel, candles and wicks (lighting); 
tallow candles; perfumed candles; firelighters, combustible briquettes; methylated spirit; gas for lighting; charcoal (fuel); 
firewood; grease for leather, grease for arms (weapons), grease for footwear.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical products, veterinary products; sanitary products for medical use and for intimate hygiene; 
pharmaceutical products for skin care; dietetic substances, beverages and foodstuffs for medical use; nutritional 
supplements for medical use; medical preparations for slimming; medicinal infusions, medicinal herbs, herbal teas; 
vitamin preparations, preparations of trace elements for human and animal consumption; mineral food supplements; food 
and lacteal flour for babies; plasters, materials for dressings, material for dental fillings and dental impressions; 
antiseptics; disinfectants for medical or hygiene purposes, other than soaps; products for destroying vermin; anti-insect 
products; insecticides; insect repellents; fungicides, herbicides; antiparasitic products, antiparasitic collars for animals; 
animal washing products [insecticides]; sunburn ointments; antiseptic cotton, absorbent cotton; sanitary pads, napkins 
and panties; sanitary tampons; breast-nursing pads; sterilizing products; adhesives for dentures; deodorants other than 
for personal use; air purifying products; contact lens solutions; disinfectant soaps; babies" diaper-pants of paper or 
cellulose; textile babies" diapers, babies" diaper-pants.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; ores; building materials of metal; transportable buildings of metal; non-
transportable buildings of metal; monuments, plaques, tombstone stelae of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; 
water pipes of metal; scaffolding of metal; ladders of metal; handling pallets of metal; furniture casters of metal; non-
mechanical reels (of metal) for flexible hoses; metal partitions and fences; safes [of metal or not of metal]; non-electric 
cables and wires of metal; non-electric locks of metal; hardware of metal; nail articles; pipes of metal; chains of metal; 
rings of metal; hinges of metal; door and window frames of metal; doors and windows of metal; firedogs [andirons]; 
furnace fireguards; keys of metal; padlocks; small bells; metal letterboxes; empty tool boxes of metal; thread of metal for 
tying-up purposes; metal wire for aerial cables; packaging containers of metal; boxes, cases, chests, baskets and 
containers of metal; ice molds of metal; aluminum foil; clothes hooks of metal; tent pegs of metal; wrapping or binding 
bands of metal; metal bottle caps and closing devices; fixed dispensers for napkins or kitchen towels; registration plates 
of metal; cabanas of metal; bells; traps for wild animals; weather vanes or wind vanes; works of art of common metal.

Cl.7;Machine tools; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; motors and engines (other than for land vehicles); 
sparking plugs for internal combustion engines; alternators; fuel economizers for motors and engines; carburetors; non-
electric couplings and transmission belts (except for land vehicles); jacks (machines); electric hand drills; compressed air 
pumps; blades (parts of machines); electric knives, shears and scissors; electric glue guns; spray guns for paint; gas 
blowpipes and welding irons; clippers (machines); lawnmowers (machines); mechanical reels for flexible hoses; 
agricultural instruments (other than hand-operated); agricultural machines; incubators for eggs; aerating pumps for 
aquariums; electromechanical apparatus for preparing food and beverages; electric food processors and machines; 
electric grinders/crushers for household purposes; washing apparatus; washing installations for vehicles; laundry and 
dish washing machines; spin driers; vacuum cleaners; vacuum cleaner bags; electric parquet wax-polishers; electric 
shoe polishers; electric machines and apparatus for cleaning; construction and civil engineering machinery; machines for 
metalworking, for packaging and for working wood, leather or plastics; printing machines; type-setting machines 
[photocomposition]; machinery for the textile industry; sewing and knitting machines; bookbinding apparatus; electric 
apparatus for welding; automatic distribution machines.

Cl.8;Hand-operated hand tools and implements; non-electric cutlery; table forks; spoons, other than for fishing and for 
medicines; side arms, other than firearms; scissors; hand-operated hand tools and implements for gardening; mechanical 
tools for chopping and cutting foodstuffs; non-electric can openers; razors, razor blades; shaving cases; nail files and 
nail nippers, nail-clippers; manicure sets; hair clippers for personal use electric and non-electric; electric or non-electric 
epilation apparatus, hair-removing tweezers; tool handles of metal; electric irons.

Cl.9;Scientific (other than for medical use), nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), rescue (life-saving) apparatus and instruments; teaching apparatus and 
instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; equipment for electricity conduits (wires, electric cables), electric switches, plugs, sockets and other contacts, 
fuses, covers for electric outlets; electric cells (batteries); batteries for lighting; electric couplings; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; amplifiers; headphones; loudspeakers; magnetic recording 
media; acoustic, magnetic, optical disks, audio and video compact disks; digital versatile disk players (DVD players); 
video cameras; videotapes; facsimile machines; telephones; adapters used for telephones; battery chargers for use with 
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telephones; bags, covers and cases for mobile telephones and telephone equipment; telephone answering machines; 
hands-free kits for telephones; television sets, antennas; photographic transparencies, projection apparatus and screens; 
flash bulbs (photography); exposed films; cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments; dictating 
machines; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; automated teller machines; cash registers, calculating machines; 
data processing apparatus, computers, computer peripheral devices, readers (computer equipment); software, floppy 
disks; modems; downloadable electronic publications; electronic agendas; video game cartridges; binoculars (optics), 
spectacles (optics), contact lenses, spectacle cases; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; encoded magnetic cards; 
credit cards and encoded payment cards; encoded payment gift cards; magnetic identity cards; telephone cards; 
directional compasses; diving masks and diving suits; scales; protective helmets; protection devices for personal use 
against accidents; nets for protection against accidents; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; 
barometers; alcohol meters; fire extinguishers; egg timers [sandglasses]; electric locks; electric door bells; alarms 
(instruments); anti-theft alarm devices; magnets; decorative magnets.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; inhalers; 
diagnostic apparatus for medical use; orthopedic articles and footwear; suture material; stockings for varicose veins; 
belts for medical purposes, maternity belts, umbilical belts; non-chemical contraceptives; condoms; feeding bottles, 
feeding bottle teats; babies" pacifiers (teats), breast-feeding teats made of latex or silicone; teething rings; nursing 
appliances, breast pumps; ear picks, instruments for wiping children"s noses; spoons for administering medicine; 
droppers for medical purposes; thermometers for medical use; draw-sheets for sick beds; incontinence sheets; ice bags 
for medical use, gloves for massage; corn knives; special furniture for medical use; medical apparatus for physical 
exercises, esthetic massage apparatus; soporific pillows for insomnia; elastic bandages.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam production, cooking, refrigerating, drying, and installations of ventilation, 
of air conditioning, disinfection and water supply; sanitary installations; ornamental fountains; fountains; shower 
cubicles; washbasins; bathtubs; faucets; air deodorizing and purification apparatus; air cooling and air conditioning 
apparatus; water cooling installations; electric fans for personal use; water purification apparatus; sterilizers; filters for 
drinking water; solar collectors (heating); ventilation hoods; extractor hoods for kitchens; refrigerating cabinets; 
refrigerating containers; electric pressure cookers; electric heaters for feeding bottles; electric kettles; barbecues; 
electric cold boxes; cooking installations; ovens; cookers (cooking stoves); microwave cooking apparatus; freezers, 
refrigerators; gas lighters; electric coffee machines, bread toasters; electric deep fryers; ice apparatus; hair driers; sauna 
bath installations, tanning apparatus; steam facial apparatus (saunas); electric laundry driers; pocket warmers; domestic 
fireplaces; electric lamps and bulbs; lamps for lighting; headlights and lights for vehicles.

Cl.12;Vehicles, apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; boats, canoes; caravans; motorcycles, bicycles; tilt 
trucks; trucks; aerial conveyors; parachutes; pontoons; trailers (vehicles); motors and engines for land vehicles; shock 
absorbers, tires, engine hoods, bodyworks, chains, chassis, bumpers, sun-blinds for automobiles; vehicle brakes, brake 
fittings and windshields; direction signals for vehicles; windshield wipers; rearview mirrors; air tubes and spikes for tires; 
solid tires for vehicle wheels; head restraints and safety belts for vehicle seats, children"s safety seats for vehicles; 
bicycle kickstands, frames, nets, brakes, handlebars, saddles and pumps; baby carriages; scooters; vehicle covers, seat 
covers for vehicles; luggage carriers, bicycle racks, ski carriers for vehicles; strollers; anti-theft devices for vehicles, 
audible warning systems for vehicles; fork lift trucks, goods handling carts; shopping carts for supermarkets; 
wheelbarrows.

Cl.14;Lapel pins.

Cl.16;Paper; cardboard (raw, semi-finished or for stationery); cardboard articles; bags, small bags and sheets of paper 
or plastic for packaging; sheets (stationery); printed matter, printing type; bookbinding articles, photographs, printing 
blocks; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists" materials, paintbrushes; paint boxes (articles 
for use in school); typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional or teaching material (except 
apparatus); school supplies; staples for offices, thumbtacks, pencil sharpeners, correcting fluids, paper cutters; pencils, 
pencil lead holders, rubber erasers; envelopes; files; albums, books, periodicals; almanacs, pamphlets, writing or drawing 
books, catalogs; calendars; lithographs, engravings; paintings (pictures); posters, geographic maps, newspapers; spools 
for inking ribbons; sealing machines; postage stamps; adhesive tape dispensers (stationery); tissues of paper for 
removing make-up; coffee filters of paper; transfers (decalcomanias); garbage bags (of paper or of plastics); bags for 
microwave cooking; signboards of paper or cardboard; toilet paper; table linen of paper; hand towels, handkerchiefs of 
paper; greeting cards; postcards; patterns for dressmaking; terrestrial globes; vouchers, discount coupons, tickets; gift 
cards for payment; gift vouchers for payment; non-magnetic loyalty cards; non-magnetic identity cards.

Cl.17;Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica; sealing or insulating fittings; water-tight rings; plastics in extruded 
form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes not of metal; watering hoses; foam 
supports for flower arrangements; fiberglass for insulation; soundproofing materials; anti-dazzle films for windows; 
insulating gloves; insulating varnishes, papers, coatings, fabrics and paints; sealant compounds for joints; packaging 
bags, envelopes and pouches of rubber; rubber rings, plugs; elastic or plastic threads and yarns not for textile use.

Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather; animal skins; whips, harness and saddlery; walking sticks; boxes of leather or 
leatherboard; hat boxes of leather; trunks and suitcases; handbags; backpacks, shopping bags, beach bags, school 
bags; satchels; wheeled shopping bags; traveling bags; garment bags (for travel); wallets; card cases (note cases), 
document holders; briefcases (leather goods); key cases (leather goods); coin purses not of precious metal; parasols, 
umbrellas, sunshades, vanity cases; bridles (harness); sling bags for carrying infants; garment bags (for travel); hat 
boxes of leather; collars and covers for animals.

Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials; cement, concrete, coatings, plaster, stone, marble; building timber, veneer; wood 
paneling; plywood panels; coatings, parquet floor boards; plaster, asphalt, pitch, bitumen, gravel; bricks; glass panes; 
non-metallic rigid pipes for building; cladding not of metal (for building); tile floorings, not of metal; chimneys not of 
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metal; scaffolding, staircases not of metal; doors and windows not of metal; outdoor blinds not of metal and not of textile; 
swimming pools, basins (non-metallic constructions); cabanas not of metal; water pipes not of metal; non-metal drainage 
pipes; transportable buildings not of metal; non-transportable buildings not of metal; aquariums (structures); monuments 
not of metal; advertisement columns, not of metal.

Cl.20;Furniture; display stands; mirrors; frames (excluding building frames); objects of art made of wood, cork, reed, 
cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these 
materials, or of plastics; baskets and trays not of metal, plastic packaging containers; boxes of wood or plastic; kennels 
and beds for household pets; display boards; work benches; embroidery frames; number plates, not of metal; signboards 
of wood or plastic; locks, not made of metal and non-electric; towel dispensers, fixed, not of metal; playpens for babies, 
cradles; infant walkers; cushions, pillows, bed bases, mattresses; clothes hangers and covers; curtain rings, rods and 
hooks; ladders of wood or plastics; decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; slatted indoor blinds; mannequins; interior 
textile window blinds.

Cl.21;Non-electric household or kitchen utensils and containers (neither of precious metal, nor coated therewith); 
kitchen and tableware utensils of glass, porcelain and earthenware; tableware not of precious metal; cooking pot sets, 
plates, bowls, goblets, boxes for sweetmeats, not of precious metal; drinking vessels; stew-pans; boxes of glass; cookie 
jars; fitted picnic baskets, including dishes; heat-insulated containers for food and beverages, insulating flasks; 
corkscrews; bottle openers; thermally insulated bags; drinking flasks for travelers, non-electric portable coolers; non-
electric feeding bottle warmers; brushes for cleaning tanks and containers; soap dispensers; toilet paper dispenser; soap 
boxes; clothes pegs; trash cans; basins (receptacles), bowls; articles for cleaning purposes, namely hand-operated 
cleaning instruments; insect traps; indoor aquariums; flower pots; baskets for domestic use, not of precious metal; 
combs, sponges, brushes, toothbrushes, nail brushes; toilet cases and utensils; perfume sprayers; baby baths (portable); 
chamber pots; broom handles of metal.

Cl.22;Cords (except rubber cords, racket strings or strings for musical instruments); strings; tents; tarpaulins (neither 
safety tarpaulins, nor pushchair covers); sails (rigging); bags and pouches for packaging made of textile; large-capacity 
bags for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; padding and stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics); raw 
fibrous textile materials; nets; fishing nets, hammocks; thread, not of metal, for wrapping or binding.

Cl.23;Yarns and threads for textile use; spun wool; elastic or plastic threads and yarns for textile use.

Cl.24;Fabrics; adhesive fabrics for application by heat; upholstery fabrics; bed and household linen; table linen (except 
paper table linen); sheets, pillowcases, bedspreads, eiderdowns (down coverlets); mattress covers; bath linen (except 
clothing); table napkins of textile; face cloths and washing mitts of textile; billiard cloths; wall hangings of textile; curtains 
made of plastic or textile; tablecloths not of paper; oilcloth for use as tablecloths; sleeping bags; napkins, of cloth, for 
removing make-up; mosquito nets; household linen; labels of cloth; loose covers for furniture; handkerchiefs (of textile); 
sleeping bags for camping.

Cl.25;Clothing; knitwear; underwear [lingerie]; underwear; pajamas; dressing gowns (robes); sweaters; skirts; dresses; 
trousers; jackets; coats; raincoats; shirts; neckties; scarves; sashes for wear; veils (clothing); shawls; belts (clothing); 
money belts (clothing); gloves (clothing); suspenders; headgear, hats, caps; headbands (clothing); shower caps; 
footwear articles; socks, stockings, tights; footwear (except orthopedic footwear), slippers, boots; beach shoes, ski 
boots; footwear for sports; bathing trunks and suits; bathing caps, bathing suits; clothing for sports (other than for 
diving); wet suits for water skiing; layettes [clothing]; bibs, not of paper; masquerade costumes.

Cl.26;Haberdashery articles (except thread); lace trimmings; lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks 
and eyes, pins and needles; snap fasteners; artificial flowers and fruit; hooks and fasteners for clothing; buckles (clothing 
accessories); ornamental novelty badges; trimmings for headgear; decorative articles for the hair; hair bands and 
hairnets, hair pins and grips, hair slides; wigs; embroidery; zip fasteners; shoe laces; buckles for footwear; fastenings for 
suspenders; belt clasps; elastic ribbons; frills (lace trimming); heat adhesive patches for decoration or repair of textile 
articles (haberdashery); spangles for clothing; sewing boxes.

Cl.27;Carpets, rugs, door mats, mats, linoleum; floor coverings (excluding floor tiling and paint); wall hangings not of 
textile; carpets for automobiles; bath mats; gymnastic mats; non-slip mats; artificial turf.

Cl.28;Games; toys; gymnastic and sporting articles (excluding swimming articles, clothing, mats and footwear); 
Christmas tree decorations (excluding illumination articles and confectionery); novelties for parties, dances (party 
favors), toy masks; swings; play balls and balloons; rocking horses (toys); swimming pools (sports or play articles); 
marbles and counters [disks] for games; plush toys; dolls and dolls" houses; puppets; dolls" clothes; figurines (toys); 
parlor games; building games; spinning tops (toys); mobiles (toys); vehicles (toys); scooters; roller skates; skateboards; 
kites; apparatus for electronic games other than those designed to be used only with television sets; rackets; play balls; 
flippers for swimmers; surfboards; fencing weapons; boxing, baseball and golf gloves; fishing rods, fishing-rod reels, fish 
hooks; exercisers and body-building apparatus, stationary exercise bicycles; toys for pets; apparatus for games designed 
for use with television receivers only, external displays or monitors [computer hardware]; swimming belts and jackets.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; charcuterie; croquettes (food); preserved, dried, frozen and cooked 
fruit, mushrooms and vegetables; fruit pulp and fruit salads; vegetable salads; canned meat, fish, vegetables and fruit; 
jams, marmalades, compotes; jellies for food; pollen prepared as foodstuff; seaweed extracts for food; preserved soya 
beans for food; proteins for human consumption; bouillon, broths, soups; vegetable juices for cooking; eggs, milk, butter, 
cream, yogurts, cheese and other dairy products; edible oils and fats; preparations for making bouillon, potato chips; 
cooked dishes based on the aforesaid goods.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa, chocolate; chocolate products; vegetable preparations for use as coffee substitutes; artificial 
coffee; beverages made with coffee, tea, cocoa, chocolate; non-medicinal infusions; sugar, natural sweeteners; glucose 
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for food; rice, tapioca, sago; pasta, semolina; flour and preparations made from cereals; dried cereal flakes; bread, pastry, 
cakes, brioches, pancakes, tarts, pies; confectionery, sugar confectionery; edible ices; honey; golden syrup, royal jelly for 
human consumption not for medical use; aniseed; star aniseed; malt extract for food; flavorings other than essential oils; 
aromatic preparations for food; yeast, baking powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments), dressings for salad; 
tomato ketchup; mayonnaise; seasonings; thickening agents for cooking foodstuffs; seaweeds (condiments); spices; 
preserved garden herbs; ice for refreshment; sandwiches; pizzas; rice-based snacks; spring rolls; sushi, tabbouleh; 
tortillas; tacos; cooked dishes based on the aforesaid goods.

Cl.31;Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products (neither prepared nor processed); grains (seeds); natural turf; 
fresh fruits and vegetables; unprocessed algae for human consumption; fresh mushrooms; fresh garden herbs; live 
crustaceans; fish spawn; seeds; bulbs; trees, shrubs; natural plants and flowers; Christmas trees; food and beverages for 
animals; litter products; malt; bait for fishing (live); live animals.

Cl.32;Beers, mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; isotonic beverages; lemonades; fruit 
beverages and fruit juices; tomato juice; vegetable juices (beverages); syrups for beverages; preparations for making 
beverages (except tea-based, coffee-based, or cocoa-based, milk beverages); pastilles and powders for effervescing 
beverages; essences for making beverages; preparations for making liqueurs.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers); aperitifs, cider, alcoholic cocktails, digesters (liqueurs and spirits), brandies; 
spirits; wines; rum; vodka; whisky; alcoholic essences and extracts.

Cl.35;Advertising, sales promotion for others, retail services or wholesale sales, mail-order sales, retail sale or 
wholesale via the Internet or via any electronic distance marketing methods and the bringing together, for the benefit of 
others (excluding the transport thereof) enabling customers to conveniently view, select and purchase, in a convenience 
store, including in shops, supermarkets and hypermarkets, the following products: chemical products intended for use in 
industry, science and photography, chemical products intended for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry (excluding 
fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides), flower preservatives, chemical products for waterproofing leather 
and textile materials, textile-brightening chemicals, water softening products, scale removing preparations other than for 
household use, unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics, soil fertilizers, compost, preparations of trace 
elements for plants, earth for growing, potting soil, fire-extinguishing compositions, tempering and soldering 
preparations, chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs, tanning materials, adhesives (adhesive materials) for use in 
industry, glues (size for finishing and priming), glue for industrial purposes, for posters, for wallpaper, for leather, 
separating and unsticking (ungluing) products, solvents for varnishes, wood pulp, polish removing substances, glaziers" 
putty, photographic paper, photographic emulsions, unexposed sensitized films, chemical additives for motor fuel and 
oils, antifreeze, brake fluids, fuel-saving products, compositions for repairing tires, acetone, hydrochloric acid, distilled 
water, acidulated water for recharging batteries, compositions for repairing tires, hydrogen peroxide, colorants, paints 
and varnishes (excluding insulators), lacquers (paints), coatings (paints), printing inks, ink (toner) cartridges for printers 
and photocopiers, preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood, thinners and binding agents for paints, 
lacquers and colors, dyestuffs, colorants for foodstuffs and beverages, dyes for footwear, mordants (neither for metals 
nor for seeds), raw natural resins, metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists, bleaching 
preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive preparations and 
products, Javelle water, stain removers, fabric softeners for laundry use, paint stripping products, emery paper, rust 
removing products, scouring solutions, scale removing preparations for household use, detergents other than for use in 
manufacturing operations and those for medical use, rust removing products, floor waxes, shoe wax, products to make 
leaves shiny, adhesives for cosmetic use, soaps, perfume products, perfumes and eaux de toilette, essential oils, 
deodorants for personal use (perfumery), cosmetics, hair care products, toothpastes, make-up and make-up removing 
products, shaving products, toilet preparations, cleansing milks and oils for toilet purposes, tissues impregnated with 
cosmetic lotions, sun care products (cosmetic sun-tanning preparations), shampoos for pets (non-medicated hygiene 
preparations), incense, scented wood, potpourris (fragrances), industrial oils and greases, lubricants, dust absorbing, 
wetting and binding compositions, fuels (including motor spirits), motor oils, fuels, diesel oil, non-chemical additives to 
motor fuel, lighting fuel, candles and wicks (lighting), tallow candles, perfumed candles, firelighters, combustible 
briquettes, methylated spirit, gas for lighting, charcoal (fuel), firewood, grease for leather, grease for arms (weapons), 
grease for footwear, pharmaceutical products, veterinary products, sanitary products for medical use and for intimate 
hygiene, pharmaceutical products for skin care, dietetic substances, beverages and foodstuffs for medical use, nutritional 
supplements for medical use, medical preparations for slimming, medicinal infusions, medicinal herbs, herbal teas, 
vitamin preparations, preparations of trace elements for human and animal consumption, mineral food supplements, food 
and lacteal flour for babies, plasters, materials for dressings, material for dental fillings and dental impressions, 
antiseptics, disinfectants for medical or hygiene purposes, other than soaps, products for destroying vermin, anti-insect 
products, insecticides, insect repellents, fungicides, herbicides, antiparasitic products, antiparasitic collars for animals, 
animal wash products (insecticides), sunburn ointments, antiseptic cotton, absorbent cotton, sanitary pads, napkins and 
panties, sanitary tampons, breast-nursing pads, sterilizing products, adhesives for dentures, deodorants other than for 
personal use, air purifying products, contact lens solutions, disinfectant soaps, babies" diaper-pants of paper or 
cellulose, textile babies" diapers, babies" diaper-pants, common metals and their alloys, ores, building materials of metal, 
transportable buildings of metal, non-transportable buildings of metal, monuments, plaques, metallic gravestones, 
metallic materials for railway tracks, metallic water pipes, metallic scaffolding, metallic ladders, metallic handling pallets, 
metallic furniture casters, non-mechanical reels (of metal) for flexible hoses, metal partitions and fences, safes (metallic 
or non-metallic), metallic non-electric cables and wires, metallic non-electric locks, metallic hardware, nail articles, 
metallic pipes, metallic chains, metallic rings, metallic hinges, metallic door and window frames, metallic doors and 
windows, firedogs (andirons), furnace fireguards, metallic keys, padlocks, small bells, metal letterboxes, metallic empty 
tool boxes, metallic thread for tying-up purposes, metal wire for aerial cables, metallic packaging containers, boxes, 
cases, chests, metallic baskets and containers, metallic ice molds, aluminum foil, metallic clothes hooks, metallic tent 
pegs, metallic wrapping or binding bands, metal bottle caps and closing devices, fixed dispensers for napkins or kitchen 
towels, metallic registration plates, metallic cabanas, bells, traps for wild animals, weather vanes or wind vanes, works of 
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art of common metal, machine tools, hand-held tools, other than hand-operated, motors and engines (other than for land 
vehicles), sparking plugs for internal combustion engines, alternators, fuel economizers for motors and engines, 
carburetors, non-electric couplings and transmission belts (except for land vehicles), jacks (machines), electric hand 
drills, compressed air pumps, blades (parts of machines), electric knives, shears and scissors, electric glue guns, spray 
guns for paint, gas blowpipes and welding irons, clippers (machines), lawnmowers (machines), mechanical reels for 
flexible hoses, agricultural instruments (other than hand-operated), agricultural machines, incubators for eggs, aerating 
pumps for aquariums, electromechanical apparatus for preparing food and beverages, electric food processors and 
machines, electric grinders/crushers for household purposes, washing apparatus, washing installations for vehicles, 
laundry and dish washing machines, spin driers, vacuum cleaners, vacuum cleaner bags, electric parquet wax-polishers, 
electric shoe polishers, electric machines and apparatus for cleaning, construction and civil engineering machinery, 
machines for metalworking, for packaging and for working wood, leather or plastics, printing machines, type-setting 
machines (photocomposition), machinery for the textile industry, sewing and knitting machines, bookbinding apparatus, 
electric apparatus for welding, automatic distribution machines, hand-operated hand tools and implements, non-electric 
cutlery, table forks, spoons, other than for fishing and for medicines, side arms, other than firearms, scissors, hand-
operated hand tools and implements for gardening, mechanical tools for chopping and cutting foodstuffs, non-electric 
can openers, razors, razor blades, shaving cases, nail files and nail nippers, nail-clippers, manicure sets, electric and non-
electric hair clippers for personal use, electric or non-electric epilation apparatus, hair-removing tweezers, scientific 
(other than for medical use), nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, 
checking (supervision), rescue (life-saving) apparatus and instruments, teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus 
and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, equipment 
for electricity conduits (wires, electric cables), electric switches, plugs, sockets and other contacts, fuses, covers for 
electric outlets, electric cells (batteries), batteries for lighting, electric couplings, apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images, amplifiers, headphones, loudspeakers, magnetic recording media, acoustic, magnetic, 
optical disks, audio and video compact disks, digital versatile disk players (DVD players), video cameras, videotapes, 
facsimile machines, telephones, adapters used for telephones, battery chargers for use with telephones, bags, covers and 
cases for mobile telephones and telephone equipment, telephone answering machines, hands-free kits for telephones, 
television sets, antennas, photographic transparencies, projection apparatus and screens, flash bulbs (photography), 
exposed films, cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments, dictating machines, mechanisms for 
coin-operated apparatus, automated teller machines, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing apparatus, 
computers, computer peripheral devices, readers (computer equipment), software, floppy disks, modems, downloadable 
electronic publications, electronic agendas, video game cartridges, binoculars (optics), spectacles (optics), contact 
lenses, spectacle cases, integrated circuit cards (smart cards), encoded magnetic cards, credit cards and encoded 
payment cards, encoded gift cards, magnetic identity cards, telephone cards, directional compasses, diving masks and 
diving suits, scales, protective helmets, protection devices for personal use against accidents, nets for protection against 
accidents, clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire, barometers, alcohol meters, fire extinguishers, 
electric locks, electric door bells, alarms (instruments), anti-theft alarm devices, magnets, decorative magnets, surgical, 
medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth, inhalers, diagnostic apparatus 
for medical use, orthopedic articles and footwear, suture material, stockings for varicose veins, belts for medical 
purposes, maternity belts, umbilical belts, non-chemical contraceptives, condoms, feeding bottles, feeding bottle teats, 
babies" pacifiers (teats), breast-feeding teats made of latex or silicone, teething rings, nursing appliances, breast pumps, 
ear picks, instruments for wiping children"s noses, spoons for administering medicine, droppers for medical purposes, 
thermometers for medical use, draw-sheets for sick beds, incontinence sheets, ice bags for medical use, gloves for 
massage, corn knives, special furniture for medical use, medical apparatus for physical exercises, esthetic massage 
apparatus, soporific pillows for insomnia, elastic bandages, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam production, cooking, 
refrigerating, drying, and installations of ventilation, of air conditioning, disinfection and water supply, sanitary 
installations, ornamental fountains, fountains, shower cubicles, washbasins, bathtubs, faucets, air deodorizing and 
purification apparatus, air cooling and air conditioning apparatus, water cooling installations, electric fans for personal 
use, water purification apparatus, sterilizers, filters for drinking water, solar collectors (heating), ventilation hoods, 
extractor hoods for kitchens, refrigerating cabinets, refrigerating containers, electric pressure cookers, electric heaters 
for feeding bottles, electric kettles, barbecues, electric cold boxes, cooking installations, ovens, cookers (cooking 
stoves), microwave cooking apparatus, freezers, refrigerators, gas lighters, electric coffee machines, bread toasters, 
electric deep fryers, ice apparatus, hair driers, sauna bath installations, tanning apparatus, steam facial apparatus 
(saunas), electric laundry driers, pocket warmers, domestic fireplaces, electric lamps and bulbs, lamps for lighting, 
headlights and lights for vehicles, vehicles, apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, boats, canoes, caravans, 
motorcycles, bicycles, tilt trucks, trucks, aerial conveyors, parachutes, pontoons, trailers (vehicles), motors and engines 
for land vehicles, shock absorbers, tires, engine hoods, bodyworks, chains, chassis, bumpers, sun-blinds for 
automobiles, vehicle brakes, brake fittings and windshields, direction signals for vehicles, windshield wipers, rearview 
mirrors, air tubes and spikes for tires, solid tires for vehicle wheels, head restraints and safety belts for vehicle seats, 
children"s safety seats for vehicles, bicycle kickstands, frames, nets, brakes, handlebars, saddles and pumps, baby 
carriages, scooters, vehicle covers, seat covers for vehicles, luggage carriers, bicycle racks, ski carriers for vehicles, 
strollers, anti-theft devices for vehicles, audible warning systems for vehicles, fork lift trucks, goods handling carts, 
shopping carts for supermarkets, wheelbarrows, lapel pins, paper, cardboard (raw, semi-finished or for stationery), 
cardboard articles, bags, small bags and sheets of paper or plastic for packaging, sheets (stationery), printed matter, 
printing type, bookbinding articles, photographs, printing blocks, stationery, adhesives for stationery or household 
purposes, artists" materials, paintbrushes, paint boxes (articles for use in school), typewriters and office requisites 
(except furniture), instructional or teaching material (except apparatus), school supplies, staples for offices, thumbtacks, 
pencil sharpeners, correcting fluids, paper cutters, pencils, pencil lead holders, rubber erasers, envelopes, files, albums, 
books, periodicals, almanacs, pamphlets, writing or drawing books, catalogs, calendars, lithographs, engravings, 
paintings (pictures), posters, geographic maps, newspapers, spools for inking ribbons, sealing machines, postage 
stamps, adhesive tape dispensers (stationery), tissues of paper for removing make-up, coffee filters of paper, transfers 
(decalcomanias), garbage bags (of paper or of plastics), bags for microwave cooking, signboards of paper or cardboard, 
toilet paper, table linen of paper, hand towels, handkerchiefs of paper, greeting cards, postcards, patterns for 
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dressmaking, terrestrial globes, vouchers, discount coupons, tickets, gift cards for payment, gift vouchers for payment, 
non-magnetic loyalty cards, non-magnetic identity cards, rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica, sealing or insulating 
fittings, water-tight rings, plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture, packing, stopping and insulating materials, 
flexible pipes not of metal, watering hoses, foam supports for flower arrangements, fiberglass for insulation, 
soundproofing materials, anti-dazzle films for windows, insulating gloves, insulating varnishes, papers, coatings, fabrics 
and paints, sealant compounds for joints, packaging bags, envelopes and pouches of rubber, rubber rings, plugs, elastic 
or plastic threads and yarns not for textile use, leather and imitation leather, animal skins, whips, harness and saddlery, 
walking sticks, boxes of leather or leatherboard, leather hat boxes, trunks and suitcases, handbags, backpacks, shopping 
bags, beach bags, school bags, satchels, wheeled shopping bags, travel bags, garment bags (for travel), wallets, card 
cases (note cases), document holders, briefcases (leather goods), key cases (leather goods), coin purses not of precious 
metal, parasols, umbrellas, sunshades, vanity cases, bridles (harness), sling bags for carrying infants, garment bags (for 
travel), hat boxes of leather, collars and covers for animals, non-metallic building materials, cement, concrete, coatings, 
plaster, stone, marble, building timber, veneer, wood paneling, plywood panels, coatings, parquet floor boards, plaster, 
asphalt, pitch, bitumen, gravel, bricks, glass panes, non-metallic rigid pipes for building, non-metallic cladding (for 
building), non-metallic tile floorings, non-metallic chimneys, scaffolding, non-metallic staircases, non-metallic doors and 
windows, non-metallic outdoor blinds not of textile, swimming pools, basins (non-metallic constructions), non-metallic 
cabanas, non-metallic water pipes, non-metallic drainage pipes, non-metallic transportable buildings, non-metallic non-
transportable buildings, aquariums (structures), non-metallic monuments, non-metallic advertisement columns, furniture, 
display stands, mirrors, frames (excluding building frames), objects of art made of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, 
bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics, 
baskets and trays not of metal, plastic packaging containers, boxes of wood or plastic, kennels and beds for household 
pets, display boards, work benches, embroidery frames, number plates, not of metal, signboards of wood or plastic, 
locks, not made of metal and non-electric, towel dispensers, fixed, not of metal, playpens for babies, cradles, infant 
walkers, cushions, pillows, bed bases, mattresses, clothes hangers and covers, curtain rings, rods and hooks, ladders of 
wood or plastics, decorations of plastic for foodstuffs, slatted indoor blinds, mannequins, interior textile window blinds, 
non-electric household or kitchen utensils and containers (neither of precious metal, nor coated therewith), kitchen and 
tableware utensils of glass, porcelain and earthenware, tableware not of precious metal, cooking pot sets, plates, bowls, 
goblets, boxes for sweetmeats, not of precious metal, drinking vessels, stew-pans, boxes of glass, cookie jars, fitted 
picnic baskets, including dishes, heat-insulated containers for food and beverages, insulating flasks, corkscrews, bottle 
openers, thermally insulated bags, drinking flasks for travelers, non-electric portable coolers, non-electric feeding bottle 
warmers, brushes for cleaning tanks and containers, soap dispensers, toilet paper dispenser, soap boxes, clothes pegs, 
trash cans, basins (receptacles), bowls, articles for cleaning purposes, namely hand-operated cleaning instruments, 
insect traps, indoor aquariums, flower pots, baskets for domestic use, not of precious metal, combs, sponges, brushes, 
toothbrushes, nail brushes, toilet cases and utensils, perfume sprayers, baby baths (portable), chamber pots, broom 
handles of metal, cords (except rubber cords, racket strings or strings for musical instruments), strings, tents, tarpaulins 
(neither safety tarpaulins, nor pushchair covers), sails (rigging), bags and pouches for packaging made of textile, large-
capacity bags for the transport and storage of materials in bulk, padding and stuffing materials (except of rubber or 
plastics), raw fibrous textile materials, nets, fishing nets, hammocks, thread, not of metal, for wrapping or binding, yarns 
and threads for textile use, spun wool, elastic or plastic threads and yarns for textile use, fabrics, adhesive fabrics for 
application by heat, upholstery fabrics, bed and household linen, table linen (except paper table linen), sheets, 
pillowcases, bedspreads, eiderdowns (down coverlets), mattress covers, bath linen (except clothing), table napkins of 
textile, face cloths and washing mitts of textile, billiard cloths, wall hangings of textile, curtains made of plastic or textile, 
tablecloths not of paper, oilcloth for use as tablecloths, sleeping bags, napkins, of cloth, for removing make-up, mosquito 
nets, household linen, labels of cloth, loose covers for furniture, handkerchiefs (of textile), sleeping bags for camping, 
clothing, knitwear, underwear (lingerie), underwear, pajamas, dressing gowns (robes), sweaters, skirts, dresses, pants, 
jackets, coats, raincoats, shirts, neckties, scarves, sashes for wear, veils (clothing), shawls, belts (clothing), money belts 
(clothing), gloves (clothing), suspenders, headgear, hats, caps, headbands (clothing), shower caps, footwear articles, 
socks, stockings, tights, footwear (except orthopedic footwear), slippers, boots, beach shoes, ski boots, footwear for 
sports, bathing trunks and suits, bathing caps, bathing suits, clothing for sports (other than for diving), wet suits for water 
skiing, layettes (clothing), bibs, not of paper, masquerade costumes, haberdashery articles (except thread), lace 
trimmings, lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid, buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles, snap fasteners, artificial 
flowers and fruit, hooks and fasteners for clothing, buckles (clothing accessories), ornamental novelty badges, trimmings 
for the headgear, decorative articles for the hair, hair bands and hairnets, hair pins and grips, hair slides, wigs, 
embroidery, zip fasteners, shoe laces, buckles for footwear, fastenings for suspenders, belt clasps, elastic ribbons, frills 
(lace trimming), heat adhesive patches for decoration or repair of textile articles (haberdashery), spangles for clothing, 
sewing boxes, carpets, rugs, door mats, mats, linoleum, floor coverings (excluding floor tiling and paint), wall hangings 
not of textile, carpets for automobiles, bath mats, gymnastic mats, non-slip mats, artificial turf, games, toys, gymnastic 
and sporting articles (excluding swimming articles, clothing, mats and footwear), Christmas tree decorations (excluding 
illumination articles and confectionery), novelties for parties, dances (party favors), toy masks, swings, play balls and 
balloons, rocking horses (toys), swimming pools (sports or play articles), marbles and counters (disks) for games, plush 
toys, dolls and dolls" houses, puppets, dolls" clothes, figurines (toys), parlor games, building games, spinning tops 
(toys), mobiles (toys), vehicles (toys), scooters, roller skates, skateboards, kites, apparatus for electronic games other 
than those designed to be used only with television sets, rackets, play balls, flippers for swimmers, surfboards, fencing 
weapons, boxing, baseball and golf gloves, fishing rods, fishing-rod reels, fish hooks, exercisers and body-building 
apparatus, stationary exercise bicycles, toys for pets, apparatus for games designed for use with television receivers 
only, external screens or monitors (computer hardware), swimming belts and jackets, meat, fish, poultry and game, meat 
extracts, charcuterie, croquettes (food), preserved, dried, frozen and cooked fruit, mushrooms and vegetables, fruit pulp 
and fruit salads, vegetable salads, canned meat, fish, vegetables and fruit, jams, marmalades, compotes, jellies for food, 
pollen prepared as foodstuff, seaweed extracts for food, preserved soy beans for food, proteins for human consumption, 
bouillon, broths, soups, vegetable juices for cooking, eggs, milk, butter, cream, yogurts, cheese and other dairy products, 
edible oils and fats, preparations for making bouillon, potato chips, cooked dishes based on the aforesaid goods, coffee, 
tea, cocoa, chocolate, chocolate products, vegetable preparations for use as coffee substitutes, artificial coffee, 
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beverages made with coffee, tea, cocoa, chocolate, non-medicinal infusions, sugar, natural sweeteners, glucose for food, 
rice, tapioca, sago, pasta, semolina, flour and preparations made from cereals, dried cereal flakes, bread, pastry, cakes, 
brioches, pancakes, tarts, pies, confectionery, sugar confectionery, edible ices, honey, golden syrup, royal jelly for human 
consumption not for medical use, aniseed, star aniseed, malt extract for food, flavorings other than essential oils, 
aromatic preparations for food, yeast, baking powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments), dressings for salad, 
tomato ketchup, mayonnaise, seasonings, thickening agents for cooking foodstuffs, seaweeds (condiments), spices, 
preserved garden herbs, ice for refreshment, sandwiches, pizzas, rice-based snacks, spring rolls, sushi, tabbouleh, 
tortillas, tacos, cooked dishes based on the aforesaid goods, agricultural, horticultural and forestry products (neither 
prepared nor processed), grains (seeds), natural turf, fresh fruits and vegetables, unprocessed algae for human 
consumption, fresh mushrooms, fresh garden herbs, live crustaceans, fish spawn, seeds, bulbs, trees, shrubs, natural 
plants and flowers, Christmas trees, food and beverages for animals, litter products, malt, bait for fishing (live), live 
animals, beers, mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages, isotonic beverages, lemonades, fruit 
beverages and fruit juices, tomato juice, vegetable juices (beverages), syrups for beverages, preparations for making 
beverages (except tea-based, coffee-based, or cocoa-based, milk beverages), pastilles and powders for effervescing 
beverages, essences for making beverages, preparations for making liqueurs, alcoholic beverages (except beers), 
aperitifs, cider, alcoholic cocktails, digestifs (liqueurs and spirits), brandies, spirits, wines, rum, vodka, whiskey, alcoholic 
essences and extracts.
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4022122    16/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1431529]
AUCHAN HOLDING
40 avenue de Flandre F-59170 CROIX France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL BERUAR
C-8/8777, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi - 110070

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry, science, photography; chemical products for use in agriculture, horticulture 
and forestry (excluding fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides); flower preservatives; chemical products 
for waterproofing leather and textile materials; textile-brightening chemicals; water softening products; scale removing 
preparations other than for household use; unprocessed artificial resins; unprocessed plastics; soil fertilizers; compost; 
preparations of trace elements for plants; earth for growing, potting soil; fire-extinguishing compositions; tempering and 
soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning materials; adhesives (adhesive materials) 
for use in industry; glues (size for finishing and priming); glue for industrial purposes, for posters, for wallpaper, for 
leather; separating and unsticking [ungluing] products; solvents for varnishes; wood pulp; polish removing substances; 
glaziers" putty; photographic paper; photographic emulsions; unexposed sensitized films; chemical additives for motor 
fuel and oils; antifreeze; brake fluids; fuel-saving products; compositions for repairing tires; acetone; hydrochloric acid; 
distilled water; acidulated water for recharging batteries; compositions for repairing tires; hydrogen peroxide.
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Cl.2;Colorants, paints and varnishes (excluding insulators), lacquers (paints); coatings (paints); printing inks; ink 
(toner) cartridges for printers and photocopiers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; thinners 
and binding agents for paints, lacquers and colors; dyestuffs; colorants for foodstuffs and beverages; dyes for footwear; 
mordants (neither for metals nor for seeds); raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, 
printers and artists.

Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive 
preparations and products; Javelle water; stain removers; fabric softeners for laundry use; paint stripping products; 
emery paper; rust removing products; scouring solutions; scale removing preparations for household use; detergents 
other than for use in manufacturing operations and those for medical use; rust removing products; floor waxes; shoe 
wax; products to make leaves shiny; adhesives for cosmetic use; soaps; perfume products, perfumes and eaux de 
toilette; essential oils; deodorants for personal use (perfumery); cosmetics; hair care products; toothpastes, make-up and 
make-up removing products; shaving products; toilet preparations; cleansing milks and oils for toilet purposes; tissues 
impregnated with cosmetic lotions; sun care products (cosmetic sun-tanning preparations); shampoos for pets [non-
medicated hygiene preparations]; incense; scented wood; potpourris [fragrances].

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases, lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor 
spirits); motor oils; carburants; diesel oil; non-chemical additives to motor fuel; lighting fuel, candles and wicks (lighting); 
tallow candles; perfumed candles; firelighters, combustible briquettes; methylated spirit; gas for lighting; charcoal (fuel); 
firewood; grease for leather, grease for arms (weapons), grease for footwear.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical products, veterinary products; sanitary products for medical use and for intimate hygiene; 
pharmaceutical products for skin care; dietetic substances, beverages and foodstuffs for medical use; nutritional 
supplements for medical use; medical preparations for slimming; medicinal infusions, medicinal herbs, herbal teas; 
vitamin preparations, preparations of trace elements for human and animal consumption; mineral food supplements; food 
and lacteal flour for babies; plasters, materials for dressings, material for dental fillings and dental impressions; 
antiseptics; disinfectants for medical or hygiene purposes, other than soaps; products for destroying vermin; anti-insect 
products; insecticides; insect repellents; fungicides, herbicides; antiparasitic products, antiparasitic collars for animals; 
animal washing products [insecticides]; sunburn ointments; antiseptic cotton, absorbent cotton; sanitary pads, napkins 
and panties; sanitary tampons; breast-nursing pads; sterilizing products; adhesives for dentures; deodorants other than 
for personal use; air purifying products; contact lens solutions; disinfectant soaps; babies" diaper-pants of paper or 
cellulose; textile babies" diapers, babies" diaper-pants.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; ores; building materials of metal; transportable buildings of metal; non-
transportable buildings of metal; monuments, plaques, tombstone stelae of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; 
water pipes of metal; scaffolding of metal; ladders of metal; handling pallets of metal; furniture casters of metal; non-
mechanical reels (of metal) for flexible hoses; metal partitions and fences; safes [of metal or not of metal]; non-electric 
cables and wires of metal; non-electric locks of metal; hardware of metal; nail articles; pipes of metal; chains of metal; 
rings of metal; hinges of metal; door and window frames of metal; doors and windows of metal; firedogs [andirons]; 
furnace fireguards; keys of metal; padlocks; small bells; metal letterboxes; empty tool boxes of metal; thread of metal for 
tying-up purposes; metal wire for aerial cables; packaging containers of metal; boxes, cases, chests, baskets and 
containers of metal; ice molds of metal; aluminum foil; clothes hooks of metal; tent pegs of metal; wrapping or binding 
bands of metal; metal bottle caps and closing devices; fixed dispensers for napkins or kitchen towels; registration plates 
of metal; cabanas of metal; bells; traps for wild animals; weather vanes or wind vanes; works of art of common metal.

Cl.7;Machine tools; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; motors and engines (other than for land vehicles); 
sparking plugs for internal combustion engines; alternators; fuel economizers for motors and engines; carburetors; non-
electric couplings and transmission belts (except for land vehicles); jacks (machines); electric hand drills; compressed air 
pumps; blades (parts of machines); electric knives, shears and scissors; electric glue guns; spray guns for paint; gas 
blowpipes and welding irons; clippers (machines); lawnmowers (machines); mechanical reels for flexible hoses; 
agricultural instruments (other than hand-operated); agricultural machines; incubators for eggs; aerating pumps for 
aquariums; electromechanical apparatus for preparing food and beverages; electric food processors and machines; 
electric grinders/crushers for household purposes; washing apparatus; washing installations for vehicles; laundry and 
dish washing machines; spin driers; vacuum cleaners; vacuum cleaner bags; electric parquet wax-polishers; electric 
shoe polishers; electric machines and apparatus for cleaning; construction and civil engineering machinery; machines for 
metalworking, for packaging and for working wood, leather or plastics; printing machines; type-setting machines 
[photocomposition]; machinery for the textile industry; sewing and knitting machines; bookbinding apparatus; electric 
apparatus for welding; automatic distribution machines.

Cl.8;Hand-operated hand tools and implements; non-electric cutlery; table forks; spoons, other than for fishing and for 
medicines; side arms, other than firearms; scissors; hand-operated hand tools and implements for gardening; mechanical 
tools for chopping and cutting foodstuffs; non-electric can openers; razors, razor blades; shaving cases; nail files and 
nail nippers, nail-clippers; manicure sets; hair clippers for personal use electric and non-electric; electric or non-electric 
epilation apparatus, hair-removing tweezers; tool handles of metal; electric irons.

Cl.9;Scientific (other than for medical use), nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), rescue (life-saving) apparatus and instruments; teaching apparatus and 
instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; equipment for electricity conduits (wires, electric cables), electric switches, plugs, sockets and other contacts, 
fuses, covers for electric outlets; electric cells (batteries); batteries for lighting; electric couplings; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; amplifiers; headphones; loudspeakers; magnetic recording 
media; acoustic, magnetic, optical disks, audio and video compact disks; digital versatile disk players (DVD players); 
video cameras; videotapes; facsimile machines; telephones; adapters used for telephones; battery chargers for use with 
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telephones; bags, covers and cases for mobile telephones and telephone equipment; telephone answering machines; 
hands-free kits for telephones; television sets, antennas; photographic transparencies, projection apparatus and screens; 
flash bulbs (photography); exposed films; cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments; dictating 
machines; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; automated teller machines; cash registers, calculating machines; 
data processing apparatus, computers, computer peripheral devices, readers (computer equipment); software, floppy 
disks; modems; downloadable electronic publications; electronic agendas; video game cartridges; binoculars (optics), 
spectacles (optics), contact lenses, spectacle cases; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; encoded magnetic cards; 
credit cards and encoded payment cards; encoded payment gift cards; magnetic identity cards; telephone cards; 
directional compasses; diving masks and diving suits; scales; protective helmets; protection devices for personal use 
against accidents; nets for protection against accidents; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; 
barometers; alcohol meters; fire extinguishers; egg timers [sandglasses]; electric locks; electric door bells; alarms 
(instruments); anti-theft alarm devices; magnets; decorative magnets.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; inhalers; 
diagnostic apparatus for medical use; orthopedic articles and footwear; suture material; stockings for varicose veins; 
belts for medical purposes, maternity belts, umbilical belts; non-chemical contraceptives; condoms; feeding bottles, 
feeding bottle teats; babies" pacifiers (teats), breast-feeding teats made of latex or silicone; teething rings; nursing 
appliances, breast pumps; ear picks, instruments for wiping children"s noses; spoons for administering medicine; 
droppers for medical purposes; thermometers for medical use; draw-sheets for sick beds; incontinence sheets; ice bags 
for medical use, gloves for massage; corn knives; special furniture for medical use; medical apparatus for physical 
exercises, esthetic massage apparatus; soporific pillows for insomnia; elastic bandages.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam production, cooking, refrigerating, drying, and installations of ventilation, 
of air conditioning, disinfection and water supply; sanitary installations; ornamental fountains; fountains; shower 
cubicles; washbasins; bathtubs; faucets; air deodorizing and purification apparatus; air cooling and air conditioning 
apparatus; water cooling installations; electric fans for personal use; water purification apparatus; sterilizers; filters for 
drinking water; solar collectors (heating); ventilation hoods; extractor hoods for kitchens; refrigerating cabinets; 
refrigerating containers; electric pressure cookers; electric heaters for feeding bottles; electric kettles; barbecues; 
electric cold boxes; cooking installations; ovens; cookers (cooking stoves); microwave cooking apparatus; freezers, 
refrigerators; gas lighters; electric coffee machines, bread toasters; electric deep fryers; ice apparatus; hair driers; sauna 
bath installations, tanning apparatus; steam facial apparatus (saunas); electric laundry driers; pocket warmers; domestic 
fireplaces; electric lamps and bulbs; lamps for lighting; headlights and lights for vehicles.

Cl.12;Vehicles, apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; boats, canoes; caravans; motorcycles, bicycles; tilt 
trucks; trucks; aerial conveyors; parachutes; pontoons; trailers (vehicles); motors and engines for land vehicles; shock 
absorbers, tires, engine hoods, bodyworks, chains, chassis, bumpers, sun-blinds for automobiles; vehicle brakes, brake 
fittings and windshields; direction signals for vehicles; windshield wipers; rearview mirrors; air tubes and spikes for tires; 
solid tires for vehicle wheels; head restraints and safety belts for vehicle seats, children"s safety seats for vehicles; 
bicycle kickstands, frames, nets, brakes, handlebars, saddles and pumps; baby carriages; scooters; vehicle covers, seat 
covers for vehicles; luggage carriers, bicycle racks, ski carriers for vehicles; strollers; anti-theft devices for vehicles, 
audible warning systems for vehicles; fork lift trucks, goods handling carts; shopping carts for supermarkets; 
wheelbarrows.

Cl.14;Lapel pins.

Cl.16;Paper; cardboard (raw, semi-finished or for stationery); cardboard articles; bags, small bags and sheets of paper 
or plastic for packaging; sheets (stationery); printed matter, printing type; bookbinding articles, photographs, printing 
blocks; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists" materials, paintbrushes; paint boxes (articles 
for use in school); typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional or teaching material (except 
apparatus); school supplies; staples for offices, thumbtacks, pencil sharpeners, correcting fluids, paper cutters; pencils, 
pencil lead holders, rubber erasers; envelopes; files; albums, books, periodicals; almanacs, pamphlets, writing or drawing 
books, catalogs; calendars; lithographs, engravings; paintings (pictures); posters, geographic maps, newspapers; spools 
for inking ribbons; sealing machines; postage stamps; adhesive tape dispensers (stationery); tissues of paper for 
removing make-up; coffee filters of paper; transfers (decalcomanias); garbage bags (of paper or of plastics); bags for 
microwave cooking; signboards of paper or cardboard; toilet paper; table linen of paper; hand towels, handkerchiefs of 
paper; greeting cards; postcards; patterns for dressmaking; terrestrial globes; vouchers, discount coupons, tickets; gift 
cards for payment; gift vouchers for payment; non-magnetic loyalty cards; non-magnetic identity cards.

Cl.17;Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica; sealing or insulating fittings; water-tight rings; plastics in extruded 
form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes not of metal; watering hoses; foam 
supports for flower arrangements; fiberglass for insulation; soundproofing materials; anti-dazzle films for windows; 
insulating gloves; insulating varnishes, papers, coatings, fabrics and paints; sealant compounds for joints; packaging 
bags, envelopes and pouches of rubber; rubber rings, plugs; elastic or plastic threads and yarns not for textile use.

Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather; animal skins; whips, harness and saddlery; walking sticks; boxes of leather or 
leatherboard; hat boxes of leather; trunks and suitcases; handbags; backpacks, shopping bags, beach bags, school 
bags; satchels; wheeled shopping bags; traveling bags; garment bags (for travel); wallets; card cases (note cases), 
document holders; briefcases (leather goods); key cases (leather goods); coin purses not of precious metal; parasols, 
umbrellas, sunshades, vanity cases; bridles (harness); sling bags for carrying infants; garment bags (for travel); hat 
boxes of leather; collars and covers for animals.

Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials; cement, concrete, coatings, plaster, stone, marble; building timber, veneer; wood 
paneling; plywood panels; coatings, parquet floor boards; plaster, asphalt, pitch, bitumen, gravel; bricks; glass panes; 
non-metallic rigid pipes for building; cladding not of metal (for building); tile floorings, not of metal; chimneys not of 
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metal; scaffolding, staircases not of metal; doors and windows not of metal; outdoor blinds not of metal and not of textile; 
swimming pools, basins (non-metallic constructions); cabanas not of metal; water pipes not of metal; non-metal drainage 
pipes; transportable buildings not of metal; non-transportable buildings not of metal; aquariums (structures); monuments 
not of metal; advertisement columns, not of metal.

Cl.20;Furniture; display stands; mirrors; frames (excluding building frames); objects of art made of wood, cork, reed, 
cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these 
materials, or of plastics; baskets and trays not of metal, plastic packaging containers; boxes of wood or plastic; kennels 
and beds for household pets; display boards; work benches; embroidery frames; number plates, not of metal; signboards 
of wood or plastic; locks, not made of metal and non-electric; towel dispensers, fixed, not of metal; playpens for babies, 
cradles; infant walkers; cushions, pillows, bed bases, mattresses; clothes hangers and covers; curtain rings, rods and 
hooks; ladders of wood or plastics; decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; slatted indoor blinds; mannequins; interior 
textile window blinds.

Cl.21;Non-electric household or kitchen utensils and containers (neither of precious metal, nor coated therewith); 
kitchen and tableware utensils of glass, porcelain and earthenware; tableware not of precious metal; cooking pot sets, 
plates, bowls, goblets, boxes for sweetmeats, not of precious metal; drinking vessels; stew-pans; boxes of glass; cookie 
jars; fitted picnic baskets, including dishes; heat-insulated containers for food and beverages, insulating flasks; 
corkscrews; bottle openers; thermally insulated bags; drinking flasks for travelers, non-electric portable coolers; non-
electric feeding bottle warmers; brushes for cleaning tanks and containers; soap dispensers; toilet paper dispenser; soap 
boxes; clothes pegs; trash cans; basins (receptacles), bowls; articles for cleaning purposes, namely hand-operated 
cleaning instruments; insect traps; indoor aquariums; flower pots; baskets for domestic use, not of precious metal; 
combs, sponges, brushes, toothbrushes, nail brushes; toilet cases and utensils; perfume sprayers; baby baths (portable); 
chamber pots; broom handles of metal.

Cl.22;Cords (except rubber cords, racket strings or strings for musical instruments); strings; tents; tarpaulins (neither 
safety tarpaulins, nor pushchair covers); sails (rigging); bags and pouches for packaging made of textile; large-capacity 
bags for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; padding and stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics); raw 
fibrous textile materials; nets; fishing nets, hammocks; thread, not of metal, for wrapping or binding.

Cl.23;Yarns and threads for textile use; spun wool; elastic or plastic threads and yarns for textile use.

Cl.24;Fabrics; adhesive fabrics for application by heat; upholstery fabrics; bed and household linen; table linen (except 
paper table linen); sheets, pillowcases, bedspreads, eiderdowns (down coverlets); mattress covers; bath linen (except 
clothing); table napkins of textile; face cloths and washing mitts of textile; billiard cloths; wall hangings of textile; curtains 
made of plastic or textile; tablecloths not of paper; oilcloth for use as tablecloths; sleeping bags; napkins, of cloth, for 
removing make-up; mosquito nets; household linen; labels of cloth; loose covers for furniture; handkerchiefs (of textile); 
sleeping bags for camping.

Cl.25;Clothing; knitwear; underwear [lingerie]; underwear; pajamas; dressing gowns (robes); sweaters; skirts; dresses; 
trousers; jackets; coats; raincoats; shirts; neckties; scarves; sashes for wear; veils (clothing); shawls; belts (clothing); 
money belts (clothing); gloves (clothing); suspenders; headgear, hats, caps; headbands (clothing); shower caps; 
footwear articles; socks, stockings, tights; footwear (except orthopedic footwear), slippers, boots; beach shoes, ski 
boots; footwear for sports; bathing trunks and suits; bathing caps, bathing suits; clothing for sports (other than for 
diving); wet suits for water skiing; layettes [clothing]; bibs, not of paper; masquerade costumes.

Cl.26;Haberdashery articles (except thread); lace trimmings; lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks 
and eyes, pins and needles; snap fasteners; artificial flowers and fruit; hooks and fasteners for clothing; buckles (clothing 
accessories); ornamental novelty badges; trimmings for headgear; decorative articles for the hair; hair bands and 
hairnets, hair pins and grips, hair slides; wigs; embroidery; zip fasteners; shoe laces; buckles for footwear; fastenings for 
suspenders; belt clasps; elastic ribbons; frills (lace trimming); heat adhesive patches for decoration or repair of textile 
articles (haberdashery); spangles for clothing; sewing boxes.

Cl.27;Carpets, rugs, door mats, mats, linoleum; floor coverings (excluding floor tiling and paint); wall hangings not of 
textile; carpets for automobiles; bath mats; gymnastic mats; non-slip mats; artificial turf.

Cl.28;Games; toys; gymnastic and sporting articles (excluding swimming articles, clothing, mats and footwear); 
Christmas tree decorations (excluding illumination articles and confectionery); novelties for parties, dances (party 
favors), toy masks; swings; play balls and balloons; rocking horses (toys); swimming pools (sports or play articles); 
marbles and counters [disks] for games; plush toys; dolls and dolls" houses; puppets; dolls" clothes; figurines (toys); 
parlor games; building games; spinning tops (toys); mobiles (toys); vehicles (toys); scooters; roller skates; skateboards; 
kites; apparatus for electronic games other than those designed to be used only with television sets; rackets; play balls; 
flippers for swimmers; surfboards; fencing weapons; boxing, baseball and golf gloves; fishing rods, fishing-rod reels, fish 
hooks; exercisers and body-building apparatus, stationary exercise bicycles; toys for pets; apparatus for games designed 
for use with television receivers only, external displays or monitors [computer hardware]; swimming belts and jackets.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; charcuterie; croquettes (food); preserved, dried, frozen and cooked 
fruit, mushrooms and vegetables; fruit pulp and fruit salads; vegetable salads; canned meat, fish, vegetables and fruit; 
jams, marmalades, compotes; jellies for food; pollen prepared as foodstuff; seaweed extracts for food; preserved soya 
beans for food; proteins for human consumption; bouillon, broths, soups; vegetable juices for cooking; eggs, milk, butter, 
cream, yogurts, cheese and other dairy products; edible oils and fats; preparations for making bouillon, potato chips; 
cooked dishes based on the aforesaid goods.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa, chocolate; chocolate products; vegetable preparations for use as coffee substitutes; artificial 
coffee; beverages made with coffee, tea, cocoa, chocolate; non-medicinal infusions; sugar, natural sweeteners; glucose 
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for food; rice, tapioca, sago; pasta, semolina; flour and preparations made from cereals; dried cereal flakes; bread, pastry, 
cakes, brioches, pancakes, tarts, pies; confectionery, sugar confectionery; edible ices; honey; golden syrup, royal jelly for 
human consumption not for medical use; aniseed; star aniseed; malt extract for food; flavorings other than essential oils; 
aromatic preparations for food; yeast, baking powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments), dressings for salad; 
tomato ketchup; mayonnaise; seasonings; thickening agents for cooking foodstuffs; seaweeds (condiments); spices; 
preserved garden herbs; ice for refreshment; sandwiches; pizzas; rice-based snacks; spring rolls; sushi, tabbouleh; 
tortillas; tacos; cooked dishes based on the aforesaid goods.

Cl.31;Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products (neither prepared nor processed); grains (seeds); natural turf; 
fresh fruits and vegetables; unprocessed algae for human consumption; fresh mushrooms; fresh garden herbs; live 
crustaceans; fish spawn; seeds; bulbs; trees, shrubs; natural plants and flowers; Christmas trees; food and beverages for 
animals; litter products; malt; bait for fishing (live); live animals.

Cl.32;Beers, mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; isotonic beverages; lemonades; fruit 
beverages and fruit juices; tomato juice; vegetable juices (beverages); syrups for beverages; preparations for making 
beverages (except tea-based, coffee-based, or cocoa-based, milk beverages); pastilles and powders for effervescing 
beverages; essences for making beverages; preparations for making liqueurs.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers); aperitifs, cider, alcoholic cocktails, digesters (liqueurs and spirits), brandies; 
spirits; wines; rum; vodka; whisky; alcoholic essences and extracts.

Cl.35;Advertising, sales promotion for others, retail services or wholesale sales, mail-order sales, retail sale or 
wholesale via the Internet or via any electronic distance marketing methods and the bringing together, for the benefit of 
others [excluding the transport thereof] enabling customers to conveniently view, select and purchase, in a convenience 
store, including in shops, supermarkets and hypermarkets, the following products: chemical products intended for use in 
industry, science and photography, chemical products intended for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry [excluding 
fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides], flower preservatives, chemical products for waterproofing leather 
and textile materials, textile-brightening chemicals, water softening products, scale removing preparations other than for 
household use, unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics, soil fertilizers, compost, preparations of trace 
elements for plants, earth for growing, potting soil, fire-extinguishing compositions, tempering and soldering 
preparations, chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs, tanning materials, adhesives [adhesive materials] for use in 
industry, glues [size for finishing and priming], glue for industrial purposes, for posters, for wallpaper, for leather, 
separating and unsticking [ungluing] products, solvents for varnishes, wood pulp, polish removing substances, glaziers" 
putty, photographic paper, photographic emulsions, unexposed sensitized films, chemical additives for motor fuel and 
oils, antifreeze, brake fluids, fuel-saving products, compositions for repairing tires, acetone, hydrochloric acid, distilled 
water, acidulated water for recharging batteries, compositions for repairing tires, hydrogen peroxide, colorants, paints 
and varnishes [excluding insulators], lacquers [paints], coatings [paints], printing inks, ink [toner] cartridges for printers 
and photocopiers, preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood, thinners and binding agents for paints, 
lacquers and colors, dyestuffs, colorants for foodstuffs and beverages, dyes for footwear, mordants [neither for metals 
nor for seeds], raw natural resins, metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists, bleaching 
preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive preparations and 
products, Javelle water, stain removers, fabric softeners for laundry use, paint stripping products, emery paper, rust 
removing products, scouring solutions, scale removing preparations for household use, detergents other than for use in 
manufacturing operations and those for medical use, rust removing products, floor waxes, shoe wax, products to make 
leaves shiny, adhesives for cosmetic use, soaps, perfume products, perfumes and eaux de toilette, essential oils, 
deodorants for personal use [perfumery], cosmetics, hair care products, toothpastes, make-up and make-up removing 
products, shaving products, toilet preparations, cleansing milks and oils for toilet purposes, tissues impregnated with 
cosmetic lotions, sun care products [cosmetic sun-tanning preparations], shampoos for pets [non-medicated hygiene 
preparations], incense, scented wood, potpourris [fragrances], industrial oils and greases, lubricants, dust absorbing, 
wetting and binding compositions, fuels [including motor spirits], motor oils, fuels, diesel oil, non-chemical additives to 
motor fuel, lighting fuel, candles and wicks [lighting], tallow candles, perfumed candles, firelighters, combustible 
briquettes, methylated spirit, gas for lighting, charcoal [fuel], firewood, grease for leather, grease for arms [weapons], 
grease for footwear, pharmaceutical products, veterinary products, sanitary products for medical use and for intimate 
hygiene, pharmaceutical products for skin care, dietetic substances, beverages and foodstuffs for medical use, nutritional 
supplements for medical use, medical preparations for slimming, medicinal infusions, medicinal herbs, herbal teas, 
vitamin preparations, preparations of trace elements for human and animal consumption, mineral food supplements, food 
and lacteal flour for babies, plasters, materials for dressings, material for dental fillings and dental impressions, 
antiseptics, disinfectants for medical or hygiene purposes, other than soaps, products for destroying vermin, anti-insect 
products, insecticides, insect repellents, fungicides, herbicides, antiparasitic products, antiparasitic collars for animals, 
animal wash products [insecticides], sunburn ointments, antiseptic cotton, absorbent cotton, sanitary pads, napkins and 
panties, sanitary tampons, breast-nursing pads, sterilizing products, adhesives for dentures, deodorants other than for 
personal use, air purifying products, contact lens solutions, disinfectant soaps, babies" diaper-pants of paper or 
cellulose, textile babies" diapers, babies" diaper-pants, common metals and their alloys, ores, building materials of metal, 
transportable buildings of metal, non-transportable buildings of metal, monuments, plaques, metallic gravestones, 
metallic materials for railway tracks, metallic water pipes, metallic scaffolding, metallic ladders, metallic handling pallets, 
metallic furniture casters, non-mechanical reels [of metal] for flexible hoses, metal partitions and fences, safes [metallic 
or non-metallic], metallic non-electric cables and wires, metallic non-electric locks, metallic hardware, nail articles, 
metallic pipes, metallic chains, metallic rings, metallic hinges, metallic door and window frames, metallic doors and 
windows, firedogs [andirons], furnace fireguards, metallic keys, padlocks, small bells, metal letterboxes, metallic empty 
tool boxes, metallic thread for tying-up purposes, metal wire for aerial cables, metallic packaging containers, boxes, 
cases, chests, metallic baskets and containers, metallic ice molds, aluminum foil, metallic clothes hooks, metallic tent 
pegs, metallic wrapping or binding bands, metal bottle caps and closing devices, fixed dispensers for napkins or kitchen 
towels, metallic registration plates, metallic cabanas, bells, traps for wild animals, weather vanes or wind vanes, works of 
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art of common metal, machine tools, hand-held tools, other than hand-operated, motors and engines [other than for land 
vehicles], sparking plugs for internal combustion engines, alternators, fuel economizers for motors and engines, 
carburetors, non-electric couplings and transmission belts [except for land vehicles], jacks [machines], electric hand 
drills, compressed air pumps, blades [parts of machines], electric knives, shears and scissors, electric glue guns, spray 
guns for paint, gas blowpipes and welding irons, clippers [machines], lawnmowers [machines], mechanical reels for 
flexible hoses, agricultural instruments [other than hand-operated], agricultural machines, incubators for eggs, aerating 
pumps for aquariums, electromechanical apparatus for preparing food and beverages, electric food processors and 
machines, electric grinders/crushers for household purposes, washing apparatus, washing installations for vehicles, 
laundry and dish washing machines, spin driers, vacuum cleaners, vacuum cleaner bags, electric parquet wax-polishers, 
electric shoe polishers, electric machines and apparatus for cleaning, construction and civil engineering machinery, 
machines for metalworking, for packaging and for working wood, leather or plastics, printing machines, type-setting 
machines [photocomposition], machinery for the textile industry, sewing and knitting machines, bookbinding apparatus, 
electric apparatus for welding, automatic distribution machines, hand-operated hand tools and implements, non-electric 
cutlery, table forks, spoons, other than for fishing and for medicines, side arms, other than firearms, scissors, hand-
operated hand tools and implements for gardening, mechanical tools for chopping and cutting foodstuffs, non-electric 
can openers, razors, razor blades, shaving cases, nail files and nail nippers, nail-clippers, manicure sets, electric and non-
electric hair clippers for personal use, electric or non-electric epilation apparatus, hair-removing tweezers, scientific 
[other than for medical use], nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, 
checking [supervision], rescue [life-saving] apparatus and instruments, teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus 
and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, equipment 
for electricity conduits [wires, electric cables], electric switches, plugs, sockets and other contacts, fuses, covers for 
electric outlets, electric cells [batteries], batteries for lighting, electric couplings, apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images, amplifiers, headphones, loudspeakers, magnetic recording media, acoustic, magnetic, 
optical disks, audio and video compact disks, digital versatile disk players [DVD players], video cameras, videotapes, 
facsimile machines, telephones, adapters used for telephones, battery chargers for use with telephones, bags, covers and 
cases for mobile telephones and telephone equipment, telephone answering machines, hands-free kits for telephones, 
television sets, antennas, photographic transparencies, projection apparatus and screens, flash bulbs [photography], 
exposed films, cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments, dictating machines, mechanisms for 
coin-operated apparatus, automated teller machines, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing apparatus, 
computers, computer peripheral devices, readers [computer equipment], software, floppy disks, modems, downloadable 
electronic publications, electronic agendas, video game cartridges, binoculars [optics], spectacles [optics], contact 
lenses, spectacle cases, integrated circuit cards [smart cards], encoded magnetic cards, credit cards and encoded 
payment cards, encoded gift cards, magnetic identity cards, telephone cards, directional compasses, diving masks and 
diving suits, scales, protective helmets, protection devices for personal use against accidents, nets for protection against 
accidents, clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire, barometers, alcohol meters, fire extinguishers, 
electric locks, electric door bells, alarms [instruments], anti-theft alarm devices, magnets, decorative magnets, surgical, 
medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth, inhalers, diagnostic apparatus 
for medical use, orthopedic articles and footwear, suture material, stockings for varicose veins, belts for medical 
purposes, maternity belts, umbilical belts, non-chemical contraceptives, condoms, feeding bottles, feeding bottle teats, 
babies" pacifiers [teats], breast-feeding teats made of latex or silicone, teething rings, nursing appliances, breast pumps, 
ear picks, instruments for wiping children"s noses, spoons for administering medicine, droppers for medical purposes, 
thermometers for medical use, draw-sheets for sick beds, incontinence sheets, ice bags for medical use, gloves for 
massage, corn knives, special furniture for medical use, medical apparatus for physical exercises, esthetic massage 
apparatus, soporific pillows for insomnia, elastic bandages, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam production, cooking, 
refrigerating, drying, and installations of ventilation, of air conditioning, disinfection and water supply, sanitary 
installations, ornamental fountains, fountains, shower cubicles, washbasins, bathtubs, faucets, air deodorizing and 
purification apparatus, air cooling and air conditioning apparatus, water cooling installations, electric fans for personal 
use, water purification apparatus, sterilizers, filters for drinking water, solar collectors [heating], ventilation hoods, 
extractor hoods for kitchens, refrigerating cabinets, refrigerating containers, electric pressure cookers, electric heaters 
for feeding bottles, electric kettles, barbecues, electric cold boxes, cooking installations, ovens, cookers [cooking 
stoves], microwave cooking apparatus, freezers, refrigerators, gas lighters, electric coffee machines, bread toasters, 
electric deep fryers, ice apparatus, hair driers, sauna bath installations, tanning apparatus, steam facial apparatus 
[saunas], electric laundry driers, pocket warmers, domestic fireplaces, electric lamps and bulbs, lamps for lighting, 
headlights and lights for vehicles, vehicles, apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, boats, canoes, caravans, 
motorcycles, bicycles, tilt trucks, trucks, aerial conveyors, parachutes, pontoons, trailers [vehicles], motors and engines 
for land vehicles, shock absorbers, tires, engine hoods, bodyworks, chains, chassis, bumpers, sun-blinds for 
automobiles, vehicle brakes, brake fittings and windshields, direction signals for vehicles, windshield wipers, rearview 
mirrors, air tubes and spikes for tires, solid tires for vehicle wheels, head restraints and safety belts for vehicle seats, 
children"s safety seats for vehicles, bicycle kickstands, frames, nets, brakes, handlebars, saddles and pumps, baby 
carriages, scooters, vehicle covers, seat covers for vehicles, luggage carriers, bicycle racks, ski carriers for vehicles, 
strollers, anti-theft devices for vehicles, audible warning systems for vehicles, fork lift trucks, goods handling carts, 
shopping carts for supermarkets, wheelbarrows, lapel pins, paper, cardboard [raw, semi-finished or for stationery], 
cardboard articles, bags, small bags and sheets of paper or plastic for packaging, sheets [stationery], printed matter, 
printing type, bookbinding articles, photographs, printing blocks, stationery, adhesives for stationery or household 
purposes, artists" materials, paintbrushes, paint boxes [articles for use in school], typewriters and office requisites 
[except furniture], instructional or teaching material [except apparatus], school supplies, staples for offices, thumbtacks, 
pencil sharpeners, correcting fluids, paper cutters, pencils, pencil lead holders, rubber erasers, envelopes, files, albums, 
books, periodicals, almanacs, pamphlets, writing or drawing books, catalogs, calendars, lithographs, engravings, 
paintings [pictures], posters, geographic maps, newspapers, spools for inking ribbons, sealing machines, postage 
stamps, adhesive tape dispensers [stationery], tissues of paper for removing make-up, coffee filters of paper, transfers 
[decalcomanias], garbage bags [of paper or of plastics], bags for microwave cooking, signboards of paper or cardboard, 
toilet paper, table linen of paper, hand towels, handkerchiefs of paper, greeting cards, postcards, patterns for 
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dressmaking, terrestrial globes, vouchers, discount coupons, tickets, gift cards for payment, gift vouchers for payment, 
non-magnetic loyalty cards, non-magnetic identity cards, rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica, sealing or insulating 
fittings, water-tight rings, plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture, packing, stopping and insulating materials, 
flexible pipes not of metal, watering hoses, foam supports for flower arrangements, fiberglass for insulation, 
soundproofing materials, anti-dazzle films for windows, insulating gloves, insulating varnishes, papers, coatings, fabrics 
and paints, sealant compounds for joints, packaging bags, envelopes and pouches of rubber, rubber rings, plugs, elastic 
or plastic threads and yarns not for textile use, leather and imitation leather, animal skins, whips, harness and saddlery, 
walking sticks, boxes of leather or leatherboard, leather hat boxes, trunks and suitcases, handbags, backpacks, shopping 
bags, beach bags, school bags, satchels, wheeled shopping bags, travel bags, garment bags [for travel], wallets, card 
cases [note cases], document holders, briefcases [leather goods], key cases [leather goods], coin purses not of precious 
metal, parasols, umbrellas, sunshades, vanity cases, bridles [harness], sling bags for carrying infants, garment bags [for 
travel], hat boxes of leather, collars and covers for animals, non-metallic building materials, cement, concrete, coatings, 
plaster, stone, marble, building timber, veneer, wood paneling, plywood panels, coatings, parquet floor boards, plaster, 
asphalt, pitch, bitumen, gravel, bricks, glass panes, non-metallic rigid pipes for building, non-metallic cladding [for 
building], non-metallic tile floorings, non-metallic chimneys, scaffolding, non-metallic staircases, non-metallic doors and 
windows, non-metallic outdoor blinds not of textile, swimming pools, basins [non-metallic constructions], non-metallic 
cabanas, non-metallic water pipes, non-metallic drainage pipes, non-metallic transportable buildings, non-metallic non-
transportable buildings, aquariums [structures], non-metallic monuments, non-metallic advertisement columns, furniture, 
display stands, mirrors, frames [excluding building frames], objects of art made of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, 
bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics, 
baskets and trays not of metal, plastic packaging containers, boxes of wood or plastic, kennels and beds for household 
pets, display boards, work benches, embroidery frames, number plates, not of metal, signboards of wood or plastic, 
locks, not made of metal and non-electric, towel dispensers, fixed, not of metal, playpens for babies, cradles, infant 
walkers, cushions, pillows, bed bases, mattresses, clothes hangers and covers, curtain rings, rods and hooks, ladders of 
wood or plastics, decorations of plastic for foodstuffs, slatted indoor blinds, mannequins, interior textile window blinds, 
non-electric household or kitchen utensils and containers [neither of precious metal, nor coated therewith], kitchen and 
tableware utensils of glass, porcelain and earthenware, tableware not of precious metal, cooking pot sets, plates, bowls, 
goblets, boxes for sweetmeats, not of precious metal, drinking vessels, stew-pans, boxes of glass, cookie jars, fitted 
picnic baskets, including dishes, heat-insulated containers for food and beverages, insulating flasks, corkscrews, bottle 
openers, thermally insulated bags, drinking flasks for travelers, non-electric portable coolers, non-electric feeding bottle 
warmers, brushes for cleaning tanks and containers, soap dispensers, toilet paper dispenser, soap boxes, clothes pegs, 
trash cans, basins [receptacles], bowls, articles for cleaning purposes, namely hand-operated cleaning instruments, 
insect traps, indoor aquariums, flower pots, baskets for domestic use, not of precious metal, combs, sponges, brushes, 
toothbrushes, nail brushes, toilet cases and utensils, perfume sprayers, baby baths [portable], chamber pots, broom 
handles of metal, cords [except rubber cords, racket strings or strings for musical instruments], strings, tents, tarpaulins 
[neither safety tarpaulins, nor pushchair covers], sails [rigging], bags and pouches for packaging made of textile, large-
capacity bags for the transport and storage of materials in bulk, padding and stuffing materials [except of rubber or 
plastics], raw fibrous textile materials, nets, fishing nets, hammocks, thread, not of metal, for wrapping or binding, yarns 
and threads for textile use, spun wool, elastic or plastic threads and yarns for textile use, fabrics, adhesive fabrics for 
application by heat, upholstery fabrics, bed and household linen, table linen [except paper table linen], sheets, 
pillowcases, bedspreads, eiderdowns [down coverlets], mattress covers, bath linen [except clothing], table napkins of 
textile, face cloths and washing mitts of textile, billiard cloths, wall hangings of textile, curtains made of plastic or textile, 
tablecloths not of paper, oilcloth for use as tablecloths, sleeping bags, napkins, of cloth, for removing make-up, mosquito 
nets, household linen, labels of cloth, loose covers for furniture, handkerchiefs [of textile], sleeping bags for camping, 
clothing, knitwear, underwear [lingerie], underwear, pajamas, dressing gowns [robes], sweaters, skirts, dresses, pants, 
jackets, coats, raincoats, shirts, neckties, scarves, sashes for wear, veils [clothing], shawls, belts [clothing], money belts 
[clothing], gloves [clothing], suspenders, headgear, hats, caps, headbands [clothing], shower caps, footwear articles, 
socks, stockings, tights, footwear [except orthopedic footwear], slippers, boots, beach shoes, ski boots, footwear for 
sports, bathing trunks and suits, bathing caps, bathing suits, clothing for sports [other than for diving], wet suits for water 
skiing, layettes [clothing], bibs, not of paper, masquerade costumes, haberdashery articles [except thread], lace 
trimmings, lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid, buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles, snap fasteners, artificial 
flowers and fruit, hooks and fasteners for clothing, buckles [clothing accessories], ornamental novelty badges, trimmings 
for the headgear, decorative articles for the hair, hair bands and hairnets, hair pins and grips, hair slides, wigs, 
embroidery, zip fasteners, shoe laces, buckles for footwear, fastenings for suspenders, belt clasps, elastic ribbons, frills 
[lace trimming], heat adhesive patches for decoration or repair of textile articles [haberdashery], spangles for clothing, 
sewing boxes, carpets, rugs, door mats, mats, linoleum, floor coverings [excluding floor tiling and paint], wall hangings 
not of textile, carpets for automobiles, bath mats, gymnastic mats, non-slip mats, artificial turf, games, toys, gymnastic 
and sporting articles [excluding swimming articles, clothing, mats and footwear], Christmas tree decorations [excluding 
illumination articles and confectionery], novelties for parties, dances [party favors], toy masks, swings, play balls and 
balloons, rocking horses [toys], swimming pools [sports or play articles], marbles and counters [disks] for games, plush 
toys, dolls and dolls" houses, puppets, dolls" clothes, figurines [toys], parlor games, building games, spinning tops 
[toys], mobiles [toys], vehicles [toys], scooters, roller skates, skateboards, kites, apparatus for electronic games other 
than those designed to be used only with television sets, rackets, play balls, flippers for swimmers, surfboards, fencing 
weapons, boxing, baseball and golf gloves, fishing rods, fishing-rod reels, fish hooks, exercisers and body-building 
apparatus, stationary exercise bicycles, toys for pets, apparatus for games designed for use with television receivers 
only, external screens or monitors [computer hardware], swimming belts and jackets, meat, fish, poultry and game, meat 
extracts, charcuterie, croquettes [food], preserved, dried, frozen and cooked fruit, mushrooms and vegetables, fruit pulp 
and fruit salads, vegetable salads, canned meat, fish, vegetables and fruit, jams, marmalades, compotes, jellies for food, 
pollen prepared as foodstuff, seaweed extracts for food, preserved soy beans for food, proteins for human consumption, 
bouillon, broths, soups, vegetable juices for cooking, eggs, milk, butter, cream, yogurts, cheese and other dairy products, 
edible oils and fats, preparations for making bouillon, potato chips, cooked dishes based on the aforesaid goods, coffee, 
tea, cocoa, chocolate, chocolate products, vegetable preparations for use as coffee substitutes, artificial coffee, 
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beverages made with coffee, tea, cocoa, chocolate, non-medicinal infusions, sugar, natural sweeteners, glucose for food, 
rice, tapioca, sago, pasta, semolina, flour and preparations made from cereals, dried cereal flakes, bread, pastry, cakes, 
brioches, pancakes, tarts, pies, confectionery, sugar confectionery, edible ices, honey, golden syrup, royal jelly for human 
consumption not for medical use, aniseed, star aniseed, malt extract for food, flavorings other than essential oils, 
aromatic preparations for food, yeast, baking powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces [condiments], dressings for salad, 
tomato ketchup, mayonnaise, seasonings, thickening agents for cooking foodstuffs, seaweeds [condiments], spices, 
preserved garden herbs, ice for refreshment, sandwiches, pizzas, rice-based snacks, spring rolls, sushi, tabbouleh, 
tortillas, tacos, cooked dishes based on the aforesaid goods, agricultural, horticultural and forestry products [neither 
prepared nor processed], grains [seeds], natural turf, fresh fruits and vegetables, unprocessed algae for human 
consumption, fresh mushrooms, fresh garden herbs, live crustaceans, fish spawn, seeds, bulbs, trees, shrubs, natural 
plants and flowers, Christmas trees, food and beverages for animals, litter products, malt, bait for fishing [live], live 
animals, beers, mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages, isotonic beverages, lemonades, fruit 
beverages and fruit juices, tomato juice, vegetable juices [beverages], syrups for beverages, preparations for making 
beverages [except tea-based, coffee-based, or cocoa-based, milk beverages], pastilles and powders for effervescing 
beverages, essences for making beverages, preparations for making liqueurs, alcoholic beverages [except beers], 
aperitifs, cider, alcoholic cocktails, digestifs [liqueurs and spirits], brandies, spirits, wines, rum, vodka, whiskey, alcoholic 
essences and extracts.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and parts of machines for processing of tobacco, cigarettes, cigars and other smokers" articles; 
machines and parts of machines for processing of foodstuffs, paper, cardboard and hygiene/sanitary preparations; 
machines and installations for handling and processing of tobacco; machines for producing cigarettes, cigars and 
cigarillos; machines for manufacturing filters for smokers" articles; machines for processing filter material for smokers" 
articles, in particular oakum filters and filter fibres; machines for assembling of filters; linking machines for coils and 
conversion machines; cutters for tobacco for industrial purposes; filters being parts of machines or engines; mechanical 
fillers and emptying machines for boxes; belts for conveyors; pneumatic conveyors; conveying chains; conveying 
machines; conveyor installations (pneumatic and mechanical); packaging machines; handling machines; machines for 
processing of bands for use in the production of smokers" articles; separators; machines for conditioning tobacco and 
parts of tobacco for the making of smokable tobacco products; machines and installations for sifting; blending machines; 
cigarette reservoirs (parts of machines); filter stores being parts of machines; mechanical suction apparatus for 
separating goods; mechanical suction apparatus for transporting products; cutting machines; machines for recovery of 
tobacco, paper and filters from cigarettes; expansion devices and machines for use in the production of tobacco-based 
products; machines for humidifying tobacco and tobacco-based products; parts and spare parts and components for the 
aforesaid machines and installations included in this class.

Cl.9;Instruments for measuring and testing of materials; sensors; infrared ray sensors; microwave sensors; optical 
testing equipment; metal detectors; lasers, not for medical purposes; weighing apparatus and weighing instruments; 
weighing machines; electrical switching units and switch panels and control panels; computer software; computer 
software for equipment and installations for handling and processing of tobacco and materials for filters, and for 
production of cigarettes, cigarillos, cigars and cigarette filters.

Cl.11;Cooling installations, machines and appliances; cooling installations for tobacco; drying apparatus and 
installations; conveyor belt dryers; drier cabinets; humidifying apparatus and installation for tobacco-based products; 
parts, spare parts and components for the aforesaid goods, included in this class; fluidised bed dryers.

Cl.42;Engineering services; Computer programming; Engineering and computer programming in relation to industrial 
processes, in particular in relation to optimisation of industrial processes and automation systems for processing 
tobacco and filter materials, and of manufacturing processes for cigarettes and filters; Project development engineering; 
Design and development of computer software and related support; Consultancy relating to computer software; Computer 
programming; Technical research; Research in the field of mechanical engineering; Technical consultancy relating to 
mechanical engineering; Technical project studies; Production planning for products; Providing technical consultancy for 
engineers and computer programmers; Design, development and maintenance of computer software for equipment and 
installations for handling and processing of tobacco and filter materials and for production of cigarettes, cigarillos, cigars 
and cigarette filters
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IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.

Cl.9;Downloadable children"s educational software; downloadable educational software featuring instruction in various 
disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school and higher education; downloadable educational software 
featuring teaching assistance and curriculum development for various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high 
school, and higher education levels for use by, mentors, tutors, instructors and others involved in assisting students; 
downloadable children"s educational software for mobile devices; downloadable educational software for mobile devices 
featuring instruction in various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school and higher education; 
downloadable educational software for mobile devices featuring teaching assistance and curriculum development for 
various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school, and higher education levels for use by mentors, tutors, 
instructors and others involved in assisting students; prerecorded electronic media featuring instruction in various 
disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school and higher education; downloadable podcasts in various 
disciplines at the middle school, high school and higher education; downloadable electronic books, namely, educational 
workbooks for students, educators, parents, mentors, tutors, and others involved in assisting students featuring various 
disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school, and higher education levels; downloadable electronic textbooks 
featuring various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school and higher education downloadable electronic 
textbooks featuring teaching assistance and curriculum development for various disciplines at the elementary, middle 
school, high school, and higher education subjects for use by parents, mentors, tutors, instructors and others involved in 
assisting students; downloadable electronic course materials featuring various disciplines at the elementary, middle 
school, high school and higher education; downloadable electronic course materials featuring teaching assistance and 
curriculum development for various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school, and higher education 
levels for use by parents, mentors, tutors, instructors and others involved in assisting students; downloadable electronic 
publications in the nature of educational assessment materials for use by teachers, administrators, parents, and others in 
evaluating student performance, assessing cognitive and academic achievement, and preparing test materials for 
students from early learning through secondary school; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of educational 
assessment materials for use by students, namely, practice test questions in various disciplines at the elementary, middle 
school, high school and higher education; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of test preparation course 
materials in various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school and higher education; downloadable 
electronic publications in the nature of assessment materials for use in assessing teachers and administrators in 
elementary through secondary educational levels; downloadable electronic books and publications in connection with 
fiction and non-fiction, how-to, and reference books for use by adults offered in the trade markets prerecorded electronic 
media featuring business and finance, computer and internet technology, and other technical subject matter; 
downloadable electronic reference books in the field of business and finance, graphics and web design, networking, 
business processes, information security, software development and management, web development, and computer and 
internet technology; none of the aforesaid relating to religion and relationship advice and guidance; none of the aforesaid 
goods in connection with qualification advanced training, personal qualification, vocational qualification, audio-visual 
communication technologies, online conferences, video conferencing systems and online lectures.

Cl.16;Study guides, textbooks, trade books and supplemental materials, tests, practice tests, workbooks and 
instructional and teaching materials in connection with classes from early learning through post-graduate levels; non-
fiction trade and reference books for adults and children; fiction books for adults and children; newspapers; computer 
program manuals for use in business, home computing and computer training; none of the aforesaid relating to religion 
and relationship advice and guidance; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with qualification advanced training, 
personal qualification, vocational qualification, audio-visual communication technologies, online conferences, video 
conferencing systems and online lectures.

Cl.35;Registration for others in interactive online courses of instruction at the undergraduate and post-graduate levels 
via a global computer information network; providing career placement, job readiness and career information services by 
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means of an interactive website; none of the aforesaid relating to religion and relationship advice and guidance.

Cl.38;Online audio and video streaming of educational content; providing online chat rooms, online discussion 
services, online forums and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages and content among computer users 
concerning education, providing online facilities enabling real time interaction with other computer users in connection 
with classes from the elementary through post-secondary levels; providing online bulletin boards in connection with 
classes offered from the elementary through post-secondary levels; none of the aforesaid relating to religion and 
relationship advice and guidance.

Cl.41;Publishing services, namely, publication of books, electronic books, course materials, tests, testing sheets, 
practice tests, standardized tests and scoring, and customized publications; testing services, namely, administering and 
scoring of standardized educational and psychological tests and professional certifications; online educational services 
in connection with classes from the elementary through the post-secondary levels; providing online tutoring featuring 
instruction at the elementary, middle school, high school, and higher education levels; online educational services 
provided to educational institutions and school districts in the fields of assessment and improvement of student learning, 
instructor training, curriculum development, course management, and distribution of printed and electronic materials in 
connection therewith; development and dissemination of educational materials of others via global computer information 
network in connection with classes offered from the elementary, middle school, high school, and higher education levels, 
namely, digital textbooks, instructors manuals, supplementary reading materials, instructional materials in the nature of 
self-assessment and study tools for students, homework assignments, course assessment and course management 
materials; online non-downloadable video games; online non-downloadable newspapers in the field of current affairs, 
business and finance; providing seminars in the field of teacher training, professional development, computer and 
technical training, and business and finance; educational services, namely, providing interactive educational instructional 
information and quizzes for children via a website; information services, namely, providing information to the public in the 
field of education by means of a world wide computer network and printed publications; educational services, namely, 
providing interactive online courses of instruction at the undergraduate and post-graduate levels via a global computer 
information network, distance learning at the primary, secondary, undergraduate, graduate, and corporate education 
levels, and providing a webliography of educational materials available over a global computer information network; 
education services, namely, providing training in the design, building, instruction and management of educational course 
work, and educational workshops offered over a global computer information network, conducting seminars and 
workshops on issues related to global computer information network based technologies in education; information in the 
field of elementary education through post-secondary educational curriculums provided online from a computer 
database; providing educational information featuring course materials, practice tests, course assignments, textbooks 
and supplemental materials, and student notes in connection with classes in the elementary school through post-
secondary level provided online from a computer database; none of the aforesaid relating to religion and relationship 
advice and guidance; none of the aforesaid services in connection with qualification advanced training, personal 
qualification, vocational qualification, audio-visual communication technologies, online conferences, video conferencing 
systems and online lectures.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software and applications for educational institutions and school 
districts in the fields of assessment and improvement of student learning, instructor training, curriculum development 
and management; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software featuring practice exam questions and 
other tutorial materials in connection with classes from the early learning through post-graduate levels; student 
information systems, namely, online non-downloadable software for the collection, compilation, storage and analysis of 
data pertaining to school administration, student performance, teacher development and all aspects of educational 
administration in the early learning through post-graduate levels; application service provider (ASP) featuring software for 
accessing non-downloadable publications, audio, video, text and graphics; computer services, namely, designing and 
implementing interactive network web pages for others for the transfer and dissemination of information via a global 
computer information network; none of the aforesaid relating to religion and relationship advice and guidance.

Cl.45;On-line synchronous and asynchronous social networking services for students and instructors; none of the 
aforesaid relating to religion and relationship advice and guidance.
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IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.9;Computer software for use in data analytics, machine learning, and artificial intelligence; computer software for 
facial recognition; computer hardware for use in data analytics, machine learning, and artificial intelligence; computer 
hardware for facial recognition.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for use in data analytics, machine learning, and 
artificial intelligence; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for facial recognition.
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Priority claimed from 09/04/2018; Application No. : UK00003302535 ;United Kingdom 

4091427    09/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1449306]
ARC VEHICLE LTD
Cwmcoch, Cwmbach WHITLAND, Carmarthenshire SA34 0DR United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
C-4,Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.9;Signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, 
transmission or reproduction of sound or images for use in connection with safety clothing and helmets, and/or for the 
purpose of assessing and monitoring vehicle hazards, manoeuvres and movement, or indicating environmental 
information and vehicle operational information; data processing equipment, computers all for use in connection with the 
detection of hazards, vehicle manoeuvres and vehicle movement and for indicating environmental information and vehicle 
operational information; computer software for use in connection with the detection of hazards, vehicle manoeuvres and 
vehicle movement and for indicating environmental information and vehicle operational information; safety, security, 
protection and signalling devices; safety clothing; clothing for wear by motorcyclists for protection against accident or 
injury; safety suits incorporating haptic sensors and haptic stimuli; helmets; safety helmets featuring head up display 
technology; headgear for protection against accidents and injury; eye shields; motion sensors, movement sensors, 
posture sensors, electronic sensors, measuring sensors, impact sensors, tactile sensors, all for use in connection with 
safety clothing; clothing for wear by motorcyclists for protection against accident or injury; vehicle sensors for detecting 
hazards; sensors for detecting vehicle manoeuvres and vehicle movement; sensors for improving driver safety; 
controllers producing electrical signals for indicating environmental information and vehicle operational information; 
sensors for providing haptic stimuli; electrical controllers for providing haptic stimuli; regeneration control signalling 
apparatus for use in connection with clothing; sensors and control signalling apparatus for determining posture of a 
motorcycle rider; batteries; battery modules; battery module housing; battery packs; electric chargers; electric battery 
chargers; power adaptors; power storage units; electric power units; power switches; electrical distributing busbars; 
electrical regeneration apparatus and devices; torque measuring apparatus; digital torque gauges; gyroscopes; vehicle 
cameras; image processing software for vehicle cameras; computer software for detecting driving hazards; computer 
software for providing vehicle users with environmental and operational information; but not including coin-, counter-, 
token-, or card-operated units, apparatus and equipment for use in the operation of machinery, apparatus, installations 
and equipment for washing and/or cleaning and/or valeting and/or drying and/or polishing land vehicles or any parts, 
fittings, accessories and components for such goods.

Cl.12;Vehicles; electric vehicles; electric motorcycles; motorcycles; quad bikes; all-terrain vehicles (ATV); boats; jet 
skis; snow mobiles; torque converters for land vehicles; monocoque structures for vehicles; vehicle braking systems; 
traction control systems for vehicles.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of safety clothing and helmets; installation, maintenance and repair of 
computer hardware relating to safety clothing and helmets; but not including any such services relating to cleaning, 
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washing, drying, polishing or valeting of land vehicles, or any machinery, apparatus, installations or equipment for 
washing, cleaning, valeting, drying and/or polishing vehicles.

Cl.42;Vehicle design; design of safety apparatus and equipment for use in connection with vehicles; design of 
motorcycle apparel and safety clothing; design of computer hardware and software for use in connection with the 
detection of hazards, vehicle manoeuvres and vehicle movement and for indicating environmental information and vehicle 
operational information; computer software integration services; but not including any such services relating to planning 
and design of machinery, apparatus, installations and equipment for washing, cleaning, valeting, drying and/or polishing 
vehicles, and of coin-, counter-, token- or card-operated units, apparatus and equipment for use in the operation of such 
machinery, apparatus, installations and equipment; installation, maintenance and repair of software relating to safety 
clothing and helmets; but not including any such services relating to cleaning, washing, drying, polishing or valeting of 
land vehicles, or any machinery, apparatus, installations or equipment for washing, cleaning, valeting, drying and/or 
polishing vehicles.
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4092668    29/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1449911]
MOHAMAD MAJED ALALAHAM
Calle platero Suárez, número 11, planta 4, puerto 15 E-46009 Valancia Spain

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS
709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.9;Downloadable children"s educational software; downloadable educational software featuring instruction in various 
disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school and higher education; downloadable educational software 
featuring teaching assistance and curriculum development for various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high 
school, and higher education levels for use by, mentors, tutors, instructors and others involved in assisting students; 
downloadable children"s educational software for mobile devices; downloadable educational software for mobile devices 
featuring instruction in various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school and higher education; 
downloadable educational software for mobile devices featuring teaching assistance and curriculum development for 
various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school, and higher education levels for use by mentors, tutors, 
instructors and others involved in assisting students; prerecorded electronic media featuring instruction in various 
disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school and higher education; downloadable podcasts in various 
disciplines at the middle school, high school and higher education; downloadable electronic books, namely, educational 
workbooks for students, educators, parents, mentors, tutors, and others involved in assisting students featuring various 
disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school, and higher education levels; downloadable electronic textbooks 
featuring various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school and higher education; downloadable 
electronic textbooks featuring teaching assistance and curriculum development for various disciplines at the elementary, 
middle school, high school, and higher education subjects for use by parents, mentors, tutors, instructors and others 
involved in assisting students; downloadable electronic course materials featuring various disciplines at the elementary, 
middle school, high school and higher education; downloadable electronic course materials featuring teaching assistance 
and curriculum development for various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school, and higher education 
levels for use by parents, mentors, tutors, instructors and others involved in assisting students; downloadable electronic 
publications in the nature of educational assessment materials for use by teachers, administrators, parents, and others in 
evaluating student performance, assessing cognitive and academic achievement, and preparing test materials for 
students from early learning through secondary school; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of educational 
assessment materials for use by students, namely, practice test questions in various disciplines at the elementary, middle 
school, high school and higher education; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of test preparation course 
materials in various disciplines at the elementary, middle school, high school and higher education; downloadable 
electronic publications in the nature of assessment materials for use in assessing teachers and administrators in 
elementary through secondary educational levels; downloadable electronic books and publications in connection with 
fiction and non-fiction, how-to, and reference books for use by adults offered in the trade markets prerecorded electronic 
media featuring business and finance, computer and internet technology, and other technical subject matter; 
downloadable electronic reference books in the field of business and finance, graphics and web design, networking, 
business processes, information security, software development and management, web development, and computer and 
internet technology; none of the aforesaid relating to religion and relationship advice and guidance; none of the aforesaid 
goods in connection with qualification advanced training, personal qualification, vocational qualification, audio-visual 
communication technologies, online conferences, video conferencing systems and online lectures.

Cl.16;Study guides, textbooks, trade books and supplemental materials, tests and practice tests in printed format, 
workbooks and instructional and teaching materials in connection with classes from early learning through post-graduate 
levels; non-fiction trade and reference books for adults and children; fiction books for adults and children; newspapers; 
computer program manuals for use in business, home computing and computer training; none of the aforesaid relating to 
religion and relationship advice and guidance; none of the aforesaid goods in connection with qualification advanced 
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training, personal qualification, vocational qualification, audio-visual communication technologies, online conferences, 
video conferencing systems and online lectures.

Cl.35;Registration for others in interactive online courses of instruction at the undergraduate and post-graduate levels 
via a global computer information network; providing career placement, job readiness and career information services by 
means of an interactive website.

Cl.38;Online audio and video streaming of educational content; providing online chat rooms, access to list servers, 
online forums, and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages and content among computer users 
concerning education, providing online facilities enabling real time interaction with other computer users in connection 
with classes from the elementary through post-secondary levels; providing online bulletin boards for the transmission of 
messages in connection with classes offered from the elementary through post-secondary levels.

Cl.41;Publishing services, namely, publication of books, electronic books, course materials, tests, testing sheets, 
practice tests, standardized tests and scoring, and customized publications; testing services, namely, administering and 
scoring of standardized educational and psychological tests and professional certifications; online educational services 
in connection with classes from the elementary through the post-secondary levels; providing online tutoring featuring 
instruction at the elementary, middle school, high school, and higher education levels; online educational services 
provided to educational institutions and school districts in the fields of assessment and improvement of student learning, 
instructor training, curriculum development, course management, and distribution of printed and electronic materials in 
connection therewith; development and dissemination of educational tools, content, and materials of others via global 
computer information network in connection with classes offered from the elementary, middle school, high school, and 
higher education levels, namely, digital textbooks, instructors manuals, supplementary reading materials, instructional 
materials in the nature of self-assessment and study tools for students, homework assignments, course assessment and 
course management materials; online non-downloadable video games; online non-downloadable newspapers in the field 
of current affairs, business and finance; providing seminars in the field of teacher training, professional development, 
computer and technical training, and business and finance; educational services, namely, providing interactive 
educational instructional information and quizzes for children via a website; information services, namely, providing 
information to the public in the field of education by means of a world wide computer network and printed publications; 
educational services, namely, providing interactive online courses of instruction at the undergraduate and post-graduate 
levels via a global computer information network, distance learning at the primary, secondary, undergraduate, graduate, 
and corporate education levels, and providing educational materials in the form of webliography available over a global 
computer information network; education services, namely, providing training in the design, building, instruction and 
management of educational course work, and educational workshops offered over a global computer information 
network, conducting seminars and workshops on issues related to global computer information network based 
technologies in education; providing education information in the fields of elementary through post-secondary 
educational curriculums via online computer databases; providing educational information featuring course materials, 
practice tests, course assignments, textbooks and supplemental materials, and student notes in connection with classes 
in the elementary through post-secondary level via online databases; none of the aforesaid relating to religion and 
relationship advice and guidance; none of the aforesaid services in connection with qualification advanced training, 
personal qualification, vocational qualification, audio-visual communication technologies, online conferences, video 
conferencing systems and online lectures.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software and applications for educational institutions and school 
districts in the fields of assessment and improvement of student learning, instructor training, curriculum development 
and management; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software featuring practice exam questions and 
other tutorial materials in connection with classes from the early learning through post-graduate levels; student 
information systems, namely, online non-downloadable software for the collection, compilation, storage and analysis of 
data pertaining to school administration, student performance, teacher development and all aspects of educational 
administration in the early learning through post-graduate levels; application service provider (ASP) featuring software for 
accessing non-downloadable publications, audio, video, text and graphics; computer services, namely, designing and 
implementing interactive network web pages for others for the transfer and dissemination of information via a global 
computer information network.

Cl.45;On-line synchronous and asynchronous social networking services for students and instructors.
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4093867    24/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1449645]
ADVANCE HE
Innovation Way, York Science Park, Heslington, York YO10 5BR United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS
709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE.

Cl.9;Sound recordings and audio-visual recordings, podcasts, vodcasts (video casts); data recording media bearing 
pre-recorded material; pre-recorded audio tapes, video tapes, magnetic and optical tapes, cassettes, compact discs, 
phonograph records, laser discs, audio and video optical discs, audio and video magnetic discs, CD-ROMs and DVDs; 
teaching, instructional and educational apparatus and instruments; teaching, instructional and educational apparatus and 
instruments provided online via the Internet or any other interactive electronic platforms; electronic publications; 
downloadable electronic publications.

Cl.16;Printed matter; publications; periodicals, journals, handbooks, newspapers, newsletters, pamphlets, leaflets, 
prospectuses, books, forms, magazines, manuals, guides, pictures, photographs, calendars, catalogues; instructional 
and teaching materials, except apparatus.

Cl.35;Business management; business administration; business appraisals; business administration services; 
business management services; business organisation services; analyses and appraisals of businesses, organisations 
and enterprises; acquisition, compilation, analysis, evaluation and provision of business information; evaluation of 
working practices; acquisition, compilation, analysis, evaluation and provision of business information relating to equal 
opportunities in organisations and/or businesses; acquisition, compilation, analysis, evaluation and provision of 
business data and surveys relating to the work attitudes of employees in organisations and/or companies; analysis and 
measurement of the impact of equality and diversity on the performance of organisations and/or businesses; monitoring, 
assessment and promotion of equal opportunity performance in organisations and/or businesses; monitoring, 
assessment and promotion of compliance with guidelines or regulations on affirmative action and/or equal opportunities; 
consultancy services associated with methodology for assessing or promoting or monitoring or measuring gender 
equality performance or affirmative action performance or equal opportunity performance, for organisations and/or 
businesses; advice relating to business management and organisation; business advisory services; benchmarking 
services; career planning services; career placement services; career advisory services (other than education and 
training advice); information services relating to jobs and career opportunities; employment counselling; personnel 
recruitment services; human resources management and recruitment services; human resources consultancy; personnel 
management services; research, advisory and consultancy services, all relating to business; charitable services, namely 
business management and administration; charitable services, namely organising and conducting volunteer programs 
and community service projects, being events requiring volunteers to give up their time to assist in local business and 
community matters; all of the aforesaid also provided online via the Internet or any other interactive electronic platforms; 
information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.41;Education, teaching, instruction and tuition services; education, instruction, teaching, tuition, and training 
services relating to equal opportunities, gender equality and/or affirmative action; education, instruction, teaching, tuition, 
and training services relating to the advancement and promotion of the careers of women in science, technology, 
engineering, maths and medicine; arranging, organising and conducting lectures; career information and advisory 
services (educational and training advice); arranging and conducting master classes, conferences, congresses, seminars, 
leadership programmes, workshops, working groups, research groups, conventions, symposia, colloquia and exhibitions; 
assessment of educational and training standards; setting of educational and training standards; online self-assessment 
services; providing tools, namely, data, resource, educational and instructional materials and guides, to assist 
organisations and businesses in devising, delivering and measuring their progress in equal opportunities performance or 
affirmative action performance; arranging, organising and conducting competitions and award ceremonies; publication of 
printed matter, written works, books and texts; publishing services; editing and publication of books, production and 
distribution of films, videos, tapes, discs, radio or television material relating to educational training and instruction; 
production of training and teaching material on CD, DVD and CD-ROM format; information, advisory and consultancy 
services relating to all the aforesaid services; all of the aforesaid also provided online via the Internet or any other 
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interactive electronic platforms.

Cl.42;Quality control services for certification and accreditation purposes; certification of education and training 
awards.

Cl.45;Information services relating to standards, including standards for gender equality in the workplace; advisory 
services relating to standards, including standards for gender equality in the workplace; preparation of regulations, 
including regulations relating to gender equality in the workplace; consultancy on regulations, including regulations 
relating to gender equality in the workplace; legal consultancy services; legal support services; all of the aforesaid also 
provided online via the Internet or any other interactive electronic platforms; information, advisory and consultancy 
services relating to all the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 03/05/2018; Application No. : 2018 34210 ;Azerbaijan 

4095277    01/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1449947]
Microsoft Corporation
One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 98052-6399 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DODD & CO.
113, UDAY PARK NEW DELHI- 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Entertainment software, namely, electronic game software; interactive entertainment software, namely, electronic 
game software; application software, namely, electronic game software; sound recordings featuring electronic games; 
video recordings featuring electronic games; pre-recorded films featuring electronic games; animated films; motion 
picture films featuring electronic games.

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable electronic games; providing entertainment 
information on video games, computer games and related products, and on the video game and computer game 
industries; providing non-downloadable online videos in the field of video games by computer networks, providing 
educational and instructional services relating to video games and providing information thereon; entertainment services, 
namely, providing online electronic games; providing non-downloadable online electronic publications, namely, online 
journals and interactive online logs featuring user generated or specified content in the field of video games; providing 
non-downloadable online music by computer networks, providing non-downloadable online games by computer network; 
providing temporary use of non-downloadable electronic games; information and advisory and consultancy services 
relating to all of the foregoing.

Cl.42;Computer software design; designing of entertainment software; developing of entertainment software; design, 
development and implementation of entertainment software for the purpose of testing of entertainment software; design, 
programming, and maintenance of software for consumer video games; updating of entertainment software; provision of 
entertainment software, namely, online non-downloadable electronic game software; information and advisory and 
consultancy services relating to all of the foregoing.
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4095421    06/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1448521]
STAYCOOL OÜ
Paldiski mnt 29 EE-10612 Tallinn Estonia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.9;Totalizators; electronic terminals for generating lottery tickets.

Cl.41;Gambling services; casino, gaming and gambling services; providing of casino and gaming facilities; 
organization of lotteries; game services provided on-line from a computer network; providing information relating to 
sports; organization of sporting events; sporting activities; entertainment in the nature of fantasy sports leagues; 
recreational services; entertainment services; production of sporting events for television; production of sporting events 
for film; radio coverage of sporting events; television entertainment; radio entertainment; providing films, not 
downloadable, via video-on-demand services; entertainment information; recreation information; providing information 
about sporting activities; organization of sports tournaments; ticket reservation and booking services for entertainment, 
sporting and cultural events; organization of cultural events; organization of entertainment events; booking of seats for 
shows and sports events; leasing of casino games; betting services; bingo parlor services; bingo hall services; 
bookmaking [turf accountancy]; wagering services; football pools services; conducting of horse races; educational 
services; entertainment services.

Cl.42;Conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion, computer rental; computer hardware 
development; software development, programming and implementation; hosting services and software as a service and 
rental of software; it consultancy, advisory and information services; internet security consultancy; data security 
consultancy; computer security consultancy; it security services in the nature of protection and recovery of computer 
data; data mining; design and development of data display systems; design and development of systems for data input, 
output, processing, display and storage; design and development of data entry systems; development of systems for the 
storage of data; design and development of data storage systems; data migration services; development and testing of 
computing methods, algorithms and software; development of systems for the processing of data; design and 
development of data processing systems; research in the field of data processing technology; customization of computer 
hardware and software; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; rental and maintenance of computer 
software; providing information about the design and development of computer software, systems and networks; 
analytical services relating to computers; development of computers; rental of computers and computer software; 
updating of computer software; server administration; technical writing; design, creation and programming of web pages; 
updating websites for others.
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4164321    19/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463592]
RE:NEWCELL AB
Cardellgatan 1 SE-114 36 STOCKHOLM Sweden

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Cellulose; cellulose pulp [raw material].

Cl.17;Semi-processed cellulose acetate; cellulose acetate, semi-processed; regenerated cellulose for use in 
manufacture; cellulose material compressed into planar form [semi-finished]; foils of cellulose for use in manufacture; foil 
of regenerated cellulose, other than for wrapping; plates of cellulose acetate for use in manufacture; foils of cellulose 
[other than for wrapping or packaging].

Cl.22;Raw fibrous textile; raw textile fibers and substitutes; textile fibres; semi-synthetic fibers [for textile use].

Cl.23;Textile filaments [threads]; textile yarns made of man-made fibres; regenerated fiber thread and yarn [for textile 
use]; yarns and threads for textile use.

Cl.24;Textile goods, and substitutes for textile goods; tissues being textile piece goods; textiles for making up into 
articles of clothing; textiles made of synthetic materials; composite textile materials; household textile articles; bed 
clothes and blankets; kitchen linen; drapes in the nature of curtains made of textile materials.

Cl.25;Clothing; shoes; hats.
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Priority claimed from 06/11/2018; Application No. : AM 61834/2018 ;Austria 

4165219    12/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462625]
Merokey GmbH
Grillparzergasse 5 A-2603 Felixdorf Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Alarms and warning equipment; apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; electric and electronic 
components; navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices; safety, security, protection and 
signalling devices.

Cl.12;Anti-theft, security and safety devices and equipment for vehicles; vehicles and conveyances; parts and fittings 
for vehicles; parts and fittings for land vehicles.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance services; business analysis, 
research and information services; advertising agency services; business assistance, management and administrative 
services; commercial trading and consumer information services; promotion, advertising and marketing of on-line 
websites; advertising, marketing and promotional services.

Cl.36;Facilitating and arranging financing; arranging the provision of finance; financing and funding services; 
fundraising and financial sponsorship.

Cl.37;Building, construction and demolition; computer hardware and telecommunication apparatus installation, 
maintenance and repair; installation, cleaning, repair and maintenance.

Cl.39;Distribution services; navigation (positioning, and route and course plotting); vehicle parking and storage; 
transport reservation; transport; rental of means of transportation.

Cl.42;Design services; engineering services; software development, programming and implementation; IT consultancy, 
advisory and information services; IT programming services; IT security, protection and restoration; scientific and 
technological services.
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Priority claimed from 01/10/2018; Application No. : UK00003342298 ;United Kingdom 

4166515    06/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1464911]
PA Knowledge Limited
10 Bressenden Place London SW1E 5DN United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Recorded content; electronic databases recorded on computer media; computer programs and computer software; 
computer operating systems; computer networking and data communications equipment; data storage and retrieval 
devices; data processing equipment and accessories (electrical and mechanical); safety, security, protection and 
signalling devices; alarms and warning equipment; electric access control apparatus; educational apparatus and 
simulators; computer hardware; computer peripherals; computer networks; telecommunications equipment; data 
carriers; downloadable electronic publications; DVDs; sound and video recordings.

Cl.16;Printed matter; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); magazines; periodical publications; 
brochures, directories and reports.

Cl.35;Business consultancy and advisory services; business management and administration services; personnel 
management consultancy; business evaluation services, namely evaluation of business opportunities; business risk 
assessment and management; consultancy in the field of business management of reimbursement programs for others; 
business management consultancy in relation to business growth, acquisition and corporate planning strategies; 
marketing; market research and market analysis; business evaluation services, namely, evaluation of business 
productivity and consultancy in relation therewith; public relations services; organizing trade shows and exhibitions for 
advertising and commercial purposes; advertising, marketing and promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance 
services; commercial trading and consumer information services; accountancy, book keeping and auditing; 
administrative data processing; human resources management and recruitment services; business analysis, research 
and information services; collection and systematization of business data; psychometric testing for the selection of 
personnel; arranging of advertising; arranging and concluding commercial transactions for others; opinion polling; 
providing business consulting and business information services via online databases and online directories; business 
appraisals; computerised business information retrieval services; business relocation services; accounting services; 
economic forecasting and analysis; business advisory services relating to mergers, acquisitions, franchising and 
business liquidations; business investigations in relation to tax planning and tax returns; tax advice; tax consultancy; 
preparation of tax returns; forensic accounting including determination and investigative auditing; business consultancy 
services relating to insolvency.

Cl.36;Insurance services; financial and monetary affairs; investment services; financial information, data, advice and 
consultancy services; fundraising and sponsorship; asset and portfolio management; financial services relating to tax 
planning; estate planning; pension advisory services; trustee services; fund investment consultancy; consultancy 
services relating to corporate finance; conducting of capital market transactions; investment advice and analysis; 
financial evaluation; actuarial services; financial risk management; fiscal assessment.
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Cl.38;Transmission and reception of data and information; electronic mail services; data network telecommunication 
services; computer communications services; telecommunications services; web portal services in the nature of 
providing user access to a global computer network; providing access to a computer database; providing access to 
content, websites, platforms and portals on the Internet.

Cl.41;Providing of training and education; personnel training; coaching of management and employees; conducting, 
organising and arranging of conferences, congresses, seminars, training events, workshops and symposiums; providing 
online electronic publications; education services.

Cl.42;Computer programming; computer systems analysis, design and development; computer software and program 
design; computer software support services; leasing of computer database software; IT consultancy services; IT security 
services in the nature of protection and recovery of computer data; scanning; conversion of data or documents from 
physical to electronic media; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; design of 
computer codes; technology consultation services; providing online non-downloadable software for market research, 
business consulting, graphical displays, and statistical analysis of data; computer software technical support services; 
consultancy, design, testing, engineering, research and advisory services, all relating to computers, computer networks, 
computer software and computer programming; website design, maintenance and hosting services; research and 
development of computer hardware and software; hosting of websites; computerised business information storage 
services.
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4169029    18/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463929]
BIGO TECHNOLOGY PTE. LTD.
#14-03A, Suntec Tower Three, 8 Temasek Boulevard Singapore 038988 SG

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic publications, downloadable; video record player; animated cartoons; computer programs [downloadable 
software]; downloadable image files; smartphones; downloadable mobile applications; computer programs for editing 
images, sound and video; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; downloadable music files.

Cl.38;Audio broadcasting via the internet; transmission of sound, video and information; providing online forums; 
providing user access to global computer networks; video-on-demand transmission; providing telecommunications 
connections to a global computer network; providing on-line chatrooms for social networking; television broadcasting; 
videoconferencing services; computer aided transmission of messages and images.

Cl.41;Video editing; microfilming; providing amusement arcade services; providing on-line electronic publications, not 
downloadable; film production, other than advertising films; organization of electronic game competitions; entertainment 
services; game services provided on-line from a computer network; educational services; providing on-line videos, not 
downloadable.

Cl.45;Personal background investigations; chaperoning; legal services relating to the exploitation of broadcasting 
rights; marriage agency services; monitoring of burglar and security alarms; on-line social networking services; dating 
agency services; legal services relating to the exploitation of film copyright; copyright management; dating services.
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4255167    07/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1480434]
Publichne aktsionerne tovarystvo "MOTOR SICH"
prospekt Motorobudivnykiv, 15 m. Zaporizhzhia 69068 Ukraine

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Aircraft, in particular helicopters; air vehicles.

Cl.37;Maintenance, rebuilding and repair of aircraft, in particular helicopters and their components.
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Priority claimed from 11/12/2018; Application No. : 017998483 ;European Union 

4261896    07/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1480895]
Straumann Holding AG
Peter Merian-Weg 12 CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software, in particular CAD/CAM programs for dental purposes, measuring programs for 3D 
measurements for dental purposes, programs for reconstructing 3D data from 2D photos for dental purposes, programs 
for creating and managing x-ray images, programs for controlling dental apparatus.

Cl.42;Scanning of implant models and human jaws for capturing implant positions and computer-based design of 
dentures, in particular implants and prosthetic parts; scientific and technical services in the dentistry sector; scientific, 
medical and industrial research in the technology, medical technology, implantology and dentistry sector; design of 
implants and dentures.

Cl.44;Medical consultancy and assistance in the dentistry sector.
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4262160    12/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481179]
Reed & Mackay Holdings Limited
Nexus Place, 25 Farringdon Street London EC4A 4AF United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Travel services; travel agency and tourist travel services; travel reservations; arranging of tours and excursions; 
arranging guided and/or escorted tours; arranging transport of passengers and goods by land, sea and air; packaging of 
goods; freight brokerage, freight forwarding; delivery of goods; parcel delivery; parking place rental; car rental; advisory 
and information services relating to transportation, travel and travel in tourism.

Cl.43;Provision of temporary accommodation; arranging, reserving and booking temporary accommodation; 
information and advice relating thereto.
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Priority claimed from 21/05/2019; Application No. : 2019724004 ;Russian Federation 

4265259    05/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481856]
PaySend Group Limited
Cluny Court, John Smith Business Park Kirkcaldy, Fife KY2 6QJ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Payment terminals, including automatic self-service payment terminals and electronic point-of-sale terminals; 
automatic teller machines; remote control apparatus for payment terminals network, vending machines and automatic 
teller machines; identity cards, magnetic; encoded magnetic cards; computer programs for payment terminals network, 
vending machines, automatic teller machines, conducting financial transactions, crypto- and digital money and crypto-
currency; computer software for payment terminals network, vending machines, automatic teller machines; computer 
programmes [programs], recorded; magnetic data media; chips [integrated circuits]; computer software applications, 
downloadable, including applications designed for conducting financial transactions, crypto- and digital money and 
crypto-currency.

Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs, including activity relating to the use of crypto- and digital money and crypto-currency; 
monetary affairs including operations with the use of crypto-and digital money and crypto-currency; real estate affairs; 
issuance of travelers' checks; issuance of credit cards; issuance of tokens of value; debit card services; credit card 
services; online banking; banking; electronic funds transfer.
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4265268    14/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481857]
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Two Park Avenue New York NY 10016 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, hats and caps.

Cl.35;Association services, namely, promoting the interest of those involved with mechanical engineering profession 
and promoting the use and services of engineers; arranging, organizing and conducting engineering festivals to promote 
the field of engineering.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, conducting seminars and conferences in the fields of engineering, technology, 
science and public speaking; providing on-line publications in the nature of pamphlets and newsletters in the field of 
engineering, technology and science; education services, namely, providing seminars and workshops in the field of 
engineering, technology and science.
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4267992    04/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1460087]
Hung Toa Lau
No. 3 Kai Tian Lu, Pinghu Town, Long Gang District, Shenzhen 518111 Guangdone Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Wristwatches and desk clocks; chronographs [watches]; chronographs for use as clocks and watches; digital 
watches; digital clocks with radios; electric clocks and watches; clocks and watches.

Cl.42;Design of clocks and watches; layout design of clocks and watches; creating design of clocks and watches; 
design services.
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Priority claimed from 10/12/2018; Application No. : 731821 ;Switzerland 

4268001    04/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482415]
Philip Morris Products S.A.
Quai Jeanrenaud 3 CH-2000 Neuchâtel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary products for medical purposes; dietetic food and 
substances for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; products for destroying vermin; fungicides, 
herbicides.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and related research and design services; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software.

Cl.44;Medical services; health care; medical analysis services relating to the treatment of persons; medical 
diagnostics, pharmacy advice; in vitro fertilization services; hospital services; medical clinic services; medical 
assistance; medical equipment rental; medical advice for individuals with disabilities; plastic surgery, pharmacy advice; 
orthodontic services; opticians' services; preparation of prescriptions by pharmacists; rehabilitation for substance abuse 
patients; telemedicine services.
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Priority claimed from 21/12/2018; Application No. : 018003752 ;European Union 

4268890    05/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483177]
ITG Isotope Technologies Garching GmbH
Lichtenbergstr. 1 85748 Garching Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Radiopharmaceutical preparations for use in oncology, namely radiopharmaceuticals containing Gallium-68 for 
treating and diagnosing tumours; Gallium-68 compounds, including 68-Ga chlorides; Gallium-68 for use in the field of 
targeted radionuclide therapy to diagnose cancers, in particular prostate cancer and neuroendocrine tumours; Gallium-68 
compounds, including 68-Ga peptide chelates, in particular 68-Ga-Dotatoc and 68-Ga-Dotatate, 68-Ga salts, in particular 
68-Ga chlorides; Gallium-68 for use as radiotracers in pet scans or combined pet/ct scans.

Cl.10;Ge-68/Ga-68 radionuclide generators for pharmaceutical purposes as source of radionuclides being positron 
emitters in the field of Positron Emission Tomography - Computed Tomography (PET/CT).

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research on radiopharmaceutical products, namely 68-Ga products for 
use in medicine for third parties, namely services relating to radiopharmaceuticals for the therapy and diagnosis of 
diseases and services relating to radiopharmaceuticals coupled to somatostatin analogues for the diagnosis and 
treatment of tumours.

Cl.44;Pharmaceutical advice in relation to radiopharmaceutical products, namely 68-Ga products for use in medicine 
for third parties, namely advice in relation to radiopharmaceuticals for the therapy and diagnosis of diseases, in particular 
tumour diseases; advice in relation to radiopharmaceuticals coupled to somatostatin analogues and advice in relation to 
the manufacture of personalised radiopharmaceutical products containing 68-Ga for use in medicine.
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4269232    17/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483099]
YIWU LEOMIX SANITARY WARES CO.,LTD
F4-19087, INTERNATIONAL TRADE CITY, CHINA COMMODITY CITY, FUTIAN STREET, YIWU JINHUA, ZHEJIANG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Water-pipe valves of metal; water-pipes of metal; valves of metal, other than parts of machines; nozzles of metal; 
sleeves [metal hardware]; drain traps [valves] of metal; steel tubes; junctions of metal for pipes; jets of metal; elbows of 
metal for pipes; ducts of metal, for central heating installations; pipework of metal; ducts of metal for ventilating and air 
conditioning installations.

Cl.11;Taps [faucets]; drains for the draining of water in sanitary installations; fountains; pipes [parts of sanitary 
installations]; mixer taps for water pipes; regulating and safety accessories for water apparatus; heating installations; 
water-pipes for sanitary installations; pressure water tanks; pipe water valve for water heating installations; water nozzle 
for water heating installations; radiators [heating]; cross pipes for heating installations; pipe hoop for water heating 
equipment; faucets for water heating installations; watering installations, automatic; bath installations; hand drying 
apparatus for washrooms; toilet bowls; bath fittings; flushing tanks; wash-hand bowls [parts of sanitary installations]; 
level controlling valves in tanks; toilet seats; flushing apparatus; urinals [sanitary fixtures]; bath tubs; heaters for baths; 
showers; lamps.
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4269301    28/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483068]
AUDI AG
85045 Ingolstadt Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
[supervision], life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, 
calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods of precious metals or coated therewith (included in this class); 
jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials (included in this class); printed matter; bookbinding 
material; photographs [printed]; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials, paint 
brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); 
plastic materials for packaging (included in this class); printers' type; printing blocks.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials (included in this class); animal skins, hides; 
trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.27;Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors; wall hangings [non-
textile].

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles (included in this class).
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4269410    21/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483067]
BASF SE
Carl-Bosch-Strasse 38 67063 Ludwigshafen am Rhein Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software.

Cl.35;Business consultancy and advisory services.

Cl.42;Design and development of software.
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4270427    20/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482486]
Teikoku Seiyaku Co., Ltd.
567, Sanbonmatsu, Higashikagawa-shi Kagawa 769-2695 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics.

Cl.5;Prescription and over-the-counter pharmaceutical preparations, namely topical formulations, transdermal patches, 
dressings and medical tapes for use with humans and animals.
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Priority claimed from 20/11/2018; Application No. : 017987457 ;European Union 

4270444    15/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482512]
Hansgrohe SE
Auestr. 5-9 77761 Schiltach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic databases, also recorded; downloadable digital music; electronic publications, downloadable; 
downloadable electronic brochures; downloadable electronic product information; audio and image recordings; 
application software, in particular for mobile devices (mobile apps); software downloadable from the internet; software 
(recorded); firmware; data carriers, also including data recorded thereon; computer hardware; loudspeakers; measuring, 
detecting and monitoring instruments; checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments; electronic controllers; 
electronic voice controllers; programmable controllers; sensors and detectors; control elements, control panels; all of the 
aforesaid goods in particular in connection with sanitary goods, in particular for bath and kitchen.

Cl.11;Water supply equipment and sanitary installations; mixing valves being part of sanitary installations; water 
supply and water outlet fittings with manual and automatic controls; taps for washstands, for bidets and for sink units, 
taps for tubs and for showers; showers, shower bars, shower holders, overhead showers, lateral-jet showers, hand 
showers, shower hoses; shower sets consisting of hand shower, shower bar and shower hose; shower combinations 
consisting of overhead shower and/or hand shower, shower bar, shower hose and mixer tap; shower systems; shower 
systems having equipment for providing, selecting and controlling water jets, water flow and water temperature, and, 
optionally, lighting, acoustic signals, music, and scents; shower cubicles; bath installations; inflow and outflow fittings, 
and drainage and overflow fittings for sanitary basins, for washstands, for sink units, for bidets, for bathtubs and for 
shower trays; lighting apparatus; regulating apparatus for water supply apparatus and sanitary purposes; control 
apparatus for water supply apparatus and sanitary purposes; sanitary tubs and sanitary basins, bathtubs, shower tubs, 
whirlpool tubs, urinals, bidets; sinks and fitted sinks; sink units; installation and fastening parts for sanitary installations, 
not of metal; water sockets for sanitary installations; equipment, in particular spraying equipment for discharging 
fragrances, essential oils, cosmetics in a shower system; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.
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Priority claimed from 23/11/2018; Application No. : 017989728 ;European Union 

4270553    22/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482118]
Daimler AG
Mercedesstr. 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicles, parts and accessories thereof.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management, office functions; all of the aforesaid services in the automotive field; 
business consultancy in the automotive field; wholesaling and retailing in the automotive field.

Cl.37;Vehicle tuning; vehicle servicing, maintenance and repair services.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training in the automotive field; clubs (entertainment), musical entertainment, 
presentation of live entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; arranging of seminars and workshops; providing of 
information relating to training in the field of motor vehicle technology and history; driver instruction; standardized 
testing services relating to driving; entertainment services provided at automobile clubs; arranging and conducting of 
driving events for entertainment purposes; fashion shows for entertainment purposes; arranging and conducting of 
conferences; providing of museum facilities, cultural activities, sports events and motor races; publication of printed 
matter.
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Priority claimed from 27/05/2019; Application No. : 731675 ;Switzerland 

4270571    28/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482143]
F. Hoffmann-La Roche AG
Grenzacherstrasse 124 CH-4070 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for use in oncology.

Cl.41;Education and training in the medical field.

Cl.44;Medical services.
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4270587    23/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482164]
CP Kelco U.S., Inc.
Suite 600, 3100 Cumberland Blvd. Atlanta GA 30339 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Cellulose.

Cl.3;Chemicals sold as components of non-medicated cosmetics, perfumery and toiletry preparations such as body 
care, hair care, sun care, dental care, and personal hygiene preparations (terms considered too vague by the International 
Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).
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4271331    10/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482212]
JETEMA CO., LTD.
321, Joeom-ro, Jijeong-myeon, Wonju-si Gangwon-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Complex perfumery; shampoo; cosmetic preparations for skin care; massage gels, other than for medical 
purposes; balms, other than for medical purposes; fragrances for personal use (perfume); antiperspirants and deodorants 
for personal use; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; pre-moistened or impregnated cleansing pads, tissues or 
wipes; facial make-up; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; sun-tanning preparations 
(cosmetics); cosmetics; dentifrices; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes.

Cl.10;Plastic embedding thread for surgical purposes; biopolymers for plastic surgery; sutures; suture materials; 
medical apparatus and instruments for plastic surgery; face-fixing thread for plastic surgery; medical apparatus; face 
lifting thread for plastic surgery; ultrashort wave esthetic apparatus for medical purposes; thread for medical purposes; 
thread for implantation; dental apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and instruments for dermatological use; 
esthetic facial massage apparatus for skin whitening effect; contraceptive apparatus.
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4271399    03/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482568]
Chengdu Idealsee Technology Company Limited
No. 1506, Floor 15, Building 1, No. 69, Tianfu No. 3 Street, Chengdu High-tech Zone, Pilot Free Trade Zone, Chengdu Sichuan China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs [downloadable software]; smartglasses; interactive touch screen terminals; humanoid robots 
with artificial intelligence; wearable computers; computer hardware; holograms; time clocks [time recording devices]; 
bathroom scales; digital signs; wearable activity trackers; global positioning system [GPS] apparatus; virtual reality 
headsets; portable media players; earphones; television apparatus; projection screens; audiovisual teaching apparatus; 
lasers, not for medical purposes; optical lenses; video screens; integrated circuits; remote control apparatus; goggles for 
sports; electronic access control systems for interlocking doors; 3D spectacles; batteries, electric; USB chargers; mini 
beam projectors; projection apparatus.

Cl.35;Rental of advertising time on communication media; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail 
purposes; pay per click advertising; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; commercial 
intermediation services; sales promotion for others; advertising; employment agency services; systemization of 
information into computer databases; on-line advertising on a computer network.

Cl.38;Computer aided transmission of messages and images; transmission of sound, video and information; providing 
internet chatrooms; transmission of digital files; video-on-demand transmission; television broadcasting; cable television 
broadcasting; message sending; telephone voice messaging services; communications by computer terminals.
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Priority claimed from 21/05/2019; Application No. : 38320356 ;China 

4271401    28/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482573]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT 518129 SHENZHEN 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; advertising; online advertising on a 
computer network; price comparison services; business information; commercial information and advice for consumers 
(consumer advice shop); business management assistance; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of 
goods and services; sales promotion for others; marketing; providing information in the field of marketing; alcoholic 
beverage procurement services for others (purchasing goods for other businesses); providing marketing consulting in 
the field of social media; outsourcing services in the nature of arranging procurement of goods for others; goods import-
export agencies; search engine optimization for sales promotion; data search in computer files for others; accounting; 
business auditing; account auditing; accounting services for mergers and acquisitions; accounting for third parties; 
consulting and information concerning accounting; marketing in the framework of software publishing.

Cl.36;Insurance brokerage; insurance information; currency trading; on-line real-time currency trading; bill payment 
services; providing stock or securities market information; financing services; securities brokerage; financial information; 
electronic funds transfer; financial analysis; financial management; financial consultancy; online banking; providing 
financial information via a web site; providing rebates at participating establishments of others through use of a 
membership card; processing of debit card payments; credit and loan services; electronic banking via a global computer 
network (internet banking); money order services; electronic check acceptance services; processing of credit card 
payments; apartment house management; real estate management; trusteeship.

Cl.38;Radio broadcasting; message sending; providing internet chatrooms; providing user access to a global computer 
network (service providers); providing access to databases; transmission of digital files; streaming of data; 
teleconferencing services; communications by cellular phones; videoconferencing services; video-on-demand 
transmission; computer aided transmission of messages and images; broadcasting programmes via the internet; internet 
broadcasting services; transmission of sound and images via satellites.

Cl.41;Training in the field of communication technologies; educational services; instruction services; training services 
provided via simulators; providing information about online education; organization of competitions (education or 
entertainment); arranging and conducting of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of symposiums; arranging and 
conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of concerts; arranging and conducting of in-person educational 
forums; online publication of electronic books and journals; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; 
providing amusement arcade services; preparing subtitles for movies; production of radio and television programmes; 
providing online music, not downloadable; providing online videos, not downloadable; providing films, not downloadable, 
via video-on-demand services; providing television programs, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; 
providing recreation facilities; entertainment information; game services provided on-line from a computer network; 
conducting fitness classes; audio and video recording services; providing entertainment information via a website; 
entertainment services; conducting guided tours; ticket agency services (entertainment); television entertainment; news 
reporters services.

Cl.42;Technological research; research and development of new products for others; scientific research; technical 
project studies; telecommunications technology consultancy; computer programming; computer software design; 
updating of computer software; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; maintenance of 
computer software; recovery of computer data; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; 
computer system design; creating and maintaining web sites for others; data conversion of computer programs and data 
(not physical conversion); computer software consultancy; rental of web servers; providing search engines for the 
internet; web site design consultancy; information technology (IT) consultancy; electronic data storage; providing 
information on computer technology and programming via a web site; cloud computing; computer technology 
consultancy; computer security consultancy; developing of driver and operating system software.
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4271426    21/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482583]
Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD., BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT SHENZHEN China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software applications, downloadable; central processing units for processing information, data, sound 
or images; computer programs, recorded; computer software for controlling and managing access server applications; 
operating system programs; digital signal processors; data processing apparatus; memories for data processing 
equipment; network communication apparatus; computer memory devices; computer operating programs; computer 
operating software; computer hardware; computer software, recorded; modems; computer programs [downloadable 
software].

Cl.42;Cloud computing; information technology [IT] consultancy; platform as a service [PaaS]; database development 
services; design and development of computer databases; design and development of wireless computer networks; 
server hosting; design of telecommunications apparatus and its components; electronic data back-up; electronic data 
storage; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; updating and maintenance of computer 
software; maintenance and upgrading of computer software; computer software design; software as a service [SaaS]; 
developing of driver and operating system software.
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4271427    27/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482584]
Nanjing Hanrui Cobalt Co., LTD.
No. 115, Jinghuai Street, Jiangning Economic and Technological Development Zone, Nanjing 210000 Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Cobalt oxide for industrial purposes; cobalt zirconate; cobalt chloride; cobalt acetate.

Cl.6;Metal in powdered form; cobalt, raw; nickel; cobalt ores; alloys of common metal; ores of metal; unwrought or 
semi-wrought common metals; copper, unwrought or semi-wrought.
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Priority claimed from 21/01/2019; Application No. : 018012931 ;European Union 

4271433    13/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482594]
Urbanista AB
Mäster Samuelsgatan 10 SE-111 44 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Headphones; ear-buds for headphones; bags and sleeves adapted for laptops; mobile phone accessories; cases 
for mobile phones; hands free devices for mobile phones.

Cl.35;Retail services and marketing in relation to headphones; retail services and marketing in relation to ear-buds for 
headphones; retail services and marketing in relation to mobile phone accessories; retail services and marketing in 
relation to cases for mobile phones; retail services and marketing in relation to hands free devices for mobile phones.
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4271444    07/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482319]
TAIYO CHEMICALS & ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
2-8-11 Higashi-Nihonbashi, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-0004 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Detergents for use in manufacturing processes.

Cl.3;Paint stripping preparations; soap.
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Priority claimed from 03/12/2018; Application No. : VA 2018 02642 ;Denmark 

4271479    14/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482604]
Genmab B.V.
Uppsalalaan 15 NL-3584 CT Utrecht Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical, biochemical, biological, and biotechnological preparations, especially antibodies, and bi- and 
multispecific antibodies as well as fragments, including monovalent antibodies, derivatives or conjugates of any of these 
for in vitro and in vivo scientific and industrial research and development with regard to diseases; active chemical 
ingredients for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations, including pharmaceutical preparations based on antibodies, and bi- 
and multispecific antibodies as well as fragments, including monovalent antibodies, derivatives or conjugates of any of 
these for use with regard to diseases.

Cl.42;Medical scientific and biological research, especially research into antibodies and bi- and multispecific antibodies 
or fragments, including monovalent antibodies, derivatives or conjugates of any of these and development of 
pharmaceutical products based on antibodies and bi- and multispecific antibodies or fragments, including monovalent 
antibodies, derivatives or conjugates of any of these; chemical analysis; computer programming, namely programming of 
computers for the collection and processing of medical data in medical scientific research, development and therapy, 
including scientific research, development and therapy with antibodies and bi- and multispecific antibodies or fragments, 
including monovalent antibodies, derivatives or conjugates of any of these.

Cl.45;Patent exploitation and licensing of intellectual property in the field of medicine.
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Priority claimed from 19/02/2019; Application No. : 732196 ;Switzerland 

4271482    12/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482606]
Hexagon AB
Lilla Bantorget 15, P.O. Box 3692 SE-103 59 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software related to the public sector, namely software comprising control, monitoring and 
communication functions and enabling the management of recordings and the performance of analyses.

Cl.42;Provision of non-downloadable software online related to the public sector, namely provision of non-
downloadable software online comprising control, monitoring and communication functions and enabling the 
management of recordings and the performance of analyses.
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Priority claimed from 17/12/2018; Application No. : 018001342 ;European Union 

4271492    11/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482611]
SD Filtration A/S
Niels Bohrs Vej 31 DK-8660 Skanderborg Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for food processing; dairy equipment, namely machines for the industrial production of foodstuffs, dairy 
products and dairy substitutes; centrifugal and filtering machines for processing foodstuffs, milk, dairy products and milk 
substitutes; motors for food processing machines; spare parts for dairy machines, namely machines for the preparation 
of foodstuffs, dairy products and milk substitutes; spare parts for centrifugal and filtering machines for the preparation of 
foodstuffs, milk, dairy products and milk substitutes; sealing, packing and filling machines; machines for applying labels 
to containers and bottles; machines for blending and dilution of liquid foodstuffs; machines for blending of liquid 
foodstuffs; all the aforesaid goods being for use in the dairy, foodstuff and food industries.

Cl.11;Apparatus for sterilising foodstuffs, milk, dairy products and dairy substitutes; pasteurisers; milk cooling 
installations and refrigerating installations; evaporators; apparatus for heating, freezing, refrigerating, ventilating, 
cooking, concentrating, pasteurising, drying, distilling, sterilising and disinfecting; apparatus for lighting, steam 
generating, cooking, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; filters and valves being parts of industrial 
installations; spare parts, valves and wearing parts for industrial installations, namely for apparatus for sterilisation of 
foodstuffs, milk, dairy products and milk substitutes, pasteurisers; milk cooling installations and refrigerating 
installations; evaporators, apparatus for heating purposes, freezing, refrigerating, ventilation, filtration, sanitary purposes, 
cooking, concentration; pasteurisation, drying, distillation, sterilisation and disinfection, apparatus for lighting, steam 
generating and cooking purposes, ventilation, filtration, sanitary purposes, water supply and sanitary installations, filters 
and valves being parts of industrial installations; all the aforesaid goods being for use in the dairy, foodstuff and food 
industries.
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4271496    10/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482615]
Terius Business Limited
Vanerpool Plaza, Wickhams Cay 1, 2Floor, Road Town, Tortola British Virgin Islands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Dietetic foods, including dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; dietetic beverages for medical purposes; 
albuminous foodstuffs for medical purposes; food for babies; lacteal flour for babies; mineral food supplements; 
nutritional supplements; albumin dietary supplements; dietary supplements for animals; yeast dietary supplements; 
alginate dietary supplements; glucose dietary supplements; casein dietary supplements; lecithin dietary supplements; 
linseed oil dietary supplements; propolis dietary supplements; protein dietary supplements; protein supplements for 
animals; royal jelly dietary supplements; pollen dietary supplements; wheat germ dietary supplements; linseed dietary 
supplements; enzyme dietary supplements; vitamin preparations; medicinal tea; herbal teas for medicinal purposes.

Cl.30;Gruel, with a milk base, for food; flowers or leaves for use as tea substitutes; tea; iced tea.
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Priority claimed from 28/12/2018; Application No. : 2018-164236 ;Japan 

4271528    13/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482672]
DAIKYO SEIKO, LTD.
1305-1, Kurohakama-cho, Sano-shi Tochigi 327-0813 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments; plugs for use with instruments for medical infusion; rubber stoppers for use 
with instruments for medical infusion; rubber stoppers for use with medical instruments; medical syringes; injection 
syringes [syringe barrels] for medical purposes; pistons for use with medical syringes; plungers for use with medical 
syringes; adapters for use with medical syringes; nozzle caps for use with medical syringes; medical infusion apparatus 
for therapeutic purposes; medical infusion instruments; medical retaining caps for preventing rubber closures that seal 
mouths of medicine containers from coming off; medical sealing caps with built-in rubber closure for sealing mouths of 
medicine containers.

Cl.17;O-rings of rubber; rubber stoppers for medicine container; rubber stoppers; rubber lids and caps; rubber [raw or 
semi-worked].

Cl.20;Medicine storage containers of plastic; packaging containers of plastic; plastic retaining caps for preventing 
rubber closures that seal mouths of packaging containers from coming off; plastic sealing caps with built-in rubber 
closure for sealing mouths of packaging containers; plastic lids for packaging containers.

Cl.21;Plastic vials [receptacles]; plastic bottles.
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Priority claimed from 07/09/2018; Application No. : 78307/2018 ;Switzerland 

4271879    06/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482698]
omify AG
Hinterbergstrasse 32 CH-6312 Steinhausen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumery products; essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; apparatus and installations for separating and filtering liquid and gaseous substances; filtrations and 
separator elements for liquid and gaseous substances, parts and accessories for the aforementioned goods, included in 
this class.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; cooking utensils and crockery, except for forks, knives and 
spoons; combs and sponges; brushes, except paint brushes; brush-making materials; cleaning material; glassware, 
porcelain and earthenware; glass boxes and glassware, included in this class; heat-insulating receptacles for beverages 
and liquids; drinking vessels; drinking glasses; tankards; planters made of earthenware, glass, porcelain and plastic; 
modular terrariums for plant cultivation; parts and accessories for the aforementioned goods, included in this class.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic beverages; mineral water and aerated water (beverages); preparations for making non-alcoholic 
beverages; products for making aerated water; bottled water; bottled water; drinking water; waters (beverages).

Cl.37;Providing information of repair or maintenance of apparatus and installations for separating and filtering of liquid 
and gaseous substances; installation, maintenance and repair services of apparatus and installations for separating and 
filtering of liquid and gaseous substances; repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for processing of 
beverages; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for processing of 
beverages.

Cl.42;Scientific research services and scientific services; industrial analysis and research services; expertise 
(engineering works) and scientific study services, technical planning and project development in the field of apparatus 
and installations for separating and filtering of liquid and gaseous substances; advice relating to the aforementioned 
services.
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4271892    16/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482731]
Romantech Japan Co., Ltd.
Shibuya Asia Manshion 206, 30-4, Sakuragaoka-cho, Shibuya-ku Tokyo 150-0031 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Jewelry cases; cases adapted to contain items of jewelry; cases adapted to contain items of rings [jewelry].

Cl.35;Retail services relating to cases adapted to contain items of jewelry; wholesale services relating to cases adapted 
to contain items of jewelry; retail services relating to cases adapted to contain items of rings [jewelry]; wholesale services 
relating to cases adapted to contain items of rings [jewelry].
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Priority claimed from 18/12/2018; Application No. : 40201826263W ;Singapore 

4271902    10/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482744]
Halza Pte. Ltd.
71 Ubi Road 1, 10-46 Oxley Bizhub Singapore 408732 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Application software; communications networks; computer networks for the communication of data; computer 
programs for the creation of networks; computer programs relating to computer networks; communication software for 
connecting global computer networks; network software applications being downloadable computer programs; 
telecommunications networks; computer programs for medical purposes; computer software for applications and 
databases integrations; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application; medical and healthcare software; 
communication software; computer software; data processing software.

Cl.38;Electronic network communications; chat room services for social networking; providing online chat rooms for 
social networking; communication services over computer networks; computer network communication services; 
communications via multinational telecommunication networks; digital network telecommunications services; providing 
user access to global computer network and online sites containing information on a wide range of topics; transmission 
of information and images relating to pharmaceuticals, medicine and hygiene.

Cl.42;Cloud computing; development of computer software application solutions; application service provider [ASP] 
services, namely, provision of online non-downloadable software; computer programming in the medical field; 
computerised data storage services; data storage (other than physical storage); electronic data storage; medical 
research; computer software design; computer software development; computer software rental; computer software 
maintenance.

Cl.44;Advisory services relating to health; advisory services relating to medical problems; advisory services relating to 
medical services; consultancy relating to health care; consultancy and advisory services in relation to medical services; 
health care; health care consultancy services (medical); health care services offered through a network of health care 
providers on a contract basis; health counseling; information services relating to health care; providing information about 
the location of emergency health care providers; managed health care services; medical advisory services; medical 
analysis services; medical assistance consultancy provided by doctors and other specialized medical personnel; medical 
assistance services; medical consultations; medical counseling; medical services; medical health assessment services; 
mental health services; providing occupational health and safety services, namely, occupational therapy and 
rehabilitation services; personal care services, namely, medical nursing, health, hygiene and beauty care; preparation of 
reports relating to health care matters; provision of health care services; providing information including online, about 
medical services, and veterinary services; provision of medical assistance; provision of medical information; lifestyle 
counselling and consultancy for medical purposes.

Cl.45;Online social networking services; licensing of software.
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4272759    07/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482766]
WESTUNITIS CO., LTD.
4-20, Ofuka-cho, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 530-0011 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cameras; other photographic apparatus and instruments; cinematographic instruments and apparatus; optical 
apparatus and instruments; measuring or testing machines and instruments; solar batteries; batteries and cells; video 
cameras; touch sensors; telephone sets; other telecommunication devices and apparatus; spectacle type wearable 
computers; neckband type wearable computers; other wearable computers; computer programs including computer 
programs for wearable computers; displays; microphones; loudspeakers; other electronic machines, apparatus and their 
parts; neckband type wearable personal digital assistants; spectacle type wearable personal digital assistants; 
spectacles.

Cl.42;Providing computer programs, namely computer programs for wearable computers; providing other computer 
programs on data networks; rental of computers; programming of computer software for others; technical advice relating 
to performance, operation of computers, automobiles, and industrial machines; rental of laboratory apparatus and 
instruments.
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Priority claimed from 04/12/2018; Application No. : 017995796 ;European Union 

4272768    31/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482807]
F.I.L.A. - FABBRICA ITALIANA LAPIS ED AFFINI S.P.A.
Via XXV Aprile 5 I-20016 PERO (MILANO) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Paints, fluorescent paints, tempera, varnishes and lacquers for art work; oil and watercolors (paints).

Cl.16;Pencils, mechanical pencils, ball-point pens, pens with synthetic tips, rollerball pens, markers, highlighters, 
fountain pens, pastels, wax and oil crayons, black and coloured pencils, blackboard and coloured chalk, fibre-tip pens, 
rubber erasers, ink, office requisites, drawing materials and materials for artists, modelling wax, not for dental purposes, 
modelling clay for children, modelling clay, polymer modelling clay, colored, all of the aforesaid being non-toxic, inking 
plates for engraving, printing blocks, blackboards, drawing boards.

Cl.28;Games and playthings.
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4272769    05/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482808]
Zagros Petrochemical Co.
No. 88, Shahid Mohammadbager Khodami St., Aftab St., Vanak Tehran Iran

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Alcohol; industrial chemical; methyl alcohol [methanol]; alcohol for industrial purposes.

Cl.35;Advertising; export agency services; retail and wholesale services for the goods including alcohol, industrial 
chemical, methyl alcohol [methanol], alcohol for industrial purposes.

Cl.39;Packaging of goods; transport; delivery of goods.
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4272786    31/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482842]
CHINA CONSTRUCTION BANK CORPORATION
25 FINANCIAL STREET, XICHENG DISTRICT BEIJING China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Insurance underwriting; banking; financial management; numismatic appraisal; real estate management; surety 
services; charitable fund raising; fiduciary; lending against security.

Cl.41;Academies [education]; teaching; instruction services; educational examination; arranging and conducting of 
symposiums; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; publication of books; online publication of electronic 
books and journals; production of radio and television programmes.
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Priority claimed from 21/12/2018; Application No. : 1387554 ;Benelux 

4272790    29/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482848]
Maistering B.V.
Zuider IJsseldijk 22 NL-2808 PB Gouda Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and software applications for management assistance, business management, project 
management, reorganisation, marketing and sales for businesses.

Cl.35;Business intermediary services in the purchase and sale, import and export, and wholesaling and retailing of 
computer software and software applications for management assistance, business management, project management, 
reorganisation, marketing and sales for businesses; consultancy and information regarding the aforesaid services; the 
aforesaid services also provided via electronic networks, such as the internet.

Cl.42;Design, development, implementation, updating, upgrading and maintenance of computer software and software 
applications for management assistance, business management, project management, reorganisation, marketing and 
sales for businesses; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software and software applications for 
management assistance, business management, project management, reorganisation, marketing and sales for 
businesses; information technology [IT] and information communication technology [ICT] engineering services; software 
as a service (SaaS); infrastructure as a service (IaaS); platform as a service [PaaS]; design of interactive digital media 
software and multimedia software; development of information and multimedia technology; consultancy and information 
regarding the aforesaid services; the aforesaid services provided via electronic networks, including the internet.
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Priority claimed from 02/10/2018; Application No. : 88139735 ;United States of America 

4272809    22/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482882]
Valve Corporation
10400 NE 4th Street, Suite 1400 Bellevue WA 98004 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware; computer networking hardware; computer peripherals; computer hardware and computer 
software for the reproduction, processing and streaming of audio, video, data, text and multimedia content.

Cl.28;Computer and video game consoles, peripherals, and accessories (terms too vague in the opinion of the 
International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).
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Priority claimed from 05/02/2019; Application No. : UK00003372978 ;United Kingdom 

4272816    26/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482896]
Mous Products Ltd
115 Mare Street, Keltan House, Hackney London E8 4RU United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer and mobile telecommunications equipment cabling; power charging and management devices for 
computers and mobile telecommunications equipment; mobile phone cases; mobile phone accessories; headphones; 
wireless headphones; loudspeakers; wireless loudspeakers; batteries and battery chargers; battery cases; battery 
charging devices; battery packs; mobile phone battery chargers; computer keyboards; cases for portable music and 
video players; cases for laptop computers; bags, sleeves, and backpacks for portable computers and mobile electronic 
devices; electronic inter-connectors for data, audio and video transmission; communications cables; computer cables; 
computer carrying cases; computer cases; computer components and parts; electrical connecting cables; current plugs; 
audio- and video-receivers; audio cable; audio cables; bags adapted for carrying photographic apparatus; bags adapted 
for laptops; bags adapted to carry video apparatus; bags for cameras; bags for cameras and photographic equipment; 
batteries; batteries, electric; batteries for mobile phones; batteries for phones; battery adapters; battery cables; battery 
cases; battery charge devices; battery chargers; battery chargers for mobile phones; battery chargers; computer bags; 
bags for portable PC.

Cl.16;Covers (stationery); stationery cases; pens; ink pens; ballpoint pens; pen and pencil cases; writing cases (sets); 
document portfolios; passport covers; covers for books; covers for diaries.

Cl.18;Wallets; leather and leather imitations, products from these materials not included in other classes; namely, 
articles of luggage; bags; travelling bags or cases; sports bags; briefcases; attaché cases; portfolios; bags for toiletries; 
purses and wallets; handbags; rucksacks; trunks; suitcases; articles made of leather and/or imitation leather, namely, 
articles of luggage; travelling bags or cases; sports bags; briefcases; attache cases; portfolios; bags for toiletries; purses 
and wallets; handbags; rucksacks; articles made of leather and/or imitation leather as far as in this class, namely, 
luggage; luggage bags; luggage covers; luggage label holders; luggage labels; luggage straps; luggage tags; luggage 
tags [leatherware]; luggage trunks; luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers; fitted belts for luggage; fitted protective 
covers for luggage; travel luggage; wheeled luggage; airline travel bags; card holders made of imitation leather; card 
holders made of leather; card wallets; card wallets [leatherware]; carry-on suitcases; cases of imitation leather; credit 
card cases; credit card cases [wallets]; credit card holders; credit card holders made of imitation leather; credit card 
holders made of leather; credit-card holders; leather cases; leather cord; leather cords; leather credit card cases; leather 
credit card holder; leather credit card wallets; leather wallets; luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers; small suitcases; 
suitcases; toilet bags; toiletry bags; travel cases; travel luggage; wallets; wallets including card holders; wallets 
incorporating card holders; waterproof bags; weekend bags; wheeled luggage; wheeled suitcases; card holders.
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Priority claimed from 13/12/2018; Application No. : 018000008 ;European Union 

4272843    05/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483038]
OMICRON electronics GmbH
Oberes Ried 1 A-6833 Klaus Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware for computer security, computer network security, data security and Internet security; 
computer software for computer security, computer network security, data security and Internet security; the aforesaid 
goods in particular for computer security, computer network security, data security and Internet security in the field of 
energy supply, energy supply networks, and energy supply components.

Cl.16;Manuals, books, brochures, newsletters, publications, magazines, journals, and tutorials in printed form, each 
featuring topics in the field of computer security, computer network security, data security and Internet security; printed 
instructional, educational and teaching materials, each featuring topics in the field of computer security, computer 
network security, data security and Internet security; the aforesaid goods in particular for computer security, computer 
network security, data security and Internet security in the field of energy supply, energy supply networks, and energy 
supply components.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer hardware and computer software for computer security, computer network 
security, data security and Internet security; computer hardware consultation and computer software consultation with 
respect to topics relating to computer security, computer network security, data security and Internet security; all the 
aforesaid services in particular relating to computer security, computer network security, data security and Internet 
security in the field of energy supply, energy supply networks, and energy supply components.
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4273970    23/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483443]
Zimpli Kids Limited
Gladstone Street, Greenbank Business Park Blackburn BB1 3ES United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bath preparations, including bath lotions, bath oils, bath powders (non-medicated-), scented bathing salts.

Cl.28;Games, toys, including bathtub toys.
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4273972    17/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483445]
YIWU LEOMIX SANITARY WARES CO.,LTD
F4-19087, INTERNATIONAL TRADE CITY, CHINA COMMODITY CITY, FUTIAN STREET, YIWU, JINHUA ZHEJIANG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Water-pipe valves of metal; water-pipes of metal; valves of metal, other than parts of machines; nozzles of metal; 
sleeves [metal hardware]; drain traps [valves] of metal; steel tubes; junctions of metal for pipes; jets of metal; elbows of 
metal for pipes; ducts of metal, for central heating installations; pipework of metal; ducts of metal for ventilating and air 
conditioning installations.

Cl.11;Taps [faucets]; sanitary drains; fountains; pipes [parts of sanitary installations]; mixer taps for water pipes; 
regulating and safety accessories for water apparatus; heating installations; water-pipes for sanitary installations; 
pressure water tanks; pipe water valve for water heating installations; water nozzle for water heating installations; 
radiators [heating]; cross pipes for heating installations; pipe hoop for water heating equipment; faucets for water heating 
installations; watering installations, automatic; bath installations; hand drying apparatus for washrooms; toilet bowls; 
bath fittings; flushing tanks; wash-hand bowls [parts of sanitary installations]; level controlling valves in tanks; toilet 
seats; flushing apparatus; urinals [sanitary fixtures]; bath tubs; heaters for baths; showers; lamps.
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4273980    31/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483470]
Andres Ferrer Cantero
Carrer Tallarol, 4 Terrassa (Barcelona) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for processing fish, particularly machines for cutting, washing, filleting and treating 
fish and their accessories and spare parts included in this class.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water distribution and sanitary 
installations for fish processing and their accessories and spare parts included in this class.
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4273991    26/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1483505]
Manchester United Football Club Limited
Sir Matt Busby Way, Old Trafford, Manchester M16 0RA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, 
calculating machines, data processing equipment; fire-extinguishing apparatus; apparatus for receiving, recording and 
downloading sounds and images; digital communications apparatus and instruments; televisions; radios; electrical and 
electronic apparatus for use in the reception of satellite, terrestrial or cable broadcasts; signal decoders; apparatus for 
processing digital video signals; video recorders; tape recorders; cassette players; record players; juke boxes; CD 
players; CD-ROM players; DVD players; DVD recorders; MP3 players and MP3 readers; covers and cases for MP3 players 
and MP3 readers; audio and/or video file recorders and/or players; headphones; earphones; magnetic tapes for recording 
and reproducing sound or vision; audio recordings; video recordings; audio and video recordings; recorded programmes 
for television and for radio; motion picture films; animated cartoons; photographic transparencies and photographic and 
cinematographic films prepared for exhibition purposes; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; CD-
ROMs; cassettes; video cassettes; gramophone and phonographic records; downloadable audio and video recordings; 
downloadable ring tones, music, sound recordings, MP3s, graphics, games and video images; screen savers; 
downloadable electronic publications; remote control apparatus; cameras and video cameras; covers and cases for 
cameras and video cameras; covers and cases for photographic apparatus and instruments; video projectors, video 
screens; exposed camera film; digital photo frames; anti-dazzle shades, glasses and visors; binoculars; eye glasses, 
spectacles and sunglasses and cases, chains, cords and frames therefor; containers for contact lenses; optical goods; 
holograms; compasses and barometers; bells; computers; portable computers; covers and cases for portable computers; 
laptop computers, tablet computers and personal digital assistants and parts and accessories therefor; computer 
hardware and parts and fittings therefor; computer peripherals; mouse mats and wrist pads; computer mice; keyboard 
and screen covers; customised computer disks and CD-ROMs; computer software; computer programs; downloadable 
computer application software; application software for mobile communication devices; computer games programs; pre-
recorded games on CD, software and any other recording media; electronic storage media; memory cards; customised 
storage boxes for electronic storage media, CDs, DVDs and disks; games for video game machines; communications and 
telecommunications apparatus and equipment; telephones and telephone apparatus; mobile phones; parts and 
accessories for mobile phones; mobile phone covers; mobile phone cases; holders adapted for mobile phones; straps for 
mobile phones; mobile phone headsets; telephone answering apparatus; smart cards; telephone cards; encrypted smart 
cards; encoded smart cards; encrypted telephone cards; encoded telephone cards; encrypted cards; encoded cards; 
magnetic identity cards; time recording apparatus; decorative magnets; batteries; battery chargers; magnifying glasses; 
measures and measuring instruments; mechanical signs; illuminated signs; neon signs; electrical sockets; plugs and 
switches; ticket dispensers; vehicle breakdown warning apparatus; egg timers; parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid 
goods.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; watches 
and clocks; watch straps; costume jewellery; imitation jewellery; semi-precious stones; rings; ear rings; bracelets; 
brooches; necklaces; key rings, trinkets and fobs; pins and pendants; jewellery charms; lapel pins; tie pins and tie clips; 
cuff links; jewellery cases; badges, key chains, cases, boxes, works of art, busts, statues, trophies, hat and shoe 
ornaments, all of the aforesaid goods being made wholly or principally of precious metal and their alloys or coated 
therewith; coins and copper tokens; silver ornaments; medals and medallions; parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid 
goods.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, 
harness and saddlery; articles of luggage; cases; suitcases; garment bags for travel; bags; school bags and satchels; 
back packs; rucksacks; beach bags; sports bags; athletic bags; gym bags; boot bags; duffel bags; holdalls; toilet bags; 
valises; attaché cases; brief cases; wallets; purses; key cases; pouches; credit card cases and holders; umbrella covers; 
walking canes; bands and straps of leather; leather shoe and boot linings; collars and covers for animals; leather 
trimmings; laces, leads and leashes; reins for guiding children; parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods.
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Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; advertising via the Internet; 
provision of advertising space; provision of space on web sites for advertising goods and services; organisation, 
arrangement and conducting of exhibitions, events and conferences for commercial or advertising purposes; 
organisation of private draws for promotional and advertising purposes; operation and supervision of discount 
membership schemes or programmes; promotional activities relating to loyalty award schemes, incentive award schemes 
and frequent buyer programmes; organisation, operation and supervision of incentive and loyalty schemes and frequent 
buyer programmes; data processing; provision of business information; sporting management services for footballers; 
business management of footballers; retail services connected with the sale of bleaching preparations and other 
substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, 
cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, fragrances, toilet waters, after-shave lotions, eau de cologne, flower oils and scented 
waters, flower perfumes, antiperspirants, deodorants for personal use, deodorant soaps for body and feet, incense, bath 
salts and preparations, bath oils, bath foams, shower gels, medicated soaps, non medicated toilet preparations, toiletries, 
talcum powders, hair care preparations, shampoos, hair conditioners, hair styling products, hair dyes and hair sprays, 
depilatory preparations, shaving preparations, skin care preparations, oils, creams, lotions, gels and powders for the skin, 
make-up and make-up removing preparations, cosmetic kits, cosmetic dyes, cosmetic body paint, eyebrow cosmetics and 
preparations, lipsticks, nail polish and nail preparations, cosmetic pencils, cotton wool for cosmetic purposes, decorative 
transfers for cosmetic purposes, sun tanning preparations, toothpaste, mouth washes, detergents, fabric softeners, air 
fresheners consisting of perfume products, pot pourri, boot cream, boot polish, creams for leather, car cleaning 
preparations, windscreen cleaning liquids, industrial oils and greases, lubricants, dust absorbing, wetting and binding 
compositions, fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants, candles and wicks for lighting, pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations, sanitary preparations for medical purposes, dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies, 
plasters, materials for dressings, material for stopping teeth, dental wax, disinfectants, preparations for destroying 
vermin, fungicides, herbicides, vitamins, food supplements, metal building materials, transportable buildings of metal, 
materials of metal for railway tracks, non-electric cables and wires of common metal, ironmongery, small items of metal 
hardware, pipes and tubes of metal, safes, ores, badges, vehicle badges, signs, plaques, number plates, ornaments, 
figurines, statues and statuettes, money boxes, trophies, bronzes, keys, key blanks, key rings and key chains, locks, 
machine tools, motors and engines, machine coupling and transmission components, agricultural implements other than 
hand-operated, incubators for eggs, hand tools and implements (hand-operated), cutlery, side arms, razors, razor blades, 
shavers, shaving cases, manicure and pedicure implements and sets, scissors, penknives, scientific, nautical, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching 
apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating 
or controlling electricity, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data 
carriers, recording discs, mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing 
equipment, fire-extinguishing apparatus, apparatus for receiving, recording and downloading sounds and images, digital 
communications apparatus and instruments, televisions, radios, electrical and electronic apparatus for use in the 
reception of satellite, terrestrial or cable broadcasts, signal decoders, apparatus for processing digital video signals, 
video recorders, tape recorders, cassette players, record players, juke boxes, CD players, CD-ROM players, DVD players, 
DVD recorders, MP3 players, MP3 readers, covers and cases for MP3 players and MP3 readers, audio and/or video file 
recorders and/or players, headphones, earphones, magnetic tapes for recording and reproducing sound or vision, audio 
recordings, video recordings, audio and video recordings, recorded programmes for television and for radio, motion 
picture films, animated cartoons, photographic transparencies and photographic and cinematographic films prepared for 
exhibition purposes, compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media, CD ROMs, cassettes, video cassettes, 
gramophone and phonographic records, downloadable and streamable audio and video recordings, downloadable and 
streamable ring tones, music, sound recordings, MP3s, graphics, games and video images, screen savers, downloadable 
electronic publications, remote control apparatus, cameras and video cameras, covers and cases for cameras and video 
cameras, covers and cases for photographic apparatus and instruments, video projectors, video screens, camera film, 
digital photo frames, anti-dazzle shades, glasses and visors, binoculars, eye glasses, spectacles and sunglasses and 
cases, chains, cords and frames therefor, containers for contact lenses, optical goods, holograms, compasses and 
barometers, bells, computers, portable computers, covers and cases for portable computers, laptop computers, tablet 
computers and personal digital assistants and parts and accessories therefor, computer hardware and parts and fittings 
therefor, computer peripherals, mouse mats and wrist pads, computer mice, keyboard and screen covers customised 
computer disks and CD-ROMs, computer software, computer programs, computer games programs, downloadable 
computer application software, application software for mobile communication devices, pre-recorded games on CD, 
software and any other recording media, electronic storage media, memory cards, customised storage boxes for 
electronic storage media, CDs, DVDs and disks, games for video game machines, communications and 
telecommunications apparatus and equipment, telephones and telephone apparatus, mobile phones, parts and 
accessories for mobile phones, mobile phone covers, mobile phone cases, holders adapted for mobile phones, straps for 
mobile phones, mobile phone headsets, telephone answering apparatus, smart cards, telephone cards, encrypted smart 
cards, encoded smart cards, encrypted telephone cards, encoded telephone cards, encrypted cards, encoded cards, 
magnetic identity cards, time recording apparatus, decorative magnets, batteries, battery chargers, magnifying glasses, 
measures and measuring instruments, mechanical signs, illuminated signs, neon signs, sockets, plugs and switches, 
ticket dispensers, vehicle breakdown warning apparatus, surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and 
instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth, orthopaedic articles, suture materials, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam 
generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, apparatus and equipment for 
cooling, sterilizing, air-conditioning, air freshening, air purifying, water purifying, electric toasters and casseroles, lights, 
electric christmas tree lights, light fittings, luminaires, lamps, lampshades, lampshade holders, light diffusers, electric 
torches, pocket torches, torches for lighting, electric kettles, electric coffee-making machines, electric tea making 
machines, coffee roasting machines, cookers, electric pressure cookers, roasting apparatus, deep fryers, electric fryers, 
toasters, grills, ovens, microwave ovens, kitchen ranges, hairdryers, electric clothes dryers, refrigerators, freezers, 
electric cool boxes, ice machines, bathroom fixture and/or installations, bathroom ware, sanitary fixtures and/or 
installations, sanitaryware, laundry dryers, tumble dryers, dehumidifiers, demisters, drinking fountains, drinking water 
filters, vehicles, apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, parts and fittings for vehicles, land vehicles and motor 
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land vehicles and parts, components and fittings therefor, bicycles, cycles, tricycles and velocipedes and parts, 
components and fittings therefor, alarms for vehicles, bells for bicycles, bells for cycles, bells for tricycles, bells for 
velocipedes, carriers for bicycles, carriers for cycles, carriers for luggage, carriers for sailboards, carriers for surfboards, 
carriers for skis, carriers for tricycles, carriers for velocipedes, buggies, canoes, golf bag trolleys, golf carts, oars, 
paddles, parachutes, parachuting apparatus, perambulators, pushchairs, strollers, pumps for inflating tyres, roof bars, 
boxes, cases, linings, racks, all for vehicles, seat covers and/or shaped covers for vehicle, sledges, tyres, upholstery for 
vehicles, visors (strips) for vehicle screens, wheelbarrows, wheelchairs, wheeled carriers, precious metals and their 
alloys, jewellery, precious stones, horological and chronometric instruments, watches and clocks, watch straps, costume 
jewellery, earrings, keys and key rings, key blanks and key chains, trinkets and fobs, pins and pendants, jewellery 
charms, cases and boxes, buckles, busts and statues, candle sticks and candle extinguishers, cigar and cigarette 
holders, flasks and goblets, hat and shoe ornaments, matchboxes and match holders, works of art of metal, stone, paper 
or cardboard, napkin holders and napkin rings, tankards, urns and vases, nutcrackers, salt cellars and salt shakers, tie 
pins and clips, cuff links, coins and copper tokens, costume jewellery, silver ornaments, medals, watch straps, musical 
instruments, paper, cardboard, printed matter, bookbinding material, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes, artists' materials, paint brushes, typewriters and office requisites, instructional and teaching 
material, plastic materials for packaging, printers' type, printing blocks, newspapers, magazines, periodical publications, 
books, programme binders, manuals, writing or drawing books and pads, playing cards, cards, birthday cards, greeting 
cards, postcards, tickets, timetables, note pads and note books, photo engravings, albums, photograph albums, address 
books, cheque book holders, almanacs, holders, cases and boxes for pens, blotters and jotters, pens and pencils, pencil 
and pen holders, wooden pen sets, erasers and erasing products, pencil sharpeners, rulers, booklets, book markers and 
book ends, posters, letter trays, calendars, paper weights and paper clips, gift bags and bags for packaging, gift wrap, gift 
tags and packaging paper, envelopes, folders, labels, seals, blackboards and scrap books, height charts and charts, 
carrier bags and garbage bags, prints and pictures, ink and ink wells, paper knives, poster magazines, signs and 
advertisement boards, tapes and dispensers diaries, hat boxes, pads of paper, stickers and stencils, beer mats, coasters, 
catalogues, decalcomanias, confetti, transfers and diagrams, drawing instruments and materials, paint boxes and 
brushes, patterns and embroidery design, engravings and etchings, paper towels and handkerchiefs, flags, toilet paper, 
maps, place mats, graphic prints, representations and reproductions, lithographs and lithographic works of art, portraits, 
table cloths and napkins, prints, poster magazines, leather and imitations of leather, animal skins, hides, trunks and 
travelling bags, umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery, suitcases, school bags and 
satchels, back packs and beach bags, umbrella covers, duffel bags, boot bags, holdalls, wallets, bags, cases, key cases, 
purses, boxes, pouches, credit card holders, cheque book holders, walking canes, attache cases and brief cases, bands 
and straps of leather, leather shoe and boot linings, collars and covers for animals, leather trimmings, laces, leads and 
leashes, furniture, mirrors, picture frames, key rings, locks, plaques, mirrors, headboards being furniture, works of art of 
wood, wax, plaster or plastic, sleeping bags for camping, baskets, bins, display stands and boards, sign boards, placards, 
decorative wall plaques, bottle caps and casings, bottle racks, corks for bottles, containers, casks, chests, cases and 
boxes, busts, chairs, tables, closures for containers, clothes hooks, pegs and pins, coat hangers, hat and coat stands, 
cots and cradles, playpens, cupboards, curtain tie backs, pillows and cushions, sofas and settees, deck chairs, 
decorations for foodstuffs, divans, dog kennels, mobiles, stools, trays, drinking straws, statues and figurines, fire 
screens, knife handles, house numbers, jewellery cases and caskets, key boards for hanging keys, magazine racks, name 
plates and number plates, plugs and stoppers, wickerwork, statuettes, model stadia, household or kitchen utensils and 
containers, combs and sponges, brushes, brush-making materials, articles for cleaning purposes, steelwool, unworked or 
semi-worked glass, glassware, porcelain and earthenware, domestic utensils and containers, chinaware, pottery, comb 
cases, drinking glasses, half-pint glasses, pint glasses, mugs, whisky glasses, wine glasses, champagne flutes, glass 
tumblers, glass whisky tumblers, brooms, money boxes, toothbrushes and toothbrush holders, articles for cleaning 
purposes, baskets, beer mugs, heated insulated containers for beverages, bins, bottle openers, ironing boards, bottles, 
plastic sports bottles, balls, boxes, bread and cutting boards, trays, dishes, vanity cases, soap boxes and holders, spice 
sets, squeezers, glass stoppers, strainers, picnic baskets, pie servers, non-metal watering cans, piggy banks, pictures, 
polishing materials, pots, powder compacts and puffs, rolling pins, scoops and siphons, drinking vessels and flasks, 
dustbins, cocktail shakers, napkin holders and rings, paper plates, toothpick holders and toothpicks, tankards, tea 
caddies and tea services, tea pots, egg cups and egg timers, enamelled glass, flowers pots, gloves for household 
purposes, ice buckets and ice cube moulds, jugs and kettles, menu card holders, shaving brushes and shaving brush 
stands and holders, shoe horns, shoe brushes and shoe trees, vases, candy boxes, ceramics for household purposes, 
chamois leather for cleaning, coasters, coffee services and coffee pots, cooking pots and utensils, cork screws and 
coolers, crockery, cups, decanters, sign boards, perfume sprayers and burners, salad bowls, salt cellars and shakers, 
tableware, table utensils, toilet utensils, works of art of porcelain, earthenware, china, terra cotta or glass, buckets, boxes, 
plaques, ornaments, statues, statuettes, figurines, trophies, model stadia, mugs and tankards of china, earthenware, 
porcelain, terracotta, pewterware or glass, butter dishes and covers, button hooks, candle sticks and candle 
extinguishers, cages for household pets, moulds, customised storage boxes, ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, 
tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags, padding and stuffing materials, raw fibrous textile materials, bags for the storage of 
tents, bivouac bags, canvas structures, clothes lines, cords made of plastics materials and/or textile, covers for ponds, 
covers for swimming pools, eiderdown, fabric in the form of a canopy cover, fabric roofed structures, feathers for bedding 
and/or stuffing upholstery, fillings for duvets, pillows, quilts, upholstered pillows, flexible sack-like containers, fly sheets, 
garden nets, groundsheets, hammocks, marquees, nets for leaves, nets for protective use in gardening, nets for shading, 
nets for windbreak purposes, netting made from acrylic, outdoor sun screens made of textile, padding made of non-
woven fabrics, padding materials made of fibrous material, retractable covers, rope ladders, ropes, ropes for 
mountaineering, ropes for tents, screens for protection against the wind, shelters made from canvas, plastic or nylon, 
emergency and standby shelters, twine, vehicle covers, wadding materials, washing lines, waterproof coverings for 
camping, yarns and threads, for textile use, textiles and household textile goods, bed and table covers, curtains, towels, 
flannels, banners, flags, pennants, beach towels, valances, sheets, duvet covers, bath and bed linen, table and household 
linen, bed blankets, cloths and covers, bed spreads, bunting, coasters, covers for furniture, eiderdowns, handkerchiefs, 
labels, mats, mattress covers, fabrics, pillow cases and pillow shams, covers for cushions, quilts, rugs, runners, napkins 
and serviettes, sleeping bags, table cloths, wall hangings, clothing, footwear, headgear, articles of outer clothing, articles 
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of sports clothing, leisurewear, articles of underclothing, lingerie, hosiery, footwear being articles of clothing, boots, 
shoes, fittings of metal for boots and shoes, underwear, coats, overalls, collar protectors and collars, ear muffs, football 
boots and shoes, studs for football boots and shoes, shirts, shorts, T-shirts, socks, sweaters, replica football kits, football 
shirts, football shorts, football socks, caps, hats, scarves, jackets, dressing gowns, pyjamas, sandals, slippers, boxer 
shorts, beach clothes and shoes, baby boots, bibs, romper suits, baby pants and sleep suits, dungarees, braces, belts, 
berets, wrist bands, track suits, ties, cravats, aprons, bathrobes, bathing caps and suits, bathing trunks, galoshes, 
garters, gloves and mittens, headbands, jerseys, jumpers and knitwear, leggings, clothes linings, parkas, shawls, 
singlets, skirts, uniforms, vests, visors, waistcoats, waterproof clothing, lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid, buttons, 
hooks and eyes, pins and needles, artificial flowers, badges, rosettes, patches, hairbands and slides, belt clasps, sewing 
baskets, clothing fasteners and shoe fasteners, needle and pin cushions, hairgrips, hair and shoe ornaments, sewing 
thimbles, hat ornaments, shoe laces, numerals or letters for marking linen, hairnets, brooches and buckles, edging for 
clothing, competitor numbers, cords, expanding bands for holding sleeves, fancy goods, frills and fringes, reins for 
guiding children, tassels, lanyards for wear, mini football kits, mini shorts, mini shirts, mini jerseys, carpets, rugs, mats 
and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors, wall hangings (non-textile), wallpaper, games and 
playthings, gymnastic and sporting articles, decorations for Christmas trees, toys, party novelty hats, shin guards, gloves 
for games, balloons, balls, playing balls, footballs, teddy bears, playing cards, christmas crackers, synthetic christmas 
trees and stands, cups for dice, darts, dice, dolls and dolls' clothes, dolls' beds, dolls' houses and rooms, tables for 
indoor football, golf bags and gloves, jokes and novelties, spinning tops, kites, knee guards and protective padding, 
marbles, marionettes and puppets, skis, slides, surfboards, skateboards, snowboards, skittles, sleighs, masks, mobiles, 
rattles, roller skates, in-line skates, bodybuilding apparatus, exercise apparatus, meat, fish, poultry and game, meat 
extracts, preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables, jellies, jams, compotes, eggs, milk and milk products, 
edible oils and fats, prepared meals, meat products, fruit sauces, products made from bacon, preserved beans, dairy 
products, cocoa butter and peanut butter, fruit and vegetable chips and crisps, croquettes, crystallised fruits, preserved 
fruits, edible bird's nests, fish and fish products, frosted and frozen fruits, fruit jellies and fruit peel and fruit products, 
game and game products, preserved and conserved jams and marmalades, jellies for food, margarine, processed 
peanuts, piccalilli and pickles, poultry and poultry products, raisins, fruit salads, sausages, tomato puree, vegetable 
juices and soups and preparations, coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee, flour and preparations 
made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices, honey, treacle, yeast baking-powder, salt mustard, vinegar, 
sauces (condiments), spices, ice, chicory, all spices, barley and bean products, chocolate, cocoa-based and flavoured 
beverages, biscuits, bread buns and cakes, edible candy, chewing gum, Christmas tree confectionery, cocoa and coffee 
products, condiments, pop corn, breakfast cereals, ice cream and ice cream products, custard, cake decorations and 
edible ices, fondants, frozen yoghurt, gingerbread, golden syrup, honey and honey products, ketchup, liquorice and 
lozenges, macaroni and macaroons, mayonnaise, pies, muesli and mustard, pancakes and pasta, pastries and pastry, 
pizzas, puddings, ravioli, relish, vermicelli and rice, bread, rusks and sandwiches, tomato sauce and other fruit and 
vegetable sauces, semolina, sherbets and sorbets, spaghetti, sugar products, tarts, waffles, grains, live animals, fresh 
fruits and vegetables, seeds, natural plants and flowers, foodstuffs for animals, malt beers, mineral and aerated waters 
and other non-alcoholic drinks, fruit drinks and fruit juices, syrups and other preparations for making beverages, 
alcoholic beverages, spirits, wines, fortified wines, alcopops, brandy, champagne, cider, cognac, digestifs, gin, liqueurs, 
perry, port, rum, sherry, tequila, vermouth, vodka, aperitifs, cocktails, mixtures of wine and fruit flavourings, punch, 
lighters, matches'; information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to all of the aforesaid.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; broadcasting; broadcasting and transmission of television and radio programmes; audio 
and/or video broadcasting; data transmission and data broadcasting; cellular telephone communication services; 
communications services by satellite, television and/or radio; electronic communications via the Internet and other 
computer and communications networks; cable, satellite and terrestrial broadcasting services; communications by fibre 
optic networks; broadcasting via the Internet and other computer and communications networks; webcasting services; 
broadcasting, transmission, reception and other dissemination of text, messages, information, data, sound and images; 
transmission of television and radio programmes, text, messages, information, data, sound and images via computer and 
communications networks; computer aided transmission of information, text, sounds, messages, images, data and 
television and programmes; streaming of audio and video recordings; streaming of ring tones, music, sound recordings, 
MP3s, graphics, games and video images; broadcasting and transmission of digital information by means of cable, wire 
or fibre; transmission services being the receiving and exchanging of information, text, sounds, images, data and 
messages; electronic mail services; services for the transmission of interactive video text; hiring, rental and leasing of 
broadcasting and communications apparatus and equipment; news information and news agency services; message 
sending; communications by and/or between computers and computer terminals and computer networks; 
communications for access to databases and computer networks; communication services for access to information, 
sound, images, text and data via computer and communications networks; provision of information from a computer 
stored databank for retrieval and display; providing access to electronic display of information, text, images, messages 
and data; provision of discussion forums and chat room services; information, advisory and consultancy services 
relating to all of the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 26/06/2018; Application No. : 017924116 ;European Union 

4273994    21/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1483516]
Röchling Engineering Plastics SE & Co. KG
Röchlingstr. 1 49733 Haren Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Parts of plastic for machines for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; engine parts of plastic; parts of 
fibreglass-reinforced plastic for machines for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; engine parts of glass fibre 
reinforced plastic; plastic parts for electric generators; machine parts of plastic for chemical processing and for 
onshore/offshore technology, for electrostatic powder coating installations and for galvanisation plants; grease rings 
[parts of machines]; plastic components of winding machines; connecting rods and threaded rods of plastic for 
machines; fastening elements of plastic, namely workpiece clamping attachments; slot wedges, insulating frames, 
mounts, groove base and head inserts of plastic, all being parts of machine; slot wedges, insulating frames, mounts, 
groove base and head inserts of plastic for generators and machines.

Cl.9;Magnetizers and demagnetizers; electrotechnical components of glass fibres reinforced plastics in the form of 
sheets, strips, rods, tubes and molded components; electrotechical components for electrical apparatus and instruments; 
electrical switches, plugs and sockets; parts of plastic for measuring apparatus, high-frequency installations, traffic 
engineering, cable ducts, namely sheets, strips, rods, tubes and molded components; scientific, nautical, surveying, 
weighing, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments.

Cl.17;Semi-worked plastic substances; extruded plastics (semi-finished products); insulation and barrier articles and 
materials; glass fibres reinforced plastics and compounds for insulation in particular for covers, panels, construction 
elements, elements for electrical and mechanical devices, vehicles, ships, planes and moulding compounds in form of 
such elements; plastics materials in the form of laminated or reinforced sheets, rods, tubes, shaped sections or blocks for 
use in manufacture in the electrical, electronic and mechanical engineering industry; with glass fibres reinforced plastics 
and compounds for insulation in particular cover, panels, construction elements, elements for electrical and mechanical 
devices, vehicles, ships, planes and moulding compounds in form of such elements; electrical insulators; mixtures of 
plastic and glass fibres; plastic materials in form of panels; mouldable unprocessed plastics in the form of resins, being 
hardened on exposure to heat; gutta-percha, elastic gum, balata, rubber and substitutes, sheets, plates and rods of 
plastics (semi-finished products), packing, stopping and insulating materials; asbestos, mica; flexible tubes, not of metal; 
plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing and stopping materials; electrical insulating boards, panels and 
molded electric insulating parts of electrical apparatus; electrical insulating board for use in connection with electrical 
control panels transformer spacer sticks and support insulators; glass fibres.
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Priority claimed from 27/06/2018; Application No. : AM 51325/2018 ;Austria 

4273995    21/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1483520]
EREMA Group GmbH
Unterfeldstrasse 3 A-4052 Ansfelden Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines, installations and devices for processing plastics and plastic waste; machines for recycling and 
reprocessing of plastics; machines for recycling treatment of plastics and for reprocessing waste, in particular plastic 
waste, biomass or household waste; cutting, comminuting, compacting and homogenizing devices for plastic materials, 
plastic foils, plastic bottles or plastic waste; machines for plasticizing plastics; machines for agglomerating plastics; 
machines for comminuting plastics; machines for granulating plastics; machines for filtering plastic melts; installations 
for the heat treatment of plastics; installations for the solid phase polycondensation of plastics; extrusion installations; 
intrusion installations; extruders for plastics, extruder screws, plastic melt filters, filtering devices for plastic melts, 
backwashing filters, screen filters, screen changers, screens and filters for extruders; degassing devices, degassing 
devices for extruders for plastic material; all the aforementioned goods machines and machine parts.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance services, repair, inspection, cleaning, construction and assembly of installations, 
devices and machines or machine parts for processing plastics and plastic waste as well as recycling and reprocessing 
installations for plastics; reconditioning, maintenance services, cleaning, inspection, repair of used machines or machine 
parts for the processing, reprocessing and recycling of plastics and plastic waste.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and corresponding designer services, industrial analytics and 
research services, design and development of computer hardware and software thereof, all the aforementioned services 
in the field of processing plastics, reprocessing and recycling of plastics, in particular of production waste or household 
waste, commercial or industrial waste; technical planning and consultancy in the field of reprocessing or recycling of 
plastics as well as in the field of plastic and fibre recycling; technical planning and design of installations and installation 
components in the field of processing plastics and plastic recycling; technical design and development of treatment and 
recycling solutions for production waste; research and development services regarding new plastic processing or 
recycling installations for third parties; technical project planning in the field of processing and recycling, in particular of 
plastics.
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4274018    04/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483572]
WHITESSENCE S.R.L.
Via Brisa, 16 I-20123 Milano Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Building materials of metal; metals and metal alloys; metal joinery fittings; grilles of metal; gates of metal; fences of 
metal; cables of metal, non-electric; hardware of metal, small; windows of metal; metal drawer trim; metal gazebos; 
portable gazebos primarily of metal; stair treads [steps] of metal; shutters of metal; signboards of metal; door handles of 
metal; brackets of metal for building; floor panels of metal; door panels of metal; roofing panels of metal; building panels 
of metal; tile floorings of metal; arbours [structures] of metal; jalousies of metal; tiles of metal for building; swimming 
pools [structures] of metal; doors and windows of metal; tanks of metal; metal siding; cladding of metal for building; 
outdoor blinds of metal; frames of metal for building; wire cloth; diving boards of metal; tubes of metal; pergolas of metal; 
pavilions made of metal.

Cl.11;Lighting apparatus and installations; fountains; electric lighting fixtures; air conditioning installations; water 
distribution installations; heating installations; chandeliers; lamps; lanterns for lighting; lamp shades; light panels; spa 
baths [vessels]; bathtubs; lamp glasses; lampshade holders; ornamental fountains; lanterns; showers; outdoor cooking 
apparatus and installation; fireplaces.

Cl.18;Umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; patio umbrellas; umbrella covers; bags for umbrellas; umbrella sticks; 
parasols [sun umbrellas].

Cl.20;Furniture; lawn furniture; living room furniture; furniture made from wood or substitutes of wood; furniture of 
metal; bedroom furniture; furniture, mirrors, picture frames; furniture fittings, not of metal; door fittings, not of metal; 
mobiles [decoration]; decorative window finials; furniture parts; stools; [silvered glass] mirrors; furniture moldings; vats, 
not of metal; wood planters; wardrobes; sleeping mats; mats for infant playpens; shelving units; cushions; sleeping mats; 
Venetian blinds; Austrian blinds; bead curtains for decoration; bamboo curtains; indoor blinds; non-metallic roller blinds 
for indoor use; indoor window blinds of textile; tables; chairs [seats]; benches [furniture]; armchairs; divans; end tables; 
deck chairs; couches; chaise longues; outdoor kitchen furniture.
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4274024    17/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483576]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District, Shenzhen City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Smartphones; computer programs for editing images, sound and video; graphics accelerators; computer utility 
programs for file management; operating system programs; computer operating programs; computer operating software; 
computer central processing units; computer programs for searching remotely for content on computers and computer 
networks; computer software for controlling the operation of audio and video devices; compiler software; downloadable 
computer chatbot software for simulating conversations; computer software for controlling self-service terminals; 
computer software to maintain and operate computer systems; computer utility programs for computer maintenance; 
computer operating programs, recorded; computer software, recorded; computer software applications, downloadable; 
tablet computers; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; notebook computers; computer software for 
wireless content delivery; computer software for administration of network; computer programs for enabling access or 
entrance control.

Cl.42;Computer software design; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; 
software as a service [SaaS]; cloud computing; platform as a service [PaaS]; updating and maintenance of computer 
software; design and development of multimedia products; research and development of computer software; smartphone 
software design; design and development of software; design and development of software in the field of mobile 
applications; design and development of software for instant messaging; creation and development of computer 
programs for data processing; electronic data storage.
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4274031    18/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1483603]
BIOFARMA
50 rue Carnot F-92284 Suresnes Cedex France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and 
instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media; sound 
recording disks; digital recording media; data and information processing apparatus and equipment; computer software; 
computer programs; computers; data processing equipment; computer software recorded on magnetic media or 
downloaded from a remote computer network; downloadable computer software applications; telecommunication 
hardware for use with mobile networks; personal digital assistant; transmitters of electronic signals; connected 
wristbands, connected scales, connected watches (measuring instruments); video cameras; activity sensors; 
downloadable applications for mobile devices; digital applications; software for algorithms; artificial intelligence 
software; spectacles, contact lenses; in-ear headphones; computer platforms in the form of computer software for 
sharing information; connected self-measurement tools; virtual reality computer programs; analysis systems based on 
artificial intelligence (computer software); electronic chips connected to an information system; virtual reality headsets.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus, instruments and equipment; artificial teeth, eyes, organs and 
limbs; orthopedic articles; suture material; compression stockings, tights and socks; stockings, tights and socks for 
varicose veins; medical apparatus, instruments and equipment for introducing pharmaceutical preparations into the 
human body, especially for the prolonged, controlled or immediate release of active substances; perfusion devices and 
syringes for medical use; medical measuring instruments, in particular instruments able to directly transmit data to a 
database, in particular instruments to measure fevers, heart rate monitors; apparatus, instruments and equipment derived 
from robotics for medical use; nanobots for medical use; apparatus, instruments and equipment derived from bionics for 
medical use; allergy testing tools; test kits for blood tests for medical use; medical devices intended for ingestion; 
endoscopic video capsules; medical apparatus for measuring biochemical changes in blood; blood biomarker devices; 
inhalers; blood pressure monitors.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; health counseling 
services; pharmacy advice; health care; telemedicine services; therapeutic services; medical diagnosis services; home 
care services; individualized medical prescription services; online medical prescription services; advice relating to home 
medical treatment; advice relating to self-medication; provision of medical information to patients; remote medical 
examination services; advice related to personal wellbeing [health]; medical monitoring of patients including remote 
monitoring.
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Priority claimed from 20/12/2018; Application No. : 018002831 ;European Union 

4274033    14/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483605]
LONG4HOUSE REAL ESTATE, S.L.
Las Mercedes, 25 E-48930 GETXO Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; supplies of space online sale for sellers and buyers of goods and services; commercial business 
management; commercial administration; office functions; marketing, advertising, promotion and information services 
relating thereto; business information and advertising, all provided online from a computer database or the internet; 
compilation of advertisements for use as websites on the Internet; on-line advertising via a computer network; data 
search in data files (for others); computerized file management; compilation, organization and dissemination of statistical 
information; compilation and systemization of data in databases; computerized storage of business information from data 
banks and databases; commercial intermediation services; commercial business brokerage for others; mediation of 
contracts for the purchase and sale of goods; mediation and conclusion of commercial transactions for others.

Cl.36;Real estate services; real estate business services; provision of information relating to the property market [real 
estate services]; advice on real estate sector; providing an online computer database in the field of real estate 
information; supply and providing access to a website with a business summary featuring information on real estate.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; communication services via the Internet, as a service of access to internet and navigation 
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portal services on the Internet; telecommunication services consisting of providing access for multiple users to a 
computerized global information network; providing an online electronic bulletin board for the transmission of news 
between computer users; access to web sites, portals and content; telecommunication services provided via platforms 
and portals on the Internet and other media for providing intermediation in real estate, leisure, restoration, education, 
temporary accommodation services, medical and beauty services; provision of access to electronic marketplaces 
[portals] on computer networks; providing access to Internet portals for third parties.
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Priority claimed from 08/11/2018; Application No. : 017981920 ;European Union 

4274106    26/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483642]
Lumon Invest Oy
Kaitilankatu 11 FI-45130 Kouvola Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; transportable greenhouses of metal; non-electric cables 
and wires of common metal; pipes and tubes of metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; profiles of metal for 
buildings; window frames of metal; supporting structures of metal for windows; balcony balustrades of metal; metal 
frameworks for glass terraces and greenhouses; structures of metal for glazed roofs; metal frameworks for facades; 
arbours (structures) of metal; doors of metal; door frames of metal; hinges and fittings of metal; blinds of metal for 
external use; metal roll shutters; awnings of metal.

Cl.19;Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for buildings; non-metallic transportable buildings; 
non-metallic transportable greenhouses; non-metallic doors and windows; building glass; balcony glasses, balcony 
glazings, glass balconies, glass terraces, facade glazings, glazed rooms and glass roofings; glass walls; glass doors; 
window glass for building; safety glass for buildings; decorative glass for buildings; non-metallic profiles, non-metallic 
frames, non-metallic frameworks and non-metallic supporting structures for buildings; folding doors, not of metal; roller 
shutters (non-metallic); roller blinds of wood for external use.

Cl.20;Slatted indoor blinds; indoor window blinds; vertical indoor blinds; roller blinds for use indoor; interior textile 
window blinds; indoor textile blinds; inner blinds for balcony windows, not of textile; thermal blinds (indoor); fittings for 
indoor blinds; blind pulls of non-metallic materials; furniture; terrace furniture.

Cl.22;Ropes and string; nets; tents and tarpaulins; awnings of textile or synthetic materials.

Cl.24;Textiles and substitutes for textiles; curtains of textile or plastic; mosquito nets.

Cl.35;Business project management services for construction projects; commercial administration of the licensing of 
the goods and services of others; sales promotion for others; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail 
purposes; on-line advertising on a computer network; retail services in relation to metal hardware; retail services in 
relation to building materials; retail services in relation to building glass; retail services in relation to balcony glasses, 
glass terraces and glass roofings; retail services in relation to transportable buildings and greenhouses; retail services in 
relation to doors and windows; retail services in relation to blinds and awnings; retail services in relation to furniture; 
retail services in relation to carpets; retail services in relation to lighting; retail services in relation to heaters.

Cl.37;Building construction; repair of buildings; glazing, installation, maintenance and repair of glass, windows and 
blinds; glazing services for buildings; installation of glazed building structures; installation of glass and glazing units; 
renovation of glazing; installation of balcony doors and windows; repair of balcony doors and windows; installation of 
balcony facades; repair of balcony facades; providing information relating to the construction, repair and maintenance of 
buildings; furniture installation.

Cl.42;Product design and development; design of manufacturing methods; new product design; product quality 
testing; product quality control testing; technical planning relating to real estate development projects; construction 
planning; construction drafting; consultancy in the field of architecture and construction drafting.

Cl.45;Legal services; licensing services; licensing of intellectual property; licensing of copyright; licensing of research 
and development; licensing services relating to the manufacture of goods; licensing of technology.
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Priority claimed from 04/10/2018; Application No. : 2018-125164 ;Japan 

4274107    26/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483645]
HONDA MOTOR CO., LTD.
1-1, Minami-Aoyama 2-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo 107-8556 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Measuring or testing machines and instruments; apparatus for measuring speed of automobiles; apparatus for 
measuring tire pressure; apparatus for measuring distance; apparatus for testing speed of automobiles; apparatus for 
testing tire pressure; apparatus for testing tire leak; tachometers; accelerometers; instruments for measuring acceleration 
of vehicles; speed indicators; automatic indicators of vehicle speed; precision measuring machines and instruments; 
precision measuring instruments for air pressure; precision measuring instruments for temperature and moisture; 
automatic adjusting/regulating machines and instruments; instruments for adjusting and regulating speed of 
automobiles; instruments for adjusting and regulating temperature and humidity; program control machines and 
instruments; programmed instruments for controlling speed of automobiles; surveying machines and instruments; radar 
equipment for surveying; GPS; compasses and automatic route surveying instruments; distance measuring machines or 
apparatus [range finders]; distance measuring machines/apparatus [range finders]; proximity sensors; 
telecommunication machines and apparatus; telecommunication radios, walkie-talkies, and telephones; portable 
telephones; smartphones; transmission machines and apparatus for telecommunication; machines/apparatus for 
transmission of audio signals for communication; machines/apparatus for transmission of video signals for 
communication; audio frequency transmission machines and apparatus; audio frequency transmission 
machines/apparatus; radio communication machines and apparatus; communication radios; portable radio 
communication machines and apparatus; portable communication radios; aeronautical radio communication machines 
and apparatus; radios for aeronautical communication; vehicular radio communication machines and apparatus; radios 
for vehicular communication; marine radio communication machines and apparatus; radios for marine communication; 
radio machines and apparatus; radio machines/apparatus; navigational instruments for automobiles; navigation 
apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; Global Positioning System [GPS] navigation devices; satellite navigation 
systems; satellite navigational apparatus; radar machines and apparatus; radar receivers with amplifiers; radar receivers-
transmitters; radar receivers with signal amplifiers; remote control telemetering machines and instruments; remotely 
controlled instruments for telemetering of automobile speed; audio frequency devices and apparatus; parts and 
accessories for telecommunication machines and apparatus; earphones for mobile phones; chargers for mobile phones; 
connectors for telecommunication apparatus; connectors for telecommunication networks; electronic machines, 
apparatus and their parts; electronic pocket translators; electronic diaries; PDAs; electronic circuits; electronic circuit 
boards; electronic machines [not including geiger counters, high frequency apparatus for welding, cyclotrons [not for 
medical purposes], industrial X-ray machines and apparatus [not for medical use], industrial betatrons [not for medical 
use], magnetic prospecting machines, magnetic object detectors, seismic exploration machines and apparatus, 
hydrophone machines and apparatus, echo sounders, ultrasonic flaw detectors, ultrasonic sensors, electronic door 
closing control systems and electron microscopes]; electronic apparatus for monitoring safety of driving; computers and 
their peripherals; interfaces for computers; data processing apparatus; printers for use with computers; monitors for 
computers; mouse for computers; computer keyboards; computer memories; scanners [data processing equipment]; 
digital input and output scanners; computers; computer apparatus; navigation computers for cars; display units for 
computers; display monitors; liquid crystal display [LCD] screens; hard disk drives; computer software; computer 
programs; downloadable computer programs; recorded computer programs; application software; computer application 
software; software for satellite navigation systems; computer application software for mobile telephones; software and 
applications for mobile devices; interactive computer software; interactive multimedia computer programs; computer 
interface software; downloadable computer software for remote monitoring and analysis; photographic apparatus and 
instruments; photographic apparatus/instruments; range finders for cameras; optical machines and apparatus; optical 
apparatus and instruments; optical measuring instrument; magnifying glasses; binoculars; optical condensers.

Cl.12;Vehicles for locomotion by land (except railway vehicles), air, water; automobiles; passenger cars [automobiles]; 
sports cars; trucks; vans; motorbuses; lorries; autonomous cars; driverless cars [autonomous cars]; robotic cars; self-
driving cars; parts and fittings of automobiles; structural parts for automobiles; air bags [safety devices for automobiles]; 
windscreens of automobiles; air pumps for automobiles; clutch pedals of automobiles; warning horns for automobiles; 
seats for automobiles; seat covers for automobiles; cigar lighters for automobiles; automobile bodies; covers for 
automobile bodies; wheels for automobiles; spokes for automobiles; automobile tires; inner tubes for automobile tires; 
doors for automobiles; mudguards for automobiles; steering wheels for automobiles; steering wheel covers for 
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automobiles; rims for automobiles; chassis of automobiles; automobile door handles; luggage carriers of automobiles; 
rearview mirrors of automobiles; automobile bumpers; automobile windshields [windscreens]; direction signals [turn 
signals for automobiles]; holding tops of automobiles; automobile hoods; window curtains of automobile; automobile 
spare wheel holders; automobile roof racks; windscreen wipers for automobiles; motors for land vehicles; bodies for land 
vehicles (except railway vehicles); doors for vehicles (except railway vehicles); fuel tanks for vehicles (except railway 
vehicles); clutches for land vehicles; steering wheels for land vehicles; engines for land vehicles; steering wheels for 
vehicles; vessels, other than air cushion vehicles; air cushion vehicles; ferry boats; rowboats; passenger ships; cargo 
ships; parts and fittings of vessels, other than for air cushion vehicles; structural parts for boats; propellers for vessels, 
other than for air cushion vehicles; propellers for vessels; screw propellers for vessels, other than for air cushion 
vehicles; screw propellers for vessels; steering gears and rudders for vessels, other than for air cushion vehicles; 
steering gears for vessels; rudders for vessels; steam steering gears for vessels, other than for air cushion vehicles; 
steam steering gears for vessels; steering wheels for vessels, other than for air cushion vehicles; steering wheels for 
vessels; electric steering gears for vessels, other than for air cushion vehicles; electric steering gears for vessels; 
mooring winches; stanchions; vessel stanchions; steel hatch covers; sea ladders; vessel ladders; capstans for ships or 
boats; fenders for vessels [boat side protectors]; hatch wedges; hatch cleats; hatch battens; hatch boards; marine signal 
beacons; boat covers; davits for boats [boat davits]; boat chocks; portholes for vessels, other than for air cushion 
vehicles; portholes for vessels; mooring pipes for vessels, other than for air cushion vehicles; mooring pipes for vessels; 
aircraft; helicopters; parts and fittings of aircraft; structural parts for aircrafts; rotor blades for helicopters; airplane seats; 
landing gear wheels for aircraft; tires for wheels of aircraft; inner tubes for aircraft tires; landing gears; landing gears for 
aircraft; oxygen inhalers of aircraft; structural struts of aircraft; wings of aircraft; flight control gears; flight control gears 
for aircraft; fuselages for aircraft; fuel tanks for aircraft; airplane cloth [thick cloth for glider fuselages and wings]; thick 
cloth for covering glider fuselages and wings; vertical and horizontal stabilizers; stabilizing rods for land vehicles; 
airplane propellers; de-icers for aircraft; oil hydraulic system components for aircraft; hydraulic circuits for land vehicles; 
overhead storage bins for aircraft; aircraft wings; aircraft tails; windows for aircraft; doors for aircraft; two-wheeled motor 
vehicles, bicycles and their parts and fittings; motorcycles; structural parts for motorcycles; warning horns for 
motorcycles; saddles for motorcycles; stands for motorcycles; spokes for motorcycles; motorcycle tires; inner tubes for 
motorcycle tires; mudguards for motorcycles; handlebar grips for motorcycles; luggage racks for motorcycles; wheel 
hubs for motorcycles; handle bars for motorcycles; freewheels for motorcycles; frames for motorcycles; pedals for 
motorcycles; front forks for motorcycles; rims for motorcycles; motorcycle brakes; motorcycle engines; fuel tanks for 
motorcycles; motors for motorcycles; motorcycle saddles; motorcycle spokes; motorcycle chains; non-electric prime 
movers for land vehicles, not including their parts; internal combustion engines for land vehicles; gasoline engines for 
land vehicles; diesel engines for land vehicles; kerosene engines for land vehicles; steam engines for land vehicles; 
steam engines for railway rolling stock, automobiles and motorcycles; steam engines for railway rolling stock; steam 
engines for automobiles; steam engines for motorcycles; jet engines for land vehicles; turbojet engines for land vehicles; 
turboprop engines for land vehicles; ramjet engines for land vehicles; turbines for land vehicles; gas turbines for land 
vehicles; air turbines for land vehicles; steam turbines for land vehicles; hydraulic turbines for land vehicles; mechanical 
elements for land vehicles; machine elements for land vehicles; axle journals for land vehicles; chassis for land vehicles 
(except railway vehicles); driving chains for land vehicles; shafts, axles or spindles, machine elements for land vehicles; 
drive shafts for land vehicles; transmission shafts for land vehicles; axles for land vehicles; spindles for land vehicles; 
bearings, machine elements for land vehicles; bearings for land vehicles; axle bearings for land vehicles; wheel bearings 
for land vehicles; shaft couplings or connectors, machine elements for land vehicles; shaft connectors for land vehicles; 
shaft couplings for land vehicles; drive shaft couplings for land vehicles; power transmissions and gearing, machine 
elements for land vehicles; power transmissions for land vehicles; gearing for land vehicles; transmission components 
for land vehicles; transmission mechanisms for land vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; gearings for land vehicles; 
gears for land vehicles; drive gears for land vehicles; power transmission belts, machine elements for land vehicles; 
power transmission belts for land vehicles; toothed wheels or gears, machine elements for land vehicles; toothed gears 
for land vehicles; speed change gears, machine elements for land vehicles; speed change gears for land vehicles; shock 
absorbers, machine elements for land vehicles; shock absorbers for land vehicles; shock absorbing springs for land 
vehicles; air springs, machine elements for land vehicles; air springs for land vehicles; spring shock absorbers, machine 
elements for land vehicles; spring shock absorbers for land vehicles; spring-assisted hydraulic shock absorbers, 
machine elements for land vehicles; spring-assisted hydraulic shock absorbers for land vehicles; springs, machine 
elements for land vehicles; suspension springs for land vehicles; spiral springs, machine elements for land vehicles; 
spiral springs for land vehicle suspensions; laminated leaf- springs, machine elements for land vehicles; laminated leaf-
springs for land vehicle suspensions; coil springs, machine elements for land vehicles; coil springs for land vehicle 
suspensions; brakes, machine elements for land vehicles; brakes for vehicles; brakes for land vehicles; cone brakes, 
machine elements for land vehicles; cone brakes for land vehicles; disc brakes, machine elements for land vehicles; disc 
brakes for land vehicles; band brakes, machine elements for land vehicles; band brakes for land vehicles; block brakes, 
machine elements for land vehicles; block brakes for land vehicles.
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4274109    17/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483673]
New England Biolabs, Inc.
240 County Road Ipswich MA 01938 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Genome editing reagents and polynucleotide assembly reagents for scientific and research use.

Cl.5;Mutation detection reagents for clinical or medical laboratory use.
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4274112    09/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483677]
Algorand, LLC
459 Chestnut Hill Avenue Brookline MA 02445 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer application software for blockchain-based platforms, namely, software for using a consensus engine 
incorporating blockchain technology for securing data with cryptographic information; computer software platforms for 
distributed computing platforms; computer software platforms for developing, building, and operating distributed 
applications.

Cl.36;Financial services, namely, virtual, digital and cryptocurrency exchange transaction services for transferrable 
electronic cash equivalent units having a specified cash value; financial cash management, namely, facilitating and 
tracking transfers of electronic cash equivalents; virtual, digital and cryptocurrency currency exchange transaction 
services for transferrable electronic cash equivalent units having a specified cash value; financial services, namely, 
electronic funds transfer via electronic communications networks; providing financial information via a web site; financial 
exchange services; virtual, digital and cryptocurrency monetary exchange services; payment and funds verification 
services; charge card and credit card payment processing services; electronic commerce payment services, namely, 
establishing funded accounts used to purchase goods and services on the Internet; electronic foreign exchange payment 
processing; electronic processing of insurance claims and payment data; merchant services, namely, payment 
transaction processing services; wireless telephone payment services, namely, wireless mobile telephone rate plans; bill 
payment services; bill payment services provided through a website; issuing of commercial collateral liability insurance 
for cryptocurrency smart contracts.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, developing, arranging, and conducting educational conferences and programs and 
providing courses of instruction in the field of distributed computing platforms; educational services, namely, developing, 
arranging, and conducting educational conferences and programs and providing courses of instruction in the field of 
blockchains; arranging and conducting educational conferences; educational services, namely, conducting classes, 
seminars, conferences, workshops, retreats, camps and field trips in the field of distributed computing platforms and 
distribution of training material in connection therewith; educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, 
conferences, workshops, retreats, camps and field trips in the field of blockchain software and distribution of training 
material in connection therewith; educational services, namely, conducting online, distant and in-person classes, 
presentations, seminars, conferences, workshops, meet-ups, retreats, camps and field trips in the field of the distributed 
computing platform, creating documentation for decentralized computer applications, creating decentralized computer 
applications and blockchain software; arranging and conducting business conferences.

Cl.42;Design, development, and implementation of software for distributed computing platforms; design, development, 
and implementation of software for blockchains; research and development of computer software; software development 
and product development consulting in the field of distributed computing platforms; design, development, and 
implementation of software for blockchain software; developing customized software in the field of distributed computing 
platforms for others; developing customized software in the field of blockchain software for others; software development 
and product development consulting in the field of blockchain software; providing an online computer web site that 
provides commercial financial transaction data, account management, financial reporting, accounting features and related 
reference information.
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4274116    13/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483678]
Elaluz LLC
3800 NE 1st Avenue, 6th floor Miami FL 33137 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Hair care preparations; hair styling preparations; non-medicated hair treatment preparations for cosmetic 
purposes; hair shampoo; hair conditioner; cosmetics; make-up; skin bronzer; eyebrow cosmetics; eyebrow gel; personal 
deodorants; shower and bath gel; body lotion; skin cleansers; perfume; fragrances; facial cleansers; facial moisturizers; 
facial masks; non-medicated skin care preparations.

Cl.21;Cosmetic utensils, namely, cooling stones for skin care purposes; cosmetic utensils, namely facial rollers for 
skin care purposes; cosmetics bags sold filled with cosmetics; toiletry bags sold filled with hair care and hair styling 
products; toiletry bags sold filled with skin care preparations.
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Priority claimed from 20/11/2018; Application No. : UK00003354966 ;United Kingdom 

4274118    17/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483679]
Inmarsat Global Limited
99 City Road London EC1Y 1AX United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer software platforms; cloud computing software; cloud servers; cloud network 
monitoring software; telecommunications and satellite telecommunications apparatus, instruments and systems; data 
processing apparatus and instruments; computer software for the collection and analysis of data; radio apparatus; 
marine radios; satellite telecommunications apparatus, instruments and systems for maritime use, namely, satellite 
communications terminals, telephone and facsimile apparatus and instruments, computer terminals and keyboards, 
visual display units, antennae, mobile internet equipment and apparatus, modems, routers, advanced satellite modems 
and computer software; satellite tracking and positioning systems for maritime use; computer software programs for the 
operation and management of maritime satellite communication systems; maritime rescue apparatus; hazard alert 
systems for maritime use; distress alert systems for maritime use; transmitters for emitting distress signal; parts and 
fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.38;Communications services; satellite communications services; digital and satellite transmission services; data 
transfer services; electronic mail services; telecommunications services; voice and data transmission services; telex and 
facsimile services; leasing of communications apparatus; provision of communications information; message collection 
and transmission services; relaying of electronic messages; transmission of encrypted communications; secure e-mail 
services; secure transmission of data, sound or images; provision of wireless application protocol services including 
those utilising a secure communications channel; radio satellite ship to shore telecommunication services; 
communication of information in electronic form, and telecommunication of information to third parties to allow tracking 
and location of third party assets, cargos and personnel; providing user access to the internet and other online systems; 
providing access to databases; communication and broadcasting services relating to the internet; broadcasting of data, 
visual images, sound, graphics and other information; maritime radio-telephone network services; maritime telephone 
communications services and maritime satellite telecommunications services, namely, telephone services, electronic mail 
services, voice and data transmission services, facsimile services, provision of user access to the internet and other 
online systems, radio satellite ship to shore telecommunication services, communication services to enable online, real-
time engagement between internet users and content providers, computer aided transmission of messages and images, 
and leasing and sub-leasing bandwidth and uplink services; telecommunication of information, to third parties to allow 
tracking and location of third party maritime assets, cargoes and personnel; return path management for the provision of 
internet applications and broadcasts; leasing and sub-leasing bandwidth and uplink services; managing communication 
networks for others; providing access to and leasing access time to computer networks and computer databases 
including telecommunications networks and databases; consultancy, information and advisory services relating to the 
aforesaid.

Cl.39;Placement in prescribed orbit of satellites; tracking and locating maritime vessels, objects and cargoes by means 
of satellite technology for third parties and making available information in electronic form; provision of maritime tracking 
and positioning services and systems; GPS navigation services; rental of GPS equipment for navigational purposes; 
provision of tracking and positioning services and systems; tracking and locating objects and equipment by means of 
satellite technology for third parties; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 07/05/2019; Application No. : 302019000029691 ;Italy 

4274129    30/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483686]
A. Menarini Industrie Farmaceutiche Riunite S.r.l.
Via dei Sette Santi, 3 I-50131 Firenze FI Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; DVDs; compact discs; digital recording media; computer software; 
apparatus for editing cinematographic film; electronic publications, downloadable; camcorders; cameras [photography]; 
cinematographic films; musical sound recordings; musical video recordings; USB flash drives; mobile apps; sound 
transmitting apparatus; apparatus for transmitting images; apparatus for reproducing images; sound reproduction 
apparatus; apparatus for recording images; sound recording apparatus.

Cl.16;Paper; paper stationery; books; magazines [periodicals]; printed matter; catalogues; printed publications; 
stationery; writing stationery; cardboard boxes; conical paper bags; postcards; pamphlets; advertising posters; mounted 
posters; photographs [printed]; placards of paper; placards of cardboard; signboards of paper; calendars; almanacs; 
copyholders; paperweights; pen stands; pencil holders; stationery cases; pens; writing or drawing books; diaries and 
agendas.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting of seminars; organization of exhibitions for cultural purposes; art exhibition services; 
arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of conventions; organization of events for cultural 
purposes; organization of educational, entertainment, sporting and cultural events; conducting guided tours of cultural 
sites for educational purposes; publishing services; cultural activities; radio and television entertainment; audio and 
video production, and photography; production of television programs.
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Priority claimed from 03/12/2018; Application No. : 302018000038374 ;Italy 

4274131    03/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483687]
SEKO S.p.A.
Via Salaria Km. 92,200 Località S. Rufina I-02010 Cittaducale (RI) Italy
SEKO S.p.A.
Via Salaria Km. 92,200 Località S. Rufina I-02010 Cittaducale (RI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Pumps [machines]; hydraulic pumps; rotary pumps; pneumatic pumps; positive displacement pumps; centrifugal 
pumps; submersible pumps; sludge pumps; beer pumps; pump diaphragms; shafts for pumps; lubricating pumps; screw 
pumps; self-regulating fuel pumps; vacuum pumps [machines]; vacuum pumps; vertical turbine pumps; compressed air 
pumps; aerating pumps for aquaria; pumps for heating installations; water pumps for use in motors and engines; pump 
control valves; pumps for cooling engines; air pumps [garage installations]; oil-well pumping machines; pumps 
[machines] for the beverage industry; pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; controlled volume pumps; pumps 
for counter-current swimming; electric pumps for swimming pools; pumps for land vehicle engines; axial pumps; 
macerator pumps; air pumps, aquarium pumps; circulating pumps; valves for pumps; diffusion pumps; fuel pumps; pump 
impellers; multi-phase screw pumps; water pumps; reciprocating vacuum pumps; rotary lobe pumps; refrigerant recovery 
pumps; reverse osmosis pumps; pumps, compressors and fans; engine fuel pumps; drives for vacuum pumps; oil pumps 
for use in motors and engines; oil drain pumps; water pumps for land vehicles; fuel pumps for land vehicles; pumps for 
the extraction of gases [machines]; fuel pumps for motor vehicles; pumps for aerating indoor aquariums; shaft bearings 
for vacuum pumps; vacuum pads for vacuum pump machines; high-pressure pumps for washing appliances and 
installations; suction pumps; metered gasoline pumps; electric water pumps; water pumps for swimming pools; water 
pumps for baths; electric water pumps for baths; electric water pumps for swimming pools; water pumps for spa baths; 
hydrogen dispensing pumps for service stations; oil pumps for land vehicle engines; electric water pumps for spa baths; 
water pumps for water filtering units.

Cl.9;Joysticks for use with computers, other than for video games; display screens; computer terminals; monitors; 
computer hardware; computers for use in data management; thin client computers; computers; minicomputers; computer 
systems; tablet computers; graphics tablets; signals, luminous or mechanical; signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; 
emergency signal transmitters; apparatus and instruments for physics; air analysis apparatus; diagnostic apparatus, not 
for medical purposes; dosage dispensers; photosensors; infrared detectors; detectors; ultrasonic sensors; oxygen 
sensors, not for medical use; pressure sensors; pollutant sensors; optical sensors; piezoelectric sensors; gas testing 
instruments; testing apparatus not for medical purposes; precision measuring apparatus; measuring devices, electric; 
counters; water meters; densimeters; densitometers; flowmeters; gasometers [measuring instruments]; water level 
indicators; quantity indicators; level indicators; pressure gauges; measuring apparatus; pressure measuring apparatus; 
concentration meters; data loggers and recorders; refractometers; measuring instruments; viscosimeters; regulating 
apparatus, electric; decompression chambers; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; remote 
control receivers; chemistry apparatus and instruments; hyperbaric oxygen chambers for non-medical purposes; 
electrolysers; diaphragms for scientific apparatus; probes for scientific purposes; adding machines; screens; on-board 
computers; stick computers; computer hardware for use in computer-assisted software engineering; palmtop computers; 
interactive computer systems; digital tablets; illuminated signs; beacons, luminous; acidity analysers; checking 
(supervision) apparatus and instruments; controllers (regulators); wireless controllers to remotely monitor and control 
the function and status of security systems; wireless controllers to remotely monitor and control the function and status 
of other electrical, electronic, and mechanical devices or systems; testing and quality control devices; sensors and 
detectors; monitoring instruments; measuring, counting, alignment and calibrating instruments; monitoring apparatus, 
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other than for medical purposes; temperature monitors for industrial use; interfaces for detectors; carbon dioxide 
detectors; carbon monoxide detectors; passive infrared detectors; sensors; biochip sensors; oil level sensors; liquid 
level sensors; alarm sensors; level sensors; electric sensors; electronic sensors; photoelectric sensors; light sensors; 
laser level measuring apparatus; measuring apparatus and instruments; volumetric measuring apparatus; level 
measuring machines [for surveying]; mass flow meters; gas flow meters; gas pressure indicators; high pressure 
manometers; gravimeters; digital pH meters; pressure indicators; electromagnetic measuring detectors; laser measuring 
systems; weight measuring instruments; robotic electrical control apparatus; electric control apparatus; process 
controlling apparatus [electric]; process controlling apparatus [electronic]; electrical remote control apparatus; electric 
power controllers; electrical controls; electronic controllers; industrial controls incorporating software; electrical 
controllers; remote control apparatus; level controllers [electrical apparatus]; process control units [electric]; electronic 
process control units; programmable controllers; electric control valves; apparatus for analysing gases; scientific 
apparatus and instruments; scientific apparatus for determining the water content in petroleum products; optical 
frequency metrology devices; vibrating separators [laboratory apparatus]; magnetic separators for scientific use.

Cl.10;Pumps for medical purposes; metering pumps for delivering drugs in measured quantities [medical use]; enteral 
feeding pumps.

Cl.37;Pump repair; pumping septic tanks; pumping crude oil; pump repair or maintenance; rental of drainage pumps; 
septic tank pumping and cleaning; repair and maintenance of feed or booster pumps; swimming pool cleaning services; 
maintenance and repair of vacuum pumps; reconditioning of vacuum pumps and parts thereof; swimming-pool 
maintenance; oil pumping; oil well drilling; rental of concrete pumping machines; pump repair and maintenance; 
providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of pumps.

Cl.40;Industrial toxic waste disposal; waste water treatment; water treatment and purification; demineralisation of 
water; leasing of water purification equipment; water treating; treatment of toxic waste; bioremediation services; water 
purification; rental of water treatment equipment; desalination of water; regeneration of water; purification of industrial 
waste water; providing information relating to water treatment; rental of water and air purification equipment; soil, waste 
or water treatment services [environmental remediation services]; providing information relating to the rental of water 
purifying apparatus; treatment of waste.

Cl.42;Chemical analysis; water analysis; mechanical engineering; engineering design; technical drawing; design of 
instruments; engineering services in the field of environmental technology; product development, providing information 
in the field of product development; environmental testing; bacteriological analysis, biochemical analysis; biological 
analysis; biotechnology testing; analysis of stream water quality, chemistry consultation; product development 
consultation; engineering consultancy services, technical engineering, engineering drawing; engineering project 
management services; design services relating to civil engineering, computer-aided engineering design and drawing 
services; computer-aided engineering design services; engineering testing; design of mechanical and micromechanical 
components; design of mechanical, electromechanical and optoelectronic apparatus and instruments; design of 
industrial products; product design and development; industrial design; industrial engineering design services; 
monitoring of water quality; water quality control services; environmental testing services to detect contaminants in 
water; environmental testing and inspection services; chemical engineering; design and development of industrial 
products; quality control testing.
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Priority claimed from 23/10/2018; Application No. : 152572 ;Bulgaria 

4274133    19/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483701]
Euro Games Technology Ltd.
4, "Maritsa" Str., „Vranya-Lozen-Triugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia Bulgaria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; computer gaming software; computer software packages; computer operating system software; 
computer software, recorded; software drivers; virtual reality software; games software; entertainment software for 
computer games; computer programs for network management; operating computer software for mainframe computers; 
monitors (computer hardware); computer hardware; apparatus for recording images; monitors (computer programs); 
computer game programs; computer programs for recorded games; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; communications servers [computer hardware]; electronic components for gambling 
machines; computer application software featuring games and gaming; computer software for the administration of on-
line games and gaming; computer hardware for games and gaming; electronic components and computer software for 
gambling, gambling machines, gambling games on the internet and via telecommunication network.

Cl.28;Gaming machines for gambling; chips for gambling; mah-jong; arcade games; gambling machines operating with 
coins, notes and cards; games; electronic games; parlor games; gaming chips; gaming tables; slot machines [gaming 
machines]; LCD game machines; slot machines and gaming devices; coin-operated amusement machines; roulette chips; 
poker chips; chips and dice [gaming equipment]; equipment for casinos; roulette tables; gaming roulette wheels; casino 
games; gambling machines and amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated; coin-operated amusement machines 
and/or electronic coin-operated amusement machines with or without the possibility of gain; boxes for coin-operated 
machines, slot machines and gaming machines; electronic or electrotechnical amusement machines and apparatus, 
gaming machines, coin-operated entertainment machines; housings for coin-operated machines, gaming equipment, 
gaming machines, machines for gambling; electropneumatic and electrical slot machines (gaming machines for 
gambling).

Cl.41;Gambling; services related to gambling; gaming services for entertainment purposes; casino, gaming and 
gambling services; training in the development of software systems; provision of equipment for gambling halls; providing 
casino equipment [gambling]; gaming machine entertainment services; providing casino facilities [gambling]; gaming hall 
services; amusement arcade services; games equipment rental; rental of gaming machines; providing amusement arcade 
services; rental of gaming machines with images of fruits; editing or recording of sounds and images; sound recording 
and video entertainment services; hire of sound reproducing apparatus; provision of gaming equipment for casinos; 
providing of casino facilities; online gambling services; casino, gaming and gambling services; provision of gaming 
establishments, gaming halls, Internet casinos, online gaming services.
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Priority claimed from 11/04/2019; Application No. : 88382091 ;United States of America 

4274144    15/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483765]
Microsoft Corporation
One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 980526399 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs, namely, game software for use on computers and video game players.

Cl.41;Providing information in the field of computer games, games, and home entertainment, via a website; providing 
information on-line relating to computer games and computer enhancements for games; entertainment services, namely, 
providing on-line computer games; organizing e-sports competitions; organizing video game competitions.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer game software; providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software to enable users to create, upload, and share user-generated videos based on computer game play, 
via a website; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software and software as a service (SAAS) services 
featuring software for transmitting and for receiving video games.
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4274148    07/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483772]
Hewitt Robins International Ltd
Huntingdon Court, Huntingdon Way, Measham Swadlincote Derbyshire DE12 7NQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for use in the mining, quarrying, recycling, foundry, steel and bulk materials 
industries; crushers; screens (separating machines); feeders; foundry shakeouts (machines); parts and fittings for these 
goods.

Cl.37;Construction, repair, maintenance, and installation services in relation to machines and machine tools for use in 
the mining, quarrying, recycling, foundry, steel and bulk materials industries, crushers, screens, feeders, foundry 
shakeouts and parts and fittings for these goods; mining services; quarrying services; information, advisory and 
consultancy services in relation to the aforementioned services.
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Priority claimed from 17/01/2019; Application No. : 302019000004211 ;Italy 

4274149    31/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483773]
INIM ELECTRONICS S.r.l.
Via Dei Lavoratori 10 Frazione Centobuchi I-63076 MONTEPRANDONE (AP) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Active and passive electric and electronic security systems, including anti-intrusion systems; fire detection 
systems; fire suppression systems; access control and presence detection systems; solar panels for electricity 
generation; photovoltaic installations for generating electricity [photovoltaic power plants]; user interface software and 
control software for management of access, security and fire-extinguishing systems; surveillance and video surveillance 
systems; information, data, voice and video transmission systems; data and information processing systems; computers 
and structural parts therefor.

Cl.37;Installation, repair and maintenance of active and passive electric and electronic security systems, including anti- 
intrusion systems; installation, repair and maintenance of active and passive electric and electronic security systems, 
including fire detection systems; installation, repair and maintenance of active and passive electric and electronic 
security systems, including fire suppression systems; installation, repair and maintenance of active and passive electric 
and electronic security systems, including access control and presence detection systems; installation, repair and 
maintenance of active and passive electric and electronic security systems, including electricity generation and 
management systems, installation, repair and maintenance of active and passive electric and electronic security systems, 
including surveillance and video surveillance systems; installation, repair and maintenance of active and passive electric 
and electronic security systems, including information, data, voice and video transmission systems; installation, repair 
and maintenance of active and passive electric and electronic security systems, including data and information 
processing systems, computers and structural parts therefor.

Cl.42;Technological consultancy, design and development of products and programs for active and passive electric 
and electronic security systems, including anti-intrusion systems; technological consultancy, design and development of 
products and programs for active and passive electric and electronic security systems, including fire detection systems; 
technological consultancy, design and development of products and programs for active and passive electric and 
electronic security systems, including fire suppression systems; technological consultancy, design and development of 
products and programs for active and passive electric and electronic security systems, including access control and 
presence detection systems; technological consultancy, design and development of products and programs for active 
and passive electric and electronic security systems, including electricity generation and management systems; 
technological consultancy, design and development of products and programs for active and passive electric and 
electronic security systems, including surveillance and video surveillance systems; technological consultancy, design 
and development of products and programs for active and passive electric and electronic security systems, including 
information, data, voice and video transmission systems; technological consultancy, design and development of 
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products and programs for active and passive electric and electronic security systems, including data and information 
processing systems, computers and structural parts therefor.

Cl.45;Surveillance services and monitoring services of security systems; surveillance services and monitoring services 
of anti-intrusion systems; surveillance services and monitoring services of fire detection systems; surveillance services 
and monitoring services of fire suppression systems; surveillance services and monitoring services of access control 
and presence detection systems; surveillance services and monitoring services of surveillance and video surveillance 
systems; monitoring of computer systems in the nature of surveillance services relating to the physical safety of persons 
and security of tangible property.
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Priority claimed from 19/11/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 027 621 ;Germany 

4274163    08/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483795]
Knorr-Bremse Aktiengesellschaft
Moosacher Str. 80 80809 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Compressors; pumps; pneumatic and hydraulic controls for motors; entrance systems as parts of door systems for 
vehicles, namely electromechanical and electropneumatic drive devices for opening and closing vehicle doors, drive 
devices for opening and closing vehicle doors; door systems, namely drive devices for opening and closing platform 
screen doors; compressed air systems, namely compressed air machines, compressed air engines, compressed air 
generators for vehicles; compressed air supply systems, namely air compressors for vehicle compressed air systems, air 
intake systems and components for vehicles, air intake systems and components for motor and engines.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, controlling, 
life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for physics, electric and electronic 
control and regulating apparatus and instruments, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision) and monitoring 
instruments and apparatus; mechanically and/or pneumatically and/or hydraulically and/or electromechanically and/or 
electromagnetically and/or electrically and/or electronically-operated, controlled and controlling measuring, signalling, 
checking (supervision), controlling, regulating, conveying, recording, amplifying and monitoring equipment and 
apparatus; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating and controlling 
of electricity; electric apparatus for commutation; material testing instruments and machines; lifesaving apparatus and 
equipment; switches, electric; high-frequency apparatus; telecommunications equipment; data processing apparatus; 
data communications apparatus; telematic communication apparatus; telematic communication apparatus for use with 
computer terminals; computer hardware; peripherals adapted for use with computers; software; software for electronic 
driving assistance systems; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer programs, recorded; automatic 
vehicle speed control apparatus; adaptive cruise control software (ACC); smart vehicle steering software; smart hydraulic 
steering software; lane departure warning systems software; side wind compensation systems software; simulators and 
computer programs for the steering and control of vehicles; databases recorded on computer media; electronic controls 
for motors; electronic control systems for doors, platform screen doors; all of the aforementioned goods for commercial 
and rail vehicles, railway stations and railway lines; parts and accessories for all of the aforementioned goods, as far as 
included in this class.

Cl.11;Heating, ventilating, air-conditioning apparatus and lighting installations, air treatment apparatus; all of the 
aforementioned goods for commercial and rail vehicles; parts and accessories for all of the aforementioned goods, as far 
as included in this class.

Cl.12;Commercial and rail vehicles for long distance and local distance commercial road transport as well as for 
passengers and freight; brakes, brake systems and their parts for vehicles; exhaust brakes; compressed air tanks, 
namely pressure media containers being parts of vehicles; compressed air systems for controlling brakes, clutches, 
and/or transmissions being parts of vehicles; pneumatic suspension systems in vehicles; levelling installations for level 
control, level setting and/or lift axle control, as vehicle parts for commercial and rail vehicles; steering units for land 
vehicles; transmissions, transmission control units, transmission components, for land vehicles; clutch and clutch 
actuating units for land vehicles; drive gears [land vehicle parts]; powertrains, including motors and engines, for land 
vehicles; motors, electric, for land vehicles; vehicle wheels; axles and axle bearings; pedal systems; dampers, torsional 
vibration dampers, each as vehicle parts; door systems, namely doors for vehicles, in particular exterior doors, interior 
doors, connecting doors, sliding doors, driver's cab doors, pivot sliding doors, swing doors, and boarding aids for railway 
vehicles, in particular ramps, sliding steps, folding steps, gap-bridging devices, trapping protection devices being parts of 
vehicle door system; traction controls; bogies for railway wagons and rail-bound vehicles; sanding devices, as parts 
adapted to railbound vehicles; windscreen wiper and washer systems; all of the aforementioned goods for commercial 
and rail vehicles; parts and accessories for all of the aforementioned goods, as far as included in this class.

Cl.35;Business management; professional business consultancy; supply chain management services.

Cl.37;Assembly, modernisation, maintenance, overhauling and repair of vehicles; assembly, installation, 
modernisation, maintenance, overhauling and repair of electric and electronic apparatus, in particular in vehicles; 
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maintenance and repair of motor vehicle engines; repair and overhaul of compressors, dampers, transmission 
components, brakes and their parts, control units, valves [machine parts], pedal systems, clutches, motor vehicle 
engines, heating, ventilating, air conditioning apparatus and air treatment apparatus for land vehicles; overhaul of worn or 
partially destroyed machines; vehicle repair consultancy; advisory services relating to the maintenance and repair of 
mechanical and electrical equipment.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; providing telecommunications connections to databases; computerized 
telecommunications services; electronic transmission of data; data transmission; transmission of information by 
computer; telematics services; data transmission services over telematic networks; telematic communication services; 
interactive broadcasting and communications services; provision of access to data via the internet; consultancy in the 
field of telecommunications; all of the aforementioned services for commercial and rail vehicles, their parts and 
accessories.

Cl.40;Treatment and conversion of materials, namely custom assembling of materials for others, vulcanization [material 
treatment], metal treating, heat treatment of metals; metal plating and laminating; treating materials with ultrasonic waves 
to modify their properties; treatment of materials by laser beam; treatment of materials using chemicals; metal casting; 
custom construction of machines; material treatment information.

Cl.41;Provision of training courses; provision of online training; consultancy services relating to training.

Cl.42;Scientific and technology services; scientific and industrial research; engineering research; design services, 
namely technical design services; engineering services; engineering services relating to energy supply systems; 
engineering services relating to information technology; preparation of data processing programmes; industrial testing; 
quality control testing; conducting engineering surveys; testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of 
others for the purpose of certification; materials testing and analysing; providing information in the field of product 
design; providing information in the field of product development; providing information about industrial analysis and 
research services; technological consultancy; engineering consultancy services; information technology [it] consultancy; 
advisory services relating to material testing.
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Priority claimed from 04/10/2018; Application No. : 88142603 ;United States of America 

4274164    03/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483796]
YEXT, INC.
1 Madison Avenue, 5th Floor New York NY 10010 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising and commercial information services, via the internet; advertising and marketing; on-line advertising 
and marketing services.

Cl.42;Cloud computing featuring software for use in electronic storage and sharing of data and information; platform as 
a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in integrating, storing and managing business directory 
listings, website content, online store webpages, social media webpages, marketing campaigns, business information, 
commercial information, customer and employee data, and information regarding people, places, events and products in 
the fields of advertising, marketing, geomarketing, namely, marketing services using location and geographic information, 
and mobile marketing, namely, marketing services delivered to mobile phones, handheld computers and portable 
computing devices; providing a web site featuring technology that enables users to manage business directory listings, 
website content, online store webpages, social media webpages, marketing campaigns, business information, 
commercial information, customer and employee data, information regarding people, places, events and products in the 
fields of advertising, marketing, geomarketing, namely, providing marketing services using location and geographic 
information, and mobile marketing, namely, marketing services delivered to mobile phones, handheld computers and 
portable computing devices (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for enabling users to list, search, create, identify, 
analyze, report, update, edit, customize, synchronize, integrate, post, store, manage and share location-based data, and 
information that is stored in multiple online data sources; application service provider featuring application programming 
interface (API) software for integrating business and marketing information into websites.
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Priority claimed from 21/06/2018; Application No. : 88009782 ;United States of America 

4274167    20/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1483799]
BAUSCH & LOMB INCORPORATED
1400 N. Goodman Street, Rochester NY 14609 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Non-medicated skin care preparations; non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, cleansers, exfoliants, 
moisturizers, sunblocks, skin care cream, skin lotion; non-medicated cosmetic creams and lotions, namely, skin 
lightening preparations; non-medicated anti-aging preparations, namely, anti-aging cream, anti-wrinkle creams and anti-
aging lotion; impregnated cleaning, dusting or polishing cloths, namely, cloths impregnated with a detergent for cleaning; 
cosmetics; non-medicated skin treatment preparations containing oil absorbing polymers; body powder; hair shampoo; 
non-medicated dandruff hair shampoo; body wash; nail care preparations; nail varnishes and polishes; cuticle 
conditioners; cleaning products, namely, cleaning solution in a spray bottle for use on electronic equipment containing a 
monitor or display screen; impregnated cleaning cloths, namely, cloths pre-moistened with a cleaning agent, for use on 
electronic equipment containing a monitor or display screen.

Cl.5;Antifungal preparations; topical anti-itch preparations, namely, lotions, creams, ointments, gels; contact lens 
solutions; contact lens disinfectants; contact lens wetting solutions; ophthalmic solutions and preparations for the eye; 
disinfecting and saline solution for medical purposes for contact lenses; contact lens solutions containing chemical 
preparations; rewetting drops for use with contact lenses; eye drops; ophthalmic preparations, namely, impregnated 
strips for applying preparations to the eye; pharmaceutical preparation for injection into the eye; pharmaceuticals, 
namely, eye drops, solutions, gels and ointments used for the treatment of eye conditions such as dry eyes, allergies, 
inflammation and redness; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of ophthalmological and ocular 
diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for use with contact lenses and kits containing said preparations; 
pharmaceutical preparations for ocular or intraocular surgery; ophthalmic pharmaceutical preparations and substances; 
ophthalmic preparations and pharmaceutical substances for the treatment of ophthalmic disorders; viscoelastic eye 
lubricant; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of eye diseases, disorders and conditions; 
ophthalmic pharmaceuticals, namely, solutions and ointments for the treatment of dry eye symptoms; hypertonic 
ophthalmic solution drug product; ophthalmic pharmaceutical preparation, namely, silicone oil used in ophthalmic 
surgical procedures; intra-vitreal implants containing a pharmaceutical preparation for the treatment of eye and vision 
conditions; pharmaceuticals, namely, ophthalmic solutions for the treatment of glaucoma and ocular hypertension; sterile 
sodium hyaluronate solution in the nature of a pharmaceutical preparation for use in the eyes; pharmaceutical 
preparations and substances for use in dermatology and skin disorders, skin conditions, acne, fungal infections and skin 
care; acne medications and acne treatment preparations; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention 
and treatment of skin care disorders, conditions, injuries, illnesses and ailments; pharmaceutical preparations and 
substances for the prevention and treatment of dermatological disorders and diseases and dermatitis; dermatological and 
skin care pharmaceutical preparations and substances; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of 
ophthalmological, ocular and eye diseases and disorders; medicinal preparation containing sodium propyl-methyl-
carbinyl allyl barbiturate and for use as a hypnotic; vitamin and mineral supplements; antibiotics; medicated facial wash, 
skin care creams and lotions; medicated skin care preparations; food supplements, vitamin and mineral supplements and 
herbal supplements in tablet, capsule, liquid or powder form; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment, prevention 
and/or alleviation of disorders of the gastrointestinal tract; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of chorea; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hyperkinetic movement disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the 
treatment of neurological disorders and movement disorders; pharmaceutical preparations, namely, pharmaceutical 
preparations and substances for the treatment of skin disorders, diseases, conditions and ailments; pharmaceutical 
preparations and substances for the treatment of eye disorders, diseases, conditions and ailments; pharmaceutical 
preparations and products for ophthalmological use; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, 
treatment and alleviation of pain; anti-depressants; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, 
treatment and alleviation of anxiety, depression, depressive disorders and mental illness; tranquilizers and sedatives; 
pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment and alleviation of disorders, diseases, 
conditions and ailments of the cardiovascular system; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of 
viral, metabolic, endocrine, musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, cardiopulmonary, hepatological, ophthalmic, respiratory, 
neurological, gastrointestinal, hormonal, dermatological, psychiatric and immune system related diseases and disorders; 
pharmaceutical preparations for treating allergic rhinitis and asthma; pharmaceutical preparations, namely, 
immunomodulators; anticholinesterase preparation for the prevention, treatment and alleviation of neurological 
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disorders; vaginally administered metronidazole gel for use in the treatment of vaginal disorders; intravenous 
preparations for the treatment of hyperammonemia of all origins; skin patch for delivering nitroglycerin to a medical 
patient; anticonvulsants; pharmaceutical preparations for treating inflammatory disorders such as psoriasis; 
pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment and alleviation of stress; pharmaceutical 
preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment and alleviation of diabetes; pharmaceutical preparations and 
substances for controlling insulin levels; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment and 
alleviation of hypertension; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment and alleviation of 
angina; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the cessation of smoking; pharmaceutical preparations and 
substances for the prevention and treatment of sexually transmitted diseases; pharmaceutical preparations and 
substances for the prevention and treatment of herpes; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, 
treatment and alleviation of sleep disorders; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment 
and alleviation of acute myocardial infarctions; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment 
and alleviation of symptomatic congestive heart failure; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, 
treatment and alleviation of asymptomatic left ventricular dysfunction; pharmaceutical preparations and substances, 
namely, fibrinolytic or thrombolytic agents; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment 
and alleviation of pain and inflammation, namely, anti-inflammatories and pain relief medication; pharmaceutical 
preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment and alleviation of migraines; pharmaceutical preparations and 
substances for the treatment of fungal infections, onychomycosis, tinea infections, and similar diseases of the skin and 
nails; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for use in dermalological conditions; topical anti-itch preparations for 
use on humans for the treatment of skin disorders and skin rashes; medicated skin care products, namely, medicated 
skin lotion; medicated body lotion; nutritionally fortified soft chews for use as nutritional supplements, probiotic 
compositions for use as nutritional supplements, multivitamin preparations, food supplements, nutritional supplements, 
vitamins, natural herbal supplements, mineral supplements, protein supplements, all of the foregoing goods being 
medicated and containing natural ingredients; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of epilepsy, 
seizures and neurological and psychological diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical products, namely, viscoelastic 
solutions for intraocular use; medicines and medicinal preparations for human purposes, namely, to support treatment of 
hemorrhoids, chronic venous insufficiency and lymphedema; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; pharmaceutical 
preparations to support treatment of hemorrhoids, chronic venous insufficiency and lymphedema; homeopathic 
pharmaceutics for use in support treatment of hemorrhoids, chronic venous insufficiency and lymphedema and vitamin 
preparations, all in the form of tablets or powder or soft gelatin capsules or hard gelatin capsules; homeopathic 
preparations, namely, homeopathic preparations containing herbs for medical purposes; therapeutic medicinal teas; 
dietetic food preparations adapted for medical purposes; food supplements for medical purposes, namely, food 
supplements for enhancing the immune system's resistance and improving bodily health; pharmaceutical preparations, 
namely, a topical cream for the treatment of pre-cancerous skin lesions; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for 
the prevention and treatment of disorders, diseases, conditions and ailments of the cardio-vascular system; 
pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention and treatment of hypertension; pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of nausea, emesis; acetaminophen sold as an analgesic for the relief of pain; medicated 
skin care preparations for use in treating scars and damaged skin; topical gel for medical and therapeutic use in the 
treatment of scars and damaged skin; antiviral pharmaceutical compounds; antiobesity agent in the nature of a 
pharmaceutical preparation; dermotherapeutic preparation for use in the treatment of obesity; pharmaceutical products, 
namely, lipid and triglyceride reducing agents for use in the treatment of cardiovascular and heart disease; diuretic 
preparations; medicated topical anti-itch preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of oral mucositis 
and xerostomia; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of eye disorders, diseases, conditions 
and ailments; pharmaceutical preparations and products for ophthalmological use; pharmaceutical preparations and 
substances for the prevention, treatment and alleviation of pain; anti-depressants; pharmaceutical preparations and 
substances for the prevention, treatment and alleviation of disorders, diseases, conditions and ailments of the 
cardiovascular system; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment and alleviation of 
Parkinson's disease; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment and alleviation of 
Huntington's disease; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment and alleviation of 
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment and alleviation 
of Alzheimer's disease; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment and alleviation of 
Tourette syndrome; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment and alleviation of epilepsy; 
pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment and alleviation of multiple sclerosis; 
pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment and alleviation of cardio-pulmonary disorders, 
diseases, conditions, and ailments; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment and 
alleviation of disorders, diseases, conditions, and ailments of the circulatory system; pharmaceutical preparations and 
substances for the prevention, treatment and alleviation of hypertension, high blood pressure, heart failure and 
ventricular dysfunction; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment and alleviation of viral 
and infectious diseases; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment and alleviation of 
central nervous system disorders, diseases, conditions and ailments, namely, central nervous system movement 
disorders, ocular motility disorders, spinal cord diseases, encephalitis, cerebral palsy, insomnia, mood disorders, bipolar 
disorder, seizure disorders; pharmaceutical preparations and substances, namely, fibrinolytic or thrombolytic agents; 
pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment and alleviation of disorders, diseases, 
conditions and ailments of the respiratory system; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, 
treatment and alleviation of disorders, diseases, conditions and ailments of the endocrine system; pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of immunologic diseases, namely, auto immune motility' diseases, immunologic deficiency 
syndromes, auto immune diseases, acquired immune deficiency syndrome (aids), hypersensitivity, allergies, tumors of 
the immunological organs; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment and alleviation of 
disorders, diseases, conditions and ailments of the musculoskeletal system, namely, bone diseases and bone 
degenerative conditions; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention, treatment and alleviation of 
migraines; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for use in oncology; pharmaceutical preparations and 
substances for the treatment of polycystic ovary syndrome; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the 
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treatment of infertility; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of diabetes; pharmaceutical 
preparations and substances for the treatment of heart disease; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the 
treatment of pain; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of cardiovascular disease; 
pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of depression and social anxiety; pharmaceutical 
preparations and substances for the treatment of insomnia; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the 
treatment of sleep disorders; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of migraine and neurological 
disorders; veterinary products, namely, veterinary preparations for dogs, cats and horses for use during ophthalmic 
surgery and recovery therefrom; eye drops for veterinary use; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer, 
neurological and dermatological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of myasthenia gravis, 
depression, mood/anxiety conditions, solar keratoses and cancer; antidepressants; tranquilizers; nasal spray 
preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of neuromuscular conditions; pharmaceutical preparations, 
namely, retinoids, for the treatment of skin related diseases, cancer and precancerous conditions, and disorders related 
to the modulation of apoptosis; vitamin supplement distributed by prescription only; pharmaceutical preparations, 
namely, an oral glucose gel for the treatment of low blood sugar; pharmaceutical preparation for the treatment of 
headaches; pharmaceutical preparations namely, diazepam rectal gel; methyltestosterone for use in the treatment of 
hormone deficiencies; medicated skin lotion for the relief of itch caused by insect bites, eczema, sunburn and poison ivy; 
dressings for wounds; preparations and substances for the relief of anorectal discomfort, inflammation, and irritation; 
hemorrhoidal suppositories; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome; drugs to treat 
opioid-induced constipation; psychotropic preparations; cough medicine in the nature of a saline solution, namely, a 
spray for nasal dryness due to allergies, cold and flu; medicated eye wash; eye drops containing antihistamines and 
decongestants; pharmaceutical preparations, namely, an ophthalmic preparation for use in eye examinations; 
pharmaceuticals preparation that operates physiologically to control skin pigmentation; pharmaceutical preparations for 
wounds; pharmaceutical steroid preparations for topical use; pharmaceutical preparations, namely, antiemetics; 
preparations for use in cleaning contact lenses and kits containing said preparations; medical devices, namely, 
impregnated cellulosic fiber strips for use in ophthalmic diagnosis.

Cl.9;Contact lenses; software for use in ophthalmic medical and surgical procedures in the field of swept source optical 
coherence tomography; software used in ophthalmological and optometric instruments, namely, corneal topographer, 
aberrometer and lasers, all sold as a unit and used for the diagnosis of eye conditions and vision correction; carrying 
cases and containers for contact lenses; eyeglass chains; eyeglass cords; contact lens cases; plastic blanks, namely, 
optical lens blanks made of plastic for contact lenses; computer network consisting of a network server and network 
operating software allowing for the calculation, transfer and storage of data between components of ophthalmic, eye and 
vision correction systems and the customer support service provider, algorithm software for measuring and tuning the 
amount of radio frequency energy delivered to a patient treatment area for cosmetic skin procedures.

Cl.10;Cosmetic apparatus, namely, light-based devices providing mainly pulsed light for performing non-ablative 
aesthetic skin treatment procedures; surgical and medical apparatus and instruments for use in ophthalmic medical and 
surgical procedures, namely, curved patient interface and suction clip; surgical, medical, and veterinary apparatus and 
instruments, namely, medical device intended to be used as intraocular lens in order to replace the natural crystalline lens 
of the eye during cataract surgery; artificial limbs, and teeth; surgical instruments, namely, endoscopes; disposable 
surgical instruments, other than for the dental sector; veterinary implants consisting primarily of artificial materials; 
artificial corneal lenses for veterinary use; veterinary lens extractors; veterinary instruments, namely, slit lamps, 
ophthalmoscopes, tonometers, veterinary ultrasound apparatus, micro-surgical instruments, tension ring injectors, and 
surgical sewing material, namely, needles and sutures; surgical instruments, namely, an ultrasonic surgical system 
consisting of an ultrasonic surgical instrument to separate, fragment, and coagulate tissue, surgical irrigators and 
aspirators for medical use and related equipment, namely, a precision fluid delivery system comprised of a pump, 
controller and surgical tubing, fluid canisters, ultrasonic medical hand pieces, probes and cannulas sold, leased or 
licensed separately or as a unit; medical devices, namely, finger-attached ultrasonic probes for diagnostic medical 
imaging; kit containing one or more surgical instruments, namely, cannulae or ultrasonic probes, and a sterilization tray 
that holds the instruments; respiratory apparatus for medical use; drug delivery device sold empty; intraocular lenses; 
phacoemulsification apparatus and instruments for use in ophthalmic surgical procedures; ophthalmic medical and 
surgical apparatus, equipment and instruments, namely, intraocular lenses, haptics for mounting intraocular lenses, and 
parts, components and fittings for the aforementioned goods; ophthalmic medical and surgical apparatus, equipment and 
instruments, namely, intraocular lenses, folding intraocular lenses, and parts, components and fittings for the 
aforementioned goods; lasers for medical use; lasers for ophthalmic medical and surgical procedures; ophthalmic 
surgical device used to inject intraocular lenses, and intraocular lenses; single-use ocular syringe preloaded with a 
capsular tension ring for use in cataract surgery; surgical instrument, namely, a vitreous cutter; ophthalmic surgical 
instruments and devices used in performing ophthalmic surgical procedures, and component parts thereof; ophthalmic 
medical devices, namely, intraocular lenses; medical device, namely, prosthetic intraocular implant; surgical blades for 
use in ophthalmic surgery; lasers for the medical and cosmetic treatment of the face and skin; medical devices for non-
surgical cosmetic skin treatments; medical devices for contracting skin, body sculpting, and soft tissue reconstruction in 
a non-invasive manner; medical devices, namely, medical instruments for the non-invasive removal of human body fat 
utilizing an external energy source; surgical fat-collection canister kit consisting of a canister and a canister base 
assembly, a canister lid assembly, one or more ports, and one or more syringe caps; surgical instruments for 
fragmentation, cutting, coagulation, aspiration and irrigation; medical aesthetic devices that administer a combination of 
pneumatic energy and broadband light or pneumatic energy or broadband light alone for skin treatment and hair removal; 
medical devices, namely, lasers, radio frequency, ultrasound and thermal devices for use in connection with non-surgical 
cosmetic skin treatment systems; medical devices, namely, phototherapeutic apparatus for medical purposes, namely, 
devices for use in the treatment of dermatological conditions including acne; microsurgical instruments used in 
ophthalmic procedures to remove cataracts; medical and surgical instruments and apparatus, namely, a vacuum and fluid 
control system consisting of pumps, tubing, sensors, valves, needles, sleeves, fluid collection containers, and recipient 
connections; secure tubing connection device used with and in ophthalmic, ocular, cataract and eye-related surgical 
procedures; surgical instruments, namely, surgical needles for ophthalmic surgery; surgical, medical apparatus and 
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instruments used in performing ophthalmic, ocular and eye-related surgery, namely, knives and cutters, all of the 
preceding to exclude non-ophthalmic surgical, medical apparatus and instruments; medical devices, namely, single-use 
injector and capsular tension ring; keratome blades, namely, knives, namely, medical and surgical knives for cutting 
human or animal tissue and organs; ophthalmic and optometric instruments for making both measurements of surfaces 
of the eye and for performing diagnosis of the eye.

Cl.16;Publications and printed matter in the field of health issues; printed matter, namely, pamphlets and bulletins, 
photographs, periodicals, newsletters, and brochures describing contact lens care and contact lens care products all in 
the fields of vision care.

Cl.41;Providing on-line publications in the nature of newsletters, pamphlets and bulletins in the field of health issues; 
providing training in the fields of eye care, health of the eye and ophthalmics, for the purposes of educating and assisting 
eye care professionals, and distribution of course materials in connection therewith; educational services, namely, 
providing classes, seminars, and workshops in the field of medical procedures, namely, ultrasonic assisted lipoplasty and 
body sculpting, and distribution of course materials in connection therewith; educational services, namely, providing 
training for the purposes of educating and assisting eye care professionals in the fields of eye care, health of the eye and 
ophthalmics, distribution of course materials and training materials in connection therewith, namely, newsletters, articles, 
informational brochures and web-based tools.

Cl.42;Development services, namely, scientific research and development for others in the field of pharmaceuticals 
except clinical research services; custom design of ophthalmic surgical instruments; providing scientific research and 
scientific information in the field of scientific industry research for the purposes of informing eye care professionals in 
the fields of eye care, health of the eye and ophthalmics.

Cl.44;Cosmetic treatment services, namely, the non-invasive removal of human body fat utilizing an external energy 
source; cosmetic treatment services, namely, skin care, body care and face care services; providing medical information 
in the field of pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of skin disorders, diseases, and conditions 
and ailments, and providing medical information related to chronic pain due to irritable bowel syndrome with diarrhea, 
opioid-induced constipation, and ulcerative colitis, via a website; medical and surgical services, namely, ophthalmic, 
ocular and eye care medical and surgical services; providing information and advice in the field of health issues via a 
website; providing information in the field of medical services relating to procedures in the nature of body contouring via 
a website; providing medical information and medical services in the field of eye care, health of the eye and ophthalmics; 
providing information in the field of ophthalmology via an internet website portal for use by healthcare professionals; 
dermatology services; skin massage therapy; medical spa services, namely, non-invasive cosmetic medical services; 
liposuction and surgical body shaping services; medical services for the treatment of skin disorders; skin health 
restoration medical procedures; medical spa services, namely, cosmetic therapies; cosmetic body care services in the 
nature of non-surgical body contouring, medical services, namely, skin subcutaneous tissue treatment services; aesthetic 
and therapeutic skin and body treatment services; providing dermatological treatment services using lasers and radio 
frequency devices; providing health information; medical services, namely, orthokeratology procedures; cosmetic and 
plastic surgery and dermatological treatment services; medical services in the nature of performing ultrasonic surgical 
procedures; medical procedures, namely, ultrasonic body shaping treatments.
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4274173    11/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483805]
PACTware Consortium e.V.
Panoramastr. 16 Pfinztal Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs for process plants and for process automation recorded on data carriers of all kinds, computer 
programs for information exchange in process plants recorded on data carriers of all kinds, and relating to process 
automation and for the transmission of information from process plants and process automation within electronic 
networks, including interactive communication networks, such as the Internet.

Cl.16;Computer program manuals, operating and user instructions and manuals in printed form for process plants and 
for process automation, computer program manuals, operating and user instructions and manuals in printed form for field 
devices for process automation and for process plants.

Cl.42;Computer programming and further development of computer programs for process plants and for process 
automation, computer programming and further development of customer-specific computer programs and special 
computer programs for process plants as well as for process automation configuration of plants, devices and control 
systems for process plants as well as for process automation.
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4274175    13/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483806]
Victorinox Retail Köln GmbH
Wallrafplatz 2 50667 KÖLN Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Perfumery, soaps, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions.

Cl.8;Hand tools (hand-operated) and implements, including pliers, saws, screwdrivers, awls, fish scalers, fishing line 
cutters, can openers, tongs, files (tools) and nail files, multipurpose shears, household scissors, sewing scissors und nail 
scissors; pocket knives and folding knives; cutlery, forks and spoons; knife sheaths; leather sheaths for knives and 
pocket knives.

Cl.9;Surveying, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision) and life-saving apparatus and 
instruments; measuring rules, magnifying glasses, sunglasses, automatic altitude indicators and distance measuring 
apparatus, barometers; light-emitting diodes (LED); apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or 
images, including MP3 and compact disc players; telephone apparatus, including mobile telephone apparatus; magnetic 
data carriers; sound recording discs, portale computer memory devices, universal serial bus (USB) hardware, USB flash 
drives, memory sticks; CDs (compact discs), DVDs and other digital recording media; sleeves for laptops, bags for 
laptops.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments.
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Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather; carrying cases, business cases, trunks and travelling bags; beach bags, bags for 
campers, shopping bags, handbags, travelling bags, school bags; rucksacks; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks.

Cl.25;Clothing, including clothing for sports; footwear, including boots for sports; headgear for wear, including hats 
and caps.
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Priority claimed from 12/12/2018; Application No. : UK00003360161 ;United Kingdom 

4274176    07/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483809]
Queen Productions Limited
4 Gees Court, St Christopher's Place London W1U 1JD GB

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; audio recordings; audio visual 
recordings; digital recordings; multi-media recordings; music recordings; optical disc recordings; sound recordings; 
video recordings; downloadable digital music; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; data storage devices; memory 
sticks; USB sticks; pre-recorded cassettes, CDs, discs, DVDs, films, MP3s, records and videos; vinyl records; 
cinematographic film; film strips; downloadable publications; electronic publications; downloadable electronic 
publications; downloadable films; films and programmes pre-recorded and downloadable television programmes; 
animated cartoons; downloadable electronic games; downloadable podcasts; downloadable e-books; audio books; digital 
books; downloadable ring tones; downloadable screensavers and wallpaper; electronic greeting cards being 
downloadable from a database or from the Internet; audio, visual and photographic devices; recording apparatus; 
computer software; downloadable computer software applications; application software for mobile telephones and mobile 
devices; games software; computer software and firmware for gaming machines, slot machines, bingo machines or 
lottery terminals; lottery terminals; sunglasses; spectacles; cases and straps for sunglasses and spectacles; eyeglass 
lanyards; opera glasses; containers for contact lenses; accessories for mobile telephones and mobile devices; fascias, 
holders, covers, chains and lanyards for mobile telephones and mobile devices; fridge magnets; headphones; ear 
phones; ear buds; mouse mats; computer accessories; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; works of art and figurines made of paper and cardboard; art prints; graphic art prints; fine 
art prints; silk screen prints; printed matter; printed publications; booklets; pamphlets; programmes; sheet music; 
musical score books; musical greeting cards; gift token cards; greeting cards; record sleeves; books; comics; 
magazines; newspapers; newsletters; periodicals; postcards; pictures; posters; photographs; stationery; adhesives for 
paper and stationery or for household purposes; artists materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites; rulers, 
erasers, pens, pencils, crayons, paints, pen and pencil stands, holders or cases; calendars; journals; diaries; annuals 
(printed publications); notebooks; collectors' albums; book marks; trivia cards; trading cards; collectable cards; 
instructional and teaching materials (except apparatus); packaging materials; gift wrapping paper; plastic bags and paper 
bags; stickers, transfers and decalcomanias; adhesive transfers; labels of paper or cardboard; paper party invitations, 
bags, ornaments, and paper decorations; paper napkins; paper tablecloths and table covers; parts and fittings for the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; t-shirts; coats; jackets; anoraks; trousers; sweaters; jerseys; dresses; pyjamas; 
suits; sweat shirts; hooded tops; caps; hats; bandanas; headbands; undergarments; underwear; socks; braces for 
clothing; belts; scarves and neckwear; gloves; swimwear; beachwear; sportswear; loungewear; sleepwear; bathrobes; 
slippers; fancy dress costumes.

Cl.41;Entertainment; cultural activities; live entertainment; musical entertainment and performance services; live 
musical performances; arrangement of and presentation of live musical performances; production and performance of 
musical shows and concerts; concerts, musical and video performances; concert services; provision of live music; music 
festival services; live stage shows; theatre productions; production, presentation, distribution, rental and leasing of radio 
and television programmes and of sound and/or video recordings; production of music, films, videos and television 
programmes; production of audio, video and cinematographic recordings; film production; production of radio and 
television programmes; entertainment services relating to radio and television programmes; production of shows; 
production of films; television, radio, and cinema entertainment services; shows, theatrical stage and musical 
entertainment and production thereof; entertainment services featuring electronic media, music, audio, audio-visual and 
multimedia content, pictures, images, text, photos, user-generated content and related information via the internet and 
other communications networks; organisation, production and presentation of competitions, contests, games, quizzes; 
arranging and conducting of exhibitions for entertainment, cultural and amusement purposes; exhibitions relating to rock 
music; publication of books and publication of texts; providing online electronic publications (not downloadable); music 
publishing services; screenplay writing; writing services for blogs; audio and video editing services; cinematic adaptation 
and editing; production of music; production and rental of video games; publication of material which can be accessed 
from databases or from the internet, including podcasts; entertainment in the nature of musical performances, audio-
visual materials, musical videos, audio visual clips, films, photographs, and other multimedia materials via a website; 
production of entertainment material for viewing on mobile devices; providing information to download audio and video 
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from the internet relating to education or entertainment services; film distribution; audio, film, video and television 
recording services; recording studio services; sound recording and video entertainment services; photography services; 
ticket reservation and booking services for entertainment and cultural activities; education; information, advisory and 
consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services, all of the aforesaid services also provided online via a database or 
the internet.
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Priority claimed from 02/10/2018; Application No. : 017963857 ;European Union 

4274180    22/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483826]
Tesat-Spacecom
Gerberstraße 49 71522 Backnang Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electrical, electronic, optical, measuring, signaling, control apparatus and instruments (included in this class); 
apparatus for recording, transmission, processing and reproduction of sound, images or data; machine-readable data 
recording media; electronic or optical apparatus included in this class; data processing equipment and computers; 
microwave switches, DC converters, laser transmitting and receiving equipment, electronic amplifiers; satellite 
transmission receiving device and for analog and digital signals, included in this class; communication systems and 
systems for receiving and reproduction of terrestrial signals and satellite signals, consisting of electrical and electronic 
apparatus and instruments for communication, included in this class; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of images, sound and data; data carriers for computer programs, sounds and/or images; data processing 
equipment and computers and their peripherals, namely, storage drives, scanners, monitors and consists of computers 
and computer systems; keyboards and printers; computer programs that provide real-time, multimedia, multi-user 
communication over computer networks; magnetic data carriers; microwave power modules [MPM]; power amplifier, in 
particular solid-state power amplifiers; channel amplifier; traveling wave tube amplifier [TWTA]; multiplexer; diplexer; 
circulators in the nature of electronic components; coupler; filter; modulators; transmitter; TTC transponder; hardware for 
data processing; computer; computer software; laser communication terminals; radar amplifiers; transmit receive 
modules for radar antennas; electronic equipment for thruster controls; optical data carriers; electronic data carriers; 
compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; compact discs (audio-video); magnetic data media; optical data 
media; telecommunications transmission satellites; earth observation systems comprising space stations that are 
equipped with optical and signal equipment and instruments.

Cl.12;Aircraft; spacecraft; transport equipment adapted to the transport of satellites; launch rockets; carrier rockets; 
space craft for in-orbit operations.

Cl.16;Printed matter, publications, books, journals (periodicals), magazines, newspapers, circulars, newsletters, 
brochures, booklets, leaflets; photographs; instructional and teaching materials [except apparatus].

Cl.38;Telecommunications; operation and rental of equipment for telecommunication, especially for radio and 
television; collecting and delivering messages; providing mailboxes; communications (image, voice and data) especially 
by computer; providing telecommunication services for collection, delivery and distribution of messages (included in this 
class); rental of telecommunication equipment; providing access to platforms and portals on the internet; provision of on-
line forums; database services, namely leasing access time to databases; providing information relating to 
telecommunication via satellite.

Cl.42;Design and programming of software programs for data processing; providing information relating to industrial 
analysis and research services; rental of data processing equipment and computers; design and planning of facilities for 
telecommunications; scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto services; industrial 
analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software; services of engineers 
concerned with evaluations, estimates, research and reports in the field of science and technology.
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4274588    04/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483844]
Shanghai Skynet Brand Management Corp., Ltd.
F. Room 2503, No. 161 Songhu Road, Yangpu District Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Shampoos; cleanser essence (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations); cleaning preparations; make-up; essential oils; dentifrices; mouthwashes, not for medical 
purposes; cosmetics for animals; air fragrancing preparations.

Cl.5;Vitamin preparations; dietary fiber; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; disinfecting paper tissue (term 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); disinfectants; contact lens 
cleaning preparations; food for babies; depuratives; nutritional supplements; babies' diaper-pants; antibacterial hand 
lotion.

Cl.7;Dishwashers; kitchen machines, electric; fruit presses, electric, for household purposes; domestic soybean milk 
machine; food processors, electric; washing machines [laundry]; robots [machines]; hand-held tools, other than hand-
operated; machines and apparatus for cleaning, electric; dust exhausting installations for cleaning purposes.

Cl.8;Blade sharpening instruments; garden tools, hand-operated; beard clippers; manicure sets; razors, electric or non-
electric; nail clippers, electric or non-electric; depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; eyelash curlers; flat irons; 
cutlery.

Cl.11;Lamps; lights for vehicles; cooking apparatus and installations; refrigerators; air purifying apparatus and 
machines; heating apparatus; electric hair dryers; water-pipes for sanitary installations; disinfectant apparatus; sanitary 
apparatus and installations.

Cl.12;Automobiles; bicycles; electric vehicles; hand cars; strollers; covers for vehicle steering wheels; hot air balloons; 
safety seats for children, for vehicles; upholstery for vehicles; anti-theft devices for vehicles.

Cl.16;Handkerchiefs of paper; printed matter; books; picture poster; school supplies [stationery]; writing instruments; 
adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; drawing instruments; modelling materials; stationery.

Cl.18;School bags; fur-skins; pocket wallets; handbags; travelling bags; trunks [luggage]; bags; leather bed mat for 
summer (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); 
mountaineering sticks; umbrellas.

Cl.20;Bassinets; furniture; mirrors [looking glasses]; woven articles of bamboo (not including hats, mattings, 
mattresses); inflatable publicity objects; decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; kennels for household pets; cushions; 
pillows.

Cl.21;Cups; coffee services [tableware]; glassware for everyday use, including cups, plates, kettles, and jars; thermally 
insulated containers for food; toothbrushes; kitchen utensils; cosmetic utensils; ceramics for household purposes; 
tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; containers for household or kitchen use.

Cl.24;Textile material; wall hangings of textile; bed linen; towels of textile; coverlets [bedspreads]; bed clothes; quilts; 
bed blankets; bath towel; loose covers for furniture; sleeping bags for camping.
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Cl.25;Clothing; clothing for children; bathing suits; underwear; footwear; headgear for wear; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; 
scarves; leather belt (for clothing).

Cl.27;Carpets; floor mat; mats; pillow mat (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations); bath mats; floor coverings; gymnastic mats; wallpaper; decorative wall hangings, not of textile; 
textile wallpaper.

Cl.28;Games; apparatus for games; fairground ride apparatus; toys; toy models; board games; balls for games; 
machines for physical exercises; ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery; in-line 
roller skates.
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Priority claimed from 18/12/2018; Application No. : 88234242 ;United States of America 

4274594    21/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1483847]
The Sheraton LLC
One StarPoint Stamford CT 06902 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Furniture, namely, beds, mattresses, cribs, bassinets and infant cradles, pillows, throw pillows, bolster pillows, 
fitted fabric furniture covers, picture frames, mirrors.

Cl.24;Bath linens, bed blankets, bed linens, bed sheets, bed spreads, pillow cases, duvet covers, curtains, duvets, 
comforters, coverlets, household linens, pillow shams, towels, shams, bed skirts, dust ruffles.

Cl.25;Apparel; footwear; headwear; bathrobes, slippers, shirts, t-shirts, shorts, sweaters, sweatshirts, pullovers, 
jackets, socks, gloves, hats, caps.

Cl.39;Transport of passengers and of goods; packaging and storage of goods; ground transportation services, namely, 
bicycle rental, car rental, and ground transportation of passengers by car, limousine, van or bus; cruise services; cruise 
ship services; travel agency services, namely, arranging, making reservations for and taking bookings for transportation 
of passengers and goods, cruises and cruise ship services, excursions, tours, holidays and travel (terms too vague in the 
opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); organizing and operating excursions, 
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tours, holidays and cruises (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); travel guide and travel information services; arranging, organizing, scheduling and designing vacations; 
providing information and advice relating to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.45;Planning and arranging of wedding ceremonies; security services for the protection of property and individuals; 
personal and social services rendered to meet the needs of individuals; personalized and customized services in relation 
with social events (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); hotel concierge services; concierge information services; concierge services for others by making 
requested personal arrangements; social escorting; clothing rental services; housekeeping services (terms too vague in 
the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); caretaker services for property and 
or individuals (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); 
house sitting, babysitting services; providing information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid 
services.
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Priority claimed from 17/08/2018; Application No. : 2018-104481 ;Japan 

4274597    15/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483860]
Daiso Industries Co., Ltd.
1-4-14 Yoshiyuki Higashi, Saijo, Higashihiroshima-city Hiroshima 739-8501 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals; glue and adhesives for industrial purposes; plant growth regulating preparations; chemical 
compositions for developing photographs; fertilizers; potting stones for horticultural use; priming putty.

Cl.2;Pine gum; natural resins, raw; anti-rust preparations; Canada balsam; copal; sandarac; shellac; dammar; 
mordants; anti-corrosive preparations; mastic; paints; printing ink; nonferrous metals in foil or powder form for painters, 
decorators, printers and artists; precious metals in foil or powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists; 
colors for painting pictures.

Cl.3;De-greasing preparations for household purposes; stain removing benzine; laundry bleach; adhesives for affixing 
false eyelashes; deodorants for animals; paint stripping preparations; shoe cream; shoe black [shoe polish]; polishing 
preparations; soaps and detergents; dentifrices; cosmetics; bath preparations, not for medical purposes; perfume and 
flavour materials; aromatics [essential oils]; incense; perfuming sachets; abrasive cloth; abrasive sand; artificial pumice 
stone; antistatic preparations for household purposes; rust removing preparations; fabric softeners for laundry use; 
adhesives for affixing false hair; laundry starch; seaweed gelatine for laundry use [funori]; breath freshening 
preparations; potpourris [fragrances]; air fragrancing preparations; abrasive paper [sandpaper]; polishing paper; false 
nails; false eyelashes.

Cl.4;Solid lubricants; leather preserving oil and grease; grease for shoes and boots; fuels; waxes [raw material]; 
candles.

Cl.5;Bath preparations for medical purposes; household deodorizer; mosquito-repellent incenses; pharmaceutical 
preparations and other preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides; reagent paper for medical purposes; 
empty capsules for pharmaceuticals; ear bandages; menstruation bandages; cotton swabs for medical use; oiled paper 
for medical purposes; wrapping wafers for medicine doses; gauze for dressings; eyepatches for medical purposes; 
menstruation tampons; sanitary napkins; sanitary panties; absorbent cotton; adhesive plasters; bandages for dressings; 
liquid bandages; breast-nursing pads; adhesive tapes for medical purposes; diapers; diaper covers; fly catching paper; 
dietary supplements for humans; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietetic food adapted for medical 
purposes; beverages for babies; food for babies; dietary supplements for animals.

Cl.6;Nonferrous metals and their alloys; soldering wire of metal; metal materials for building or construction; fences of 
metal; valves of metal, not machine elements; metal junctions for pipes; metal flanges; metal hardware; wire ropes; wire 
nets and gauzes; industrial packaging containers of metal; metal nameplates and door nameplates; stakes of metal for 
plants or trees; hat-hanging hooks of metal; tool boxes of metal, empty; towel dispensers of metal; metal joinery fittings; 
safes; upright signboards of metal; carabiners; rock pitons; crampons [climbing irons]; sculptures of metal.

Cl.7;Power-driven hand-held tools and their parts and fittings; cutting tools for machinery and their parts and fittings; 
lumbering, woodworking, or veneer or plywood making machines and apparatus and their parts and fittings; painting 
machines and apparatus and their parts and fittings; pneumatic or hydraulic machines and instruments and their parts 
and fittings; air compressors; valves [parts of machines]; vacuum cleaners for household purposes; electric food 
blenders for household purposes; dynamo brushes and their parts and fittings.

Cl.8;Tweezers; electric razors and electric hair clippers; cutting tools [hand-held ones only]; bladed or pointed hand 
tools and swords; hand tools, hand operated, other than bladed or pointed hand tools; egg slicers, non-electric; non-
electric planes for flaking dried bonito blocks [Katsuo-bushi planes]; can openers, non-electric; spoons; cheese slicers, 
non-electric; pizza cutters, non-electric; forks [cutlery]; dressmakers' chalk sharpeners; fire tongs; fire pans for carrying 
live charcoal [Juno]; fireplace bellows [hand-tools]; shaving cases; pedicure sets; eyelash curlers; manicure sets; ice 
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axes; diving knives; diving knife holders; palette knives.

Cl.9;Electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with automatic performance programs for electronic musical 
instruments; metronomes; downloadable music files; phonograph records; ear plugs for divers; ear plugs for swimmers; 
life saving apparatus and equipment; gas alarms; personal alarms; fire alarms; anti-theft warning apparatus; protective 
helmets; anti-glare visors; anti-dazzle shades; laboratory apparatus and instruments; cinematographic machines and 
apparatus; photographic machines and apparatus; optical machines and apparatus; measuring or testing machines and 
instruments; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; rotary converters; phase modifiers; batteries and 
cells; electric or magnetic meters and testers; electric wires and cables; telecommunication machines and apparatus; 
electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; dust masks; gas masks; welding masks; fireproof garments; disaster 
prevention hoods; gloves for protection against accidents; spectacles [eyeglasses and goggles]; parts and accessories 
for spectacles; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; 
game programs for home video game machines; sports whistles; protective helmets for sports; downloadable image files; 
recorded video discs and video tapes; electronic publications; slide film mounts; exposed cinematographic films; 
exposed slide films.

Cl.10;Pacifiers for babies; supportive bandages; surgical catguts; feeding cups for medical purposes; contraceptives, 
non-chemical; ear plugs for sleeping; ear plugs for soundproofing; finger guards for medical purposes; ice bag pillows 
for medical purposes; triangular bandages; dropping pipettes for medical purposes; teats; medical ice bags; medical ice 
bag holders; baby bottles; nursing bottles; electric massage apparatus for household purposes; gloves for medical 
purposes; urinals for medical purposes; bed pans; ear picks; sanitary masks.

Cl.11;Showers; bath fittings; warming pans, non-electric; pocket warmers, non-electric; hot water bottles for warming 
one's feet in bed; non-electric cooking heaters for household purposes; washers for water taps; household tap-water 
filters, non-electric; household electrothermic appliances; electric lamps and other lighting apparatus; tap water faucets; 
level controlling valves for tanks; pipe line cocks; filters for air conditioner; air-conditioning apparatus and their fittings; 
kitchen worktops with integrated sinks for household purposes; standing paper lanterns [Andon]; portable paper lanterns 
[Chochin]; ice chests for household purposes; kitchen sinks for household purposes; filters for air purifier; gas lamps; 
heating or cooling packs filled with chemical substances ready to react when required.

Cl.12;Rickshaws; trolleys; horse drawn carriages; anti-theft alarms for vehicles; wheelchairs and their parts and 
fittings; automobiles and their parts and fittings; two-wheeled motor vehicles, bicycles and their parts and fittings; sleighs 
and sleds [vehicles]; carts; carts [Riyakah]; adhesive rubber patches for repairing tubes or tires; baby carriage [prams] 
and their parts and fittings.

Cl.13;Ammunition for firearms; fireworks in shell form; firearms; gunpowder; explosive powders; pyrotechnic products 
and their peripherals; tanks [weapons].

Cl.14;Semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations; key rings; jewellery cases; trophies [prize cups]; 
commemorative shields; personal ornaments [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; shoe ornaments of precious metal; clocks and 
watches; bonnet pins, not of precious metal.

Cl.15;Tuning apparatus for musical instruments; musical instruments; music stands; conductors' batons; tuning forks.

Cl.16;Pastes and other adhesives for stationery or household purposes; containers of paper, for packaging; paper bags 
and sacks; banners of paper; flags of paper; hygienic hand towels of paper; towels of paper; hand towels of paper; paper 
and cardboard; photographs; sealing wax; decorators' paintbrushes; bags [pouches] of plastics, for packaging; food 
wrapping plastic film for household purposes; garbage bags of paper for household purposes; garbage bags of plastics 
for household purposes; paper patterns; tailors' chalk; table napkins of paper; handkerchiefs of paper; stationery; printed 
matter; paintings and calligraphic works; photograph stands.

Cl.17;Valves of rubber or vulcanized fiber [not including machine elements]; junctions for pipes, not of metal; electrical 
insulating materials; gaskets; joint packings; washers of rubber or vulcanized fiber; rubber thread and covered rubber 
yarn, not for textile use; chemical fiber yarn and thread, not for textile use; insulating gloves; rubber cords and laces; 
rubber stoppers; rubber lids and caps for industrial packaging containers; plastic semi-worked products; rubber [raw or 
semi-worked]; plastic sheeting for agricultural purposes; adhesive tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or 
household purposes.

Cl.18;Vanity cases, not fitted; umbrellas and their parts; parasols [sun umbrellas]; handles for canes and walking 
sticks; handbag frames; purse frames; horseshoes; clothing for domestic pets; bags; pouches; canes; metal parts of 
canes and walking-sticks; leather straps; baggage tags; leather cloth.

Cl.19;Non-metallic minerals for building or construction; ceramic building materials, bricks and refractory products; 
building materials made of linoleum for fixing to existing walls or floors; plastic building materials; synthetic building 
materials; asphalt, and asphalt building or construction materials; rubber building or construction materials; plaster for 
building purposes; lime building or construction materials; building or construction materials of plaster; rockslide 
retention nets of textiles [construction materials]; fences and trellis of wood for domestic gardening; cement and its 
products; building timber; building stone; building glass; water-pipe valves, not of metal or plastics; joinery fittings, not of 
metal; Japanese sliding screens of thin paper [Shoji].

Cl.20;Valves of plastics, not including machine elements; cushions [furniture]; hand-held flat fans; tool boxes, not of 
metal; blinds of reed, rattan or bamboo [Sudare]; oriental single panel standing partition [Tsuitate]; costume display 
stands; rattan [unworked or partly worked material]; step ladders and ladders, not of metal; water tanks for household 
purposes, not of metal or masonry; curtain fittings; metal-substitute plastic fasteners; nails, wedges, nuts, screws, tacks, 
bolts, rivets and casters, not of metal; washers, not of metal, not of rubber or vulcanized fiber; locks, non-electric, not of 
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metal; Japanese floor cushions [Zabuton]; pillows; mattresses; industrial packaging containers of wood, bamboo or 
plastics; embroidery frames and hoops; nameplates and door nameplates, not of metal; hand-held folding fans; stakes, 
not of metal, for plants or trees; beds for household pets; dog kennels; nesting boxes for small birds; hat hooks, not of 
metal; hand-held supermarket shopping baskets, not of metal; hanging boards [Japanese style pegboards using 
positional hooks]; towel dispensers, not of metal; furniture; indoor window blinds [shade] [furniture]; bead curtains for 
decoration; window shades; figurines of wood, bamboo or plastic; wind chimes; oriental folding partition screens 
[Byoubu]; advertising balloons; upright signboards of wood or plastics; artificial model food samples; ritual flower 
stands; pocket mirrors; pocket mirror bags; cradles; infant walkers; mannequins; picture frames; Japanese food 
wrapping sheets of wood as materials [Kyogi]; ferns [unworked or partly worked material]; bamboo [unworked or partly 
worked material]; bamboo skins [unworked or partly worked material]; vines; tree barks; bathroom stools.

Cl.21;Floss for dental purposes; tub brushes; brushes for pipes; ship-scrubbing brushes; gloves for household 
purposes; kitchen utensils and containers, not including gas water heaters for household use, non-electric cooking 
heaters for household purposes, kitchen worktops and kitchen sinks; ironing boards [Kotedai]; bathroom pails; flower 
pots; watering cans; brushes for pets; bird baths; clothes brushes; boxes of metal for dispensing paper towels; flower 
vases; flower bowls; upright signboards of glass or ceramics; perfume burners; shoe brushes; shoe shine cloths; 
industrial packaging bottles of plastics; pill boxes, not of precious metal, for personal use; unworked or semi-worked 
glass, not for building; cosmetic and toilet utensils; metal brushes; brushes for wallpapering; gardening gloves; industrial 
packaging containers of glass or porcelain; cleaning tools and washing utensils; ironing boards; tailors' sprayers; Hera-
dai [fabric marking boards]; stirrers for hot bathtub water [Yukakibo]; candle extinguishers; candlesticks; cinder sifters 
for household purposes; Gotoku [trivets for Japanese charcoal heaters for household purposes]; coal scuttles; Japanese 
charcoal extinguishers [Hikeshi-tsubo]; mouse and rat traps; fly swatters; hydroponic plant pots for home gardening; 
feeding vessels for pets; bird cages; chamber pots; piggy banks; soap dispensers; tanks [indoor aquaria] and their 
fittings; toilet paper holders; figurines of glass or ceramics; shoe horns; shoe shine sponges and cloths; shoe-trees 
[stretchers]; portable cooking kits for outdoor use; polishing cloths; sugar tongs; nutcrackers; flyscreen for use in home 
gardening; covers, not of paper, for flower pots; insect collecting cages.

Cl.22;Cotton batting for Futon; cordage; industrial packaging containers of textile; mountaineering ropes; cotton 
waddings for clothes; hammocks; Futon bags; stuffing cotton materials for handicraft work; vacuum storage bags for 
futon; knitted cords; Sanada-himo [Japanese-style cords]; starched cords; twisted cords; ropes; netting, not of metal; 
elastic bands for binding; wax ends; tents for mountaineering or camping; vacuum storage bags for clothing.

Cl.23;Threads and yarns; threads and yarns for handicraft work.

Cl.24;Woven fabrics; felt and non-woven textile fabrics; oilcloth; gummed waterproof cloth; rubberized cloth; Futon 
quilts; dish towels for drying; shower curtains; curtains; draperies [thick drop curtains]; knitted fabrics; vinyl coated 
cloth; filtering materials of textile; woven textile goods for personal use; mosquito nets; bedsheets; quilt covers for 
Futon; Futon ticks [unstuffed Futon]; pillowcases [pillow slips]; blankets; table napkins of textile; banners and flags, not 
of paper; toilet seat covers of textile; seat covers of textile; wall hangings of textile; table cloths, not of paper; billiard 
cloth [baize]; sleeping bags.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear [other than special footwear for sports]; special footwear for sports; headgear for wear; 
waistbands; clothes for sports; garters; sock suspenders; suspenders [braces]; belts for clothing; masquerade costumes.

Cl.26;Hair curlers, electric and non-electric, other than hand implements; ribbons; pin and needle cushions; ornamental 
adhesive patches for jackets; artificial flowers; shoe laces; metal fasteners for shoes and boots; needles; eyelets for 
clothing; tapes [haberdashery]; knitted raschel lace fabrics; embroidery lace fabrics; braids; knitting sticks; sewing 
boxes; dressmakers' impressing blades; sewing thimbles; boxes for needles; needle-threaders; armband for holding 
sleeves; insignias for wear, not of precious metal; buckles for clothing [clothing buckles]; badges for wear, not of 
precious metal; brooches for clothing; special sash clips for obi [Obi-dome]; hair ornaments; brassards; buttons; false 
beards; false moustaches; hair curlers, non-electric; shoe ornaments, not of precious metal; shoe eyelets.

Cl.27;Tatami mats; gymnastic mats; wallpaper; bath mats for wash places; floor coverings; artificial turf; wall hangings, 
not of textile.

Cl.28;Chewing toys for pet dogs; Go games; Japanese chess [Shogi games]; Chinese checkers [games]; game 
machines and apparatus; billiard equipment; sports equipment; insect nets [butterfly nets]; kite string; toys for domestic 
pets; toys; dolls; Japanese playing cards [Utagaruta]; dice; Japanese dice games [Sugoroku]; dice cups; chess games; 
checkers [checker sets]; conjuring apparatus; dominoes; playing cards; Japanese playing cards [Hanafuda]; mah-jong; 
fishing tackle; toy fireworks.

Cl.34;Tobacco; smokers' articles; matches.

Cl.35;Business management analysis or business consultancy; business management of franchisees; providing 
franchising information; business consultancy in the establishment and operation of franchisees; procurement services 
for franchisees; sales promotion for franchisees; import-export agencies; retail services or wholesale services for a 
variety of goods in each field of clothing, foods and beverages, and livingware, carrying all goods together; on-line retail 
and wholesale services for a variety of goods in each field of clothing, foods and beverages, and livingware, carrying all 
goods together; retail services or wholesale services for woven fabrics and beddings; on-line retail and wholesale 
services for woven fabrics and beddings; retail services or wholesale services for clothing; on-line retail and wholesale 
services for clothing; retail services or wholesale services for diapers; on-line retail and wholesale services for diapers; 
retail services or wholesale services for footwear, other than special footwear for sports; on-line retail and wholesale 
services for footwear, other than special footwear for sports; retail services or wholesale services for bags and pouches; 
on-line retail and wholesale services for bags and pouches; retail services or wholesale services for personal articles; on-
line retail and wholesale services for personal articles; retail services or wholesale services for food and beverages; on-
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line retail and wholesale services for food and beverages; retail services or wholesale services for liquor; on-line retail 
and wholesale services for liquor; retail services or wholesale services for meat; on-line retail and wholesale services for 
meat; retail services or wholesale services for sea food; on-line retail and wholesale services for sea food; retail services 
or wholesale services for vegetables and fruits; on-line retail and wholesale services for vegetables and fruits; retail 
services or wholesale services for confectionery, bread and buns; on-line retail and wholesale services for confectionery, 
bread and buns; retail services or wholesale services for rice and cereals; on-line retail and wholesale services for rice 
and cereals; retail services or wholesale services for milk; on-line retail and wholesale services for milk; retail services or 
wholesale services for carbonated drinks [refreshing beverages] and non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; on-line retail and 
wholesale services for carbonated drinks [refreshing beverages] and non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; retail services or 
wholesale services for tea, prepared coffee and coffee-based beverages and prepared cocoa and cocoa-based beverages; 
on-line retail and wholesale services for tea, prepared coffee and coffee-based beverages and prepared cocoa and cocoa-
based beverages; retail services or wholesale services for processed food; on-line retail and wholesale services for 
processed food; retail services or wholesale services for automobiles; on-line retail and wholesale services for 
automobiles; retail services or wholesale services for two-wheeled motor vehicles; on-line retail and wholesale services 
for two-wheeled motor vehicles; retail services or wholesale services for bicycles; on-line retail and wholesale services 
for bicycles; retail services or wholesale services for furniture; on-line retail and wholesale services for furniture; retail 
services or wholesale services for joinery fittings; on-line retail and wholesale services for joinery fittings; retail services 
or wholesale services for tatami mats and the like; on-line retail and wholesale services for tatami mats and the like; retail 
services or wholesale services for ritual equipment; on-line retail and wholesale services for ritual equipment; retail 
services or wholesale services for electrical machinery and apparatuses; on-line retail and wholesale services for 
electrical machinery and apparatuses; retail services or wholesale services for bladed or pointed hand tools, hand tools 
and metal hardware; on-line retail and wholesale services for bladed or pointed hand tools, hand tools and metal 
hardware; retail services or wholesale services for kitchen equipment, cleaning tools and washing utensils; on-line retail 
and wholesale services for kitchen equipment, cleaning tools and washing utensils; retail services or wholesale services 
for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; on-line retail and wholesale services for 
pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; retail services or wholesale services for 
cosmetics, toiletries, dentifrices, soaps and detergents; on-line retail and wholesale services for cosmetics, toiletries, 
dentifrices, soaps and detergents; retail services or wholesale services for agricultural machines, implements and 
supplies; on-line retail and wholesale services for agricultural machines, implements and supplies; retail services or 
wholesale services for flowers [natural] and trees; on-line retail and wholesale services for flowers [natural] and trees; 
retail services or wholesale services for fuel; on-line retail and wholesale services for fuel; retail services or wholesale 
services for printed matter; on-line retail and wholesale services for printed matter; retail services or wholesale services 
for paper and stationery; on-line retail and wholesale services for paper and stationery; retail services or wholesale 
services for sports goods; on-line retail and wholesale services for sports goods; retail services or wholesale services for 
toys, dolls, game machines and apparatus; on-line retail and wholesale services for toys, dolls, game machines and 
apparatus; retail services or wholesale services for musical instruments and records; on-line retail and wholesale 
services for musical instruments and records; retail services or wholesale services for photographic machines and 
apparatus and photographic supplies; on-line retail and wholesale services for photographic machines and apparatus and 
photographic supplies; retail services or wholesale services for clocks, watches and spectacles [eyeglasses and 
goggles]; on-line retail and wholesale services for clocks, watches and spectacles [eyeglasses and goggles]; retail 
services or wholesale services for tobaccos and smokers' articles; on-line retail and wholesale services for tobaccos and 
smokers' articles; retail services or wholesale services for building materials; on-line retail and wholesale services for 
building materials; retail services or wholesale services for semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations; on-line 
retail and wholesale services for semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations; retail services or wholesale services 
for pets; on-line retail and wholesale services for pets; retail services or wholesale services for vacuum storage bags for 
futon and vacuum storage bags for clothing; on-line retail and wholesale services for vacuum storage bags for futon and 
vacuum storage bags for clothing; retail services or wholesale services for chemicals, mastic, anti-corrosive 
preparations, mordants, dammar, shellac, sandarac, copal, Canada balsam, anti-rust preparations, natural resins, raw, 
pine gum, fabric softeners for laundry use, rust removing preparations, antistatic preparations for household purposes, 
laundry bleach, stain removing benzine, de-greasing preparations for household purposes, solid lubricants; on-line retail 
and wholesale services for chemicals, mastic, anti-corrosive preparations, mordants, dammar, shellac, sandarac, copal, 
Canada balsam, anti-rust preparations, natural resins, raw, pine gum, fabric softeners for laundry use, rust removing 
preparations, antistatic preparations for household purposes, laundry bleach, stain removing benzine, de-greasing 
preparations for household purposes, solid lubricants; retail services or wholesale services for glue and adhesives; on-
line retail and wholesale services for glue and adhesives; retail services or wholesale services for priming putty, paints, 
paint stripping preparations; on-line retail and wholesale services for priming putty, paints, paint stripping preparations; 
retail services or wholesale services for printing ink; on-line retail and wholesale services for printing ink; retail services 
or wholesale services for shoe cream, shoe black [shoe polish], grease for shoes and boots; on-line retail and wholesale 
services for shoe cream, shoe black [shoe polish], grease for shoes and boots; retail services or wholesale services for 
polishing preparations, leather preserving oil and grease; on-line retail and wholesale services for polishing preparations, 
leather preserving oil and grease; retail services or wholesale services for aromatics [essential oils], perfume and flavour 
materials; on-line retail and wholesale services for aromatics [essential oils], perfume and flavour materials; retail 
services or wholesale services for air fragrancing preparations, potpourris [fragrances], perfuming sachets, incense; on-
line retail and wholesale services for air fragrancing preparations, potpourris [fragrances], perfuming sachets, incense; 
retail services or wholesale services for waxes [raw material], sealing wax; on-line retail and wholesale services for waxes 
[raw material], sealing wax; retail services or wholesale services for nonferrous metals and their alloys, solder; on-line 
retail and wholesale services for nonferrous metals and their alloys, solder; retail services or wholesale services for non-
metallic minerals for building or construction; on-line retail and wholesale services for non-metallic minerals for building 
or construction; retail services or wholesale services for cutting tools for machinery and their parts and fittings, power-
driven hand-held tools and their parts and fittings; on-line retail and wholesale services for cutting tools for machinery 
and their parts and fittings, power-driven hand-held tools and their parts and fittings; retail services or wholesale services 
for lumbering, woodworking, or veneer or plywood making machines and apparatus and their parts and fittings; on-line 
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retail and wholesale services for lumbering, woodworking, or veneer or plywood making machines and apparatus and 
their parts and fittings; retail services or wholesale services for painting machines and apparatus and their parts and 
fittings; on-line retail and wholesale services for painting machines and apparatus and their parts and fittings; retail 
services or wholesale services for air compressors, pneumatic or hydraulic machines and instruments and their parts and 
fittings; on-line retail and wholesale services for air compressors, pneumatic or hydraulic machines and instruments and 
their parts and fittings; retail services or wholesale services for filters for air purifier, air-conditioning apparatus and their 
fittings, filters for air conditioner; on-line retail and wholesale services for filters for air purifier, air-conditioning apparatus 
and their fittings, filters for air conditioner; retail services or wholesale services for valves of metal, not machine 
elements; on¬line retail and wholesale services for valves of metal, not machine elements; retail services or wholesale 
services for metal flanges, metal junctions for pipes, joint packings, gaskets, junctions for pipes, not of metal; on-line 
retail and wholesale services for metal flanges, metal junctions for pipes, joint packings, gaskets, junctions for pipes, not 
of metal; retail services or wholesale services for life saving apparatus and equipment; on-line retail and wholesale 
services for life saving apparatus and equipment; retail services or wholesale services for anti-theft warning apparatus, 
fire alarms, personal alarms, gas alarms, anti-theft alarms for vehicles; on-line retail and wholesale services for anti-theft 
warning apparatus, fire alarms, personal alarms, gas alarms, anti-theft alarms for vehicles; retail services or wholesale 
services for protective helmets; on-line retail and wholesale services for protective helmets; retail services or wholesale 
services for anti-dazzle shades, anti-glare visors; on-line retail and wholesale services for anti-dazzle shades, anti-glare 
visors; retail services or wholesale services for tuning apparatus for musical instruments; on-line retail and wholesale 
services for tuning apparatus for musical instruments; retail services or wholesale services for laboratory apparatus and 
instruments; on-line retail and wholesale services for laboratory apparatus and instruments; retail services or wholesale 
services for measuring or testing machines and instruments; on-line retail and wholesale services for measuring or 
testing machines and instruments; retail services or wholesale services for wheelchairs and their parts and fittings; on-
line retail and wholesale services for wheelchairs and their parts and fittings; retail services or wholesale services for 
cosmetic and toilet utensils; on-line retail and wholesale services for cosmetic and toilet utensils; retail services or 
wholesale services for dynamo brushes and their parts and fittings, electrical insulating materials; on-line retail and 
wholesale services for dynamo brushes and their parts and fittings, electrical insulating materials; retail services or 
wholesale services for adhesive rubber patches for repairing tubes or tires; on-line retail and wholesale services for 
adhesive rubber patches for repairing tubes or tires; retail services or wholesale services for baby carriage [prams] and 
their parts and fittings; on-line retail and wholesale services for baby carriage [prams] and their parts and fittings; retail 
services or wholesale services for decorators' paintbrushes, industrial brushes, metal brushes, ship-scrubbing brushes, 
brushes for pipes, tub brushes; on¬line retail and wholesale services for decorators' paintbrushes, industrial brushes, 
metal brushes, ship-scrubbing brushes, brushes for pipes, tub brushes; retail services or wholesale services for chemical 
fiber yarn and thread, not for textile use, rubber thread and covered rubber yarn, not for textile use; on-line retail and 
wholesale services for chemical fiber yarn and thread, not for textile use, rubber thread and covered rubber yarn, not for 
textile use; retail services or wholesale services for threads and yarns for handicraft work, threads and yarns; on-line 
retail and wholesale services for threads and yarns for handicraft work, threads and yarns; retail services or wholesale 
services for textile material; on¬line retail and wholesale services for textile material; retail services or wholesale services 
for tapes [semi-finished], ribbons; on-line retail and wholesale services for tapes [semi-finished], ribbons; retail services 
or wholesale services for knitted fabrics, embroidery lace fabrics, knitted raschel lace fabrics; on-line retail and wholesale 
services for knitted fabrics, embroidery lace fabrics, knitted raschel lace fabrics; retail services or wholesale services for 
felt and non-woven textile fabrics; on-line retail and wholesale services for felt and non-woven textile fabrics; retail 
services or wholesale services for leather cloth, filtering materials of textile, vinyl coated cloth, rubberized cloth, gummed 
waterproof cloth, oilcloth; on-line retail and wholesale services for leather cloth, filtering materials of textile, vinyl coated 
cloth, rubberized cloth, gummed waterproof cloth, oilcloth; retail services or wholesale services for headgear for wear; 
on-line retail and wholesale services for headgear for wear; retail services or wholesale services for footwear [other than 
special footwear for sports]; on-line retail and wholesale services for footwear [other than special footwear for sports]; 
retail services or wholesale services for welding masks, gas masks, dust masks; on-line retail and wholesale services for 
welding masks, gas masks, dust masks; retail services or wholesale services for disaster prevention hoods, fireproof 
garments; on-line retail and wholesale services for disaster prevention hoods, fireproof garments; retail services or 
wholesale services for gloves for protection against accidents, insulating gloves, gardening gloves, gloves for household 
purposes; on-line retail and wholesale services for gloves for protection against accidents, insulating gloves, gardening 
gloves, gloves for household purposes; retail services or wholesale services for gloves for medical purposes; on-line 
retail and wholesale services for gloves for medical purposes; retail services or wholesale services for cords and 
cordage; on-line retail and wholesale services for cords and cordage; retail services or wholesale services for wire ropes; 
on-line retail and wholesale services for wire ropes; retail services or wholesale services for netting, not of metal; on-line 
retail and wholesale services for netting, not of metal; retail services or wholesale services for wire nets and gauzes; on-
line retail and wholesale services for wire nets and gauzes; retail services or wholesale services for industrial packaging 
containers of metal; on-line retail and wholesale services for industrial packaging containers of metal; retail services or 
wholesale services for industrial packaging containers of glass or porcelain; on-line retail and wholesale services for 
industrial packaging containers of glass or porcelain; retail services or wholesale services for industrial packaging 
containers of wood, bamboo or plastics; on-line retail and wholesale services for industrial packaging containers of 
wood, bamboo or plastics; retail services or wholesale services for paper bags and sacks, industrial packaging 
containers of paper; on-line retail and wholesale services for paper bags and sacks, industrial packaging containers of 
paper; retail services or wholesale services for industrial packaging containers of textile; on-line retail and wholesale 
services for industrial packaging containers of textile; retail services or wholesale services for bags [pouches] of plastics, 
for packaging; on-line retail and wholesale services for bags [pouches] of plastics, for packaging; retail services or 
wholesale services for elastic bands for binding; on-line retail and wholesale services for elastic bands for binding; retail 
services or wholesale services for dressmakers' chalk sharpeners, tailors' chalk, paper patterns, embroidery frames and 
hoops, Hera-dai [fabric marking boards], tailors' sprayers, ironing boards, ironing boards [Kotedai], needle-threaders, 
boxes for needles, sewing thimbles, dressmakers' impressing blades, sewing boxes, knitting sticks, pin and needle 
cushions; on-line retail and wholesale services for dressmakers' chalk sharpeners, tailors' chalk, paper patterns, 
embroidery frames and hoops, hera-dai [fabric marking boards], tailors' sprayers, ironing boards, ironing boards 
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[Kotedai], needle-threaders, boxes for needles, sewing thimbles, dressmakers' impressing blades, sewing boxes, knitting 
sticks, pin and needle cushions; retail services or wholesale services for bathroom stools, stirrers for hot bathtub water 
[Yukakibo], bathroom pails, shower curtains, bath mats for wash places; on-line retail and wholesale services for 
bathroom stools, stirrers for hot bathtub water [Yukakibo], bathroom pails, shower curtains, bath mats for wash places; 
retail services or wholesale services for nameplates and door nameplates, not of metal; on-line retail and wholesale 
services for nameplates and door nameplates, not of metal; retail services or wholesale services for flags of paper, 
banners of paper, banners and flags, not of paper; on-line retail and wholesale services for flags of paper, banners of 
paper, banners and flags, not of paper; retail services or wholesale services for portable paper lanterns [Chochin], 
standing paper lanterns [Andon]; on¬line retail and wholesale services for portable paper lanterns [Chochin], standing 
paper lanterns [Andon]; retail services or wholesale services for candles; on-line retail and wholesale services for 
candles; retail services or wholesale services for candlesticks, candle extinguishers; on-line retail and wholesale services 
for candlesticks, candle extinguishers; retail services or wholesale services for Japanese pocket warmers filled with fuel, 
hot water bottles for warming one's feet in bed, pocket warmers, non-electric, warming pans, non-electric; on-line retail 
and wholesale services for Japanese pocket warmers filled with fuel, hot water bottles for warming one's feet in bed, 
pocket warmers, non-electric, warming pans, non-electric; retail services or wholesale services for fireplace bellows 
[hand-tools], fire pans for carrying live charcoal [Juno], fire tongs, Japanese charcoal extinguishers [Hikeshi-tsubo], coal 
scuttles, gotoku [trivets for Japanese charcoal heaters for household purposes], cinder sifters for household purpose; 
on-line retail and wholesale services for fireplace bellows [hand-tools], fire pans for carrying live charcoal [Juno], fire 
tongs, Japanese charcoal extinguishers [Hikeshi-tsubo], coal scuttles, gotoku [trivets for Japanese charcoal heaters for 
household purposes], cinder sifters for household purpose; retail services or wholesale services for fly catching paper, 
fly swatters, mouse and rat traps; on-line retail and wholesale services for fly catching paper, fly swatters, mouse and rat 
traps; retail services or wholesale services for stakes of metal for plants or trees, stakes for plants or trees, not of metal, 
flyscreen for use in home gardening, hydroponic plant pots for home gardening, watering cans, flower pots; on-line retail 
and wholesale services for stakes of metal for plants or trees, stakes for plants or trees, not of metal, flyscreen for use in 
home gardening, hydroponic plant pots for home gardening, watering cans, flower pots; retail services or wholesale 
services for clothing for domestic pets, nesting boxes for small birds, dog kennels, beds for household pets, bird cages, 
feeding vessels for pets, bird baths, brushes for pets, toys for domestic pets, chewing goods for pet dogs; on-line retail 
and wholesale services for clothing for domestic pets, nesting boxes for small birds, dog kennels, beds for household 
pets, bird cages, feeding vessels for pets, bird baths, brushes for pets, toys for domestic pets, chewing goods for pet 
dogs; retail services or wholesale services for step ladders and ladders, not of metal; on-line retail and wholesale services 
for step ladders and ladders, not of metal; retail services or wholesale services for hat-hanging hooks of metal and hat 
hooks, not of metal; on-line retail and wholesale services for hat-hanging hooks of metal and hat hooks, not of metal; 
retail services or wholesale services for clothes brushes; on-line retail and wholesale services for clothes brushes; retail 
services or wholesale services for handkerchiefs of paper, table napkins of paper, hand towels of paper, towels of paper, 
hygienic hand towels of paper; on-line retail and wholesale services for handkerchiefs of paper, table napkins of paper, 
hand towels of paper, towels of paper, hygienic hand towels of paper; retail services or wholesale services for bed pans, 
urinals for medical purposes, chamber pots; on-line retail and wholesale services for bed pans, urinals for medical 
purposes, chamber pots; retail services or wholesale services for shopping baskets; on-line retail and wholesale services 
for shopping baskets; retail services or wholesale services for piggy banks; on-line retail and wholesale services for 
piggy banks; retail services or wholesale services for baggage tags; on-line retail and wholesale services for baggage 
tags; retail services or wholesale services for water tanks for household purposes, not of metal or masonry; on-line retail 
and wholesale services for water tanks for household purposes, not of metal or masonry; retail services or wholesale 
services for covers for flower pots, not of paper, heating or cooling packs filled with chemical substances ready to react 
when required, industrial packaging bottles of plastics; on-line retail and wholesale services for covers for flower pots, 
not of paper, heating or cooling packs filled with chemical substances ready to react when required, industrial packaging 
bottles of plastics; retail services or wholesale services for hanging boards [Japanese style pegboards using positional 
hooks]; on-line retail and wholesale services for hanging boards [Japanese style pegboards using positional hooks]; 
retail services or wholesale services for tool boxes of metal, empty and tool boxes, not of metal; on-line retail and 
wholesale services for tool boxes of metal, empty and tool boxes, not of metal; retail services or wholesale services for 
towel dispensers of metal, towel dispensers, not of metal, soap dispensers, boxes of metal for dispensing paper towels; 
on-line retail and wholesale services for towel dispensers of metal, towel dispensers, not of metal, soap dispensers, 
boxes of metal for dispensing paper towels; retail services or wholesale services for tanks [indoor aquaria] and their 
fittings; on-line retail and wholesale services for tanks [indoor aquaria] and their fittings; retail services or wholesale 
services for toilet paper holder, toilet seat covers of textile; on-line retail and wholesale services for toilet paper holder, 
toilet seat covers of textile; retail services or wholesale services for bath fittings, showers; on-line retail and wholesale 
services for bath fittings, showers; retail services or wholesale services for pill boxes, not of precious metal, for personal 
use; on-line retail and wholesale services for pill boxes, not of precious metal, for personal use; retail services or 
wholesale services for window shades, bead curtains for decoration, indoor window blinds [shade] [furniture], blinds of 
reed, rattan or bamboo [Sudare], table cloths, not of paper, wall hangings of textile, seat covers of textile, draperies [thick 
drop curtains], curtains, wall hangings, not of textile, floor coverings; on-line retail and wholesale services for window 
shades, bead curtains for decoration, indoor window blinds [shade] [furniture], blinds of reed, rattan or bamboo [Sudare], 
table cloths, not of paper, wall hangings of textile, seat covers of textile, draperies [thick drop curtains], curtains, wall 
hangings, not of textile, floor coverings; retail services or wholesale services for figurines of wood, bamboo or plastic, 
figurines of glass or ceramics; on-line retail and wholesale services for figurines of wood, bamboo or plastic, figurines of 
glass or ceramics; retail services or wholesale services for wind chimes, flower bowls, flower vases; on-line retail and 
wholesale services for wind chimes, flower bowls, flower vases; retail services or wholesale services for oriental folding 
partition screens [Byoubu], oriental single panel standing partition [Tsuitate]; on-line retail and wholesale services for 
oriental folding partition screens [Byoubu], oriental single panel standing partition [Tsuitate]; retail services or wholesale 
services for plastic sheeting for agricultural purposes; on-line retail and wholesale services for plastic sheeting for 
agricultural purposes; retail services or wholesale services for upright signboards of metal, upright signboards of wood 
or plastics, advertising balloons, upright signboards of glass or ceramics; on-line retail and wholesale services for 
upright signboards of metal, upright signboards of wood or plastics, advertising balloons, upright signboards of glass or 
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ceramics; retail services or wholesale services for artificial model food samples; on-line retail and wholesale services for 
artificial model food samples; retail services or wholesale services for artificial turf; on-line retail and wholesale services 
for artificial turf; retail services or wholesale services for commemorative shields, trophies [prize cups]; on-line retail and 
wholesale services for commemorative shields, trophies [prize cups]; retail services or wholesale services for buttons 
and the like; on-line retail and wholesale services for buttons and the like; retail services or wholesale services for 
artificial flowers; on-line retail and wholesale services for artificial flowers; retail services or wholesale services for 
mannequins and costume display stands; on-line retail and wholesale services for mannequins and costume display 
stands; retail services or wholesale services for masquerade costumes; on-line retail and wholesale services for 
masquerade costumes; retail services or wholesale services for fishing tackle and fishing baits; on-line retail and 
wholesale services for fishing tackle and fishing baits; retail services or wholesale services for adhesive tapes, other than 
stationery and not for medical or household purposes; on-line retail and wholesale services for adhesive tapes, other than 
stationery and not for medical or household purposes; retail services or wholesale services for insect collecting 
implements; on¬line retail and wholesale services for insect collecting implements; retail services or wholesale services 
for electronic publications; on-line retail and wholesale services for electronic publications; retail services or wholesale 
services for paintings and calligraphic works and picture frames; on-line retail and wholesale services for paintings and 
calligraphic works and picture frames; retail services or wholesale services for exposed slide films, exposed 
cinematographic films, slide film mounts, photograph stands, photographs; on-line retail and wholesale services for 
exposed slide films, exposed cinematographic films, slide film mounts, photograph stands, photographs; retail services 
or wholesale services for matches; on-line retail and wholesale services for matches; retail services or wholesale services 
for Japanese Shochu-based mixed liquor [Mirin]; on-line retail and wholesale services for Japanese Shochu-based mixed 
liquor [Mirin]; retail services or wholesale services for Chinese liquors in general; on-line retail and wholesale services for 
Chinese liquors in general; retail services or wholesale services for flavored liquors; on-line retail and wholesale services 
for flavored liquors; retail services or wholesale services for frozen fruits, fresh fruits; on-line retail and wholesale 
services for frozen fruits, fresh fruits; retail services or wholesale services for processed vegetables and fruits; on¬line 
retail and wholesale services for processed vegetables and fruits; retail services or wholesale services for unprocessed 
plastics [plastics in primary form] and plastic semi-worked products [for use as material]; on-line retail and wholesale 
services for unprocessed plastics [plastics in primary form] and plastic semi-worked products [for use as material]; retail 
services or wholesale services for rubber [raw or semi-worked]; on-line retail and wholesale services for rubber [raw or 
semi-worked]; retail services or wholesale services for tree barks, vines, bamboo skins [unworked or partly worked 
material], bamboo [unworked or partly worked material], ferns [unworked or partly worked material], Japanese food 
wrapping sheets of wood as materials [Kyogi], rattan [unworked or partly worked], rough cork, palm tree leaves, 
unworked; on-line retail and wholesale services for tree barks, vines, bamboo skins [unworked or partly worked material], 
bamboo [unworked or partly worked material], ferns [unworked or partly worked material], Japanese food wrapping 
sheets of wood as materials [Kyogi], rattan [unworked or partly worked], rough cork, palm tree leaves, unworked.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Air fragrance reed diffusers; air fragrancing preparations; scented room sprays; potpourris [fragrances]; soaps; 
washing-up detergent; bath preparations, not for medical purposes; shampoo; hair conditioners; laundry bleaching 
preparations; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; grinding preparations; essential oils; fumigation 
preparations [perfumes]; cosmetics; false eyelashes; false nails; nail polish; dentifrices; incense; deodorants for human 
beings or for animals; cosmetics for animals.

Cl.4;Candles; perfumed candles; industrial greases; petrol; illuminating grease; fuel; industrial wax; illuminating wax; 
dust removing preparations; electrical energy.

Cl.8;Spreaders [cutlery]; food processing implements; knives; kitchen knives; cutlery; table cutlery [knives, forks and 
spoons]; scrapers [hand tools]; vegetable knives; hand tools, hand-operated; agricultural implements [hand-operated]; 
garden tools [hand-operated]; instruments and tools for skinning animals; harpoons for fishing; manicure sets; cutting 
tools [hand tools]; flat irons; graving tools (hand tools); side arms, other than firearms; handles for hand-operated hand 
tools.

Cl.16;Paper; table cloths of paper; tissues; boxes of paper or cardboard; cards; greeting cards; envelopes [stationery]; 
bookends; bags (envelopes, pouches) of paper or plastics; face towels of paper; decorative paper centerpieces; table 
napkins of paper; decoration and art materials and media; pictures; party stationery; figures made of paper; works of art 
and figurines of paper and cardboard; architectural models; handkerchiefs of paper; paper for wrapping; plastic film for 
wrapping; pens [office requisites]; cabinets for stationery [office requisites]; boxes of paper or cardboard; printed 
publications; magazines (periodicals); stationery; carbon paper; table linen of paper; flower-pot covers of paper; place 
mats of paper; table runners of paper; cardboard; bookbinding material; ink; sealing stamps; adhesives (glues) for 
stationery or household purposes; drawing instruments; drawing materials; teaching materials (except apparatus); tailors' 
chalk.

Cl.20;Furniture; pillows; storage drawers [furniture]; storage baskets [furniture]; baskets, non-metallic; boxes of wood; 
boxes made of plastic; magazine racks; picture frames; coat hangers; corks for bottles; chair pads; shower curtain rings; 
curtain rings; mattresses; clothes hangers; hampers (baskets); cable and pipe clips of plastics; mirrors (looking glasses); 
picture frames; plaited straw, except matting; works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; plastic key cards, not encoded 
and not magnetic; decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; beds for household pets; identification bracelets, not of metal; 
furniture fittings, not of metal; clothes hooks, not of metal; cushions; boxes of wood or plastic; non-metallic containers in 
the form of bins; chopping blocks [tables]; bakers' bread baskets; bamboo baskets.

Cl.21;Storage tins, glasses [receptacles]; cups; basins [receptacles]; baskets of common metal for household use; 
laundry baskets; boxes of glass; pots; candelabra [candlesticks]; coasters, not of paper or textile (tableware); oven to 
table racks; vases; decanters; table plates; mugs; glasses [drinking vessels]; glass bowls; glass plates; glassware for 
household purposes; glass storage jars; works of art made of glass; decorative china; toilet cases; meal trays for 
household purposes; table napkin holders; carving boards; salt and pepper shakers; bread baskets for household 
purposes; beverage stirrers; soap holders; soap containers; household or kitchen utensils and containers; glass, 
unworked or semi-worked, except building glass; cooking utensils, non-electric; food and beverage containers; 
household porcelain (including kitchen plates, bowls, pots, jars, jugs and other dinnerware); household earthenware 
(including kitchen and dinner ware); egg cups; bottle openers, electric and non-electric; tea services (tableware); flower 
pots; perfume burners; perfume vaporizers; combs; brushes; toothbrushes; services [dishes]; cookie [biscuit] cutters; 
cold packs for chilling food and beverages; figurines [statuettes] of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; fly swatters; 
sprinklers; brush-making materials; dental floss; cages for household pets; indoor aquaria; carving boards.

Cl.24;Sheets [textile]; bed linen and blankets; textile tablecloths; hand towels; fabric bed valances; tablemats of textile; 
shower curtains of textile or plastic; textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; textile material; bed clothes; 
blankets; sheets; pillow cases; duvet covers; bed covers; bed skirts; bed blankets; place mats of textile; oilcloth for use 
as tablecloths; runners not of paper; table napkins of textile; linens; towels of textile; bath towels; hand towels; tea 
cloths; curtains for showers; curtains of textile or plastic; coverings of plastic for furniture; furniture coverings of textile; 
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pillow shams; quilts filled with stuffing materials; household textile articles; wall hangings of textile; flags of textile or 
plastic; upholstery fabrics; felt; fitted toilet lid covers of fabric; marabouts (cloth); hada greeting fabric; shrouds.

Cl.25;Clothing; shoes; headgear; lounging robes; pajamas; nighties; sleep masks; aprons [clothing]; slippers; dressing 
gowns; stockings; babies' pants; swimsuits; waterproof clothing; masquerade costumes; gloves (clothing); shawls; belts 
(clothing); chasubles; sashes for wear; shower caps; hairdressing capes; shawls; wedding gowns.

Cl.27;Mats; bath mats; yoga mats; door mats; non-textile wall hangings; carpets.

Cl.28;Christmas stockings; decorations for Christmas trees; Christmas tree decorations and artificial Christmas trees; 
playing cards; toys; candle holders for Christmas trees; games; apparatus for games; ring games; balls for games; body-
training apparatus; archery implements; machines for physical exercises; hunting game calls; swimming pools (play 
articles); gloves for games; ice skates; fishing tackle; twirling batons; camouflage screens (sports articles); scratch cards 
for playing lottery games; grip bands for table tennis bats.

Cl.35;Advertising; marketing and promotional services; business analysis; business/marketing research and 
information services; commercial trading and consumer information services; business management; retail services 
related to air fragrance reed diffusers, air fragrancing preparations, scented room sprays, potpourris [fragrances], soaps, 
washing-up detergent, candles, perfumed candles, spreaders [cutlery], food processing implements, knives, kitchen 
knives, cutlery, table cutlery knives, forks and spoons, scrapers [hand tools], vegetable knives, paper, table cloths of 
paper, tissues, boxes of paper or cardboard, cards, greeting cards, envelopes [stationery], bookends, bags envelopes, 
pouches of paper or plastics, face towels of paper, decorative paper centerpieces, table napkins of paper, decoration and 
art materials and media, pictures, party stationery, figures made of paper, works of art and figurines of paper and 
cardboard, architectural models, handkerchiefs of paper, paper for wrapping, plastic film for wrapping, pens [office 
requisites], cabinets for stationery [office requisites], boxes of paper or cardboard, carving boards, printed publications, 
magazines (periodicals), stationery, furniture, pillows, storage drawers [furniture], storage baskets [furniture], baskets, 
non-metallic, boxes of wood, boxes made of plastic, magazine racks, frames, coat hangers, corks for bottles, chair pads, 
shower curtain rings, curtain rings, mattresses, clothes hangers, hampers (baskets), cable and pipe clips of plastics, 
mirrors (looking glasses), picture frames, plaited straw, except matting, works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic, 
plastic key cards, not encoded and not magnetic, decorations of plastic for foodstuffs, beds for household pets, 
identification bracelets, not of metal, furniture fittings, clothes hooks, cushions, boxes of wood or plastic, non-metallic 
containers in the form of bins, storage tins, glasses [receptacles], cups, basins [receptacles], baskets of common metal 
for household use, laundry baskets, boxes of glass, pots, candelabra [candlesticks], coasters, not of paper or textile 
(tableware), oven to table racks, vases, decanters, table plates, mugs, glasses [drinking vessels], glass bowls, glass 
plates, glassware for household purposes, glass storage jars, works of art made of glass, decorative china, toilet cases, 
meal trays for household purposes, table napkin holders, salt and pepper shakers, bread baskets for household 
purposes, beverage stirrers, soap holders, soap containers, household or kitchen utensils and containers, glass, 
unworked or semi-worked, except building glass, cooking utensils, non-electric, food and beverage containers, 
household porcelain including kitchen plates, bowls, pots, jars, jugs and other dinnerware, household earthenware 
(including kitchen and dinner ware), egg cups, bottle openers, electric and non-electric, tea services (tableware), flower 
pots, perfume burners, perfume vaporizers, combs, brushes, toothbrushes, services [dishes], cookie [biscuit] cutters, 
cold packs for chilling food and beverages, figurines [statuettes] of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass, fly swatters, 
sheets [textile], bed linen and blankets, textile tablecloths, hand towels, fabric bed valances, tablemats of textile, shower 
curtains of textile or plastic, textiles and textile goods, textile material, bed clothes, blankets, sheets, pillow cases, duvet 
covers, bed covers, bed skirts, bed blankets, place mats of textile, oilcloth for use as tablecloths, runners not of paper, 
table napkins of textile, linens, towels of textile, bath towels, hand towels, tea cloths, curtains for showers, curtains of 
textile or plastic, coverings of plastic for furniture, furniture coverings of textile, pillow shams, quilts filled with stuffing 
materials, household textile articles, wall hangings of textile, flags of textile or plastic, clothing, shoes, headgear, 
lounging robes, pajamas, nighties, sleep masks, aprons [clothing], slippers, dressing gowns, stockings, babies' pants, 
swimsuits, waterproof clothing, masquerade costumes, gloves (clothing), shawls, belts (clothing), chasubles, sashes for 
wear, shower caps, hairdressing capes, wedding gowns, mats, bath mats, yoga mats, door mats, non-textile wall 
hangings, carpets, Christmas stockings, decorations for Christmas trees, festive decorations and artificial Christmas 
trees, playing cards, toys, candle holders for Christmas trees, flowers, tea, coffee, spices, chocolate; sales promotion for 
others; personnel management consultancy; relocation services for businesses; computerized file management; 
accounting; rental of vending machines; sponsorship search; rental of sales stands; retail or wholesale services for 
pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical diagnostic reagents for scientific use; reagents for use in automated test systems; reagents for analytical 
tests; reagents for industrial use; reagents for use in science; reagents for laboratory use; reagents for use in molecular 
biology, biotechnology, microbiology, and bacteriology; reagents for nucleic acid amplification; reagents for use in 
forensic analysis; reagents for blood grouping; reagents for use in environmental testing and environmental analysis; 
reagents for testing water and other liquids; reagents for testing aqueous solutions; deoxyribonucleic acid, single 
stranded and double stranded deoxyribonucleic acid; ribonucleic acid; peptide nucleic acids; locked nucleic acids; 
nucleic acids; oligonucleotides; oligosaccharides; proteins; peptides; chemicals, enzymes and reagents for use in 
genome, DNA, RNA and nucleic acid synthesis; endonucleases, polymerases, ligases, glycosylases; nucleotides, 
pyrimidines, purines; amino acids; saccharides; reagents for biological processing; reagents for use in nucleic acid 
characterisation and nucleic acid sequencing; reagents for protein identification and analysis; chemicals for use in tests 
to detect diseases in plant life; reagents for formation of amphipathic membranes; buffer solutions; aqueous solvents; 
non-aqueous solvents; isopropanol; ethanol; phenol; non-aqueous media; surfactants; silicone oils; silicone fluids; 
enzymes; lytic enzymes including lysozyme, lyticase and cellulose; proteases; nucleases, including RNase, DNase and 
restriction enzymes; chaotropes, including guanidine-HCl and guanidinium thiocyanate; detergents for industrial and 
scientific use; proteins for use in analytical tests; all the aforesaid other than for medical or veterinary purposes; 
magnetic and non-magnetic microspheres made from synthetic materials including rubber, plastics or silicone, namely, 
beads for use in medical and scientific research.

Cl.5;Reagents for use in automated test systems; reagents for use in blood grouping, molecular biology, 
bacteriological, biotechnology and microbiological analysis, including reagents for formation of amphipathic membranes, 
buffer solutions, non-aqueous solvents, surfactants; reagents for medical and veterinary diagnosis and medical and 
veterinary research; reagents for laboratory tests for medical or veterinary purposes; nucleic acid amplification reagents 
for veterinary, medical, medical research or forensic use; reagents for immunoassay analysers; reagents for testing 
aqueous solutions; reagents for testing for susceptibility to allergies; reagents for use in biological processing; reagents 
for use in nucleic acid characterisation and nucleic acid sequencing; reagents for protein identification and analysis; 
reagents for formation of amphipathic membranes; buffer solutions; aqueous solvents; non-aqueous solvents; non-
aqueous media; surfactants; silicone oils; enzymes; proteins for use in tests for medical or veterinary purposes; magnetic 
and non-magnetic microspheres made from synthetic materials including rubber, plastics or silicone, namely, beads for 
medical or veterinary purposes.

Cl.9;Computer software; software; software for running an e-commerce platform; software for use in analysing, 
transmitting and receiving data via a global communications network; software for developing, running and 
communicating with software on data processing apparatus, scientific apparatus, medical and veterinary apparatus, 
computers, mobile phones, tablet computers and handheld mobile digital electronic devices; computer operating 
software; operating system software; operating software for data processing apparatus, scientific apparatus, medical and 
veterinary apparatus, computers, mobile phones, tablet computers and handheld mobile digital electronic devices; 
sensors; micro-array chips; electronic sensing apparatus; scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, 
optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, supervision, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; scientific 
testing and data processing apparatus and instruments, other than for medical use, for biological, bacteriological, 
chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, protein, polynucleic acid and molecular analysis, optical or electrochemical analysis, 
measurement of ions; portable scientific testing and data processing apparatus and instruments for biological, 
bacteriological, chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, protein, polynucleic acid and molecular analysis, optical or 
electrochemical analysis, measurement of ions; apparatus and instruments for use in DNA, RNA, protein and polynucleic 
acid sequencing; apparatus for the analysis of polynucleic acid sequences; apparatus and instruments for the analysis of 
nucleic and polynucleic acids; apparatus and instruments for the analysis of proteins; apparatus and instruments for 
analysis of genetic information, genomic information and proteomic information; apparatus and instruments for use in 
laboratory analysis; diagnostic and testing apparatus, not for medical purposes; monitoring apparatus and instruments; 
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computer programs, computer hardware and data processing apparatus, all for the analysis and recordal of scientific 
data; scientific apparatus and instruments; electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD) devices; scientific apparatus and 
instruments for automating the preparation of test samples; apparatus, devices and instruments for synthesising 
chemical compounds, small molecules, genomes, DNA, RNA or other nucleic acids, oligosaccharides, proteins and 
peptides; data processing apparatus, devices and instruments; apparatus, devices and instruments for identifying, 
measuring, analysing, sequencing or synthesising small molecules, genomes, DNA, RNA or other nucleic acids, 
oligosaccharides, proteins and peptides; portable apparatus, devices and instruments for identifying, measuring, 
analysing, sequencing or synthesising small molecules, genomes, DNA, RNA or other nucleic acids, oligosaccharides, 
proteins and peptides; portable computer hardware and data processing apparatus, all for the analysis and recordal of 
scientific data; computer peripheral devices; instruments and apparatus for the display of information obtained from 
scientific equipment; silicon chips; DNA chips; analyte detector chips; biosensor chips; scientific apparatus, namely, 
cartridges for use with test samples for scientific testing and scientific research purposes; batteries; rechargeable 
batteries; chargers for batteries; power packs; computer docking stations; apparatus for connecting and charging 
portable digital electronic devices; testing apparatus incorporating chemical or biological reagents for scientific and 
scientific research use; nanopore sensing devices; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments; medical and veterinary apparatus for biological, 
chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, protein and molecular analysis; electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD) devices for 
medical and veterinary purposes; automated apparatus and instruments for the preparation of test samples for medical 
and veterinary purposes; portable medical and veterinary apparatus for biological, chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, 
protein and molecular analysis; liquid biopsy devices; blood testing apparatus; diagnostic apparatus for medical or 
veterinary purposes; portable diagnostic apparatus for medical or veterinary purposes; testing apparatus for medical or 
veterinary purposes; portable testing apparatus for medical or veterinary purposes; cartridges for test samples, for 
medical purposes; diagnostic apparatus and instruments in the nature of reaction units containing chemical reagents, for 
medical and veterinary purposes; nanopore sensing devices for medical and veterinary purposes; apparatus and 
instruments for medical diagnosis; portable apparatus and instruments for medical diagnosis; parts and fittings for all the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; scientific research for chemical, biochemical, biological, bacteriological, medical or veterinary purposes; 
biological, chemical, biochemical, bacteriological, DNA, RNA, protein, polynucleic acid and molecular analysis services; 
synthesising chemical compounds, small molecules, genomes, DNA, RNA or other nucleic acids, oligosaccharides, 
proteins and peptides for scientific testing purposes; scientific research for medical or veterinary purposes; genome, 
DNA, RNA and nucleic acid, oligosaccharide, protein and peptide synthesising services; chemical compound and small 
molecule synthesising services; DNA and RNA and polynucleic acid sequencing services; protein sequencing services; 
design and development of instruments and apparatus for biological, chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, protein and 
molecular analysis; laboratory testing services; DNA and polynucleic acid testing services; genome sequencing services; 
analysis and evaluation of data, including scientific and medical research data; computerised analysis of scientific and 
medical research data; overseeing, monitoring and managing scientific and medical research and diagnostic 
experiments; overseeing, monitoring and managing the analysis and evaluation of scientific and medical research data; 
design of scientific experiments; analysis of data generated by scientific and medical research experiments and tests; 
biological, bacteriological, chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, protein, polynucleic acid and molecular analysis and 
evaluation services for scientific research and scientific testing purposes and for medical research; DNA and RNA and 
polynucleic acid and protein sequencing, analysis and evaluation services for scientific testing and scientific research 
purposes; genome sequencing services and the analysis and evaluation of data resulting therefrom; provision of reports 
relating to scientific and medical research and diagnostic experiments, the results of scientific and medical research and 
diagnostic experiments, the analysis and evaluation of scientific and medical research data, and data generated by 
scientific and medical research and medical diagnostic experiments; scientific and medical research and development 
services; technical data analysis and evaluation services; electronic data storage services; application service provider 
(ASP) services for providing access to computer software applications installed or downloaded onto data processing 
apparatus, scientific apparatus, medical and veterinary apparatus, computers, mobile phones, tablet computers and 
handheld mobile digital electronic devices; computerised analysis of medical research data; overseeing, monitoring and 
managing medical research tests; overseeing, monitoring and managing the analysis and evaluation of medical research 
data; biological, bacteriological, chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, protein, polynucleic acid and molecular analysis and 
evaluation services for medical research; provision of reports relating to the results of medical research tests, the 
analysis and evaluation of medical research data and data generated by medical research tests; information, advisory and 
consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Measuring or testing machines and instruments; apparatus for measuring speed of automobiles; apparatus for 
measuring tire pressure; apparatus for measuring distance; apparatus for testing speed of automobiles; apparatus for 
testing tire pressure; apparatus for testing tire leak; tachometers; accelerometers; instruments for measuring acceleration 
of vehicles; speed indicators; automatic indicators of vehicle speed; precision measuring machines and instruments; 
precision measuring instruments for air pressure; precision measuring instruments for temperature and moisture; 
automatic adjusting/regulating machines and instruments; instruments for adjusting and regulating speed of 
automobiles; instruments for adjusting and regulating temperature and humidity; program control machines and 
instruments; programmed instruments for controlling speed of automobiles; surveying machines and instruments; radar 
equipment for surveying; GPS; compasses and automatic route surveying instruments; distance measuring machines or 
apparatus [range finders]; distance measuring machines/apparatus [range finders]; proximity sensors; 
telecommunication machines and apparatus; telecommunication radios, walkie-talkies, and telephones; portable 
telephones; smartphones; transmission machines and apparatus for telecommunication; machines/apparatus for 
transmission of audio signals for communication; machines/apparatus for transmission of video signals for 
communication; audio frequency transmission machines and apparatus; audio frequency transmission 
machines/apparatus; radio communication machines and apparatus; communication radios; portable radio 
communication machines and apparatus; portable communication radios; aeronautical radio communication machines 
and apparatus; radios for aeronautical communication; vehicular radio communication machines and apparatus; radios 
for vehicular communication; marine radio communication machines and apparatus; radios for marine communication; 
radio machines and apparatus; radio machines/apparatus; navigational instruments for automobiles; navigation 
apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; Global Positioning System [GPS] navigation devices; satellite navigation 
systems; satellite navigational apparatus; radar machines and apparatus; radar receivers with amplifiers; radar receivers-
transmitters; radar receivers with signal amplifiers; remote control telemetering machines and instruments; remotely 
controlled instruments for telemetering of automobile speed; audio frequency devices and apparatus; parts and 
accessories for telecommunication machines and apparatus; earphones for mobile phones; chargers for mobile phones; 
connectors for telecommunication apparatus; connectors for telecommunication networks; electronic machines, 
apparatus and their parts; electronic pocket translators; electronic diaries; PDAs; electronic circuits; electronic circuit 
boards; electronic machines [not including geiger counters, high frequency apparatus for welding, cyclotrons [not for 
medical purposes], industrial X-ray machines and apparatus [not for medical use], industrial betatrons [not for medical 
use], magnetic prospecting machines, magnetic object detectors, seismic exploration machines and apparatus, 
hydrophone machines and apparatus, echo sounders, ultrasonic flaw detectors, ultrasonic sensors, electronic door 
closing control systems and electron microscopes]; electronic apparatus for monitoring safety of driving; computers and 
their peripherals; interfaces for computers; data processing apparatus; printers for use with computers; monitors for 
computers; mouse for computers; computer keyboards; computer memories; scanners [data processing equipment]; 
digital input and output scanners; computers; computer apparatus; navigation computers for cars; display units for 
computers; display monitors; liquid crystal display [LCD] screens; hard disk drives; computer software; computer 
programs; downloadable computer programs; recorded computer programs; application software; computer application 
software; software for satellite navigation systems; computer application software for mobile telephones; software and 
applications for mobile devices; interactive computer software; interactive multimedia computer programs; computer 
interface software; downloadable computer software for remote monitoring and analysis; photographic apparatus and 
instruments; photographic apparatus/instruments; range finders for cameras; optical machines and apparatus; optical 
apparatus and instruments; optical measuring instrument; magnifying glasses; binoculars; optical condensers.

Cl.12;Vehicles for locomotion by land (except railway vehicles), air, water; automobiles; passenger cars [automobiles]; 
sports cars; trucks; vans; motorbuses; lorries; autonomous cars; driverless cars [autonomous cars]; robotic cars; self-
driving cars; parts and fittings of automobiles; structural parts for automobiles; air bags [safety devices for automobiles]; 
windscreens of automobiles; air pumps for automobiles; clutch pedals of automobiles; warning horns for automobiles; 
seats for automobiles; seat covers for automobiles; cigar lighters for automobiles; automobile bodies; covers for 
automobile bodies; wheels for automobiles; spokes for automobiles; automobile tires; inner tubes for automobile tires; 
doors for automobiles; mudguards for automobiles; steering wheels for automobiles; steering wheel covers for 
automobiles; rims for automobiles; chassis of automobiles; automobile door handles; luggage carriers of automobiles; 
rearview mirrors of automobiles; automobile bumpers; automobile windshields [windscreens]; direction signals [turn 
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signals for automobiles]; holding tops of automobiles; automobile hoods; window curtains of automobile; automobile 
spare wheel holders; automobile roof racks; windscreen wipers for automobiles; motors for land vehicles; bodies for land 
vehicles (except railway vehicles); doors for vehicles (except railway vehicles); fuel tanks for vehicles (except railway 
vehicles); clutches for land vehicles; steering wheels for land vehicles; engines for land vehicles; steering wheels for 
vehicles; vessels, other than air cushion vehicles; air cushion vehicles; ferry boats; rowboats; passenger ships; cargo 
ships; parts and fittings of vessels, other than for air cushion vehicles; structural parts for boats; propellers for vessels, 
other than for air cushion vehicles; propellers for vessels; screw propellers for vessels, other than for air cushion 
vehicles; screw propellers for vessels; steering gears and rudders for vessels, other than for air cushion vehicles; 
steering gears for vessels; rudders for vessels; steam steering gears for vessels, other than for air cushion vehicles; 
steam steering gears for vessels; steering wheels for vessels, other than for air cushion vehicles; steering wheels for 
vessels; electric steering gears for vessels, other than for air cushion vehicles; electric steering gears for vessels; 
mooring winches; stanchions; vessel stanchions; steel hatch covers; sea ladders; vessel ladders; capstans for ships or 
boats; fenders for vessels [boat side protectors]; hatch wedges; hatch cleats; hatch battens; hatch boards; marine signal 
beacons; boat covers; davits for boats [boat davits]; boat chocks; portholes for vessels, other than for air cushion 
vehicles; portholes for vessels; mooring pipes for vessels, other than for air cushion vehicles; mooring pipes for vessels; 
aircraft; helicopters; parts and fittings of aircraft; structural parts for aircrafts; rotor blades for helicopters; airplane seats; 
landing gear wheels for aircraft; tires for wheels of aircraft; inner tubes for aircraft tires; landing gears; landing gears for 
aircraft; oxygen inhalers of aircraft; structural struts of aircraft; wings of aircraft; flight control gears; flight control gears 
for aircraft; fuselages for aircraft; fuel tanks for aircraft; airplane cloth [thick cloth for glider fuselages and wings]; thick 
cloth for covering glider fuselages and wings; vertical and horizontal stabilizers; stabilizing rods for land vehicles; 
airplane propellers; de-icers for aircraft; oil hydraulic system components for aircraft; hydraulic circuits for land vehicles; 
overhead storage bins for aircraft; aircraft wings; aircraft tails; windows for aircraft; doors for aircraft; two-wheeled motor 
vehicles, bicycles and their parts and fittings; motorcycles; structural parts for motorcycles; warning horns for 
motorcycles; saddles for motorcycles; stands for motorcycles; spokes for motorcycles; motorcycle tires; inner tubes for 
motorcycle tires; mudguards for motorcycles; handlebar grips for motorcycles; luggage racks for motorcycles; wheel 
hubs for motorcycles; handle bars for motorcycles; freewheels for motorcycles; frames for motorcycles; pedals for 
motorcycles; front forks for motorcycles; rims for motorcycles; motorcycle brakes; motorcycle engines; fuel tanks for 
motorcycles; motors for motorcycles; motorcycle saddles; motorcycle spokes; motorcycle chains; non-electric prime 
movers for land vehicles, not including their parts; internal combustion engines for land vehicles; gasoline engines for 
land vehicles; diesel engines for land vehicles; kerosene engines for land vehicles; steam engines for land vehicles; 
steam engines for railway rolling stock, automobiles and motorcycles; steam engines for railway rolling stock; steam 
engines for automobiles; steam engines for motorcycles; jet engines for land vehicles; turbojet engines for land vehicles; 
turboprop engines for land vehicles; ramjet engines for land vehicles; turbines for land vehicles; gas turbines for land 
vehicles; air turbines for land vehicles; steam turbines for land vehicles; hydraulic turbines for land vehicles; mechanical 
elements for land vehicles; machine elements for land vehicles; axle journals for land vehicles; chassis for land vehicles 
(except railway vehicles); driving chains for land vehicles; shafts, axles or spindles, machine elements for land vehicles; 
drive shafts for land vehicles; transmission shafts for land vehicles; axles for land vehicles; spindles for land vehicles; 
bearings, machine elements for land vehicles; bearings for land vehicles; axle bearings for land vehicles; wheel bearings 
for land vehicles; shaft couplings or connectors, machine elements for land vehicles; shaft connectors for land vehicles; 
shaft couplings for land vehicles; drive shaft couplings for land vehicles; power transmissions and gearing, machine 
elements for land vehicles; power transmissions for land vehicles; gearing for land vehicles; transmission components 
for land vehicles; transmission mechanisms for land vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; gearings for land vehicles; 
gears for land vehicles; drive gears for land vehicles; power transmission belts, machine elements for land vehicles; 
power transmission belts for land vehicles; toothed wheels or gears, machine elements for land vehicles; toothed gears 
for land vehicles; speed change gears, machine elements for land vehicles; speed change gears for land vehicles; shock 
absorbers, machine elements for land vehicles; shock absorbers for land vehicles; shock absorbing springs for land 
vehicles; air springs, machine elements for land vehicles; air springs for land vehicles; spring shock absorbers, machine 
elements for land vehicles; spring shock absorbers for land vehicles; spring-assisted hydraulic shock absorbers, 
machine elements for land vehicles; spring-assisted hydraulic shock absorbers for land vehicles; springs, machine 
elements for land vehicles; suspension springs for land vehicles; spiral springs, machine elements for land vehicles; 
spiral springs for land vehicle suspensions; laminated leaf-springs, machine elements for land vehicles; laminated leaf-
springs for land vehicle suspensions; coil springs, machine elements for land vehicles; coil springs for land vehicle 
suspensions; brakes, machine elements for land vehicles; brakes for vehicles; brakes for land vehicles; cone brakes, 
machine elements for land vehicles; cone brakes for land vehicles; disc brakes, machine elements for land vehicles; disc 
brakes for land vehicles; band brakes, machine elements for land vehicles; band brakes for land vehicles; block brakes, 
machine elements for land vehicles; block brakes for land vehicles.
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4274610    22/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483913]
ICHIMARU-GIKEN CO., LTD.
601, Oaza Tsunemochi, Chikugo-shi Fukuoka 833-0016 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Iron and steel; nonferrous metals and their alloys; ores of metal; metal materials for building or construction; metal 
joinery fittings; metal hardware; prefabricated building assembly kits of metal; reservoirs of metal; metal pulleys, springs 
and valves [not including machine elements]; industrial packaging containers of metal; loading and unloading pallets of 
metal; turntables for load handling; traversers for load handling; artificial fish reefs of metal; metal moulds for forming 
cement products; transportable greenhouses of metal for household use; paint spraying booths of metal; prefabricated 
sectional poultry houses of metal; beacons of metal, non-luminous; road signs of metal [not luminous nor mechanical]; 
railway points; machine keys; metal junctions for pipes; metal flanges; cotter pins; anchors; metal bollards; anvils; swage 
blocks; wire gauze; wire rope; chains of metal for dog; water tanks of metal for household purposes; tool boxes of metal, 
empty; metal stepladders and ladders; metal nameplates and door nameplates; towel dispensers of metal; hat-hanging 
hooks of metal; letter boxes of metal; safes; upright signboards of metal; sculptures of metal; metal tombs and metal 
tomb plaques; metal buckles; ferrules of metal for canes and walking-sticks; crampons; carabiners; metal diving boards; 
spurs; pitons of metal.

Cl.7;Metalworking machines and tools; mining machines and apparatus; construction machines and apparatus; 
loading-unloading machines and apparatus; chemical processing machines and apparatus; textile machines and 
apparatus; food or beverage processing machines and apparatus; lumbering, woodworking, or veneer or plywood making 
machines and apparatus; pulp making, papermaking or paper-working machines and apparatus; printing or bookbinding 
machines and apparatus; packaging or wrapping machines and apparatus; plastic processing machines and apparatus; 
semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems; machines and apparatus for manufacturing rubber goods; stone 
working machines and apparatus; non-electric prime movers, not for land vehicles; parts of non-electric prime movers for 
land vehicles; pneumatic or hydraulic machines and instruments; agricultural machines and agricultural implements, 
other than hand-operated; industrial fishing machines; sewing machines; glassware manufacturing machines and 
apparatus; shoe making machines; leather tanning machines; tobacco processing machines; adhesive tape dispensing 
machines; automatic stamping machines; starters for motors and engines; AC motors and DC motors [not including 
those for land vehicles but including parts for any AC motors and DC motors]; AC generators; DC generators; mechanical 
parking systems; food mixing machines for commercial use; food peeling machines for commercial use; food cutting, 
chopping and slicing machines for commercial use; lawnmowers; dishwashers; repairing or fixing machines and 
apparatus; machines and apparatus for wax-polishing, electric; washing machines; vacuum cleaners; dynamo brushes; 
electric food blenders for household purposes; curtain drawing devices electrically operated; potters' wheels; painting 
machines and apparatus; vehicle washing installations; waste compacting machines and apparatus; waste crushing 
machines; machine elements, not for land vehicles; drilling bits.
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Priority claimed from 23/04/2018; Application No. : 87889265 ;United States of America 

4275078    26/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1483946]
COVIA HOLDINGS CORPORATION
3 SUMMIT PARK DRIVE, SUITE 700 INDEPENDENCE OH 44131 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Processed industrial minerals for industrial, agricultural and manufacturing uses; proppants for use in oil well and 
gas well hydraulic fracturing operations; hydraulic fracturing sands; coated and surface treated industrial sands for 
industrial purposes and for use in manufacturing processes; natural and blended industrial clays and ball clays for 
industrial purposes and for use in manufacturing processes; kaolin clays; bentonite clays; industrial quartz for industrial 
purposes and for use in manufacturing processes; filtering materials of mineral substances, namely, industrial filtering 
sands; silicates, namely, monocrystalline silica, microcrystalline silica, amorphous silica and ceramic silica for industrial 
purposes and for use in manufacturing processes; cristobalite for industrial purposes and for use in manufacturing 
processes; nepheline syenite for industrial purposes and for use in manufacturing processes; potassium; feldspar, 
sodium feldspar, potassium feldspar and calcium feldspar for industrial purposes and for use in manufacturing 
processes; calcium oxides, limestone and hydrated lime for industrial purposes and for use in manufacturing processes; 
calcium fluoride; precipitated calcium fluoride; calcium carbonate; dolomite; quicklime for industrial purposes and for use 
in manufacturing processes; calcium borate, alumina, alumina tri-hydrate, glass alumina; alumina silicates; alumino 
silicates; sodium silicates; silicon dioxide; foundry sand; talc for industrial purposes and for manufacturing processes; 
zircon; industrial minerals, namely, colemanite, barite, huntite, magnesite, rutile, ilmenite, mineral based growing media 
and top dressings for soils; silicates; bauxite; industrial minerals used for refractory applications; industrial mineral 
sands for industrial purposes and for use in manufacturing processes; chemical additives for treating industrial minerals; 
chemical additives in the form of polymers for treating industrial minerals; chemical additives and catalysts for use with 
industrial minerals; unprocessed artificial and synthetic resins for use with industrial minerals.

Cl.19;Non-metallic industrial minerals for building or construction; quartz; sand; silica sand; silica gravel and silica 
powder; silica aggregates and carriers for building or construction; feldspar; hydrated lime, limestone and quicklime for 
building or construction; non-agricultural lime for use in construction; mineral based foundry construction materials, not 
of metal; mineral based refractory construction materials, not of metal; calcite.
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Priority claimed from 02/11/2018; Application No. : 152707 ;Bulgaria 

4275080    19/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483947]
Euro Games Technology Ltd.
4, "Maritsa" Str., „Vranya-Lozen-Triugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia Bulgaria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; computer gaming software; computer software packages; computer operating system software; 
computer software, recorded; software drivers; virtual reality software; games software; entertainment software for 
computer games; computer programs for network management; operating computer software for mainframe computers; 
monitors (computer hardware); computer hardware; apparatus for recording images; monitors (computer programs); 
computer game programs; computer programs for recorded games; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; communications servers [computer hardware]; electronic components for gambling 
machines; computer application software featuring games and gaming; computer software for the administration of on-
line games and gaming; computer hardware for games and gaming; electronic components and computer software for 
gambling, gambling machines, gambling games on the internet and via telecommunication network.

Cl.28;Gaming machines for gambling; chips for gambling; mah-jong; arcade games; gambling machines operating with 
coins, notes and cards; games; electronic games; parlor games; gaming chips; gaming tables; slot machines [gaming 
machines]; LCD game machines; slot machines and gaming devices; coin-operated amusement machines; roulette chips; 
poker chips; chips and dice [gaming equipment]; equipment for casinos; roulette tables; gaming roulette wheels; casino 
games; gambling machines and amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated; coin-operated amusement machines 
and/or electronic coin-operated amusement machines with or without the possibility of gain; boxes for coin-operated 
machines, slot machines and gaming machines; electronic or electrotechnical amusement machines and apparatus, 
gaming machines, coin-operated entertainment machines; housings for coin-operated machines, gaming equipment, 
gaming machines, machines for gambling; electropneumatic and electrical slot machines (gaming machines for 
gambling).

Cl.41;Gambling; services related to gambling; gaming services for entertainment purposes; casino, gaming and 
gambling services; training in the development of software systems; provision of equipment for gambling halls; providing 
casino equipment [gambling]; gaming machine entertainment services; providing casino facilities [gambling]; gaming hall 
services; amusement arcade services; games equipment rental; rental of gaming machines; providing amusement arcade 
services; rental of gaming machines with images of fruits; editing or recording of sounds and images; sound recording 
and video entertainment services; hire of sound reproducing apparatus; provision of gaming equipment for casinos; 
providing of casino facilities; online gambling services; casino, gaming and gambling services; provision of gaming 
establishments, gaming halls, Internet casinos, online gaming services.
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4275086    04/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483951]
BEIJING INNOCARE PHARMA TECH CO., LTD.
Bldg. 8, Community No.1, No.8 Courtyard, Life Park Road, ZGC Life Science Park, Changping District 102206 Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; nutritional supplements; medicines for human purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use; vaccines; pharmaceutical preparations; drugs for medical purposes; medicines for 
veterinary purposes; air purifying preparations; preparations for destroying noxious animals.

Cl.35;Marketing; personnel management consultancy; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising 
purposes; advertising; retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical 
supplies; compilation of information into computer databases; import-export agency services; public relations; 
professional business consultancy; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other 
businesses].

Cl.40;Material treatment information; processing of chemical reagents; food and drink preservation; refining services; 
cryopreservation services; dyeing services; bookbinding; taxidermy; decontamination of hazardous materials; air 
purification.

Cl.42;Clinical trial; cloud computing; chemical research; certificate of quality system; material testing; computer 
programming; technical research; scientific laboratory services; biological research; conversion of data or documents 
from physical to electronic media.
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4275087    19/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483953]
Kession Capital Limited
42 Lytton Road, New Barnet BARNET, Hertfordshire EN5 5BY United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programmes relating to financial matters.

Cl.35;Advertising services relating to financial investment; advertising services relating to financial services; business 
advice relating to financial re-organisation; financial marketing; business appraisals for financial valuation.

Cl.36;Financial services for securing funds for others; financial services for the purchase of real estate; financial 
services for the purchase of vehicles; financial services in the nature of an investment security; financial services 
provided by electronic means; financial services provided over the Internet and telephone; financial services provided 
over the telephone and by means of a global computer network or the internet; financial services provided via the 
Internet; financial services related to dealing in shares; financial services related to real estate; financial services related 
to the sale and purchase of securities; financial services relating to bonds; financial services relating to business; 
financial services relating to international securities; financial services relating to investment; financial services relating 
to securities; advisory services relating to financial asset management; advisory services relating to financial investment; 
advisory services relating to financial investments; advisory services relating to financial matters; arranging financial 
transactions; arranging of financial investments; asset evaluation [financial]; brokerage services in financial markets; 
brokerage services in the field of financial instruments; brokerage services on the financial markets; brokerage services 
relating to financial instruments; brokering of financial services; computerised financial data services; computerised 
financial information services; computerised financial services; computerised financial services relating to foreign 
currency dealings; computerised information services relating to financial business; conducting of financial transactions 
on-line; consultancy (financial -); consultancy services relating to financial investment; consultation services relating to 
financial matters; financial advice; financial advice and consultancy services; financial advice relating to investment; 
financial advice relating to share option schemes; financial advisory and consultancy services; financial advisory and 
management services; financial advisory services; financial advisory services for companies; financial advisory services 
for individuals; financial advisory services provided for controllers; financial advisory services relating to securities; 
financial analysis services relating to investments; financial and investment consultancy services; financial and monetary 
services, and banking; financial and monetary transaction services; financial appraisal services; financial appraisals and 
valuations; financial consultancy and advisory services; financial consultancy and information services; financial 
consultancy in relation to the buying and selling of businesses; financial consultancy services relating to investments; 
financial consulting and advisory services; providing financial information by means of a computer database; financial 
exchange services; financial information and advisory services; financial information and evaluations; financial 
information for investors; financial information provided by electronic means; financial information provided by means of 
a computer database; financial information services for banks provided via computer networks and satellite 
transmissions; financial information services for financial institutions provided via computer networks and satellite 
transmissions; financial information services provided by access to a computer database; financial information services 
relating to currencies; financial information services relating to financial bond markets; financial information services 
relating to financial stock markets; financial information services relating to individuals; financial investment advisory 
services; financial investment in the field of securities; financial investment management services; financial investment 
research services; financial investment services; financial management; financial management advisory services; 
financial management for businesses; financial management services provided via the Internet; financial management via 
the Internet; financial market information services; financial research; financial research services; financial securities; 
financial transaction services; monitoring of financial portfolios; online financial transactions; preparation of financial 
analyses relating to securities; providing financial information; providing financial information by electronic means; 
providing financial information by means of a computer database; providing financial information on-line; providing 
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financial information via a web site; providing information and analysis via the Internet in the field of financial 
investments; providing investors with financial information; financial services; financial services relating to the securing 
of funds; financial services relating to wealth management; provision of financial advice; provision of financial 
information relating to shares; provision of financial securities; provision of financial services by means of a global 
computer network or the internet; provision of information relating to financial services.

Cl.38;Electronic communication services for financial institutions; electronic communication services for preparing 
financial information.
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4275122    14/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484012]
ACM
17 Rue de Neuilly - Impasse Passoir F-92110 CLICHY France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Proteins for human consumption.

Cl.3;Hair lotions; hair care products; ciliary products; products for restoring luster to nails and hair.

Cl.5;Dietary foodstuffs for medical use; food for babies; vitamin preparations; vitamins; nutritional and food 
supplements; dietetic substances consisting of vitamins, minerals, amino acids and trace elements; natural extracts of 
vitamin-rich products for medical use.

Cl.29;Algae extracts for food; preserved soya beans for food; natural extracts of vitamin-rich products for culinary use.
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4275766    28/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484082]
HeyDay Oy
Tallberginkatu 1 C 36 FI-00180 Helsinki Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; software for mobile phone; software for checking medicine authenticity; electric devices for checking 
medicine authenticity; electric devices for exposing counterfeit medicines; software for exposing counterfeit medicines; 
artificial intelligence software; artificial intelligence apparatus.

Cl.42;Software development; web hosting and software as a service (SaaS) and rental of software; design, creation and 
programming of web pages; authenticating of medicine; development of software for confirming medicine authenticity; 
development of software and devices for exposing counterfeit medicines; software as a service for confirming medicine 
authenticity; it consultancy, advisory and information services; computer hardware development; artificial intelligence 
software development.
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Priority claimed from 07/09/2018; Application No. : UK00003336903 ;United Kingdom 

4275769    28/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484089]
Truphone Limited
25 Canada Square, Canary Wharf London E14 5LQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Telecommunications, telephonic and communications apparatus and instruments; mobile and fixed telephones; 
digital telecommunications apparatus; computer software; computer software downloadable from global computer 
information networks; communication software; telecommunication software; telephony software; apparatus for 
recording, transmission, processing and reproduction of sound, images or data, and software for use in relation thereto; 
apparatus for speech recording; apparatus for recording SMS message texts; software and hardware for recording and 
processing digital and analogue signals; computer software enabling the recordal of sound, data and images; computer 
software enabling the automatic recordal of sound, data and images; computer software enabling the automatic 
transmission and recordal of sound, data and images in the course of person-to-person or peer-to-peer or machine to 
machine communication; software for communication apparatus and instruments; software that provides customers with 
access to and use of global wireless communication and computer networks via computers, portable computers, 
personal computers and other wireless devices, cellular phones or handheld and personal digital assistants; software and 
apparatus featuring voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) technology; software and apparatus featuring Global System for 
Mobile Communications (GSM) (VOIP) technology; software and apparatus featuring voice over Long-Term Evolution 
(VoLTE) technology; software that enables the location of wireless communication networks and computer networks; 
software incorporating address book management systems and contact management systems; electrical and electronic 
accessories and peripheral equipment designed for use with telecommunications and communications apparatus, 
computers, portable computers, personal computers and other wireless devices, cellular phones or handheld and 
personal digital assistants, and with computer networks; dongles; software for secure data storage and retrieval and 
transmission of confidential customer information used by individuals, companies and financial institutions; hardware 
and software used to identify subscribers on telecommunications apparatus and SIM cards; caller display software; caller 
identification software; payment cards including cards containing an integrated circuit chip (smartcards); SIM cards; 
radio frequency identification devices (transponders); media for storage and/or reproduction of sound and/or visual 
images; interactive and multi-media software; electronic media apparatus; data storage apparatus; data processing 
apparatus; memory storage devices; software featuring voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) technology; software featuring 
Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) (VOIP) technology; software featuring voice over Long-Term Evolution 
(VoLTE) technology; computer hardware modules for use with the Internet of Things [IoT]; computer hardware modules 
for use in Internet of Things electronic devices; computer application software for use in implementing the Internet of 
Things [IoT]; computer hardware modules for use in electronic devices using the Internet of Things [IoT].

Cl.35;Providing online commercial directory information services also featuring hyperlinks to other websites.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; telecommunications services; communications; communications services; providing 
access to telecommunications networks via wireless communications and computer networks; operation of 
telecommunications systems; operation of telecommunications systems featuring voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) 
technology; operation of telecommunications systems featuring Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM); 
operation of telecommunications systems featuring Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA); operation of 
telecommunications systems featuring voice over Long-Term Evolution (VoLTE); communications services, namely, 
telephone, mobile telephone, message collection and transmission, call diversion, answer phone, directory enquiries and 
electronic mail services; transmission, delivery and reception of sound, data, images, music and information; 
telecommunication services featuring automatic recordal of sound, data and images; personal numbering services 
(telephony); call recording services; operation of telecommunication systems featuring multiple mobile subscriber 
identity module technology; providing telecommunications connections to computer databases and for machine to 
machine or peer-to-peer connectivity and communications, the Internet or other electronic networks; providing user 
access to the Internet; providing access to databases including through wireless networks; delivery of audio, video and 
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data by telecommunications; leasing of access time to a computer database via a dedicated line; provision of advice and 
information in relation to communications and communication technologies.

Cl.42;Computer technology services; computer software services; analysis and research services relating to 
telecommunications services; analysis and research services relating to computer hardware and software; design and 
development of telecommunications hardware and software, and parts and fittings therefor; design and development of 
computer hardware and computer software, and parts and fittings therefor; design, development and commissioning of 
websites; creating, maintaining or hosting web sites; installation, maintenance and repair of computer software; cloud 
computing; rental of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; providing temporary use of 
on-line non-downloadable operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; software as a service; 
application services provider [ASP], namely, hosting computer software applications of others; design and development 
of online programming content and interactive media; providing search engines for the Internet; provision of search 
engines for the Internet; recording data for others on optical, digital and magnetic media for electronic storage; 
computerised data storage; electronic data storage; electronic data storage services; development of systems for the 
storage of data; electronic data storage and data back-up services; provision or rental of electronic storage space [web 
space] on the Internet; design and development of software and hardware for producing, recording and processing digital 
and analogue signals; providing temporary use of software for use in connecting, operating, and managing networked 
devices in the Internet of Things [IoT]; voice message storage services.
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Priority claimed from 11/01/2019; Application No. : 88258652 ;United States of America 

4275772    07/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484092]
Massive Media Match, Naamloze vennootschap
Emile Braunplein 18 B-9000 Gent

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software for instant messaging; downloadable software for social networking; downloadable 
software for accessing, sending, receiving, posting, and sharing images, audio, video, text, links, data, and information 
via the internet; downloadable software for use in communications between speakers of different languages by means of 
language translation and subtitling.

Cl.38;Instant messaging services; providing on-line chat rooms for social networking; video conferencing services for 
social networking; telecommunication services, namely, electronic transmission and delivery of images, audio, video, 
text, links, data, and information via the internet.

Cl.45;Online social networking services.
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Priority claimed from 15/02/2019; Application No. : 302019000011295 ;Italy 

4275776    11/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484121]
Tomasella Industria Mobili di Tomasella Paolo & C. S.A.S.
Via Ungaresca, 16 I-33070 BRUGNERA (PN) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; cupboards; desks; seats; armchairs; cushions; mattresses; divans; furniture 
fittings, not of metal; bed fittings, not of metal; furniture partitions of wood; furniture shelves; edgings of plastic for 
furniture; writing desks; sofas; beds; bed bases; tables of metal; dressing tables; lockers; mirrors with silvered glass; 
plate racks; showcases in the nature of furniture; drawers, being furniture parts; sofa beds; divans; dressing tables; table 
tops; chairs; chair cushions; chair pads; seating furniture; book rests; bookcases; tea carts; plate racks; lockers; 
nightstands; sideboards; dinner wagons.

Cl.35;Electronic commerce services, namely, providing information about products via telecommunication networks for 
advertising and sales purposes; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; wholesale store 
services and retail store services of sockets for electric lights, chandeliers, luminous tubes for lighting, kitchen ranges in 
the nature of ovens, lamp shades, lampshade holders, standard lamps, exhaust hoods for kitchens, cupboards, desks, 
furniture, seats, armchairs, cushions, mattresses, divans, furniture fittings, not of metal, bed fittings, not of metal, 
furniture shelves, edgings of plastic for furniture, writing desks, sofas, bed bases, tables of metal, dressing tables, 
lockers, mirrors with silvered glass, plate racks, showcases in the nature of furniture.
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4275802    12/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484198]
Toussi Investment & Innovation
121 bd de Lozère F-91120 Palaiseau France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; office functions; dissemination of advertising material (leaflets, 
prospectuses, printed matter, samples); arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; presentation 
of goods on all communication media, for retail purposes; document reproduction; computerized file management 
service; web site traffic optimization; online advertising on a computer network; rental of advertising time on all 
communication media; publication of advertising texts; dissemination of advertisements; advice regarding 
communication (advertising); public relations; advice regarding communication (public relations).

Cl.42;Software development; software development (design); software installation; maintenance of software; updating 
of software; software rental; programming for computers; computer system analysis; computer system design; services 
provided by consultants relating to computer hardware design and development; digitization of documents; software as a 
service (SaaS); cloud computing; information technology (IT) consultancy; hosting of servers; graphic arts design 
services; electronic data storage.
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4275805    22/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484132]
FRACTUS, S.A.
Avenida Alcalde Barnils, 64-68, Módul C, 3ª planta E-08174 Sant Cugat del Vallés (Barcelona) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction 
of sound or images; magnetic recording media, sound recording disks; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash 
registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; fire extinguishers.

Cl.35;Advisory and consultancy services regarding business strategy.

Cl.38;Telecommunications.
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Priority claimed from 01/11/2018; Application No. : 017979505 ;European Union 

4275809    29/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484146]
Molok Oy
PL 90 FI-37101 Nokia Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Waste management and recycling machines; waste disposal units; waste compacting machines; waste crushing 
machines; waste sorting machines; shredders [machines] for waste; waste masticators and compressors [electric waste 
disposal units]; liquid waste removal machines; waste and trash conveying machines; lifting apparatus; vehicle lifts.

Cl.20;Containers, not of metal (storage, transport); frames (non-metallic -) for containers.

Cl.21;Refuse containers and dustbins; parts of refuse containers and dustbins; lids of refuse containers; lifting refuse 
containers to be used inside refuse containers; cladding of refuse containers; battery boxes for refuse containers.

Cl.22;Ropes, string, sacks and bags (not included in other classes); lifting waste bags for refuse containers and 
dustbins.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of waste collection systems; installation, maintenance and repair of refuse 
containers and dustbins.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; transport and storage of waste; emptying of refuse containers and 
dustbins.

Cl.40;Waste treatment (transformation); recycling of waste and trash; destruction of waste and trash.
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Priority claimed from 29/01/2019; Application No. : 36214268 ;China 

4275820    08/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484162]
SPACEWILL INFO. CO., LTD.
507-510, 5 FLOOR, BUILDING 1, 11 CHANGCHUNQIAO ROAD, HAIDIAN DISTRICT BEIJING China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Satellite navigation device; satellite receiver; sound locating instruments; data processing apparatus; surveying 
instruments; measuring apparatus; equipment and instruments for electronic navigation and positioning; computer 
software, recorded; couplers [data processing equipment]; computer memory devices.

Cl.35;Advertising; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; providing business information 
and suggestions to consumers (consumer suggestion agency); commercial administration of the licensing of the goods 
and services of others; import-export agency services; sales promotion for others; compilation of information into 
computer databases; arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; provision of an online 
marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; providing business information via a web site.

Cl.38;Message sending; communications by cellular phones; information about telecommunication; rental of message 
sending apparatus; satellite transmission; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; 
providing user access to global computer networks; providing access to databases; transmission of digital files; 
communications by computer terminals.

Cl.39;Storage information; distribution of energy; courier services [messages or merchandise]; transport services for 
sightseeing tours; GPS navigation service; air transport of passengers; rental of tourist taxi; passenger ship transport; 
taxi carriage arrangement; arranging of transportation for travel tours.

Cl.41;Teaching; organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; online publication of electronic books and 
journals; entertainment services; modelling for artists; conducting guided tours; provide online educational information; 
provide educational courses on tourism; lending books and magazines; academies [education].

Cl.42;Technological research; research and development of new products for others; geological surveys; consultancy 
in the design and development of computer hardware; computer system analysis; conversion of data or documents from 
physical to electronic media; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; electronic data 
storage; design of telecommunication equipment and components; software as a service [SaaS].
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Priority claimed from 22/02/2018; Application No. : 017844515 ;European Union 

4275821    21/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1484164]
Lifetime Brands Europe Limited
Plumbob House, Valepits Road, Garretts Green Birmingham B33 0TD United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand operated) for domestic, kitchen, food preparation, drinks preparation, culinary or 
dining use; hand tools and implements (hand-operated) for making, shaping and applying icing to foods; melamine hand 
tools, implements (hand operated) and cutlery, all for kitchen, dining and culinary use; nylon hand tools, implements 
(hand operated) and cutlery, all for kitchen, dining and culinary use; cutlery; polycarbonate and acrylic cutlery; 
disposable tableware [knives, forks and spoons]; knife holders; knife sets; knives; palette knives, kitchen knives, mincing 
knives (hand tools), cake knives, chefs' knives, vegetable knives, fruit knives, scaling knives, carving knives, butchers' 
knives, Japanese chopping kitchen knives, bread knives; forks; spoons; bar spoons and cocktail spoons; cake slicers, 
cake cutting wires and cake cutters; food cutters; cheese cutting wires; spatulas [hand tools]; ladles; pasta cutters; 
peelers, chippers and slicers; cleavers; shears for preparing meats; mandolines; shredders for vegetables; tongs; pizza 
cutters; mortars and pestles; choppers; cheese slicers (non-electric); egg slicers; fish scalers; oyster openers; herb 
cutters (hachoirs); cheese planers [hand tools]; food spreaders; strawberry slicers; bar utensils, namely hand tools for 
use for slicing fruit, herbs and vegetables; can-openers (non-electric); scissors; scissor-sharpening apparatus, knife 
sharpening apparatus; blades for knives; melamine, polycarbonate and acrylic cutlery; food shredders, chippers and 
slicers; mincers (non-electric); gingerbread cutters; cake cutters; foil cutters; corers; hand-operated food processors; 
butter curlers and ballers; orange and lemon zesters; strawberry hullers; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.9;Domestic/kitchen and bar weighing and measuring apparatus and instruments; weights and weight sets; 
measuring cups; measuring spoons; measuring bowls; thermometers; wine thermometers; kitchen scales; cooking 
timers; egg timers; rulers (measuring devices) for icing; cake and icing testers (probes and thermometers); decorative 
magnets and fridge/freezer magnets; fridge/freezer magnets for holding paper or documents; time clocks; jiggers and 
measures for drinks; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.21;Cast aluminium cookware; bakeware; microwaveable potato bakers not of metal; ceramic baking pots for 
cheeses; cooking utensils; pans, roasting pans; food steamers, non-electric; baking tins; casseroles; poachers; pots, 
stockpots; roasting dishes; roasting racks and cooling trays; non-electric griddles; lids, stoppers and air-tight closures 
for containers; basting spoons; ramekins; saucepans, frying pans, milk pans; pan handle sleeves made of silicone; 
pudding basins; crockery; cups, plates, dishes, sauce dishes, butter dishes, serving bowls, serving dishes, mixing bowls, 
sugar bowls, sugar dishes, noodle bowls; dish covers; melamine, polycarbonate and acrylic plates, bowls, drinking 
vessels, cups, dishes, bottles, jugs and mugs; food graters, pressers, presses; chopping boards, cutting boards for the 
kitchen; antipasti boards; carving boards; buckets for kitchen use; trays, including serving trays, baking trays; 
candlesticks; trivets and silicone trivets; oven gloves; spice racks; spatulas, including spatulas of silicone; mixing 
spoons; mills for domestic purposes; dish drainers; shakers; salt and pepper mills and salt and pepper shakers; juice 
processors and juice pressers; citrus juicers; fruit squeezers; fruit reamers; food and fruit mashers (hand implements); 
jugs, bottles; pots; covers for food; toast racks; microwaveable racks for cooking bacon; flour/sugar sprinklers; cooking 
funnels; food displaying containers; cheese domes; butter dishes and lids for butter dishes; egg separators; egg 
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poachers; egg coddlers; woks (non-electric); jars and jar-openers; strainers for household purposes including colanders 
(not of precious metals); sieves; sifters (household utensils) and colanders; food mashers; presses for food; chopsticks; 
chopstick rests; cutlery rests; blenders for food (non-electric); amuse bouche serving sets; salad spinners, blanching 
baskets, chip baskets and chip fryers; gravy and sauce boats, pots, dispensers and pourers for gravy, sauces, oils and 
liquids; melon ballers; corn-on-the-cob holders and plates; onion holders; skewers, lemon squeezers; food scoops, 
basting brushes, food whisks and non-electric beaters; brushes for food; syringes for culinary purposes; pizza stones; 
eggcups and plates; tongs for food; skewers; scrapers for kitchen/culinary use; cooking mesh bags other than for 
microwave; food-warming stones [non-electric]; bread-warming stones [non-electric]; sizzle platters; bamboo steamers; 
non-electric waffle irons; taco holders; non-electric rice and vegetable cooking pots; tajine pots; gratin dishes; splatter 
screens for kitchen use; honey dippers; egg rings; bottle sprayers for oil and vinegar; vinegar cruets; spice bags and 
spice balls; sandwich cutters; paella pans; mussel pots; dish stands and cutlery drainers; stands for pots and saucepans; 
ceramic baking beans used to stop pastry from rising; tenderisers [kitchen utensils]; BBQ mitts; cruet sets; pump sets; 
napkin rings; kettles (non-electric); teapots; coffee pots; coffee filters; coffee grinders, coffee percolators, non-electric; 
coffee services; coffee measuring scoops; coffee stirrers; tea and egg cosies; tea infusers; teabag holders; mugs; mug 
trees; strainers and straining kits for jam-making; straining bags; ice cream scoops; moulds for food; cookie (biscuit) 
cutters, pastry cutters; wooden pastry tampers; cookery moulds (kitchen utensils) including jelly moulds, cake moulds, 
chocolate moulds, pancake moulds, ice lolly moulds, ice cream moulds; cake decorating devices (for dispensing icing or 
toppings); articles for piping food; icing sets, icing syringes; food piping sets; icing and food piping bags; icing bottles; 
moulds, cutters, stamps, scrapers, smoothers, embossers, nozzles, mats and guns for shaping and applying icing to 
food; plastic sticks for use with cake pops; canelé moulds; cake tins and stands; rolling pins and pastry boards; pastry 
rolling mats; cake-servers; serving plates for cakes; serving stands for cakes and cupcakes; tiered cupcake stands; dish 
stands, teapot stands, pot stands, bottle stands and cruet stands for oil and vinegar; cloches for serving food, namely 
domed tableware covers; barware; beverage-preparation utensils and containers; bar utensils used for preparing drinks; 
glass bottles; cocktail, beer, brandy and wine glasses; beer mugs and tankards; pint glasses; drinking vessels, tumblers; 
shot glasses and sets; polycarbonate and acrylic glassware; holders for drinking glasses; beer and drinks mats and 
coasters (not of paper); holders for drinks cans and bottles; beer can holders and cooling jackets; place card holders; 
corkscrews; bottle-openers; stoppers for bottles, bottle pourers and wine pourers; cork screws; funnels for drinks; 
vacuum pumps and stoppers for drinks, wine and beer bottles; wine drip collars; non-electric juicers; drip catchers; 
decanters; stands, sieves, drip trays and funnels for decanters; decanter cleaning balls and decanter cleaners; cocktail 
shakers and cocktail stirrers; cocktail umbrellas (cocktail picks); cocktail muddlers; cocktail strainers; cocktail picks with 
decoration; swizzle sticks; ice buckets; ice cube trays; reusable ice cubes; wine and beer coolers and warmers; hors 
d'oeuvre dishes; serving bowls for snacks; drinking straws; straw dispensers; dispensers for drinks; soda syphons; soda 
syphon charges, canisters and refills; bread bins and bread-boards; biscuit barrels; biscuit/tea/coffee jars and storage 
caddies; kitchen utensil holders; flasks and lunchboxes; foil food containers; air-tight plastics containers for food and 
drink storage; heat-insulated containers; thermally insulated containers for food; food storage containers; lids for food 
and drinks containers; moulded trays (containers) for storing portions of fruit or vegetables; food preserving jars; cases 
for protecting fruit and bananas; banana and fruit stands not of metal; canisters; sugar, tea and coffee canisters; portable 
cool boxes, non-electric; cool bags; portable coolers, cooling devices and utensils for food and drink; portable cool 
boxes, non-electric, insulating sleeves, thermal insulated wraps for food and drink containers; picnic boxes; picnic 
baskets with crockery for picnic purposes; water-carriers; water bottles; refrigerating bottles; drinking flasks for 
travellers, flasks (not of precious metal); hip flasks; paper tableware; pet food bowls; waste-bins; pedal-bins; cleaning 
articles, cleaning cloths, cleaning utensils; scouring pads; mops and sweepers; articles for cleaning purposes; steel 
wool; washing up pads and brushes; sponges; feather dusters; brushes for household use; kitchen towel dispensers; 
dustpans and brushes; brooms, broom handles; funnels, water-carriers; gloves for household purposes; oven mitts; fly 
swatters; laundry baskets; clothes peg baskets; towel and tea towel holders; fruit and banana stands made of metal; 
coffee pod (capsule) dispensers made of metal; coffee tampers made of metal; cooking rings made of metal; steel soap 
for removing garlic, fish and onion odours from fingers and hands; potato bakers made of metal; poultry lacing needles 
made of metal; metal non-boil over discs for saucepans and pots; kitchen utensils; olive picks; knife blocks; hand 
operated whisks; paper drinking straws; waste bins, not of metal; meat tenderisers in the form of kitchen mallets; hand 
tools for removing stones from fruit (fruit pitters); hand tools (spatulas) for lifting asparagus and fish; bain-maries; batter 
dispensers, namely hand-held tools for dispensing cake mixes, doughnut mixes and pancake mixes; hand-held crackers 
for cracking lobsters, crabs and other shellfish; hand operated sausage makers; trussing needles; salad servers; food 
turners; bottle and jar openers (hand-operated); ice tongs and crushers; can crushers; pickle and ice cube grabbers; bar 
utensils, namely hand tools for use in straining drinks, muddling cocktails, blending drinks, and crushing and serving ice; 
table cloth weights; non-electric pasta makers for domestic use; wooden spoons; skimmers for kitchen use; parts and 
fittings for the aforesaid goods.
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Priority claimed from 10/11/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 026 925 ;Germany 

4275844    29/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484188]
Karl Mayer Textilmaschinenfabrik GmbH
Brühlstraße 25 63179 Obertshausen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Warp preparation machines for warp knitting and weaving; warping machines; direct warping machines; raschel 
machines; sample warping machines; beaming machines; dyeing machines; stitch-bonding machines; bobbin lace 
machines; multiaxial fabric laying machines; warp knitting machines.

Cl.9;Electrical and electronic controlling for warp preparation machines, warping machines and sizing machines; 
apparatus for counting, monitoring and measuring of the physical characteristics of threads and textile machines.

Cl.37;Repair and maintenance of warp preparation machines, warping machines and sizing machines.

Cl.42;Technological consultancy in connection with warp preparation machines, warping machines and sizing 
machines; design and development of computer hardware and software for warp preparation machines for warp knitting 
and weaving, warping machines, sizing machines and dyeing machines.
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Priority claimed from 27/12/2018; Application No. : 2018-163421 ;Japan 

4275851    06/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484347]
ARKRAY, Inc.
57, Nishi Aketa-cho, Higashi-kujo, Minami-ku, Kyoto-shi Kyoto 601-8045 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations; medicated mouth care preparations; medicinal preparations for the mouth; 
pharmaceutical preparations for dental purposes; medical diagnostic reagents for use in oral testing; medical diagnostic 
reagents for use in salivary testing; pharmaceutical preparations for animals.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments; dental apparatus; dental instruments; oral testing apparatus and instruments 
for medical purposes; salivary testing apparatus and instruments for medical purposes; veterinary testing apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 06/12/2018; Application No. : UK00003359021 ;United Kingdom 

4275852    28/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483230]
Midatech Limited
65 Innovation Drive, Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX13 4RQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Nanoparticle ingredients for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals, medicines and cosmetics; macrocylic 
compounds, compositions and derivatives used as solubilising and stabilising agents for use in manufacturing 
pharmaceuticals, medicines and cosmetics.

Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals and medicines containing nano-particles; vaccines incorporating nano-particles; drug delivery 
agents for facilitating delivery of pharmaceuticals and medicines; nano-particles for use as carriers for pharmaceuticals, 
medicines and cosmetics.

Cl.40;Custom manufacture of nano-particles; custom manufacture of pharmaceuticals and medicines containing nano-
particles; custom manufacture of nano-particle devices; custom manufacture of drug delivery agents for facilitating 
delivery of pharmaceuticals and medicines; custom manufacture of macrocylic compounds, compositions and derivates 
used as solubilising and stabilising agents for use in manufacturing pharmaceuticals, medicines and cosmetics.

Cl.42;Scientific research services in the field of nano-particle technology; pharmaceutical and drug research, 
development and discovery services; drug delivery agent research, development and discovery services; testing, 
efficiency testing and advisory services related to research and product design in the field of nano-particles, macro-cyclic 
compounds, pharmaceuticals and nano-medicine; nano-particle laboratory services.
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Priority claimed from 04/02/2019; Application No. : 4522084 ;France 

4275856    24/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484192]
UBISOFT ENTERTAINMENT
107 avenue Henri Freville F-35200 Rennes France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sound and image recording apparatus; sound and image transmission apparatus; sound and image reproduction 
apparatus; magnetic disks; optical disks; personal digital assistant; computer memory devices; printed circuits; 
computers; readers of magnetic, optical and digital discs and diskettes; recorded computer programs; computer game 
software; downloadable computer game software; computer software on mobile telephones; CD-ROMs; compact disks; 
exposed cinematographic films.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; jewelry, precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments; pendulum 
clocks; alarm clocks; desk clocks; pocket watches; watches with alarm; sports watches; jewelry articles; costume 
jewelry; bracelets; ankle rings; chains (jewelry); medals; charms; earrings; lapel pins of precious metal; tie pins; tie pins; 
necklaces; ornamental pins made of precious metals; pendants; rings; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; figurines of precious 
stones; figurines plated with precious metal; amulets; cases for clocks, watches or jewels; containers (boxes or cases) of 
precious metal; coins.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard; adhesives (strips, tapes, adhesive materials) for stationery; stationery; artists' materials; office 
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requisites (except furniture); instructional or teaching material (except apparatus); painting materials for artists; writing 
supplies; bookmarks; teaching material (except apparatus) in the form of games (books); pouches for packaging (of paper 
or plastic materials); posters; albums; comic strips; calendars; stickers; newspapers; books; manuals [handbooks]; 
journals (magazines); graphic reproductions.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; umbrellas; athletics bags; beach bags; satchels; shopping bags; tote bags; 
suitcases, namely travel bags; backpacks; fanny packs; wallets; purses (coin purses); toiletry bag (empty); leather 
handbags; coin purses not of precious metal.

Cl.25;Clothing; disguises; footwear; headwear.

Cl.28;Games, toys; apparatus for electronic games other than those adapted for use only with a television set; action 
figures (toys); board games; playing cards; automatic game machines other than prepaid ones and those for use solely 
with a television set; automatic and coin-operated amusement machines.

Cl.32;Beers; mineral waters (beverages); spring water; carbonated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit-
based beverages; fruit juices; still waters; flavored waters; non-alcoholic aperitifs; non-alcoholic cocktails; fruit nectars; 
isotonic, hypertonic and hypotonic beverages (for use by people doing sports and adapted to their needs); lemonades; 
non-alcoholic beverages; non-alcoholic fruit extracts; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; pastilles for effervescing 
beverages; powders for effervescing beverages; preparations for making beverages; smoothies; soda water; sherbets 
[beverages]; syrups for beverages; syrups for lemonade; tomato juices [beverages]; vegetable juices [beverages]; 
energy-boosting drinks; non-alcoholic sparkling fruit-juice beverages; concentrates used for making non-alcoholic 
beverages.

Cl.41;Entertainment in the field of video games; organization of competitions in the field of video games; organization 
and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, organization of exhibitions for cultural purposes; publication of 
press magazines, publication of newspapers, editing of books, editing of newspapers, publication of books; information 
services concerning online computer games and other online entertainment; game services provided online (from a 
computer network); game services via cellular telephones; production of films (other than advertising films); show 
production; production of radio and television programs; motion picture production; television entertainment; provision 
of non-downloadable films and video games via online video-on-demand services; provision of digital multimedia content 
that cannot be downloaded online and that offers audio content, video and sound content; entertainment services in the 
form of an attraction or an amusement park, namely, a theme area; amusement park and theme park services; provision 
of recreational facilities; organization of electronic sports leagues and video games (organization of electronic game 
competitions); entertainment services in the form of competitions, games, tournaments, exhibitions, competitions and 
events relating to electronic sports and video games.
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Priority claimed from 19/10/2018; Application No. : 728299 ;Switzerland 

4275859    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484193]
Pioneering Ventures AG
Augustinergasse 21 CH-8001 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.21;Drinking straws; flavored drinking straws.

Cl.29;Milk and dairy products; beverages consisting primarily of milk; fermented milk products; condensed milk; 
evaporated milk; powdered milk; dairy-based desserts; spreads based on dairy products; flavored milk; cheeses; quark- 
type fresh cheese; yogurt, particularly yogurt with pieces of fruit and yogurt with fruit pulp; enriched milk.

Cl.30;Coffee-based beverages containing milk; chocolate beverage with milk; cocoa beverage with milk; powdered 
chocolate and powdered cocoa; sugar; natural sweeteners; glucose for culinary use; flavorings for beverages, other than 
essential oils; flavorings for filling straws for drinking; edible ices with milk or with powdered milk; powders for preparing 
ice creams with powdered milk; cream-based desserts.
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Priority claimed from 01/10/2018; Application No. : 726897 ;Switzerland 

4275866    01/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484211]
Dehoco AG
Huobstrasse 3 CH-8808 Pfaeffikon Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; business 
management and organization consultancy; professional business consultancy, business organization advice; personnel 
management consultancy; market research, market study; statistical data provision and compilation services; personnel 
recruitment; arranging and concluding commercial transactions for others via telecommunication systems; provision of 
contracts on the purchase and sale of merchandise; organization and conducting of advertising events for transport 
services; planning, organization, provision and conducting of trade fairs, exhibitions and presentations for economic and 
advertising purposes in the field of transport and traffic.

Cl.36;Insurance services; financial affairs; monetary affairs; customs brokerage services; financial services relating to 
customs clearance of merchandise for third parties; customs clearance of merchandise for third parties.

Cl.39;Transport; transport services; transport of merchandise by motor vehicles, railways, ships and aircraft; loading 
and unloading of ships, motor vehicles, trains and airplanes; packaging and storage of merchandise of all kinds; 
provision of information relating to transport and traffic, timetables, fares, routes, transport optimization and modes of 
transport; services provided by consultants relating to transport; tracking and tracing of merchandise in transit; 
packaging of merchandise of all kinds, overpacking and preparation of merchandise for extended transport; loading and 
unloading of ships, motor vehicles, trains and airplanes; rental and storage of transport and storage pallets, made of 
wood, plastic or metal, as well as transport and storage containers made of wood, plastic and metal; rental and chartering 
of motor vehicles, railway vehicles, ships, aircraft, transport apparatus, as well as auxiliary transport equipment and/or 
their parking areas, storage surface, and, namely, packages, hoisting ropes and cables, dryers, protective containers, 
temporary storage containers, hazardous material containers and containers.

Cl.41;Training services.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services, as well as research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and 
research services; development of technical feasibility studies; services provided by technical consultants relating to 
marine engineering; engineering drawings; services provided by technical consultants concerning damage assessment in 
connection with transport.
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4275890    15/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484237]
ENDOKEY S.R.L.
Via Guglielmo Marconi 51 I-40122 BOLOGNA Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Endoscopic equipment for industrial purposes; endoscopy cameras for industrial purposes; fibrescopes, other 
than for medical use; medical simulators [teaching aids]; artificial intelligence software for healthcare; software for 
medical use, software for industrial use.

Cl.10;Optical instruments for medical endoscopy; endoscopes; endoscopy cameras for medical purposes; automated 
endoscopy sinks for washing instruments; endoscope drying and storage cabinets; tightness test instruments for 
checking the integrity of endoscopes; trolleys for the transport of endoscopes; odour extraction trolleys for medical 
purposes; endoscope washers; filters for machines for washing and sterilising medical/surgical apparatus; filters and 
filtering machines for medical purposes; medical apparatus for use in endoscopy; medical instrument cabinets; bags for 
the transport of endoscopes and surgical instruments; cabinets and machines for sterilizing and washing 
medical/surgical instruments; electromedical diagnostic instruments.
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4275902    20/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484281]
Sakatta Inc.
1020 east 48th street Brooklyn NY 11203 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Mattress pads.

Cl.24;Baby bedding, namely, sleeping bags, swaddling blankets, crib bumpers, fitted crib sheets, crib skirts, crib 
blankets, and diaper changing pad covers not of paper; baby blankets; bath linen; bath towels; beach towels; beaver skin 
bed blankets; beaver skin blanket throws; bed and table linen; bed and table linen, wall hangings of textile; bed blankets; 
bed canopies; bed covers; bed linen; bed linen and table linen; bed pads; bed sheets; bed sheets of paper; bed sheets, 
fitted bed sheet covers, bed flat sheets, and pillow cases used in the bedding, health care, home-health care and nursing 
home industries made of biodegradable film created from renewable bio-polymer resources; bed skirts; bed spreads; bed 
throws; bedsheets; blanket throws; blankets for outdoor use; cashmere blankets; children's blankets; children's towels; 
children's bed sheets, pillow cases, and blankets; comforters; compressed towels; contoured mattress covers; curtain 
fabric; curtain liners; curtain loops of textile material; curtain tie-backs in the nature of textile curtain holders; curtains; 
curtains and towels; curtains made of textile fabrics; curtains of plastic; curtains of textile; curtains of textile or plastic; 
dining linens; draperies; eiderdowns; fabric curtains for mining and industrial uses; fabric for fire barrier curtains; fabric 
window coverings and treatments, namely, curtains, draperies, sheer curtains, swags and valances; face towels; face 
towels of textiles; fitted bed sheets; fitted bed sheets for pets; flame retardant fabrics for the manufacture of bedding and 
upholstered furniture; flat bed sheets; football towels; futon quilts; golf towels; hand towels; hand towels of textile; hand-
towels made of textile fabrics; hooded towels; household linen; household linen, including face towels; indoor and 
outdoor curtains; Japanese cotton towels (tenugui); kit comprised of fabrics for making quilts; kitchen linens; kitchen 
towels; lap blankets; large bath towels; linen; linen cloth; linen for household purposes; linen lining fabric for shoes; 
mattress covers; moisture absorbent microfiber textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of athletic apparel, namely, 
shirts, pants, shorts, jackets, bags, towels and athletic uniforms; net curtains; paper bed covers; pet blankets; pillow 
cases; pillow covers; pillow shams; pillow covers; low-profile bed skirts; pillowcases; quilt covers; quilts; quilts of textile; 
quilts of towelling; receiving blankets; sheet sets; shower curtain liners; shower curtains; shower room curtains; silk bed 
blankets; silk blankets; small curtains made of textile materials; quilts for pets; table and bed linen; table linen; table linen 
of textile; table linen, namely, coasters; table linen, not of paper; tea towels; terry towels; textile goods, namely, pillow 
slips and fitted sheet liners, containing fragrance; textile printers' blankets; towel sets; towel sheet; towelling coverlets; 
towels; towels; towels made of textile materials; towels of textile; towels that may be worn as a dress or similar garment; 
travelling blankets; tricot quilts; turkish towel; vinyl curtains; window curtains; window treatments in the nature of 
window panels of polyester, cotton and wool; woollen blankets.
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Priority claimed from 28/09/2018; Application No. : 40201819816P ;Singapore 

4275903    20/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484282]
Aman Group S.à.r.l.
Grabenstrasse 17 CH-6340 Baar Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Entertainment services; production of live entertainment; musical entertainment; on-line entertainment; providing 
entertainment information; entertainment ticket agency services; organisation of entertainment events; organizing talent 
contests and music and television award events; entertainment, sporting and cultural activities; production, presentation, 
syndication and editing of entertainment material with a visual and/or audio element, namely television and radio 
programmes, films, sound and video recordings, interactive entertainment programmes, live shows, stage plays, 
exhibitions and concerts; distribution and rental of entertainment material with a visual and/or audio element, namely, 
television and radio programmes, films, sound and video recordings, interactive entertainment programmes, computer 
games, recordings of live shows, stage plays, exhibitions and concerts; providing facilities for entertainment, recreation 
and sports events; providing online electronic publications [non-downloadable]; cruise ship entertainment services; 
directing of entertainment shows; writing and publishing of texts, other than publicity texts; publishing of books and 
other printed matter; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; digital video, audio and multimedia 
entertainment publishing services; providing digital music from the Internet (not downloadable); booking of seats for 
entertainment, educational and cultural events; booking of entertainment; conducting of sightseeing tours for 
educational, entertainment, recreational and cultural purposes; photography services; rental of audio equipment; rental of 
cinematographic apparatus; rental of entertainment apparatus; rental of lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television 
studios; game equipment rental; organisation of educational, entertainment, sporting or cultural events; foreign-language 
dubbing; hospitality services [entertainment]; health and fitness club services; education; providing of training; 
information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to the aforesaid services.

Cl.43;Hotels; hotel services; hotel catering services; hotel accommodation services; provision of temporary 
accommodation services; hotel restaurant services; restaurants; restaurant services; cafes; bistro services; cafeterias; 
snack bars; bars; bar services; services for the provision of food and drink; food and drink catering; self-service cafeteria 
services; self-service restaurants; temporary accommodation reservations; rental of meeting rooms; rental of rooms, 
marquees and pavilions for social functions; provision of conference facilities; booking services for hotels; information 
relating to hotels; electronic information services relating to hotels; providing information and booking services for hotels 
via the internet; reservation of hotel accommodation and restaurant services; travel agency services for reserving hotel 
accommodation; holiday planning (accommodation); food sculpting; banqueting services; takeaway food and drink 
services; rental of tableware, silverware, dishes, and table accessories for special events; rental of food service 
equipment; rental of cooking apparatus; rental of chairs, tables and table linens; information, advisory and consultancy 
services relating to all the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 07/05/2019; Application No. : 302019000029746 ;Italy 

4275907    23/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484286]
FLOS S.P.A.
Via Angelo Faini 2 I-25073 Bovezzo (Brescia) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Lighting apparatus and installations; heating apparatus and installations; steam generating apparatus; cooking 
appliances; refrigerating apparatus; drying apparatus and installations; apparatus for ventilating; water distribution 
installations; sanitary installations.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; clerical services; retail services in relation to 
lighting apparatus; wholesale services in relation to lighting apparatus; business management of retail stores; business 
management of wholesale stores.
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Priority claimed from 30/10/2018; Application No. : 2018-135110 ;Japan 

4277044    09/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484332]
CITIZEN TOKEI KABUSHIKI KAISHA also trading as CITIZEN WATCH CO., LTD.
1-12, 6-chome, Tanashi-cho, Nishi-tokyo-shi Tokyo Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Metalworking machines and tools; numerically control devices for machine tools; lathes; grinding machines; 
milling machines; numerically controlled lathes; numerically controlled grinding machines; numerically controlled milling 
machines; machining centers.

Cl.9;Computer software, recorded; downloadable computer software; computer software for maintenance, diagnosis or 
repair of machine tools and numerically controlled machine tools; computer software for performing machining by 
numerically controlled machine tools; computer software for editing machining programs of numerically controlled 
machine tools; computer software and telecommunications apparatus for numerically controlled machine tools to enable 
connection to databases, computer networks, and the Internet; numerically control devices; industrial PCs for numerically 
controlled machine tools; image display units with personal computer functions; electronic numeric displays.
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Priority claimed from 01/03/2019; Application No. : UK00003379751 ;United Kingdom 

4277051    07/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484335]
NAFEMS
46 Campbell Street Hamilton Lanarkshire ML3 6AS United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business management; provision of commercial and business contact information; business management 
assistance; all in the field of the practical application of numerical engineering simulation techniques.

Cl.41;Business training provided through a simulation structure; education; organization of exhibitions for cultural or 
educational purposes; practical training [demonstration]; provision of training in the field of validation of engineering 
simulation of products and processes; provision of on-line training in the field of validation of engineering simulation of 
products and processes; all in the field of the practical application of numerical engineering simulation techniques.

Cl.42;Computerized engineering analysis services in the nature of computer aided engineering services for others; 
engineering feasibility studies; technological engineering analysis; engineering consultancy relating to testing; 
engineering and computer-aided engineering services; professional consultancy services relating to engineering design; 
engineering analysis; simulation of engineering products and processes; computer consultancy services; computer 
programming services; computer software design services; design and development of computer hardware and software; 
scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; 
all in the field of the practical application of numerical engineering simulation techniques.
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Priority claimed from 01/02/2018; Application No. : 4424723 ;France 

4277062    25/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1484212]
MONNOYEUR
117 rue Charles Michels F-93200 SAINT DENIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for GPS-based surveying, optical or laser technology; scanners, navigation and positioning equipment, 
electronic and computing instruments for determining the exact position geographical of land vehicles, human beings; 
electronic and computing instruments for surveying, mapping, location and marine, air or vehicle navigation, sensors, 
software, receivers, computer hardware and software for positioning systems; computer hardware and software systems 
for control of public works vehicles; parts and component parts of the aforesaid goods; engineering software; 
maintenance software for software infrastructure and building materials; programmable telecommunication apparatus; 
on-board software for construction machines; software for analyzing business data in the field of construction and 
infrastructure management; software for topography, mapping, design and dimensioning of projects for streets, networks 
for cabling and piping, drainage, three-dimensional modeling, display and design of projects for roads and roundabouts; 
geographical database software, software for industrial designs; software dedicated to the creation of earthworks 
projects and metered infrastructure projects; software for CAD (computer-aided design) for designing and calculating 
infrastructure and earthworks projects; teamwork software in the field of creating earthworks projects and infrastructure 
projects, software for shared digital terrain modeling of the BIM type; software for designing and improving the quality of 
construction products (roads, highways, business projects, sewerage systems); downloadable digital documents in the 
field of architecture provided via a website; software for displaying information, video content, images and data from 
sensors for unmanned air vehicles; documentation and instructions for software development interfaced with the 
aforesaid products, in electronic format; all the aforesaid goods for use in the field of design and construction of 
infrastructure and civil engineering works.

Cl.35;Sale and rental of technology products in the fields of mapping and surveying, subscription services and advice 
with the required data and to improve efficiency in the fields of mapping and surveying; business management 
consultancy; professional business consultancy; business management and assistance services and administrative 
services; analysis, research and information services relating to business; provision of advice to companies relating to 
franchising; providing consumer products advice in the field of software; subscriptions to database services by 
telecommunications; business consultancy in the field of information technology management; all the aforesaid services 
for use in the design and construction of infrastructure and civil engineering works; collection, storage and hostingo 
construction data; business consultancy services relating to drones.

Cl.37;Repair and maintenance of instruments and apparatus for electronic positioning and navigation, laser measuring 
systems, laser rangefinders and electronic display panels, all for use in construction machines, apparatus and 
instruments for mapping and construction of permanent buildings, roads, bridges, roundabouts, streets, hydraulic 
networks, underground, drainage networks, civil engineering and infrastructure works; construction information; building 
construction supervision; all the aforesaid services for use in the field of infrastructure construction and civil engineering 
works; technical support, customization and installation, repair and maintenance of computer hardware for unmanned air 
vehicles.

Cl.38;Providing multiple-user access to databases accessible on-line over global information networks in connection 
with information relating to rental of construction machines, land vehicles, software and electronic apparatus and 
instruments; messaging services with devices for sending and receiving wireless signals; all the aforesaid services for 
use in design and construction of infrastructure and civil engineering works.

Cl.41;Training in the use and operation of apparatus and instruments for electronic positioning and navigation, laser 
measuring systems, range finder lasers and electronic display boards, all for use in construction machines and 
implements; training in the use and operation of computer software for use in geographical information systems; training 
in the use, assignment, coordination and operation of computer software for tracking and monitoring of construction 
equipment and machines, for designing and verification of building projects, for monitoring and conducting of contract 
offers for works accounting and construction, assessment of contract work, for analyzing productivity of staff assigned to 
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building projects and for managing products implemented for executing construction projects; training in the use of 
global information networks for locating vehicles and mobile instruments and apparatus and for wireless message 
sending; customized individual training, educational services, by means of courses, seminars, workshops, non-
downloadable Webinars, relating to use and operation of hardware and software, and apparatus and instruments used in 
the field of mapping and surveying; electronic desktop publishing; all the aforesaid services for use in the field of design 
and construction of infrastructure and civil engineering works.

Cl.42;Installation, repair, maintenance and updating of computer software; consulting services with respect to 
selection, implementation and use of computer software, computer hardware; customized design and development of 
computer software; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer problems and equipment 
breakdowns; all in the fields of mapping and engineering; providing online non-downloadable computer software for 
creation, design, visualization, simulation, analysis, collation and storage of data on building, construction, infrastructure 
and environment for use in the field of building construction, engineering and infrastructure modeling; providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software for the creation, design, visualization, simulation, analysis, collation and 
storage of data on building, construction, infrastructure and environment for use in the field of building construction, 
engineering and infrastructure modeling; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; research 
and development of new products for third parties; technical project studies; architecture; industrial design services; 
design services in road, urban development; advice on construction, drafting of construction plans, surveying; research 
and technical project studies; drafting of plans for construction, road projects; industrial design; providing on-line non-
downloadable software for locating, control and management of on-site equipment comprising but not limited to 
machines and vehicles, construction equipment, via computer networks, intranets and the Internet; providing on-line non-
downloadable software for drawing up offers and evaluations of costs as well as monitoring costs linked to equipment 
implemented in worksites comprising but not limited to equipment for use in quarrying and paving applications, 
equipment for the mining and forestry sectors, as well as motor vehicles, wastes sector; providing on-line non-
downloadable software for remote security of worksite equipment and vehicles against hazardous or unauthorized use, 
for preventing collision of worksite equipment and vehicles and preventing contact between worksite equipment, vehicles 
and underground equipment; Internet cloud computing services featuring software for flight planning of unmanned air 
vehicles (drones) and for communication, monitoring, operation, planning, reporting, regulatory compliance and analysis 
of data from an unmanned air vehicle; consulting, technical support, customization and development, installation, repair 
and maintenance of computer software, for unmanned air vehicles and consultancy services, technical advice and 
development of computer hardware for unmanned air vehicles; all the aforesaid services for use in the design and 
construction of infrastructure and civil engineering works; storage and hosting of construction data.
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Priority claimed from 15/01/2019; Application No. : 018009976 ;European Union 

4277065    29/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483227]
Hitschler International GmbH & Co. KG
Aachener Straße 1042 50858 Köln Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Confectionery, sweets, chews, chewing gum for medical purposes; dietetic food adapted for medical purposes 
(included in this class).

Cl.30;Confectionery, foam confectionery, marshmallows, sweet bacon, jellied confectionery, caramels, sweets, chews, 
chewing gum, not for medical purposes, fruit gums, wine gums, confectionery (including with a base of foam 
confectionery and/or chews and/or fruit gums and/or wine gums, with and without chocolate coatings); liquorice, liquorice 
products, puffed rice, marzipan and goods made therefrom.
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Priority claimed from 03/09/2018; Application No. : 308717 ;Israel 
4277071    23/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483267]
Ripples Ltd
P.O.B. 6 Enat Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electromechanical food preparation machines and equipment; electromechanical beverage preparation machines 
and equipment; electromechanical food processing machines and equipment; electromechanical beverage processing 
machines and equipment; electromechanical food decoration machines and equipment; electromechanical beverage 
decoration machines and equipment; printing machines; printing machines; industrial inkjet printing machines.

Cl.9;Printers, digital printers, ink jet printers and structural parts for foregoing printers; photocopiers; replicating 
apparatus in the nature of electrostatic copying machines, photo-copying machines, apparatus for recording, transmitting 
and reproducing image; software for printing artwork, photographs or other designs on food or beverages; software 
applications for use in the field of printing, image downloading, image editing; printers for use on food and drinks; color 
printers; inkjet printers; desktop printers; network printers; xerographic printers; impact printers; thermal printers; laser 
printers; colour printers; and computer printers.

Cl.11;Apparatus for heating, steam generating, cooking, cooling; coffee machines; electric percolators for making 
coffee; apparatus for keeping hot drinks warm; appliances for heating beverages; electric water heaters for preparing 
beverages; apparatus for refrigerating beverages; apparatus for dispensing chilled beverages.
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4277072    10/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483269]
CHAMBRE DE COMMERCE ET D'INDUSTRIE DE REGION PARIS-ILE-DE-FRANCE
27 avenue de Friedland F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; printing products (printed matter); packaging, wrapping and storage bags and articles of 
paper, cardboard or plastic; printing products (printed matter); books; posters; posters of paper; advertising posters; 
diaries (planners); educational publications; printed advertisements.

Cl.35;Advisory and consultancy services relating to business; assistance and business organization consultancy; 
assistance and business management consultancy; assistance and advisory services relating to commercial organization 
and management; business consulting with respect to franchising of restaurants; consultancy on the organization or 
management of a commercial enterprise; professional advice services concerning company operation; advisory services 
for business management; professional advice services concerning the creation of companies; professional consultancy 
services concerning product development; analysis, research and information services relating to business; market 
study; consultancy services in connection with the provision of goods and services; advertising, marketing and 
promotional services; provision of advertising space, time and media; organization of trade fairs and commercial 
exhibitions; bill-posting; consulting in marketing management; administration of cultural and educational exchange 
programs; business management assistance for the establishment and operation of restaurants; business management 
assistance for the operation of restaurants; commercial business administration; administration of the business affairs of 
franchises; foreign business administration; administration of cultural and educational exchange programs; management 
and administration of commercial companies; analysis, research and information services relating to business; providing 
consumer products information such as food and drink; consulting and consultancy services with respect to 
procurement of goods for third parties.

Cl.41;Publication of magazines and photographic reports; editing offices (texts other than for advertising); editing of 
publications; provision of on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; electronic desktop publishing; editing of 
electronic publications; editing of written texts; multimedia publishing; multimedia publishing of books; publication of 
educational and training guides; publication of newspapers, periodicals, catalogs and brochures; publication of training 
manuals; publication of multimedia material online; publication of pedagogical material for teaching; publishing by 
electronic means; electronic publication of texts and printed matter, other than advertising texts, on the Internet; editing 
services, other than printing; coordination of competitions on the Internet; exploitation of video film soundtracks; 
organization of exhibitions for entertainment; organization of exhibitions for training purposes; organization of 
presentations for training; organizing of lectures for educational purposes; organizing competitions for educational 
purposes; organizing of competitions for cultural purposes; organization of competitions for the purposes of 
entertainment; organization of award ceremonies; organization of demonstrations for cultural purposes; organization of 
demonstrations for training purposes; organizing of demonstrations for educational purposes; organization of games; 
arranging seminars for educational purposes; organization of educational seminars; organization of competitions for 
education or entertainment; preparation of conferences for educational purposes; preparation of lectures for educational 
purposes; preparation of seminars for educational purposes; arranging, coordination and organization of workshops; 
preparation, coordination and organization of conferences; preparation, coordination and organization of conventions; 
preparation, coordination and organization of seminars; consulting services in the field of culinary competitions; 
education, leisure and sports; education, entertainment and sports services; consultancy with respect to organization of 
culinary competitions; organization of exhibitions for cultural purposes; organization of exhibitions for entertainment 
purposes; education, leisure and sports; teaching and education; organization of award ceremonies, graduation 
ceremonies; organization of parties for educational purposes; organizing and conducting of exhibitions for cultural or 
educational purposes; educational services provided by schools; educational, teaching and entertainment services.

Cl.42;Design services; interior design; design of restaurants; styling [industrial design]; interior design; design of 
decorative layouts; design of catering establishments; design of animations for the benefit of others; design of catering 
establishments; design of audiovisual creative works; design of restaurants; Design relating to interior space design; 
design and testing of new products; design and testing in the framework of new product development; product 
development; product development for others; interior decoration services, consultancy and information relating thereto; 
realizing of expertise [engineering services]; analysis (quality control) of product design; analysis (quality control) of 
product development; design and testing in the framework of new product development; design and testing of new 
products; Advice relating to quality assurance; quality control for third parties; evaluation (quality control) of product 
design; evaluation (quality control) of product development; product quality evaluation; performing tests on food 
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products.

Cl.43;Rental of chairs and tables; rental of chairs, tables, table linen and glassware; rental of cutlery; rental of 
equipment for providing food and drink; rental of dishes; rental of glassware; provision of facilities for conferences, 
exhibitions and meetings; rental of facilities for exhibitions; rental of meeting rooms; rental of conference rooms; rental of 
rooms for social events; providing facilities for conferences [rental of rooms]; providing facilities for social events and 
banquets for special occasions; provision of food and drink; provision of temporary accommodation; Services for 
providing food and drink.
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CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

615614 615614 - (1245-0) 
858826 858826 - (1909-0) 

LEGAL STATUS UPDATED AS PER TM M TO BE - A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER 
THE LAWS OF SWITZERLAND. 

896757 896757 - (1346-0) in view of DR"S order dated 09.04.2019 the device mark has been 
amended as per TM-16 filed by the applicant. 

1287347 1287347 - (1327-2) Address for service to be read as Mr. V. RAVI,ADVOCATE AP.1396, 31ST 
STREET, VI SECTOR, K.K. NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 078. 

1639905 1639905 - (1914-0) 
device uploaded as per TM 1 only to remove 01 of the govt. stamp that was published 
inadvertently. 

2034436 2034436 - (1912-0) 
2034436 2034436 - (1912-0) Goods to be read as " INSURANCE; SERVICES RELATING TO 

FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS; FINANCIAL AND 
MONETARY SERVICES; SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH INSURANCE AGREEMENTS OF 
ALL KINDS; THE SERVICES OF ALL BANKS OR RELATED INSTITUTIONS, INCLUDING 
FOREIGN EXCHANGE BUREAUX AND CLEARING HOUSES; SERVICES OF CREDIT 
INSTITUTIONS OTHER THAN BANKS, INCLUDING CREDIT COOPERATIVES, FINANCIAL 
COMPANIES, LOAN ENTERPRISES; SERVICES OF INVESTMENT COMPANIES, HOLDING 
COMPANIES; SECURITIES AND ASSETS BROKERAGE; SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH 
MONETARY AFFAIRS CONDUCTED BY A TRUST COMPANY; SERVICES IN CONNECTION 
WITH THE ISSUING OF TRAVELLERS CHEQUES AND LETTERS OF CREDIT; PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT (RENTAL, APPRAISAL), SERVICES IN RELATION TO FINANCIAL, 
BANKING; SERVICES FOR THE INSURED, AND SERVICES RELATING TO INSURANCE 
BROKERAGE; BANKING BUSINESS; BANKING IN THE FORM OF ONLINE BANKING; 
FINANCIAL EVALUATION (INSURANCE, BANKING, REAL ESTATE) HOME BANKING ; 
SAVING SERVICES; CLEARING- HOUSES (FINANCIAL); BUILDING NAMELY THE 
FINANCIAL PREPARATION OF BUILDING PROJECTS; DEVELOPMENT OF USAGE 
CONCEPTS FOR REAL ESTATE WITH REGARD TO FINANCIAL MATTERS (FACILITY 
MANAGEMENT); FINANCIAL SUPPORT; FINANCIAL EVALUATION (INSURANCE, 
BANKING, REAL ESTATE); FINANCIAL SPONSORSHIP; FINANCING SERVICES; 
FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY (LOAN ADVICE); COMPANY LIQUIDATIONS (FINANCIAL 
SERVICES); MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS, NAMELY FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY WITH 
REGARD TO THE PURCHASE OR SALE OF BUSINESSES AND BUSINESS INVESTMENTS; 
SAVINGS SERVICES; MUTUAL FUNDS; FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT; TRUSTEESHIPS; 
INVESTMENT SERVICES; THE PROVISION OF INVESTMENT FACILITIES; THE PROVISION 
OF INVESTMENT FACILITIES ALL RELATING TO COMMODITY INDEXES; THE PROVISION 
OF INVESTMENT ADVICE; FINANCIAL CONSULTING, FINANCIAL EVALUATION, 
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND FISCAL EVALUATION; THE COLLECTION, PROVISION AND 
DISSEMINATION FOR FINANCIAL INFORMATION ALL RELATING TO COMMODITY 
INDEXES; INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO THE AFORESAID; 
ACTIVITY IN THE CREDIT AND INSURANCE SECTOR; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS INCLUDING 
VIA THE INTERNET; ISSUING OF CREDIT CARDS; FINANCIAL SERVICES;BANKING, 
FINANCIAL AFFAIRS, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY, FINANCING 
SERVICES, DEBT COLLECTION, LOAN BUSINESS, LEASING; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS, 
REAL ESTATE AGENCIES, EVALUATION OF REAL ESTATE, REAL ESTATE 
CONSULTANCY, FINANCIAL VALUATION OF REAL ESTATE, PROVIDING INFORMATION 
RELATING TO REAL ESTATE, REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT, RENT COLLECTION; 
INSURANCE, INSURANCE CONSULTANCY, INSURANCE INFORMATION, INSURANCE 
UNDERWRITING, GUARANTEES; SAVINGS AFFAIRS, PENSIONS, FINANCIAL 
APPRAISALS (INSURANCE, BANKING, REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS), FINANCIAL 
INFORMATION, MUTUAL FUNDS, PLACEMENT OF FUNDS, MONETARY AFFAIRS, 
ACTUARIAL SERVICES, FACTORING, CREDIT AGENCY AND BROKERAGE SERVICES, 
STOCK EXCHANGE PRICE QUOTATIONS, STOCKBROKERAGE, SAVING BANKS, 
INVESTMENT BUSINESS, SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH CREDIT CARDS, SERVICES IN 
CONNECTION WITH DEBIT CARDS, EXCHANGING MONEY, CHEQUE VERIFICATION 
SERVICES, ISSUING OF TRAVELLERS CHEQUES, ISSUING OF BANK CHEQUES, SAFE 
DEPOSIT SERVICES, CLEARING - HOUSE SERVICES (EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS), 
INSURANCE BROKERAGE, DEPOSITS OF VALUABLES, ISSUING OF VOUCHERS, CREDIT 
CARD SERVICES; STORE CARD SERVICES (FINANCIAL SERVICES), TAX ESTIMATES, 
TRUSTEESHIP, APARTMENT HOUSE MANAGEMENT, ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER; 
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REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT, ASSET MANAGEMENT; LIFE INSURANCE 
UNDERWRITING, MARINE TRANSPORT INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, ACCIDENT 
INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, FIRE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, HEALTH INSURANCE 
UNDERWRITING, HOUSING INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, APARTMENT RENTAL, RENTAL 
OF OFFICE SPACE, MORTGAGE BANKING, BANKING OPERATIONS, FINANCIAL 
TRADING, MONETARY TRANSACTIONS, INSTALMENT LOANS, FINANCIAL SPONSORING, 
LOAN SERVICES (FINANCIAL AFFAIRS), FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS, DIRECT BANKING 
(HOMEBANKING), CAPITALISATION OPERATIONS; BANKING, FINANCE AND MONEY 
INFORMATION, CONSULTANCY AND ASSISTANCE; ONLINE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF 
BANKING, FINANCIAL AFFAIRS, MONETARY AFFAIRS, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE 
AFFAIRS VIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS (INCLUDING MOBILE TELEPHONES) 
DATA TRANSMISSION AND DATA COMMUNICATION NETWORKS, INCLUDING THE 
INTERNET AND INTRANETS VIA ELECTRONIC WEBSITES; INSURANCE IN RELATION TO 
REAL ESTATE; FINANCIAL AFFAIRS CONNECTED WITH REAL ESTATE; REAL ESTATE 
AFFAIRS; DEVELOPMENT OF USAGE CONCEPTS RELATING TO REAL ESTATE; FACILITY 
MANAGEMENT RELATING TO REAL ESTATE; REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL AND 
EVALUATION; BANKING FINANCIAL TRADING, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, FINANCIAL 
CONSULTANCY, FINANCING, DEBT, COLLECTION, CREDIT, LEASING, REAL ESTATE 
AFFAIRS, REAL ESTATE AGENCIES, EVALUATION OF REAL ESTATE, CONSULTANCY 
WITH REGARD TO REAL ESTATE, FINANCIAL VALUATION OF REAL ESTATE, PROVIDING 
INFORMATION IN RELATION TO REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS, REAL ESTATE 
ADMINISTRATION, RENTAL COLLECTION, INSURANCE, IN PARTICULAR HOUSING 
INSURANCE AND RENT COLLECTION INSURANCE, INSURAANCE CONSULTANCY, 
PROVIDING INSURANCE INFORMATION, INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, SAVING BANKS, 
SUPERANNUATION SERVICES, FINANCIAL EVALUATION SERVICES (INSURANCE, 
BANKING, REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS), FINANCIAL INFORMATION, MUTUAL FUNDS, 
CAPITAL INVESTING BANKING, FINANCE AND MONEY INFORMATION, CONSULTANCY 
AND ASSISTANCE; ONLINE BANKING, FINANCIAL AFFAIRS, MONETARY AFFAIRS, 
INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS VIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS 
(INCLUDING MOBILE TELEPHONES), DATA TRANSMISSION NETWORKS AND DATA 
COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, INCLUDING THE INTERNET AND INTRANETS, VIA 
ELECTRONIC WEBSITES; CONSULTANCY AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO 
CAPITAL MARKET TRADING; PROVISION OF THE FOREGOING SERVICES ON-LINE FROM 
A COMPUTER DATABASE OR VIA THE INTERNET " 

2913395 2913395 - (1902-0) 
clerical errors in service description corrected as per TM 52 to be  
Class 35 -ADMINISTRATION OF UNIVERSITY-LEVEL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS; 
ENROLLING STUDENTS IN THE UNIVERSITY-LEVEL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS OF 
OLHERS; CAREER PLACEMENT; PROVIDING CAREER INFORMATION; EMPLOYMENT 
HIRING, RECRUITING, PLACEMENT, STAFFING AND CAREER NETWORKING SERVICES; 
PROVIDING ON-LINE EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF EMPLOYMENT-
RELATED SUBJECT MATTER, RECRUITMENT, CAREERS, JOB RESOURCES, LISTINGS 
AND RESUMES; CAREER COUNSELING, NAMELY, PROVIDING ADVICE CONCERNING 
EDUCATION OPTIONS TO PURSUE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES; PROVIDING EMPLOYMENT 
COUNSELING INFORMATION ON HOW TO SUCCESSFULLY TRANSITION JOBS; 
EMPLOYMENT OUTPLACEMENT SERVICES; PROVIDING EMPLOYMENT INFOMIATION; 
PROVIDING AN ON-LINE SEARCHABLE DATABASE FEATURING CLASSIFIED AD 
LISTINGS AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES; PROVIDING NETWORKING 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDIVIDUALS SEEKING EMPLOYMENT; PROVIDING ON-LINE 
INTERACTIVE EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING AND RECRUITMENT SERVICES; 
ADMINISTRATION OF UNIVERSITY-LEVEL HOUSING PROGRAMS; ADVERTISING; 
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS; 
PROVIDING EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING INFORMAFION ON HOW TO SUCCESSFULLY 
TRANSITION JOBS; ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES, NAMELY, ARRANGING FOR COLLEGE 
STUDENTS TO LIVE TOGETHER IN COLLEGE RESIDENCE HALLS. 
Class 41 - PROVIDING RECOGNITION AND INCENTIVES BY THE WAY OF AWARDS TO 
PROMOTE INNOVATION AND EXCELLENCE IN UNIVERSITY LEVEL INSTRUCTION; 
EDUCATION SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AND DEGREE 
PROGRAMS AT THE UNIVERSITY LEVEL; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, 
PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE UNIVERSITY LEVEL AND DISTRIBUTION 
OF COURSE MATERIAL IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, 
NAMELY, DEVELOPING, ARRANGING, AND CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES 
AND PROGRAMS AND PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD OF 
UNIVERSITY EDUCATION; EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING LIVE AND ON-
LINE CLASSES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF UNIVERSITY LEVEL 
INSTRUCTION, TRANSITION FROM UNIVERSITY TO EMPLOYMENT AND CAREERS: 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING DISTANCE LEARNING INSTRUCTION 
AT THE COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY LEVEL; PROVIDING ON-LINE AND WEB-BASED 
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE UNIVERSITY LEVEL; PROVIDING A WEB SITE THAT 
FEATURES INFORMATION ON ATTENDING COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY; EDUCATIONAL 
COUNSELING SERVICES; COLLEGE CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, ASSISTING 
STUDENTS IN FINDING COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES AND COMPLETING THE 
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APPLICATION PROCESS; PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL MENTORING SERVICES AND 
PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF UNIVERSITY LEVEL INSTRUCTION; PROFESSIONAL 
COACHING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF UNIVERSITY LEVEL INSTRUCTION; CHARITABLE 
SERVICES, NAMELY, VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE AND CAREER COUNSELING TO 
STUDENTS FOLLOWING COLLEGE GRADUATION: PROVIDING INFORMATION ON¬LINE 
RELATING TO EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES; PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING 
TO EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL 
CONFERENCES; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING BLOGS AND NON-
DOWNLOADABLE PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF ARTICLES AND BROCHURES IN 
THE FIELDS OF UNIVERSITY LEVEL INSTRUCTION; ARRANGING, CONDUCTING AND 
HOSTING SOCIAL ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES FOR RESIDENTS OF 
ASSOCIATED COLLEGE RESIDENCE HALLS; HOSTING SOCIAL ENTERTAINMENT 
EVENTS, NAMELY, SOCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR RESIDENTS OF 
ASSOCIATED COLLEGE RESIDENCE HALLS; EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; 
ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES. 
Class 42- PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE 
UNIVERSITY LEVEL; SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS) SERVICES FEATURING 
SOFTWARE FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING IN THE FIELD UNIVERSITY LEVEL 
EDUCATION; PROVIDING A WEBSITE THAT ENABLES USERS TO SUBSCRIBE TO 
COACHING, MENTORING, AND/OR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; COMPUTER SERVICES, 
NAMELY, CREATING AN ON-LINE COMMUNITY FOR REGISTERED USERS TO 
PARTICIPATE IN DISCUSSIONS, GET FEEDBACK FROM THEIR PEERS, FORM VIRTUAL 
COMMUNITIES AND ENGAGE IN SOCIAL NETWORKING; SCIENTIFIC AND 
TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; 
INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF 
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE. 

3009011 3009011 - (1828-0) The priority details corrected to read as: EUROPEAN COMMUNITY(CTM) 
3054391 3054391 - (1903-0)- legal status amended as per TM 1 to be -a company organized and 

existing under the laws of Sweden. 
3215595 3215595 - (1911-0) 

LEGAL STATUS AMENDED TO BE - A WASHINGTON CORPORATION AND OTHER 
CLERICAL ERRORS CORRECTED. 

3244531 3244531 - (1913-0)legal status amended to be - A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY 
ORGANIZED ACCORDING TO THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE. 

3469749 3469749 - (1896-0) APPLICANT DETAILS HAS BEEN CHANGED TO READ AS VENU BESAN 
MILLS PRIVATE LIMITED, S.NO.1429/2, CHHATRAL, MEHSANA HIGHWAY, NEAR SUNDEK 
INDIA LIMITED, RAJPURKADI, MEHSAN382715, GUJARAT, INDIA. 

3679229 3679229 - (1907-0) Goods to be read as ""GINGER AND GARLIC, FLOUR, FLOURS MADE 
FROM GRAM, WHEAT , RAWA, CEREAL, PULSE, BARLEY, AROMATIC PREPARATIONS 
FOR FOOD, NOODLES, SAUCES, COATED NUTS, HONEY, SALT, NAMKEENS, MIXTURE, 
MILLETS, AND ASAFOETIDA POWDER"". 

4056896 4056896 - (1912-0) 
colour condition inserted as per TM A to be -The applicant wishes to claim the colours 
dark blue, shades of purple, grey and white 
as elements of the mark. 

4226291 4226291 - (1914-0) 
Device amended to be Key2practice which was earlier Key2Practice. 
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578662 586159 614173 676222 746287
858861 938005 975241 976859 993460
1024964 1044359 1075083 1148511 1177889
1193216 1211082 1250323 1256659 1257419
1257421 1273714 1274183 1276962 1287347
1302851 1306708 1325759 1331207 1372318
1391821 1392875 1416220 1472932 1550707
1682816 1691290 1692674 1734763 1765211
1777066 1785576 1815439 1839229 1839232
1839239 1930069 1990314 1990758 2007824
2008474 2012329 2014860 2018274 2059037
2100844 2105981 2135072 2143193 2161408
2176480 2222717 2252021 2281038 2281917
2283232 2284094 2284472 2291122 2311561
2322893 2331592 2333992 2348334 2352412
2353270 2360743 2360963 2368229 2376321
2396380 2409984 2431093 2439715 2446981
2457596 2457899 2477585 2486643 2489498
2492122 2492138 2495098 2496028 2501989
2503397 2513072 2513133 2514076 2514369
2521388 2521657 2524355 2537928 2540672
2540676 2540677 2541320 2544353 2550219
2552718 2555250 2556932 2575971 2576992
2577584 2579245 2581134 2584331 2585001
2585264 2587967 2594776 2595726 2598626
2599609 2608433 2610457 2610590 2612862
2613703 2614856 2614864 2615473 2615568
2616737 2617716 2618418 2618419 2619783
2620537 2627603 2630250 2631789 2633224
2634085 2634273 2635217 2637005 2640582
2640586 2640843 2640845 2640846 2646539
2649267 2649474 2651814 2656568 2657842
2659873 2660557 2663658 2668234 2669307
2670845 2675288 2685293 2687892 2689785
2691191 2691743 2692182 2692188 2692246
2701693 2703020 2707931 2709500 2713859
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2717594 2719723 2723107 2730562 2731382
2731384 2731385 2731389 2733221 2736268
2737464 2737520 2741118 2741514 2743555
2743582 2743599 2749160 2751218 2751526
2751725 2752438 2753482 2755944 2757900
2757901 2760491 2760494 2760495 2760496
2760497 2760500 2760501 2761350 2761356
2765565 2767850 2767851 2768268 2769418
2770364 2770856 2771102 2771106 2771118
2771131 2774174 2774175 2774611 2775031
2776128 2776805 2776808 2777679 2777971
2778638 2779092 2779850 2779852 2779853
2779854 2780014 2781786 2783687 2784582
2785987 2787703 2790372 2792227 2792662
2792686 2793057 2793604 2793699 2794291
2796084 2800223 2800403 2800523 2800576
2800580 2800582 2801018 2801461 2802162
2802291 2802293 2802297 2802419 2803312
2803356 2803359 2803361 2803363 2803786
2803860 2804734 2805095 2805111 2805751
2805768 2806164 2806165 2806454 2806614
2806745 2806805 2807033 2807377 2807389
2809063 2809537 2811055 2811132 2811137
2811381 2811589 2813303 2813356 2813455
2813654 2813786 2813788 2813801 2813802
2814639 2814893 2815384 2815610 2815815
2816292 2816677 2816973 2817387 2817840
2817842 2817843 2817844 2818056 2818776
2819032 2820690 2821021 2821023 2821125
2822379 2822617 2823950 2824627 2824632
2824704 2825040 2825042 2825430 2825769
2825920 2827223 2827324 2827829 2828032
2829840 2830136 2830669 2830978 2832031
2832089 2832601 2832696 2832698 2833865
2835150 2835590 2835595 2835597 2836085
2840138 2844553 2845106 2846067 2846482
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2848589 2851229 2857651 2857812 2858505
2863254 2864966 2875288 2875497 2876317
2876359 2877724 2879167 2879735 2879862
2882181 2884116 2885461 2885654 2889794
2890098 2892523 2894184 2895975 2897824
2900753 2906904 2908083 2908595 2910293
2913098 2915696 2919001 2919041 2920686
2920754 2922677 2925116 2927630 2932302
2932432 2932757 2935656 2938853 2938934
2941492 2942346 2942349 2944681 2946741
2949795 2951277 2951413 2951793 2954504
2955502 2967174 2967531 2967777 2967790
2967808 2967815 2967957 2968531 2968532
2968533 2968534 2968535 2968538 2968625
2968707 2968829 2968899 2969053 2969160
2969175 2969176 2969178 2969303 2969483
2969583 2970004 2970048 2970150 2970162
2970163 2970333 2970602 2970728 2971088
2971089 2971529 2972117 2972118 2972119
2972120 2972479 2972651 2972652 2973125
2973126 2973129 2973460 2973811 2973846
2973979 2973983 2973986 2974086 2974666
2974859 2974937 2974938 2975014 2975047
2975061 2975115 2975117 2975233 2975254
2975265 2975284 2975391 2975415 2975619
2975620 2975628 2975631 2975787 2975788
2975807 2975808 2976072 2976120 2976274
2976558 2976591 2976724 2977242 2977323
2977409 2977482 2978092 2978785 2978788
2978793 2978794 2978795 2978959 2979242
2979243 2979416 2979418 2979419 2979420
2979421 2979444 2979449 2979453 2979827
2980111 2980202 2980530 2980540 2980544
2980545 2980709 2981056 2981060 2981072
2981397 2981864 2981967 2982171 2982397
2982692 2983293 2983399 2983699 2983704
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2983717 2983720 2983799 2983804 2983817
2983912 2983931 2984119 2984322 2984356
2984375 2984481 2984514 2984791 2984910
2984924 2985155 2985158 2985168 2985189
2985353 2985362 2985383 2985392 2985393
2985417 2986209 2986299 2986451 2986452
2986456 2986457 2986461 2986462 2986511
2986546 2986789 2987119 2987156 2987216
2987235 2987273 2987319 2987448 2987493
2987519 2987520 2987583 2987585 2987648
2988138 2988254 2988260 2988267 2988379
2988394 2988414 2988444 2988623 2988898
2988952 2988953 2988959 2989320 2989324
2989325 2989326 2989333 2989349 2989407
2989755 2989765 2989782 2989824 2990164
2990173 2990218 2990283 2990610 2990613
2990704 2991120 2991668 2991737 2991738
2991818 2991938 2992279 2992308 2992309
2992423 2992446 2992539 2992543 2992551
2992553 2992555 2992557 2992561 2992562
2992573 2992574 2992576 2992581 2992583
2992687 2992688 2993062 2993123 2993790
2993794 2993797 2993806 2993873 2993896
2994002 2994438 2994614 2994615 2994619
2994621 2994699 2995436 2995722 2995723
2995726 2995853 2996121 2996156 2996160
2996284 2996285 2996490 2996493 2996950
2996951 2996953 2997135 2997237 2997415
2997421 2997479 2997481 2997736 2998080
2998515 2998601 2999265 2999619 2999657
2999662 2999671 2999958 3000004 3000415
3000473 3000739 3000900 3000902 3001131
3001177 3001183 3001184 3001188 3001361
3001572 3002051 3002632 3003114 3003270
3003317 3003324 3003327 3003641 3003649
3003690 3003692 3003694 3003695 3003882
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3004138 3004405 3004410 3004412 3004438
3004547 3004751 3004755 3004756 3004757
3004763 3004966 3005383 3005438 3005547
3005721 3005726 3006236 3006255 3006264
3006314 3006678 3006679 3006758 3006825
3006934 3007327 3007341 3007875 3007879
3008244 3008448 3008714 3008837 3008838
3008852 3008853 3008856 3009017 3009123
3009142 3009234 3009386 3009605 3009606
3009620 3009692 3009911 3009962 3010124
3010128 3010245 3010247 3010500 3010916
3011109 3011243 3011275 3011556 3011574
3012508 3012855 3012857 3012871 3012908
3013088 3013201 3013203 3013290 3013293
3013401 3013449 3013450 3013451 3013655
3013951 3014008 3014011 3014292 3014538
3014584 3014898 3014935 3014989 3015152
3015349 3015511 3015629 3015637 3015701
3015703 3015704 3015707 3015709 3015733
3015734 3015746 3015800 3015876 3015972
3016231 3016410 3016411 3016419 3016421
3016446 3016495 3016499 3016554 3016556
3016558 3016567 3016568 3016569 3016570
3016680 3016784 3016815 3016821 3016969
3016976 3017006 3017290 3017360 3017369
3017371 3017401 3017516 3018423 3018426
3018751 3018786 3018788 3018796 3018813
3019106 3019483 3019485 3019486 3019498
3019523 3019662 3019663 3019664 3019733
3019734 3019735 3019736 3019737 3019738
3020064 3020132 3020134 3020206 3020208
3020650 3020737 3020863 3020884 3020904
3020928 3021002 3021003 3021006 3021034
3021039 3021074 3021172 3021216 3021351
3021383 3021445 3021474 3021509 3021560
3021563 3021564 3022041 3022085 3022163
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3022211 3022387 3022548 3022605 3022610
3022616 3022619 3023119 3023485 3023487
3023489 3023491 3023522 3024223 3024250
3024557 3024601 3024665 3024675 3024940
3025075 3025077 3025079 3025300 3025407
3025923 3026257 3026401 3026909 3027001
3027093 3027100 3027231 3027293 3027297
3027379 3027382 3027383 3027389 3027394
3027404 3027493 3027533 3027556 3027590
3027624 3027829 3028216 3028249 3028649
3028651 3028907 3029110 3029112 3029114
3029115 3029735 3029789 3029812 3030250
3030315 3030316 3030399 3030519 3031094
3031201 3031217 3031223 3031574 3031579
3031630 3031706 3032168 3032282 3032283
3032287 3032299 3032303 3032320 3032471
3032472 3032473 3032474 3032476 3032477
3032480 3033910 3034007 3034125 3034236
3034241 3034244 3034249 3034287 3034296
3034299 3034335 3034380 3034588 3034601
3034602 3034706 3034858 3034938 3035046
3035047 3035453 3035984 3035997 3036002
3036346 3036347 3037347 3037531 3037578
3037580 3037725 3037736 3037767 3037770
3037772 3037776 3037808 3037942 3037952
3037963 3037974 3037975 3037977 3037987
3037988 3038005 3038125 3038723 3038839
3038888 3039142 3039165 3039166 3039278
3039340 3039559 3039632 3039760 3039816
3039817 3039888 3040272 3040308 3040433
3040542 3040620 3040621 3040629 3040639
3040872 3040946 3041485 3041487 3041788
3041795 3041805 3041830 3041892 3041925
3041926 3042110 3042111 3042134 3042136
3042137 3042139 3042141 3042142 3042144
3042162 3042167 3042176 3042181 3042183
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3042600 3042802 3042808 3042852 3043055
3043080 3043081 3043088 3043318 3044182
3044187 3045196 3046446 3046650 3046651
3050217 3053629 3053958 3054193 3057822
3060496 3062937 3064281 3065618 3067940
3070542 3072666 3075263 3075644 3076434
3077188 3078262 3080433 3083202 3084924
3086949 3087246 3087313 3088764 3088765
3090546 3091352 3092108 3093222 3096107
3097077 3097135 3097431 3099593 3102592
3102771 3103714 3105494 3106605 3110150
3111310 3112844 3113366 3113982 3114917
3115859 3115860 3118372 3121358 3121558
3123336 3126053 3127129 3127184 3128537
3131217 3132495 3132992 3136791 3137379
3143023 3143581 3144379 3145022 3146694
3147375 3147643 3148095 3149853 3150085
3150294 3150702 3152297 3153602 3154888
3156626 3157563 3159733 3160772 3162337
3162339 3163097 3163652 3165297 3165387
3168918 3170218 3172924 3174065 3174637
3174644 3174839 3175278 3177132 3178021
3178022 3178023 3178867 3180176 3180948
3181103 3181462 3181469 3181593 3181974
3181977 3181980 3182076 3182082 3182863
3183002 3188942 3188945 3188951 3189408
3190696 3191040 3191480 3191747 3192093
3192282 3192428 3193061 3193120 3193206
3193852 3194918 3196031 3196194 3196624
3196725 3196731 3197601 3198665 3200475
3202531 3204011 3204710 3205522 3205747
3206185 3206208 3207766 3207768 3209202
3209643 3209816 3210003 3210365 3210429
3210430 3210431 3210432 3210433 3211940
3212463 3213603 3215233 3215302 3218712
3219217 3219941 3220041 3220257 3220637
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3220639 3220674 3221197 3222668 3223516
3223517 3223518 3223938 3223979 3224482
3224880 3224896 3225027 3225929 3226206
3227672 3229097 3230350 3231000 3231088
3231244 3231884 3233341 3234049 3234567
3234649 3234659 3234674 3235236 3235422
3235965 3236317 3236462 3236519 3236521
3236600 3236607 3237206 3237208 3239330
3240370 3240371 3241279 3243140 3243599
3244909 3245056 3245062 3245070 3245096
3245217 3245888 3246317 3246696 3246700
3247054 3247088 3247462 3247482 3247868
3248076 3248474 3248475 3248777 3249007
3249008 3249021 3249057 3249062 3249066
3249237 3249238 3250232 3250468 3250471
3250931 3252436 3252819 3252870 3253016
3253148 3253921 3254156 3254169 3254170
3254747 3254749 3255126 3258049 3258301
3258442 3258444 3258554 3259877 3260019
3260594 3260684 3262719 3262725 3262727
3262730 3263013 3264675 3264676 3264702
3264729 3265725 3265726 3265754 3265762
3267891 3268614 3268850 3268910 3269631
3270744 3271149 3271988 3272696 3272697
3272699 3272844 3273674 3274047 3274071
3274072 3274415 3276532 3276625 3277412
3277806 3279427 3279744 3279854 3281076
3281622 3282567 3282750 3283466 3283848
3284576 3285968 3286385 3287496 3287497
3287498 3288088 3289865 3290951 3290952
3291328 3291454 3293320 3295761 3297260
3297282 3297293 3297372 3297387 3298971
3298974 3299697 3301531 3301682 3302057
3303346 3304010 3304101 3304326 3304454
3304664 3304677 3305666 3305727 3306115
3306117 3306121 3306124 3306125 3306136
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3306141 3306142 3306144 3306858 3309095
3309173 3310296 3310362 3310721 3310969
3311349 3311675 3311676 3311935 3315015
3315017 3315611 3317931 3318062 3318064
3318466 3320313 3321391 3321392 3321584
3322027 3322725 3323011 3323729 3323732
3323733 3327757 3328343 3329324 3331743
3333258 3333917 3333918 3333921 3336201
3337517 3338985 3340237 3343311 3344601
3344621 3344624 3347051 3347196 3354643
3356489 3357441 3358000 3358931 3364486
3366620 3366868 3367821 3369344 3369810
3370596 3370853 3380694 3380774 3380896
3381414 3381867 3382500 3384104 3384350
3385009 3385199 3386154 3386581 3386650
3387684 3387899 3388020 3388331 3389391
3389434 3389436 3389798 3392025 3392220
3392394 3392398 3393260 3393269 3393698
3393901 3394305 3394306 3394307 3394630
3394855 3394995 3395083 3395409 3395588
3395772 3396559 3396815 3397493 3397505
3398285 3398976 3400066 3400178 3400660
3401457 3403024 3403244 3403261 3403274
3403275 3405598 3405706 3406207 3406783
3407771 3408609 3408634 3408705 3409273
3409753 3410189 3410417 3410905 3411949
3413567 3414246 3414648 3415089 3415091
3415092 3415434 3416741 3416888 3417023
3417025 3417047 3417417 3417963 3417965
3417982 3418357 3418800 3418933 3419402
3420041 3420042 3420043 3420490 3420514
3420530 3420755 3420759 3420760 3421081
3421086 3421087 3421211 3421213 3421216
3421430 3421588 3421771 3421846 3422150
3422391 3422496 3422808 3423084 3423087
3423112 3423121 3423289 3423291 3423293
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3423294 3423295 3423352 3423570 3423657
3423788 3423790 3423792 3423794 3424494
3425165 3425765 3425766 3425781 3426505
3426554 3427701 3427705 3427708 3427709
3427973 3428393 3428533 3428682 3428984
3429254 3430023 3430025 3430298 3430534
3430537 3430714 3431028 3431029 3431449
3431640 3431752 3431753 3432002 3432025
3432057 3432132 3432133 3432676 3432799
3432925 3432929 3433590 3433765 3433954
3434313 3434421 3435192 3435430 3435903
3436137 3436138 3436337 3436623 3437101
3437102 3437261 3437262 3437493 3437656
3437745 3438394 3438776 3440174 3441206
3441442 3441675 3441990 3442829 3442842
3443000 3443143 3443186 3443265 3444262
3444379 3445384 3445386 3446414 3447122
3447149 3447155 3447293 3448401 3448497
3448602 3449186 3449187 3449891 3449967
3450902 3451823 3452464 3453193 3453287
3453734 3455020 3455028 3456840 3457037
3457039 3458937 3459871 3460054 3460056
3460403 3461069 3461191 3462836 3462837
3462885 3463841 3464028 3464145 3464728
3464729 3465835 3466116 3468406 3468407
3469461 3469749 3469796 3469805 3469806
3469807 3469808 3469846 3470650 3470651
3471013 3471146 3471233 3471396 3471397
3472458 3472507 3472787 3472970 3472971
3473042 3473043 3473641 3473841 3474230
3474520 3474589 3474591 3474629 3474762
3474916 3475073 3475707 3475730 3475860
3475959 3475960 3475961 3476202 3477044
3477468 3479930 3480133 3480146 3480418
3481769 3481773 3483413 3483439 3484848
3485015 3485429 3487662 3488434 3489689
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3492849 3492947 3492948 3492949 3493086
3493087 3493507 3493561 3494444 3495318
3495320 3495332 3495514 3496079 3497218
3498535 3499790 3499793 3499937 3500510
3500511 3503259 3503280 3503357 3504720
3504773 3506529 3507457 3508784 3509489
3510004 3510888 3512144 3512330 3512721
3515219 3515247 3516226 3517579 3517582
3519620 3520318 3521067 3521730 3523291
3523326 3524582 3526589 3527154 3527867
3527868 3527869 3527870 3527871 3528386
3528390 3529100 3530575 3530578 3530582
3533992 3537561 3538703 3540112 3541797
3541876 3542710 3542711 3542712 3542713
3542714 3544088 3544373 3547452 3548816
3550613 3550667 3550671 3553781 3553782
3553785 3557844 3557847 3560744 3562039
3562041 3562299 3562920 3562966 3563593
3564612 3564708 3564710 3564838 3565731
3566183 3567809 3567938 3569261 3569661
3569663 3571317 3571321 3571885 3572228
3572289 3572292 3572521 3572659 3572664
3572813 3572992 3573074 3573153 3573156
3573214 3573222 3573449 3573450 3573741
3573744 3573882 3574235 3574247 3574250
3574773 3574833 3575073 3575302 3576020
3576022 3576043 3576424 3576425 3576427
3576663 3576830 3576832 3577083 3577084
3577085 3577087 3577088 3577089 3577093
3577095 3577098 3577101 3577102 3577109
3577160 3577163 3577386 3577471 3577634
3577727 3577729 3577736 3577737 3577918
3578114 3578226 3578639 3578802 3578994
3579160 3579175 3579177 3579184 3579186
3579188 3579189 3579589 3579590 3579630
3579723 3579724 3579735 3579886 3580485
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3580486 3580489 3580491 3580736 3581086
3581158 3581459 3581512 3581578 3581815
3581819 3581826 3581859 3581895 3581896
3582243 3582311 3582574 3583314 3583328
3583330 3583424 3583651 3583655 3583658
3583677 3584007 3584019 3585254 3585262
3585419 3585425 3585430 3585431 3585433
3585585 3585599 3586168 3586359 3586479
3586832 3587205 3587206 3587207 3587294
3587296 3587387 3587627 3587811 3588370
3588374 3588377 3588483 3588484 3588606
3588994 3589118 3589168 3589169 3589177
3589179 3589216 3589297 3589510 3589599
3589761 3590024 3590042 3590088 3590547
3590549 3590550 3590552 3590555 3590560
3590566 3590568 3590718 3590721 3590748
3590927 3590980 3591625 3591627 3591628
3591629 3591630 3591631 3591632 3591633
3591634 3591636 3591641 3591642 3591974
3592156 3592158 3592412 3592486 3592497
3593036 3593037 3593051 3593257 3593334
3593569 3593894 3594165 3594220 3594319
3594641 3595146 3595147 3595301 3595318
3595319 3595329 3595835 3596106 3596109
3596112 3596118 3596146 3596601 3596620
3596747 3597100 3597200 3597229 3597232
3597442 3597541 3597573 3597755 3598015
3598064 3598075 3598261 3598750 3598871
3599201 3599289 3599345 3599426 3599505
3599507 3599511 3599550 3599956 3599979
3599980 3600055 3600061 3600243 3600404
3600461 3600689 3600706 3601087 3601088
3601137 3601144 3601146 3601175 3601237
3601239 3601263 3601282 3601539 3601679
3601723 3601726 3601764 3601774 3601815
3601856 3601966 3601967 3601968 3601973
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3602232 3602237 3602302 3602394 3602398
3602488 3602523 3602626 3602631 3602691
3602871 3602886 3602888 3603090 3603091
3603231 3603236 3603529 3603554 3603624
3603678 3603690 3603783 3603787 3603968
3604018 3604064 3604151 3604390 3604626
3604746 3604868 3604966 3605099 3605139
3605141 3605152 3605276 3605340 3605350
3605381 3605382 3605384 3605385 3605387
3605388 3605481 3605633 3605641 3605804
3605829 3605993 3605995 3605999 3606105
3606151 3606152 3606229 3606230 3606234
3606275 3606322 3606367 3606403 3606457
3606540 3606802 3606920 3606921 3606992
3606994 3606995 3607032 3607034 3607246
3607247 3607394 3607397 3607616 3607617
3607889 3607925 3607926 3607977 3607978
3607979 3608103 3608442 3608444 3608582
3608585 3608588 3608598 3608609 3608817
3608822 3608825 3608829 3608834 3608836
3609025 3609170 3609176 3609265 3609540
3609544 3609545 3609566 3609621 3609622
3609624 3609794 3609796 3609816 3609969
3610287 3610412 3610516 3610544 3610880
3610889 3611154 3611173 3611271 3611396
3611444 3611460 3611472 3611496 3611501
3611506 3611528 3611598 3611667 3611668
3611982 3612008 3612044 3612170 3612244
3612247 3612354 3612436 3612446 3612448
3612450 3612451 3612452 3612511 3612514
3612538 3612605 3612652 3612689 3612861
3612989 3612991 3612993 3613100 3613101
3613420 3613522 3613605 3613872 3613889
3613894 3614010 3614054 3614065 3614066
3614230 3614288 3614402 3614403 3614438
3614439 3614475 3614504 3614712 3614834
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3614938 3615094 3615249 3615250 3615274
3615500 3615505 3615629 3615634 3615722
3615757 3616168 3616277 3616482 3616537
3616622 3617201 3617229 3617335 3617489
3617622 3617623 3617902 3617905 3617909
3617910 3617911 3617914 3617970 3618076
3618102 3618103 3618114 3618142 3618201
3618456 3618458 3618540 3618715 3618716
3618718 3618734 3618735 3619018 3619200
3619414 3619450 3619451 3619452 3619454
3619455 3619631 3619632 3619671 3619748
3620129 3620132 3620133 3620787 3620789
3620794 3620828 3620832 3620847 3620994
3621125 3621235 3621236 3621244 3621248
3621308 3621503 3621611 3621613 3621719
3621723 3621834 3621963 3622002 3622099
3622264 3622270 3622348 3622818 3623182
3623529 3623638 3623777 3623781 3623782
3623785 3623786 3624029 3624037 3624117
3624259 3624260 3624514 3624567 3624628
3624794 3624840 3624847 3624895 3624898
3624900 3625035 3625139 3625469 3625749
3626039 3626053 3626054 3626069 3626301
3626525 3626805 3626851 3626921 3627296
3627303 3627306 3627596 3627673 3627719
3627847 3628018 3628059 3628123 3628124
3628217 3628218 3628617 3628851 3629000
3629230 3629236 3629485 3629491 3629606
3629607 3629730 3629753 3629933 3630188
3630189 3630204 3630265 3630267 3630402
3630403 3630520 3630522 3630592 3630626
3630834 3630860 3630963 3630964 3630965
3631005 3631073 3631194 3631293 3631346
3631548 3631549 3631680 3631693 3631704
3631787 3631858 3631908 3632041 3632323
3632586 3632725 3632866 3632867 3632871
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3632872 3633046 3633182 3633219 3633227
3633241 3633242 3633277 3633294 3633644
3633726 3634168 3634233 3634413 3634418
3634425 3634831 3634835 3634854 3635135
3635199 3635269 3635390 3635447 3635488
3635529 3635531 3635549 3635749 3635861
3635862 3635863 3635884 3635978 3636078
3636259 3636477 3636480 3636496 3636497
3636635 3636677 3636679 3636683 3636799
3636856 3637104 3637105 3637150 3637244
3637368 3637386 3637582 3637685 3637709
3637944 3637945 3638191 3638222 3638225
3638253 3638357 3638372 3638413 3638425
3638512 3638522 3638608 3638643 3638685
3638751 3638753 3638847 3639179 3639227
3639256 3639278 3639704 3639782 3639917
3640004 3640009 3640058 3640141 3640196
3640265 3640290 3640325 3640359 3640452
3640637 3641141 3641175 3641216 3641235
3641335 3641515 3641608 3641633 3641729
3641905 3641910 3642135 3642384 3642390
3642446 3642584 3642707 3642764 3642841
3642907 3642964 3643166 3643390 3643483
3643484 3643487 3643510 3643515 3643516
3643517 3643518 3643520 3643531 3643532
3643536 3643537 3643594 3643718 3643736
3643761 3643769 3643771 3644012 3644024
3644026 3644105 3644110 3644243 3644537
3644856 3644868 3644949 3644957 3644969
3644970 3645054 3645077 3645082 3645153
3645154 3645159 3645245 3645258 3645345
3645364 3645365 3645568 3645598 3645618
3645623 3645637 3645754 3645807 3645869
3646022 3646023 3646027 3646052 3646170
3646284 3646285 3646286 3646290 3646563
3646572 3646587 3646588 3646603 3646863
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3646910 3647018 3647130 3647264 3647335
3647443 3647448 3647461 3647463 3647465
3647466 3647513 3647569 3647587 3647591
3647765 3647773 3647960 3648043 3648093
3648241 3648311 3648425 3648484 3648500
3648572 3648865 3648874 3649054 3649055
3649057 3649058 3649060 3649111 3649232
3649234 3649235 3649236 3649334 3649448
3649859 3649915 3650025 3650027 3650071
3650411 3650450 3650451 3650507 3650509
3650510 3650722 3650729 3650788 3650791
3650803 3650818 3650819 3651030 3651040
3651041 3651064 3651182 3651389 3651824
3651828 3652018 3652020 3652022 3652058
3652064 3652065 3652105 3652106 3652107
3652110 3652149 3652370 3652474 3652507
3652602 3652619 3652721 3652750 3652771
3652773 3652776 3652798 3652800 3652801
3652803 3652885 3652904 3653038 3653049
3653050 3653053 3653098 3653153 3653371
3653373 3653473 3653474 3653486 3653624
3653666 3653826 3653828 3653997 3653998
3654038 3654185 3654190 3654249 3654408
3654491 3654494 3654546 3654550 3654565
3654572 3654575 3654632 3654642 3654644
3654645 3654646 3654649 3654717 3654739
3654783 3654815 3654926 3654944 3655026
3655027 3655028 3655161 3655190 3655192
3655260 3655261 3655263 3655264 3655344
3655454 3655492 3655573 3655718 3655771
3655893 3655894 3656019 3656020 3656053
3656167 3656170 3656173 3656176 3656179
3656230 3656231 3656233 3656306 3656385
3656490 3656680 3656681 3656807 3657044
3657144 3657214 3657215 3657216 3657218
3657219 3657276 3657277 3657278 3657279
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3657280 3657281 3657282 3657304 3657363
3657546 3657548 3657552 3657576 3657610
3657690 3657722 3657755 3657801 3657964
3658114 3658175 3658362 3658638 3658645
3658646 3658665 3658807 3658883 3658901
3658915 3658916 3658917 3658918 3658919
3658921 3658993 3659133 3659197 3659208
3659269 3659365 3659429 3659430 3659452
3659454 3659455 3659462 3659472 3659696
3659829 3659931 3659933 3660194 3660271
3660312 3660616 3660662 3660665 3660764
3660778 3660819 3660825 3660856 3660944
3660945 3661184 3661390 3661437 3661526
3661646 3661658 3661702 3661733 3661939
3662000 3662186 3662390 3662396 3662413
3662489 3662554 3662565 3662596 3662654
3662660 3662705 3662989 3663109 3663247
3663294 3663359 3663362 3663408 3663529
3663541 3663543 3663560 3663614 3663628
3663630 3663873 3663918 3664100 3664110
3664120 3664121 3664124 3664125 3664161
3664210 3664421 3664463 3664472 3664519
3664569 3664571 3664831 3664844 3664845
3665042 3665269 3665281 3665291 3665295
3665297 3665304 3665333 3665475 3665496
3665507 3665511 3665512 3665557 3665576
3665602 3665876 3666120 3666272 3666286
3666294 3666322 3666323 3666349 3666465
3666512 3666521 3666667 3666668 3666742
3666806 3666882 3666887 3666890 3666891
3666892 3666940 3666954 3666955 3666975
3667171 3667191 3667200 3667202 3667240
3667362 3667420 3667550 3667553 3667782
3667824 3667828 3667896 3667992 3668053
3668077 3668242 3668265 3668342 3668388
3668389 3668390 3668711 3668733 3668739
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3668792 3668820 3668879 3668919 3669024
3669202 3669210 3669213 3669214 3669242
3669352 3669466 3669468 3669469 3670027
3670080 3670164 3670216 3670473 3670522
3670523 3670525 3671115 3671124 3671185
3671311 3671369 3671521 3671691 3671728
3671729 3671735 3671796 3672016 3672092
3672126 3672132 3672204 3672302 3672528
3672785 3672906 3672946 3673056 3673098
3673115 3673146 3673148 3673149 3673160
3673161 3673261 3673366 3673548 3673557
3673700 3673835 3673841 3673842 3673879
3673880 3673885 3673886 3673888 3673889
3673891 3673892 3673894 3673895 3673920
3673924 3673980 3673988 3673991 3674111
3674275 3674327 3674333 3674410 3674458
3674459 3674461 3674524 3674600 3674652
3674680 3674732 3674953 3674967 3674990
3675085 3675161 3675162 3675252 3675317
3675487 3675489 3675508 3675509 3675511
3675581 3675594 3675595 3675616 3675755
3675756 3675928 3676098 3676326 3676369
3676634 3676792 3676799 3676836 3676856
3676858 3676917 3677002 3677093 3677117
3677185 3677296 3677310 3677311 3677312
3677314 3677417 3677513 3677514 3677591
3677592 3677652 3677680 3677695 3677792
3677796 3677797 3677798 3677799 3677809
3677858 3677924 3678037 3678041 3678042
3678190 3678203 3678211 3678268 3678289
3678528 3678533 3678576 3678591 3678592
3678594 3678675 3678704 3678796 3678856
3678917 3678929 3678931 3679023 3679024
3679025 3679067 3679069 3679143 3679304
3679356 3679375 3679555 3679569 3679571
3679626 3679661 3679801 3679901 3679929
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3679960 3680155 3680156 3680157 3680215
3680230 3680619 3680693 3680706 3680782
3680801 3680869 3680871 3680876 3680883
3681024 3681157 3681228 3681315 3681327
3681479 3681555 3681779 3681786 3681791
3681795 3681805 3681874 3681875 3681885
3681886 3681890 3682292 3682592 3682593
3682831 3682868 3682869 3682878 3682890
3682891 3682892 3682893 3682894 3682895
3682911 3682913 3682968 3682990 3683003
3683062 3683063 3683086 3683122 3683200
3683216 3683235 3683237 3683250 3683342
3683588 3683591 3683598 3683600 3683601
3683606 3683647 3683666 3683870 3683874
3683963 3683976 3684011 3684013 3684072
3684316 3684346 3684412 3684459 3684461
3684509 3684728 3684749 3684928 3684937
3684951 3684985 3684986 3684987 3684988
3684989 3685136 3685201 3685203 3685208
3685278 3685287 3685297 3685299 3685307
3685327 3685330 3685596 3685600 3685799
3685915 3685916 3685917 3685919 3685993
3686046 3686433 3686517 3686670 3686687
3686799 3686801 3686802 3687037 3687292
3687330 3687506 3687573 3687884 3687887
3687908 3687961 3688014 3688072 3688105
3688106 3688107 3688186 3688366 3688367
3688510 3688714 3688801 3688830 3688831
3688836 3688837 3688917 3689004 3689203
3689247 3689248 3689428 3689485 3689488
3689628 3689662 3689969 3690037 3690085
3690138 3690139 3690142 3690146 3690152
3690170 3690194 3690362 3690394 3690425
3690436 3690539 3690541 3690685 3690686
3690701 3690743 3690744 3690752 3690798
3690862 3690977 3690982 3690994 3691031
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3691134 3691145 3691146 3691148 3691187
3691188 3691199 3691312 3691428 3691633
3691664 3691700 3691831 3691880 3692129
3692149 3692164 3692187 3692537 3692561
3692815 3692850 3692874 3692877 3692878
3693017 3693023 3693046 3693071 3693073
3693159 3693262 3693278 3693398 3693501
3693517 3693518 3693592 3693593 3693792
3693794 3693806 3693807 3693855 3694528
3694605 3694610 3694620 3694657 3694659
3694661 3694662 3694663 3694664 3694665
3694667 3694671 3694674 3694683 3694686
3694689 3694690 3694890 3694920 3695096
3695097 3695107 3695112 3695204 3695294
3695374 3695428 3695451 3696847 3697618
3697622 3698380 3698402 3698406 3698409
3698412 3698426 3698667 3698668 3698669
3700137 3700139 3701678 3701723 3703038
3703999 3704050 3704054 3706025 3706037
3706039 3706042 3707161 3710003 3710007
3710526 3712368 3712369 3712370 3712379
3713028 3714411 3716130 3718545 3718548
3719452 3719651 3719652 3720993 3720995
3720996 3721007 3723056 3723063 3724089
3724091 3724161 3725817 3725819 3725825
3731205 3731209 3733054 3733059 3733066
3733166 3734311 3734327 3734697 3736311
3737433 3737514 3737516 3741449 3742139
3742140 3744257 3745410 3746263 3746549
3749853 3750067 3750068 3750069 3750295
3750567 3750569 3752232 3753113 3754086
3754140 3754907 3757271 3758124 3758525
3758731 3759110 3760407 3760438 3760439
3762135 3762578 3763753 3763755 3763760
3763767 3763769 3763771 3763772 3763774
3764570 3764628 3764958 3766922 3768451
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3770404 3772637 3772967 3772971 3773708
3773709 3773719 3773721 3773722 3773723
3773726 3773727 3773756 3773765 3775591
3776741 3776802 3776817 3776818 3776828
3776829 3776837 3776838 3778306 3780492
3780503 3781765 3781767 3781769 3782802
3782920 3783493 3784640 3784647 3786190
3787184 3787187 3789245 3789393 3789441
3791515 3791516 3791738 3791801 3793866
3793867 3793870 3796267 3796278 3797904
3797917 3799961 3814452 3815867 3817138
3831665 3844228 3845372 3847045 3847050
3848903 3860458 3860460 3860465 3860471
3860473 3871121 3879220 3884618 3886243
3887816 3891952 3892714 3893797 3895341
3895527 3898673 3901086 3904282 3915550
3915665 3919963 3920099 3922456 3947828
3948403 3962606 3964963 3965220 3965365
3967903 3969132 3975238 3977038 3980079
3983315 3984623 3986427 3987434 3990115
3995870 3995918 3998380 3999696 3999704
4001201 4005059 4005733 4006501 4007820
4008075 4012307 4014856 4018475 4021275
4022506 4022720 4024783 4025380 4028160
4028338 4028977 4029980 4030210 4030695
4030746 4030828 4030914 4030931 4031972
4032046 4032103 4032104 4032462 4032558
4034058 4034318 4034324 4035039 4035458
4035931 4036094 4036502 4036883 4036910
4037020 4037044 4037078 4037082 4037448
4037592 4037808 4037853 4038045 4038474
4039176 4039263 4039585 4039685 4039687
4040011 4040013 4040014 4040080 4040129
4040134 4040398 4040408 4041015 4041072
4041094 4041101 4041124 4041141 4041282
4041347 4041537 4041633 4041938 4041949
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4041950 4042267 4042372 4042429 4042553
4042554 4042639 4042729 4042895 4043013
4043094 4043646 4043785 4043826 4043835
4044142 4044381 4045390 4045408 4045540
4045557 4045774 4045831 4045855 4045952
4046082 4046115 4046163 4046164 4046681
4046867 4047767 4048402 4048560 4048709
4048853 4048854 4048855 4048861 4048875
4048960 4048988 4049024 4049249 4049551
4049572 4049940 4049941 4050291 4050463
4050495 4050593 4050628 4051280 4051402
4051686 4052406 4053726 4053860 4053862
4053864 4053865 4053866 4053868 4053869
4053870 4053872 4053873 4053874 4053875
4053877 4053879 4053880 4053881 4053885
4053886 4053887 4053891 4053892 4053896
4053897 4053898 4053899 4053903 4053904
4053905 4053921 4054332 4054834 4055326
4055481 4056083 4056326 4056328 4056329
4056550 4057715 4058311 4063784 4064341
4065059 4066675 4066948 4067855 4067875
4069258 4070122 4070361 4070977 4072339
4072807 4073086 4073888 4074302 4075386
4076201 4076716 4077698 4077862 4079347
4079348 4079421 4079875 4080063 4081643
4081854 4081959 4081996 4082297 4082928
4082947 4082951 4083061 4083232 4083237
4083238 4084201 4084447 4084740 4084833
4084834 4086897 4087420 4087696 4087843
4088533 4088768 4088777 4089175 4089221
4089507 4089833 4089899 4089997 4090125
4090148 4090194 4090256 4090384 4090452
4090784 4091074 4091092 4091096 4091190
4091197 4091199 4091202 4091214 4091317
4091409 4091414 4091420 4091558 4091566
4091567 4091587 4091635 4091769 4091786
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4091788 4091791 4091925 4092097 4092103
4092108 4092120 4092209 4092279 4092283
4092285 4092374 4092394 4092451 4092608
4092618 4092625 4092626 4092950 4093087
4093127 4093160 4093193 4093236 4093244
4093283 4093498 4093582 4093795 4093802
4093859 4094062 4094073 4094268 4094295
4094326 4094336 4094512 4094517 4094555
4094556 4094648 4094651 4094699 4094789
4094927 4095063 4095064 4095072 4095132
4095194 4095278 4096039 4096047 4096300
4096649 4096650 4096651 4096652 4096660
4096661 4096662 4097037 4097040 4097042
4097043 4097276 4097313 4097318 4097352
4097355 4097386 4097431 4097434 4097435
4097469 4097470 4097487 4097494 4097642
4097750 4097751 4097753 4097759 4097806
4097904 4098149 4098275 4098313 4098405
4098441 4098495 4098496 4098588 4098617
4098871 4099008 4099009 4099010 4099065
4099070 4099079 4099214 4099220 4099222
4099223 4099295 4099353 4099355 4099356
4099357 4099358 4099360 4099361 4099362
4099370 4099396 4099397 4099399 4099402
4099403 4099459 4099460 4099724 4099738
4099740 4099743 4099744 4099745 4099746
4099756 4099758 4099759 4099778 4099779
4099791 4099801 4099809 4099827 4099834
4099882 4099884 4099898 4099908 4099910
4099915 4099917 4099933 4099937 4099949
4099980 4099981 4100015 4100021 4100109
4100113 4100117 4100119 4100128 4100255
4100348 4100355 4100401 4100493 4100514
4100519 4100542 4100574 4100689 4100903
4100965 4101128 4101215 4101285 4101485
4101493 4101494 4101528 4101529 4101588
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4101664 4101756 4101827 4101859 4101863
4101864 4101865 4101869 4101881 4101885
4102094 4102095 4102167 4102168 4102169
4102170 4102173 4102214 4102336 4102362
4102470 4102531 4102552 4102558 4102562
4102601 4102642 4102646 4102664 4102665
4102669 4102737 4102786 4102788 4102828
4102837 4102849 4102850 4102851 4102852
4102853 4102933 4102934 4102943 4102983
4103001 4103019 4103042 4103075 4103076
4103086 4103106 4103108 4103111 4103114
4103118 4103128 4103130 4103133 4103136
4103162 4103185 4103186 4103191 4103192
4103193 4103210 4103213 4103264 4103278
4103288 4103289 4103290 4103291 4103293
4103311 4103312 4103313 4103320 4103333
4103341 4103343 4103344 4103349 4103350
4103383 4103406 4103407 4103462 4103465
4103470 4103472 4103558 4103559 4103560
4103563 4103565 4103566 4103567 4103578
4103583 4103606 4103764 4103767 4103828
4103835 4103839 4103995 4104025 4104026
4104072 4104096 4104200 4104201 4104205
4104206 4104207 4104209 4104210 4104211
4104221 4104259 4104262 4104263 4104322
4104324 4104330 4104340 4104451 4104460
4104461 4104462 4104470 4104485 4104616
4104624 4104629 4104630 4104721 4104738
4104742 4104782 4104785 4104786 4104805
4104808 4104852 4104853 4104856 4104857
4104858 4104862 4104863 4104869 4104870
4104871 4104873 4104875 4104877 4104883
4104977 4104986 4104987 4105032 4105035
4105088 4105090 4105096 4105098 4105099
4105108 4105175 4105188 4105194 4105306
4105324 4105326 4105332 4105338 4105339
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4105340 4105364 4105396 4105397 4105398
4105400 4105406 4105431 4105493 4105537
4105539 4105540 4105610 4105644 4105676
4105691 4105692 4105716 4105717 4105732
4105734 4105763 4105872 4105874 4105880
4105881 4105956 4105977 4105989 4105990
4106030 4106077 4106087 4106088 4106090
4106128 4106129 4106132 4106133 4106134
4106135 4106143 4106144 4106145 4106176
4106206 4106256 4106257 4106271 4106312
4106331 4106339 4106351 4106393 4106404
4106417 4106424 4106425 4106435 4106448
4106461 4106487 4106548 4106552 4106553
4106568 4106594 4106597 4106604 4106620
4106621 4106667 4106673 4106677 4106678
4106679 4106680 4106686 4106703 4106704
4106708 4106710 4106722 4106725 4106726
4106729 4106730 4106741 4106752 4106753
4106754 4106799 4106800 4106806 4106818
4106849 4106852 4106861 4106870 4106886
4106888 4106900 4106918 4106920 4106922
4106949 4106958 4106973 4106974 4106976
4106977 4106979 4106994 4107005 4107065
4107069 4107074 4107087 4107092 4107094
4107104 4107106 4107125 4107128 4107134
4107146 4107179 4107180 4107182 4107195
4107198 4107235 4107253 4107258 4107259
4107260 4107277 4107303 4107305 4107308
4107309 4107328 4107345 4107350 4107353
4107357 4107360 4107361 4107373 4107416
4107424 4107425 4107426 4107427 4107430
4107431 4107432 4107433 4107445 4107454
4107456 4107462 4107464 4107499 4107503
4107505 4107508 4107511 4107532 4107542
4107559 4107564 4107565 4107587 4107596
4107648 4107661 4107685 4107755 4107767
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4107768 4107778 4107782 4107793 4107794
4107821 4107837 4107838 4107861 4107863
4107865 4107866 4107880 4107882 4107883
4107884 4107889 4107947 4107948 4107949
4107953 4107962 4107989 4107990 4107991
4107992 4108008 4108012 4108013 4108014
4108015 4108017 4108018 4108030 4108055
4108057 4108070 4108081 4108096 4108105
4108114 4108117 4108123 4108134 4108138
4108160 4108163 4108168 4108169 4108170
4108171 4108177 4108201 4108202 4108203
4108214 4108215 4108240 4108244 4108247
4108248 4108256 4108261 4108262 4108274
4108276 4108279 4108286 4108290 4108317
4108337 4108343 4108353 4108366 4108367
4108379 4108385 4108388 4108390 4108392
4108393 4108394 4108395 4108413 4108434
4108441 4108447 4108451 4108453 4108460
4108461 4108473 4108493 4108501 4108511
4108518 4108525 4108542 4108556 4108572
4108576 4108577 4108578 4108579 4108580
4108581 4108582 4108583 4108591 4108595
4108597 4108600 4108621 4108644 4108645
4108647 4108648 4108649 4108650 4108652
4108654 4108674 4108689 4108707 4108721
4108729 4108761 4108762 4108767 4108768
4108777 4108778 4108783 4108787 4108795
4108805 4108836 4108844 4108845 4108856
4108861 4108863 4108886 4108900 4108914
4108915 4108916 4108917 4108918 4108919
4108920 4108924 4108946 4108978 4108979
4108984 4108985 4108986 4108987 4108988
4108989 4108990 4108997 4109013 4109022
4109024 4109031 4109034 4109044 4109045
4109059 4109067 4109072 4109073 4109074
4109075 4109076 4109077 4109078 4109080
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4109085 4109086 4109087 4109104 4109105
4109119 4109137 4109140 4109157 4109160
4109163 4109188 4109189 4109201 4109202
4109203 4109204 4109207 4109208 4109209
4109212 4109213 4109217 4109218 4109225
4109229 4109282 4109300 4109317 4109338
4109339 4109341 4109343 4109345 4109346
4109348 4109351 4109356 4109357 4109360
4109364 4109369 4109374 4109380 4109381
4109395 4109416 4109420 4109428 4109441
4109445 4109461 4109462 4109463 4109464
4109470 4109475 4109476 4109479 4109480
4109481 4109482 4109486 4109488 4109493
4109496 4109499 4109501 4109502 4109503
4109504 4109505 4109511 4109519 4109524
4109525 4109527 4109529 4109532 4109544
4109545 4109553 4109554 4109555 4109556
4109557 4109558 4109559 4109560 4109561
4109562 4109563 4109566 4109568 4109570
4109571 4109573 4109578 4109582 4109585
4109591 4109601 4109622 4109628 4109631
4109632 4109638 4109641 4109642 4109643
4109656 4109660 4109680 4109684 4109690
4109695 4109699 4109701 4109706 4109708
4109710 4109711 4109712 4109713 4109715
4109723 4109755 4109756 4109759 4109783
4109784 4109785 4109786 4109787 4109788
4109789 4109790 4109791 4109801 4109809
4109810 4109814 4109815 4109816 4109817
4109818 4109846 4109848 4109849 4109850
4109852 4109854 4109857 4109875 4109878
4109882 4109883 4109884 4109885 4109886
4109887 4109888 4109889 4109890 4109891
4109892 4109893 4109894 4109895 4109896
4109900 4109929 4109932 4109934 4109948
4109951 4109953 4109956 4109963 4109965
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4109980 4109985 4109992 4110000 4110015
4110017 4110018 4110022 4110029 4110034
4110036 4110037 4110039 4110043 4110045
4110047 4110048 4110049 4110063 4110069
4110076 4110077 4110079 4110080 4110081
4110083 4110084 4110087 4110092 4110094
4110098 4110099 4110101 4110102 4110113
4110137 4110147 4110148 4110168 4110206
4110216 4110226 4110234 4110240 4110241
4110269 4110344 4110362 4110368 4110372
4110373 4110375 4110376 4110377 4110380
4110381 4110411 4110415 4110417 4110433
4110436 4110446 4110450 4110451 4110452
4110454 4110524 4110525 4110537 4110539
4110540 4110541 4110543 4110545 4110546
4110547 4110548 4110549 4110550 4110552
4110553 4110554 4110555 4110556 4110580
4110581 4110583 4110584 4110585 4110586
4110587 4110588 4110589 4110590 4110591
4110599 4110605 4110654 4110676 4110677
4110679 4110680 4110681 4110682 4110684
4110685 4110688 4110694 4110713 4110717
4110745 4110750 4110751 4110756 4110757
4110758 4110780 4110781 4110782 4110783
4110784 4110789 4110790 4110803 4110807
4110813 4110814 4110818 4110819 4110846
4110851 4110855 4110858 4110859 4110871
4110883 4110891 4110919 4110920 4110921
4110922 4110926 4110927 4110939 4110940
4110942 4110943 4110944 4110945 4110946
4110947 4110956 4110957 4110972 4110981
4110985 4111011 4111012 4111025 4111026
4111028 4111030 4111032 4111036 4111044
4111045 4111046 4111047 4111048 4111049
4111086 4111109 4111148 4111155 4111158
4111171 4111173 4111179 4111203 4111211
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4111220 4111225 4111236 4111242 4111259
4111279 4111280 4111281 4111283 4111295
4111310 4111311 4111329 4111338 4111360
4111373 4111376 4111419 4111421 4111434
4111488 4111495 4111499 4111500 4111504
4111505 4111506 4111507 4111536 4111548
4111557 4111581 4111601 4111608 4111612
4111613 4111614 4111615 4111616 4111640
4111643 4111706 4111728 4111734 4111743
4111750 4111752 4111822 4111830 4111866
4111878 4111879 4111928 4111941 4111942
4111981 4111992 4112011 4112012 4112013
4112014 4112015 4112016 4112017 4112032
4112044 4112049 4112050 4112051 4112052
4112055 4112062 4112063 4112067 4112068
4112078 4112079 4112083 4112087 4112088
4112114 4112122 4112125 4112128 4112129
4112135 4112138 4112151 4112167 4112190
4112193 4112199 4112200 4112202 4112203
4112213 4112217 4112218 4112235 4112237
4112238 4112240 4112242 4112246 4112251
4112252 4112253 4112255 4112263 4112274
4112278 4112279 4112280 4112284 4112286
4112289 4112290 4112298 4112299 4112300
4112302 4112306 4112309 4112312 4112315
4112325 4112329 4112331 4112339 4112344
4112345 4112348 4112350 4112351 4112371
4112374 4112394 4112398 4112424 4112428
4112450 4112463 4112470 4112471 4112498
4112501 4112521 4112527 4112530 4112536
4112551 4112554 4112566 4112571 4112577
4112585 4112593 4112594 4112605 4112610
4112613 4112623 4112628 4112649 4112651
4112716 4112718 4112731 4112735 4112738
4112739 4112742 4112749 4112757 4112758
4112759 4112762 4112767 4112797 4112806
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4112829 4112838 4112839 4112842 4112843
4112860 4112884 4112914 4112928 4112929
4112950 4112958 4112963 4112964 4112966
4112967 4112971 4112972 4112975 4112982
4112985 4112992 4112993 4112997 4112999
4113007 4113009 4113012 4113013 4113021
4113022 4113024 4113027 4113042 4113069
4113071 4113072 4113074 4113081 4113097
4113099 4113106 4113107 4113113 4113115
4113126 4113127 4113129 4113130 4113138
4113147 4113151 4113193 4113196 4113201
4113206 4113207 4113208 4113209 4113210
4113211 4113212 4113222 4113224 4113227
4113234 4113238 4113241 4113250 4113260
4113261 4113262 4113264 4113274 4113279
4113303 4113307 4113310 4113311 4113313
4113323 4113324 4113325 4113327 4113328
4113329 4113374 4113377 4113381 4113382
4113410 4113434 4113435 4113442 4113443
4113444 4113449 4113459 4113466 4113475
4113476 4113477 4113480 4113481 4113486
4113487 4113488 4113489 4113494 4113496
4113497 4113498 4113499 4113569 4113570
4113572 4113573 4113576 4113578 4113581
4113587 4113592 4113593 4113602 4113606
4113632 4113633 4113638 4113639 4113644
4113647 4113659 4113668 4113670 4113688
4113689 4113711 4113732 4113734 4113735
4113737 4113739 4113740 4113741 4113743
4113744 4113790 4113791 4113794 4113798
4113799 4113808 4113821 4113824 4113835
4113837 4113841 4113842 4113845 4113846
4113848 4113852 4113854 4113860 4113861
4113864 4113868 4113880 4113881 4113882
4113883 4113884 4113897 4113900 4113926
4113927 4113928 4113929 4113930 4113946
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4113947 4113950 4113951 4113953 4113961
4114014 4114019 4114029 4114041 4114052
4114056 4114062 4114073 4114076 4114091
4114094 4114105 4114108 4114123 4114131
4114157 4114177 4114186 4114226 4114245
4114249 4114250 4114251 4114255 4114259
4114260 4114280 4114294 4114298 4114314
4114315 4114322 4114335 4114336 4114337
4114338 4114339 4114341 4114342 4114349
4114351 4114361 4114364 4114365 4114366
4114367 4114368 4114369 4114370 4114375
4114377 4114379 4114381 4114382 4114384
4114388 4114389 4114404 4114412 4114450
4114487 4114491 4114500 4114501 4114504
4114505 4114517 4114522 4114524 4114527
4114541 4114574 4114583 4114584 4114585
4114586 4114587 4114591 4114593 4114596
4114597 4114599 4114602 4114620 4114621
4114626 4114627 4114633 4114634 4114635
4114640 4114645 4114656 4114668 4114680
4114687 4114688 4114695 4114696 4114697
4114701 4114711 4114713 4114714 4114715
4114718 4114720 4114739 4114742 4114747
4114756 4114773 4114783 4114784 4114785
4114786 4114787 4114788 4114789 4114791
4114792 4114794 4114796 4114798 4114800
4114803 4114804 4114805 4114807 4114808
4114811 4114813 4114814 4114815 4114819
4114826 4114827 4114832 4114840 4114842
4114844 4114846 4114849 4114850 4114851
4114852 4114855 4114856 4114857 4114872
4114873 4114875 4114876 4114879 4114883
4114896 4114897 4114904 4114905 4114907
4114911 4114922 4114923 4114929 4114943
4114945 4114948 4114949 4114950 4114968
4114969 4114986 4114990 4115001 4115029
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4115035 4115042 4115052 4115070 4115072
4115073 4115074 4115076 4115081 4115082
4115087 4115091 4115098 4115099 4115102
4115110 4115111 4115117 4115136 4115155
4115162 4115214 4115243 4115246 4115259
4115264 4115278 4115280 4115281 4115288
4115301 4115302 4115310 4115315 4115317
4115318 4115322 4115384 4115390 4115402
4115404 4115411 4115412 4115415 4115434
4115437 4115495 4115509 4115513 4115516
4115517 4115519 4115520 4115524 4115525
4115528 4115530 4115531 4115534 4115544
4115549 4115553 4115560 4115562 4115564
4115566 4115567 4115571 4115573 4115575
4115577 4115578 4115579 4115591 4115604
4115605 4115639 4115640 4115641 4115645
4115648 4115651 4115652 4115654 4115655
4115656 4115657 4115658 4115659 4115660
4115661 4115664 4115665 4115667 4115670
4115675 4115677 4115679 4115685 4115687
4115700 4115709 4115711 4115720 4115732
4115735 4115754 4115756 4115781 4115809
4115818 4115823 4115824 4115827 4115837
4115841 4115842 4115843 4115846 4115847
4115848 4115849 4115854 4115856 4115866
4115880 4115885 4115981 4115985 4115988
4115989 4115993 4116016 4116018 4116020
4116024 4116032 4116033 4116037 4116041
4116046 4116047 4116048 4116051 4116055
4116063 4116064 4116066 4116068 4116075
4116081 4116091 4116106 4116108 4116112
4116120 4116124 4116126 4116128 4116129
4116131 4116132 4116133 4116134 4116135
4116136 4116137 4116139 4116153 4116155
4116166 4116168 4116172 4116174 4116202
4116205 4116212 4116213 4116214 4116215
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4116222 4116223 4116233 4116253 4116254
4116272 4116275 4116279 4116291 4116299
4116305 4116308 4116310 4116311 4116312
4116314 4116315 4116316 4116317 4116318
4116325 4116330 4116344 4116346 4116347
4116348 4116349 4116350 4116353 4116354
4116373 4116381 4116383 4116391 4116405
4116419 4116435 4116437 4116440 4116449
4116469 4116470 4116471 4116486 4116487
4116490 4116491 4116492 4116497 4116498
4116499 4116506 4116511 4116512 4116516
4116517 4116524 4116526 4116534 4116541
4116543 4116544 4116552 4116557 4116558
4116559 4116560 4116566 4116568 4116569
4116577 4116578 4116579 4116582 4116585
4116586 4116587 4116595 4116610 4116611
4116612 4116614 4116620 4116622 4116624
4116626 4116628 4116634 4116638 4116643
4116650 4116672 4116776 4116796 4116886
4116890 4116892 4116893 4116905 4116906
4116907 4116955 4116957 4116959 4116979
4117005 4117009 4117048 4117049 4117051
4117052 4117077 4117078 4117079 4117080
4117085 4117087 4117107 4117109 4117110
4117116 4117143 4117172 4117221 4117227
4117228 4117246 4117251 4117261 4117271
4117273 4117275 4117276 4117301 4117302
4117303 4117467 4117469 4117471 4117480
4117481 4117483 4117486 4117488 4117512
4117746 4117748 4117828 4117829 4117832
4117840 4118120 4118133 4118199 4118212
4118213 4118338 4118339 4118357 4118367
4118369 4118370 4118371 4118372 4118373
4118375 4118402 4118403 4118405 4118406
4118407 4118408 4118409 4118434 4118435
4118436 4118437 4118438 4118439 4118459
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4118594 4118682 4118720 4118726 4118731
4118732 4118733 4118746 4119034 4119035
4119036 4119080 4119086 4119087 4119088
4119091 4119330 4119504 4119539 4119541
4119543 4119544 4119545 4119617 4119626
4119628 4119655 4119658 4119733 4119734
4119737 4119741 4119742 4119744 4119745
4119787 4120801 4155310
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113303 5 07/09/2019
113304 5 07/09/2019
113306 5 07/09/2019
113307 5 07/09/2019
113308 5 07/09/2019
113310 5 07/09/2019
121887 32 14/05/2010
130756 21 03/09/2014
154759 34 12/07/2019
157834 1 10/03/2019
157835 6 10/03/2019
158354 29 15/04/2019
160612 34 16/09/2019
160613 34 16/09/2019
160862 5 05/10/2019
160863 5 05/10/2019
162144 11 28/12/2019
164229 34 20/05/2020
170267 8 02/08/2014
198719 5 29/10/2019
198720 29 29/10/2019
198721 5 29/10/2019
198722 29 29/10/2019
198723 5 29/10/2019
198724 29 29/10/2019
198725 5 29/10/2019
198726 29 29/10/2019
198727 5 29/10/2019
198728 29 29/10/2019
198735 5 29/10/2019
198736 29 24/10/2019
198737 30 29/10/2019
198738 5 29/10/2019
198739 29 29/10/2019
198740 30 29/10/2019
198741 5 29/10/2019
198742 29 29/10/2019
198743 30 29/10/2019
198744 5 29/10/2019
198745 29 29/10/2019
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198746 30 29/10/2019
198747 5 29/10/2019
198748 29 29/10/2019
198749 30 29/10/2019
198933 5 09/11/2019
203743 28 22/07/2020
237391 11 02/09/2018
245489 30 15/11/2019
245754 25 28/11/2019
245755 28 28/11/2019
245826 5 02/12/2019
245827 5 02/12/2019
245999 29 12/12/2019
246260 28 26/12/2019
246804 19 23/01/2020
247644 5 04/03/2020
298742 32 28/08/2019
298933 5 03/09/2019
299223 6 12/09/2019
300879 3 21/11/2019
300879 3 21/11/2019
301332 3 09/12/2019
301334 3 09/12/2019
301563 5 19/12/2019
301564 5 19/12/2019
301881 25 02/01/2020
307337 7 01/08/2020
307338 9 01/08/2020
307339 11 01/08/2020
315932 12 17/06/2014
320074 25 05/11/2014
359831 25 21/03/2020
380029 16 25/08/2019
380155 16 28/08/2019
380157 29 28/08/2019
380158 30 28/08/2019
380161 8 28/08/2019
380266 10 31/08/2019
380641 30 09/09/2019
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383555 5 27/11/2019
383795 9 03/12/2019
384238 5 15/12/2019
384294 3 16/12/2019
384857 25 02/01/2020
384859 25 02/01/2020
386085 25 04/02/2020
407080 11 24/06/2014
477682 25 01/09/2018
487182 7 10/03/2019
487183 12 10/03/2019
487577 11 18/03/2019
490342 12 03/05/2019
491091 25 16/05/2019
496347 33 22/08/2019
496875 26 30/08/2019
497020 5 01/09/2019
497025 5 01/09/2019
497032 5 01/09/2019
497040 5 01/09/2019
497056 5 01/09/2019
497057 5 01/09/2019
497059 5 01/09/2019
497062 5 01/09/2019
497073 5 01/09/2019
497085 5 01/09/2019
497086 5 01/09/2019
497089 5 01/09/2019
497090 5 01/09/2019
497092 5 01/09/2019
497094 5 01/09/2019
497098 5 01/09/2019
497101 5 01/09/2019
497102 5 01/09/2019
497108 5 01/09/2019
497111 5 01/09/2019
497112 5 01/09/2019
497113 5 01/09/2019
497116 5 01/09/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
497132 5 01/09/2019
497950 25 19/09/2019
497951 9 19/09/2019
499167 25 11/10/2019
499170 25 11/10/2019
499173 25 11/10/2019
499176 25 11/10/2019
499181 25 11/10/2019
499213 16 11/10/2019
499224 25 11/10/2019
499231 25 11/10/2019
499235 25 11/10/2019
499238 25 11/10/2019
499240 25 11/10/2019
499242 25 11/10/2019
499247 25 11/10/2019
499255 25 11/10/2019
499258 25 11/10/2019
499393 5 13/10/2019
499618 21 19/10/2019
499619 24 19/10/2019
499839 5 25/10/2019
499842 5 25/10/2019
500255 16 03/11/2019
500256 16 03/11/2019
500260 16 03/11/2019
500261 16 03/11/2019
500264 16 03/11/2019
500412 6 04/11/2019
500576 9 10/11/2019
500577 16 10/11/2019
500590 17 10/11/2019
500738 5 15/11/2019
500751 5 15/11/2019
500758 5 15/11/2019
500861 5 17/11/2019
500862 29 17/11/2019
501440 19 29/11/2019
501441 20 29/11/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
501442 21 29/11/2019
501443 29 29/11/2019
501444 28 29/11/2019
501445 30 29/11/2019
501446 31 29/11/2019
501543 7 30/11/2019
501545 9 30/11/2019
501546 11 30/11/2019
502495 34 19/12/2019
502739 3 22/12/2019
502740 3 22/12/2019
505991 12 24/02/2020
507090 1 16/03/2020
508436 34 11/04/2020
512367 30 23/06/2020
514001 7 27/07/2020
517711 9 29/09/2019
518768 30 23/10/2019
523076 2 19/04/2020
523077 4 19/01/2020
525854 30 08/03/2020
525855 30 08/03/2020
526953 30 28/03/2020
527714 11 09/04/2020
531564 9 15/06/2014
531565 9 15/06/2014
531566 9 15/06/2014
537835 3 04/10/2014
539860 7 13/11/2014
539861 9 13/11/2014
539862 11 13/11/2014
546694 20 07/03/2011
546694 20 07/03/2011
573631 5 20/05/2019
576373 30 03/07/2012
580164 10 01/09/2019
580535 30 04/09/2019
580536 29 04/09/2019
581807 5 25/09/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
596875 12 12/05/2013
596876 14 12/05/2013
600915 30 05/07/2013
605208 12 26/08/2019
630393 5 08/06/2014
631495 5 21/06/2014
631497 5 21/06/2014
655257 33 13/02/2019
663362 28 24/04/2005
665980 5 17/05/2015
674096 6 21/07/2019
674512 11 26/07/2015
678285 25 28/08/2019
678286 23 28/08/2019
678744 5 04/09/2019
679434 5 08/09/2019
679435 5 08/09/2019
679566 5 11/09/2019
680880 12 20/09/2019
680881 18 20/09/2019
680882 20 20/09/2019
681354 5 25/09/2019
683828 7 16/10/2019
684296 34 19/10/2019
685647 20 03/11/2019
689045 5 04/12/2019
690857 7 18/12/2019
701299 6 11/03/2020
703521 3 28/03/2020
711932 5 02/08/2020
711934 3 02/08/2020
714404 29 15/05/2016
769776 5 03/11/2007
772586 30 17/09/2017
811299 19 21/07/2018
813559 5 05/08/2018
819169 5 15/09/2018
828466 25 20/11/2018
834519 12 29/12/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
834519 12 29/12/2018
843852 30 05/03/2019
844224 10 08/03/2019
844531 25 10/03/2019
847989 9 12/02/2019
860039 5 08/06/2019
863951 21 05/07/2019
868515 4 29/07/2019
872240 5 19/08/2019
872419 31 20/08/2019
872419 31 20/08/2019
872591 5 23/08/2019
872717 7 23/08/2019
872718 1 23/08/2019
872968 24 24/08/2019
872969 24 24/08/2019
873291 9 26/08/2019
873292 16 26/08/2019
873302 16 26/08/2019
873525 30 27/08/2019
873732 25 30/08/2019
873733 25 30/08/2019
873784 24 30/08/2019
873842 9 30/08/2019
874052 16 31/08/2019
874188 30 01/09/2019
874197 24 01/09/2019
874199 24 01/09/2019
874244 10 01/09/2019
874247 10 01/09/2019
874319 9 01/09/2019
874320 12 01/09/2019
874321 17 01/09/2019
874444 23 02/09/2019
874446 24 02/09/2019
874447 23 02/09/2019
874450 31 02/09/2019
874451 5 02/09/2019
874507 25 02/09/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
874541 6 02/09/2019
874551 9 02/09/2019
874613 9 02/09/2019
874615 19 02/09/2019
874834 5 06/09/2019
874835 5 06/09/2019
874846 5 06/09/2019
875072 25 07/09/2019
875075 14 07/09/2019
875162 5 07/09/2019
875308 25 07/09/2019
875320 31 07/09/2019
875332 9 08/09/2019
875583 25 08/09/2019
875960 31 10/09/2019
875961 31 10/09/2019
875962 16 10/09/2019
876311 32 14/09/2019
876328 25 14/09/2019
876397 9 14/09/2019
876398 16 14/09/2019
876476 11 15/09/2019
876477 7 15/09/2009
876529 9 15/09/2019
876566 25 15/09/2019
876584 14 15/09/2019
876683 5 16/09/2019
876703 28 16/09/2019
876949 16 17/09/2019
876950 3 17/09/2019
876951 16 17/09/2019
877720 12 22/09/2019
877920 3 23/09/2019
878170 9 24/09/2019
878283 16 27/09/2019
878469 11 27/09/2019
878670 5 28/09/2019
879150 5 30/09/2019
879151 5 30/09/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
879447 30 01/10/2019
879708 34 04/10/2019
879757 18 04/10/2019
881318 1 12/10/2019
881319 3 12/10/2019
881321 16 12/10/2019
881322 1 12/10/2019
881323 3 12/10/2019
881324 12 12/10/2019
881325 16 12/10/2019
881519 5 13/10/2019
881623 5 13/10/2019
882106 1 15/10/2019
882643 9 21/10/2019
882886 20 22/10/2019
882887 11 22/10/2019
882888 6 22/10/2019
883125 30 25/10/2019
883144 25 25/10/2019
883459 7 26/10/2019
883548 5 26/10/2019
884535 11 01/11/2019
885230 5 04/11/2019
885435 1 04/11/2019
885436 6 04/11/2019
885437 7 04/11/2019
885834 5 08/11/2019
886379 9 12/11/2019
886381 9 12/11/2019
886402 5 12/11/2019
886403 5 12/11/2019
886437 17 12/11/2019
886902 30 16/11/2019
887234 21 18/11/2019
887371 30 19/11/2019
887487 5 19/11/2019
887489 5 19/11/2019
887608 31 22/11/2019
887992 5 24/11/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
889133 7 30/11/2019
889271 16 01/12/2019
889743 7 03/12/2019
889744 12 03/12/2019
889935 30 06/12/2019
890035 5 06/12/2019
890153 5 07/12/2019
890352 12 07/12/2019
890381 5 07/12/2019
890383 5 07/12/2019
890384 5 07/12/2019
891144 5 10/12/2019
891359 3 13/12/2019
892465 24 17/12/2019
892466 24 17/12/2019
892467 24 17/12/2019
892468 24 17/12/2019
892469 24 17/12/2019
892470 24 17/12/2019
892471 24 17/12/2019
892648 32 20/12/2019
892762 5 20/12/2019
893329 5 21/12/2019
893330 5 21/12/2019
893873 5 23/12/2019
894365 5 27/12/2019
894366 5 27/12/2019
894367 5 27/12/2019
894411 19 27/12/2019
894413 5 27/12/2019
895066 34 29/12/2019
895250 3 30/12/2019
895496 5 31/12/2019
895497 5 31/12/2019
895498 5 31/12/2019
897961 5 14/01/2020
899990 11 27/01/2020
900686 8 31/01/2020
900687 9 31/01/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
901479 7 03/02/2020
901480 12 03/02/2020
901711 30 04/02/2020
902318 16 07/02/2020
902319 16 07/02/2020
903830 9 16/02/2020
903831 11 16/02/2020
903836 1 16/02/2020
903874 7 16/02/2020
909633 20 13/03/2020
910721 30 16/03/2020
910878 33 20/03/2020
910880 33 20/03/2020
910881 33 20/03/2020
912421 25 24/03/2020
914660 19 30/03/2020
916156 9 05/04/2020
917401 16 11/04/2020
917402 16 11/04/2020
922693 7 04/05/2020
923285 31 08/05/2020
923286 31 08/05/2020
924923 5 15/05/2010
927928 17 29/05/2010
929722 3 05/06/2020
929744 34 05/06/2020
929844 7 05/06/2020
936165 3 03/07/2020
938014 31 10/07/2020
942741 5 27/07/2010
943469 34 28/07/2020
943752 29 31/07/2020
944421 19 02/08/2020
944422 19 02/08/2020
949480 31 22/08/2020
949481 31 22/08/2020
949582 16 23/08/2020
950416 9 28/08/2020
950559 25 28/08/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
950560 1 28/08/2020
950561 7 28/08/2020
950562 8 28/08/2020
950563 9 28/08/2020
950564 11 28/08/2020
950565 12 28/08/2020
950566 16 28/08/2020
950567 17 28/08/2020
950568 28 28/08/2020
950569 1 28/08/2020
950570 7 28/08/2020
950571 8 28/08/2020
950572 9 28/08/2020
950573 11 28/08/2020
950574 12 28/08/2020
950575 16 28/08/2020
950576 17 28/08/2020
950577 28 28/08/2020
958595 30 25/09/2010
1007536 16 04/05/2011
1007900 9 08/05/2011
1007901 7 08/05/2011 14:12:26
1008699 10 11/05/2011
1021638 5 29/06/2011
1021639 16 29/06/2011
1036359 8 13/08/2011
1046911 25 24/09/2011
1075340 6 23/01/2012
1092597 30 05/04/2012
1104524 9 14/05/2012
1105651 30 20/05/2012
1144640 25 21/10/2012
1182631 9 12/03/2013
1201754 24 27/05/2013
1217546 5 25/07/2013
1225372 14 22/08/2013
1250518 99 19/11/2013
1278251 19 12/04/2014
1285268 1 20/05/2014
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1285778 7 24/05/2014
1285779 12 24/05/2014
1285780 17 24/05/2014
1286464 99 27/05/2014
1286856 42 28/05/2014
1286967 99 31/05/2014
1287405 6 01/06/2014
1287711 30 02/06/2014
1287877 5 03/06/2014
1288667 30 07/06/2014
1289356 42 11/06/2014
1291234 5 21/06/2014
1291235 31 21/06/2014
1293112 5 29/06/2014
1293113 5 29/06/2014
1293116 5 29/06/2014
1293119 5 29/06/2014
1293120 5 29/06/2014
1302845 7 16/08/2014
1303732 99 19/08/2014
1327718 33 23/12/2014
1352700 28 25/04/2015
1366027 39 22/06/2015
1366028 39 22/06/2015
1421487 9 15/02/2016
1495100 24 09/10/2016
1522226 19 18/01/2017
1534877 33 27/02/2017
1570305 28 20/06/2017
1636923 12 01/01/2018
1668136 99 24/03/2018
1704186 29 27/06/2018
1725569 99 27/08/2018
1729404 5 08/09/2018
1734322 5 19/09/2018
1741013 12 07/10/2018
1756918 5 24/11/2018
1767509 99 23/12/2018
1767510 99 23/12/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1770322 42 02/01/2019
1777269 19 23/01/2019
1778986 11 29/01/2019
1784521 30 12/02/2019
1785489 5 16/02/2019
1786703 28 18/02/2019
1786705 35 18/02/2019
1789175 41 25/02/2019
1790094 99 26/02/2019
1790463 9 27/02/2019
1790479 11 27/02/2019
1790822 2 02/03/2019
1791463 35 03/03/2019
1791776 35 03/03/2019
1792633 42 05/03/2019
1793096 6 06/03/2019
1795215 99 13/03/2019
1795216 99 13/03/2019
1797371 99 19/03/2019
1798450 24 23/03/2019
1801393 40 30/03/2019
1804275 5 09/04/2019
1807658 5 16/04/2019
1807659 5 16/04/2019
1807665 30 16/04/2019
1807787 20 16/04/2019
1811395 9 27/04/2019
1812896 35 29/04/2019
1812897 35 29/04/2019
1812898 35 29/04/2019
1812899 35 29/04/2019
1815469 33 06/05/2019
1815472 33 06/05/2019
1815478 33 06/05/2019
1816368 42 11/05/2019
1818900 41 15/05/2019
1818901 41 15/05/2019
1822784 41 27/05/2019
1823795 99 29/05/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1825232 99 03/06/2019
1827177 31 09/06/2019
1831873 16 23/06/2019
1832011 9 23/06/2019
1832012 41 23/06/2019
1832013 16 23/06/2019
1834373 26 29/06/2019
1834972 99 30/06/2019
1836899 8 06/07/2019
1840078 25 15/07/2019
1842157 18 21/07/2019
1842158 24 21/07/2019
1842159 39 21/07/2019
1842160 25 21/07/2019
1842161 26 21/07/2019
1844349 29 27/07/2019
1844351 32 27/07/2019
1846974 34 03/08/2019
1846983 4 04/08/2019
1848971 5 10/08/2019
1848973 5 10/08/2019
1850789 44 13/08/2019
1850817 7 14/08/2019
1851074 20 17/08/2019
1851138 42 17/08/2019
1851604 9 18/08/2019
1851691 25 18/08/2019
1851868 16 18/08/2019
1852342 30 19/08/2019
1852391 9 19/08/2019
1852600 25 20/08/2019
1852680 36 20/08/2019
1853462 41 24/08/2019
1853470 30 24/08/2019
1853501 41 24/08/2019
1853538 30 24/08/2019
1853539 29 24/08/2019
1853540 5 24/08/2019
1853655 3 24/08/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1853723 14 24/08/2019
1853783 35 24/08/2019
1853843 9 24/08/2019
1853844 16 24/08/2019
1853845 41 24/08/2019
1853846 44 24/08/2019
1853847 41 24/08/2019
1853848 44 24/08/2019
1853881 5 24/08/2019
1853882 5 24/08/2019
1853883 5 24/08/2019
1853884 5 24/08/2019
1853908 19 24/08/2019
1853912 19 24/08/2019
1853960 20 24/08/2019
1854072 42 24/08/2019
1854073 42 24/08/2019
1854086 35 24/08/2019
1854096 9 24/08/2019
1854101 9 24/08/2019
1854102 9 24/08/2019
1854103 9 24/08/2019
1854106 9 24/08/2019
1854108 16 24/08/2019
1854109 16 24/08/2019
1854119 38 24/08/2019
1854121 38 24/08/2019
1854123 39 24/08/2019
1854305 7 25/08/2019
1854329 9 25/08/2019
1854340 11 25/08/2019
1854352 38 25/08/2019
1854353 41 25/08/2019
1854354 41 25/08/2019
1854355 41 25/08/2019
1854356 41 25/08/2019
1854357 41 25/08/2019
1854358 41 25/08/2019
1854359 41 25/08/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1854360 41 25/08/2019
1854361 42 25/08/2019
1854365 35 25/08/2019
1854366 38 25/08/2019
1854367 41 25/08/2019
1854372 5 25/08/2019
1854374 5 25/08/2019
1854375 5 25/08/2019
1854376 5 25/08/2019
1854383 25 25/08/2019
1854384 25 25/08/2019
1854401 31 25/08/2019
1854404 31 25/08/2019
1854424 45 25/08/2019
1854425 16 25/08/2019
1854444 29 25/08/2019
1854445 30 25/08/2019
1854455 9 25/08/2019
1854457 27 25/08/2019
1854459 39 25/08/2019
1854570 5 25/08/2019
1854591 25 25/08/2019
1854593 35 25/08/2019
1854673 5 25/08/2019
1854676 41 25/08/2019
1854719 5 25/08/2019
1854795 41 26/08/2019
1854796 41 26/08/2019
1854868 5 26/08/2019
1854869 5 26/08/2019
1854893 16 26/08/2019
1854928 3 26/08/2019
1854955 5 26/08/2019
1854958 5 26/08/2019
1854959 5 26/08/2019
1854960 5 26/08/2019
1854964 5 26/08/2019
1854974 5 26/08/2019
1854975 5 26/08/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1854996 1 26/08/2019
1855010 5 26/08/2019
1855011 5 26/08/2019
1855125 99 26/08/2019
1855141 11 26/08/2019
1855197 42 26/08/2019
1855237 9 26/08/2019
1855250 12 26/08/2019
1855296 42 26/08/2019
1855297 6 26/08/2019
1855353 5 26/08/2019
1855354 5 26/08/2019
1855355 5 26/08/2019
1855356 5 26/08/2019
1855357 5 26/08/2019
1855358 5 26/08/2019
1855361 30 26/08/2019
1855362 30 26/08/2019
1855364 16 26/08/2019
1855366 5 26/08/2019
1855503 7 27/08/2019
1855535 9 27/08/2019
1855537 14 27/08/2019
1855538 35 27/08/2019
1855541 1 27/08/2019
1855550 25 27/08/2019
1855616 9 27/08/2019
1855617 16 27/08/2019
1855618 44 27/08/2019
1855658 30 27/08/2019
1855681 43 27/08/2019
1855757 10 27/08/2019
1855771 99 27/08/2019
1855784 34 27/08/2019
1855815 42 28/08/2019
1855893 16 28/08/2019
1855950 7 28/08/2019
1856057 17 28/08/2019
1856079 9 28/08/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1856080 28 28/08/2019
1856142 5 28/08/2019
1856147 29 28/08/2019
1856192 25 28/08/2019
1856200 99 28/08/2019
1856201 99 28/08/2019
1856202 5 28/08/2019
1856203 5 28/08/2019
1856250 35 28/08/2019
1856256 30 28/08/2019
1856357 25 31/08/2019
1856358 14 31/08/2019
1856375 9 31/08/2019
1856491 37 31/08/2019
1856637 43 31/08/2019
1856653 21 31/08/2019
1856664 14 31/08/2019
1856675 25 31/08/2019
1856676 25 31/08/2019
1856692 9 31/08/2019
1856695 25 31/08/2019
1856707 9 31/08/2019
1856711 9 31/08/2019
1856713 9 31/08/2019
1856716 5 31/08/2019
1856717 5 31/08/2019
1856726 41 31/08/2019
1856727 44 31/08/2019
1856758 5 31/08/2019
1856759 5 31/08/2019
1856760 5 31/08/2019
1856761 5 31/08/2019
1856762 5 31/08/2019
1856763 5 31/08/2019
1856771 5 31/08/2019
1856799 9 31/08/2019
1856802 25 31/08/2019
1856847 35 31/08/2019
1856856 7 31/08/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1856860 35 31/08/2019
1856861 5 31/08/2019
1856933 5 31/08/2019
1856990 29 31/08/2019
1857044 30 01/09/2019
1857050 30 01/09/2019
1857076 14 01/09/2019
1857085 99 01/09/2019
1857096 1 01/09/2019
1857097 1 01/09/2019
1857098 1 01/09/2019
1857099 2 01/09/2019
1857169 30 01/09/2019
1857208 45 01/09/2019
1857242 3 01/09/2019
1857248 42 01/09/2019
1857249 21 01/09/2019
1857276 1 01/09/2019
1857295 5 01/09/2019
1857329 3 01/09/2019
1857330 3 01/09/2019
1857331 3 01/09/2019
1857379 36 01/09/2019
1857383 41 01/09/2019
1857384 41 01/09/2019
1857385 41 01/09/2019
1857386 41 01/09/2019
1857388 41 01/09/2019
1857389 41 01/09/2019
1857390 41 01/09/2019
1857396 41 01/09/2019
1857397 41 01/09/2019
1857398 41 01/09/2019
1857400 41 01/09/2019
1857402 41 01/09/2019
1857461 16 02/09/2019
1857506 1 02/09/2019
1857564 37 02/09/2019
1857565 99 02/09/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1857612 17 02/09/2019
1857721 25 02/09/2019
1857722 25 02/09/2019
1857792 34 02/09/2019
1857812 28 02/09/2019
1857813 28 02/09/2019
1857819 33 02/09/2019
1857842 35 02/09/2019
1857844 24 02/09/2019
1857901 24 02/09/2019
1857944 29 03/09/2019
1857995 29 03/09/2019
1857997 42 03/09/2019
1857998 43 03/09/2019
1858117 25 03/09/2019
1858154 35 03/09/2019
1858155 5 03/09/2019
1858174 99 03/09/2019
1858186 16 03/09/2019
1858187 35 03/09/2019
1858188 41 03/09/2019
1858189 42 03/09/2019
1858238 10 03/09/2019
1858239 10 03/09/2019
1858302 5 03/09/2019
1858367 99 03/09/2019
1858430 5 04/09/2019
1858433 5 04/09/2019
1858434 5 04/09/2019
1858447 35 04/09/2019
1858560 3 04/09/2019
1858574 5 04/09/2019
1858576 5 04/09/2019
1858585 1 04/09/2019
1858586 1 04/09/2019
1858678 7 04/09/2019
1858687 99 04/09/2019
1858726 14 04/09/2019
1858739 3 04/09/2019
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1859074 9 07/09/2019
1859075 9 07/09/2019
1859076 11 07/09/2019
1859214 43 07/09/2019
1859283 30 07/09/2019
1859321 5 07/09/2019
1859387 14 07/09/2019
1859395 39 07/09/2019
1859414 3 07/09/2019
1859415 5 07/09/2019
1859416 5 07/09/2019
1859417 5 07/09/2019
1859418 5 07/09/2019
1859421 5 07/09/2019
1859422 5 07/09/2019
1859423 3 07/09/2019
1859424 5 07/09/2019
1859426 5 07/09/2019
1859427 5 07/09/2019
1859431 99 07/09/2019
1859432 99 07/09/2019
1859471 30 07/09/2019
1859650 42 07/09/2019
1859690 7 07/09/2019
1859698 5 07/09/2019
1859941 41 08/09/2019
1860043 35 08/09/2019
1860124 1 08/09/2019
1860240 42 08/09/2019
1860360 16 09/09/2019
1860361 35 09/09/2019
1860362 39 09/09/2019
1860363 42 09/09/2019
1860365 33 09/09/2019
1860402 9 09/09/2019
1860403 11 09/09/2019
1860739 25 09/09/2019
1860833 2 10/09/2019
1861174 42 10/09/2019
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1861176 42 10/09/2019
1861245 9 10/09/2019
1861246 35 10/09/2019
1861248 35 10/09/2019
1861725 5 11/09/2019
1861726 5 11/09/2019
1861761 25 11/09/2019
1861766 5 11/09/2019
1861767 5 11/09/2019
1861768 5 11/09/2019
1861769 5 11/09/2019
1861857 99 11/09/2019
1861879 35 11/09/2019
1862008 35 14/09/2019
1862097 7 14/09/2019
1862098 17 14/09/2019
1862174 5 14/09/2019
1862218 12 14/09/2019
1862478 9 14/09/2019
1862665 9 15/09/2019
1862809 1 15/09/2019
1862810 1 15/09/2019
1862811 1 15/09/2019
1862953 7 15/09/2019
1863236 16 16/09/2019
1863237 36 16/09/2019
1863238 37 16/09/2019
1863239 42 16/09/2019
1863328 99 16/09/2019
1863540 43 16/09/2029
1863540 43 16/09/2029
1863607 43 16/09/2019
1863791 5 17/09/2019
1863792 30 17/09/2019
1863793 32 17/09/2019
1863794 35 17/09/2019
1863798 41 17/09/2019
1863945 34 17/09/2019
1864015 42 17/09/2019
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1864016 1 17/09/2019
1864017 1 17/09/2019
1864138 41 18/09/2019
1864396 25 18/09/2019
1864639 6 22/09/2019
1864668 37 22/09/2019
1864890 5 22/09/2019
1865144 34 22/09/2019
1865146 34 22/09/2019
1865514 12 22/09/2019
1865822 24 23/09/2019
1865825 24 23/09/2019
1866026 37 23/09/2019
1866423 5 24/09/2019
1866539 32 24/09/2019
1866819 17 25/09/2019
1867026 42 25/09/2019
1867060 3 25/09/2019
1867112 35 25/09/2019
1867286 42 25/09/2019
1867294 43 25/09/2019
1867403 5 29/09/2019
1867404 9 29/09/2019
1867405 10 29/09/2019
1867721 11 29/09/2019
1867722 42 29/09/2019
1867971 39 29/09/2019
1867992 7 29/09/2019
1867993 9 29/09/2019
1867994 17 29/09/2019
1867997 16 29/09/2019
1868007 3 29/09/2019
1868071 9 29/09/2019
1868213 37 30/09/2019
1868236 35 30/09/2019
1868368 24 30/09/2019
1868379 5 30/09/2019
1868467 9 30/09/2019
1868594 25 30/09/2019
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1868937 99 01/10/2019
1868938 99 01/10/2019
1869028 30 01/10/2019
1869034 33 01/10/2019
1869037 33 01/10/2019
1869041 33 01/10/2019
1869042 33 01/10/2019
1869045 33 01/10/2019
1869046 33 01/10/2019
1869048 33 01/10/2019
1869049 33 01/10/2019
1869052 33 01/10/2019
1869580 14 05/10/2019
1869597 33 05/10/2019
1869598 33 05/10/2019
1869806 3 06/10/2019
1869976 36 06/10/2019
1870173 9 06/10/2019
1870174 9 06/10/2019
1870207 99 06/10/2019
1870323 19 06/10/2019
1870675 43 07/10/2019
1870738 25 07/10/2019
1870935 5 08/10/2019
1870983 12 08/10/2019
1871113 5 08/10/2019
1871118 5 08/10/2019
1871147 5 08/10/2019
1871344 99 08/10/2019
1871376 5 09/10/2019
1871377 5 09/10/2019
1871378 5 09/10/2019
1871379 5 09/10/2019
1871380 5 09/10/2019
1871381 5 09/10/2019
1871382 5 09/10/2019
1871383 5 09/10/2019
1871385 5 09/10/2019
1871386 5 09/10/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1871581 16 09/10/2019
1871766 25 09/10/2019
1871825 3 09/10/2019
1872021 5 12/10/2019
1872273 9 12/10/2019
1872288 16 12/10/2019
1872289 16 12/10/2019
1872308 25 12/10/2019
1872309 9 12/10/2019
1872478 9 12/10/2019
1872479 35 12/10/2019
1872480 42 12/10/2019
1872481 9 12/10/2019
1872482 35 12/10/2019
1872483 42 12/10/2019
1872484 9 12/10/2019
1872485 35 12/10/2019
1872486 42 12/10/2019
1872487 9 12/10/2019
1872488 35 12/10/2019
1872489 42 12/10/2019
1872490 9 12/10/2019
1872491 35 12/10/2019
1872492 42 12/10/2019
1872563 12 12/10/2019
1872894 42 13/10/2019
1872937 19 13/10/2019
1872938 5 13/10/2019
1872939 5 13/10/2019
1872940 5 13/10/2019
1872941 5 13/10/2019
1872942 5 13/10/2019
1872943 5 13/10/2019
1872944 5 13/10/2019
1872946 5 13/10/2019
1872947 5 13/10/2019
1872948 5 13/10/2019
1872949 5 13/10/2019
1872950 5 13/10/2019
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1872951 5 13/10/2019
1872952 5 13/10/2019
1873013 7 13/10/2019
1873014 6 13/10/2019
1873161 9 14/10/2019
1873591 5 15/10/2019
1873595 5 15/10/2019
1873987 5 16/10/2019
1874075 33 16/10/2019
1874076 33 16/10/2019
1874197 35 16/10/2019
1874284 9 16/10/2019
1874285 41 16/10/2019
1874394 41 19/10/2019
1874395 41 19/10/2019
1874449 19 19/10/2019
1874484 5 19/10/2019
1874624 9 20/10/2019
1874625 12 20/10/2019
1874626 37 20/10/2019
1874627 42 20/10/2019
1874879 14 20/10/2019
1875040 12 21/10/2019
1875427 14 22/10/2019
1875774 35 23/10/2019
1875823 9 23/10/2019
1876092 99 23/10/2019
1876122 5 26/10/2019
1876435 5 26/10/2019
1876445 29 26/10/2019
1876446 29 26/10/2019
1876679 30 27/10/2019
1876680 30 27/10/2019
1876681 30 27/10/2019
1876984 36 27/10/2019
1877016 25 27/10/2019
1877347 35 28/10/2019
1877422 1 28/10/2019
1877865 5 29/10/2019
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APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1877938 41 29/10/2019
1878064 1 29/10/2019
1878331 11 30/10/2019
1878577 34 30/10/2019
1878770 99 30/10/2019
1878772 99 30/10/2019
1878774 9 30/10/2019
1878961 29 03/11/2019
1878962 29 03/11/2019
1878963 30 03/11/2019
1878964 32 03/11/2019
1878973 44 03/11/2019
1879642 99 03/11/2019
1879794 30 04/11/2019
1880105 16 04/11/2019
1880192 5 04/11/2019
1880303 99 04/11/2019
1880747 5 05/11/2019
1880769 5 05/11/2019
1880841 35 05/11/2019
1881147 36 06/11/2019
1881148 37 06/11/2019
1881149 43 06/11/2019
1881150 16 06/11/2019
1881195 25 06/11/2019
1881313 21 06/11/2019
1881471 5 06/11/2019
1881632 9 09/11/2019
1881885 5 09/11/2019
1881892 5 09/11/2019
1881912 43 09/11/2019
1881920 14 09/11/2019
1882291 25 10/11/2019
1882960 25 11/11/2019
1882991 41 11/11/2019
1883058 24 11/11/2019
1883568 99 12/11/2019
1884090 99 13/11/2019
1884531 35 16/11/2019
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1884590 30 16/11/2019
1884591 30 16/11/2019
1884794 99 16/11/2019
1884952 12 16/11/2019
1884955 99 16/11/2019
1884956 99 16/11/2019
1884957 99 16/11/2019
1884958 99 16/11/2019
1884959 99 16/11/2019
1885388 99 17/11/2019
1885762 5 18/11/2019
1885971 5 18/11/2019
1885972 5 18/11/2019
1886060 99 18/11/2019
1887047 3 20/11/2019
1887724 18 24/11/2019
1887852 40 24/11/2019
1887853 39 24/11/2019
1887863 99 24/11/2019
1887872 36 24/11/2019
1887873 36 24/11/2019
1888242 5 24/11/2019
1888248 32 24/11/2019
1888276 5 24/11/2019
1888277 31 24/11/2019
1888278 31 24/11/2019
1888279 31 24/11/2019
1889044 41 26/11/2019
1889612 4 27/11/2019
1889849 30 30/11/2019
1889985 39 30/11/2019
1890075 1 30/11/2019
1890679 29 02/12/2019
1890680 29 02/12/2019
1890681 29 02/12/2019
1890682 29 02/12/2019
1890732 99 02/12/2019
1890737 43 02/12/2019
1891394 34 03/12/2019
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1891395 34 03/12/2019
1891929 41 04/12/2019
1892302 11 04/12/2019
1892845 19 08/12/2019
1893156 16 08/12/2019
1893543 30 09/12/2019
1893544 30 09/12/2019
1893545 30 09/12/2019
1893546 30 09/12/2019
1893755 44 09/12/2019
1894025 99 09/12/2019
1894098 33 09/12/2019
1894117 16 10/12/2019
1894465 16 10/12/2019
1895628 3 14/12/2019
1895631 3 14/12/2019
1896710 33 16/12/2019
1896910 43 17/12/2019
1896942 14 17/12/2019
1897091 3 17/12/2019
1897096 31 17/12/2019
1897574 38 18/12/2019
1897575 41 18/12/2019
1897769 99 18/12/2019
1898356 34 18/12/2019
1898358 34 18/12/2019
1898359 34 18/12/2019
1899071 9 21/12/2019
1899072 41 21/12/2019
1899587 5 22/12/2019
1900044 3 22/12/2019
1900045 29 22/12/2019
1900248 16 23/12/2019
1900252 16 23/12/2019
1900253 16 23/12/2019
1900254 16 23/12/2019
1900256 16 23/12/2019
1900257 16 23/12/2019
1900258 16 23/12/2019
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1900379 5 23/12/2019
1900664 12 23/12/2019
1900665 7 23/12/2019
1902012 29 29/12/2019
1902013 5 29/12/2019
1902045 19 29/12/2019
1902074 10 29/12/2019
1902589 99 30/12/2019
1902836 11 30/12/2019
1902956 35 30/12/2019
1903131 25 30/12/2019
1903132 25 30/12/2019
1903133 25 30/12/2019
1903520 35 31/12/2019
1903843 99 31/12/2019
1904779 29 04/01/2020
1904780 35 04/01/2020
1904870 99 04/01/2020
1906586 1 29/12/2019
1906587 1 29/12/2019
1906588 1 29/12/2019
1906589 5 29/12/2019
1906590 5 29/12/2019
1906591 5 29/12/2019
1906592 35 29/12/2019
1906593 35 29/12/2019
1906594 42 29/12/2019
1906595 42 29/12/2019
1908081 35 12/01/2020
1908082 35 12/01/2020
1908767 9 13/01/2020
1908768 42 13/01/2020
1908954 30 14/01/2020
1910303 35 18/01/2020
1910304 35 18/01/2020
1912069 5 21/01/2020
1912070 5 21/01/2020
1912071 5 21/01/2020
1913820 1 27/01/2020
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1913997 9 27/01/2020
1913998 16 27/01/2020
1913999 41 27/01/2020
1914000 42 27/01/2020
1914082 30 27/01/2020
1914099 5 28/01/2020
1914397 9 28/01/2020
1914398 42 28/01/2020
1914399 9 28/01/2020
1914800 41 29/01/2020
1915268 25 01/02/2020
1915707 35 03/02/2020
1916019 35 03/02/2020
1916020 28 03/02/2020
1916021 25 03/02/2020
1916023 24 03/02/2020
1916961 35 04/02/2020
1917268 30 04/02/2020
1917269 30 04/02/2020
1917270 35 04/02/2020
1917271 43 04/02/2020
1917272 30 04/02/2020
1917273 35 04/02/2020
1917274 43 04/02/2020
1919881 41 09/02/2020
1920222 25 09/02/2020
1921396 30 11/02/2020
1921906 9 15/02/2020
1921937 32 15/02/2020
1921938 43 15/02/2020
1921939 32 15/02/2020
1921940 30 15/02/2020
1921941 43 15/02/2020
1923101 35 16/02/2020
1923444 9 17/02/2020
1924569 1 19/02/2020
1925173 41 22/02/2020
1925748 5 22/02/2020
1926045 21 23/02/2020
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1926379 36 23/02/2020
1927252 8 24/02/2020
1927737 99 25/02/2020
1927900 5 25/02/2020
1928033 32 26/02/2020
1928034 32 26/02/2020
1928035 32 26/02/2020
1928036 32 26/02/2020
1928037 33 26/02/2020
1928038 33 26/02/2020
1928039 33 26/02/2020
1928040 33 26/02/2020
1928725 5 01/03/2020
1930404 1 04/03/2020
1932194 9 08/03/2020
1932199 9 08/03/2020
1932201 9 08/03/2020
1932202 9 08/03/2020
1932203 9 08/03/2020
1932205 9 08/03/2020
1932481 35 09/03/2020
1933266 9 09/03/2020
1933269 9 09/03/2020
1933271 9 09/03/2020
1933275 9 09/03/2020
1933540 9 10/03/2020
1934692 11 11/03/2020
1937054 44 16/03/2020
1938030 4 18/03/2020
1947569 35 08/04/2020
1948149 18 09/04/2020
1948267 45 09/04/2020
1948532 30 09/04/2020
1950829 41 15/04/2020
1950976 25 16/04/2020
1951738 35 16/04/2020
1952222 21 19/04/2020
1953267 25 20/04/2020
1953268 25 20/04/2020
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1957721 30 29/04/2020
1960829 36 05/05/2020
1961149 3 06/05/2020
1961150 3 06/05/2020
1961151 3 06/05/2020
1962358 7 07/05/2020
1964248 32 12/05/2020
1964462 9 12/05/2020
1965983 7 14/05/2020
1965984 8 14/05/2020
1967268 29 18/05/2020
1967274 32 18/05/2020
1967373 5 18/05/2020
1967374 3 18/05/2020
1967375 3 18/05/2020
1967377 5 18/05/2020
1968475 10 20/05/2020
1969012 43 20/05/2020
1969705 25 24/05/2020
1970427 9 24/05/2020
1970530 36 25/05/2020
1970654 29 25/05/2020
1970655 29 25/05/2020
1970657 29 25/05/2020
1971731 21 28/05/2020
1973729 21 01/06/2020
1973770 19 01/06/2020
1974981 41 04/06/2020
1976087 36 07/06/2020
1976088 37 07/06/2020
1980809 9 17/06/2020
1981177 43 17/06/2020
1982163 5 21/06/2020
1982164 5 21/06/2020
1982165 5 21/06/2020
1982167 5 21/06/2020
1982580 9 21/06/2020
1982702 7 21/06/2020
1983455 42 22/06/2020
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1984591 37 25/06/2020
1988259 24 02/07/2020
1988950 29 05/07/2020
1989277 99 05/07/2020
1990249 11 07/07/2020
1990439 19 08/07/2020
1991023 7 08/07/2020
1992471 30 13/07/2020
1993325 24 14/07/2020
1993867 44 15/07/2020
1995643 7 19/07/2020
2000018 44 28/07/2020
2000611 9 29/07/2020
2001308 9 30/07/2020
2002240 11 02/08/2020
2004612 99 05/08/2020
2005797 20 09/08/2020
2007623 3 11/08/2020
2007789 5 11/08/2020
2008193 9 12/08/2020
2008194 11 12/08/2020
2008195 40 12/08/2020
2008343 42 12/08/2020
2008519 43 13/08/2020
2009061 25 14/08/2020
2010855 19 18/08/2020
2012039 16 20/08/2020
2012040 16 20/08/2020
2012041 16 20/08/2020
2012042 16 20/08/2020
2012043 41 20/08/2020
2012494 41 23/08/2020
2012844 44 23/08/2020
2012845 35 23/08/2020
2012846 3 23/08/2020
2012847 3 23/08/2020
2012848 35 23/08/2020
2012849 44 23/08/2020
2013149 3 24/08/2020
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2013327 6 24/08/2020
2013328 6 24/08/2020
2013406 7 24/08/2020
2013407 7 24/08/2020
2014057 4 25/08/2020
2014109 7 25/08/2020
2014110 7 25/08/2020
2015436 12 27/08/2020
2015437 35 27/08/2020
2015438 12 27/08/2020
2015439 35 27/08/2020
2592018 35 08/09/2019
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NOTIFICATION 

SNo. NOTIFICATION 
1 The advertisement of IRDI no 2917204 published in TM Journal 1867 dated 

17.09.2018 is cancelled. 
2 The advertisement of IRDI no 3314297 published in TM Journal 1868 dated 

24.09.2018 is cancelled. 
3 The advertisement of IRDI no 3334808 published in TM Journal 1872 dated 

22.10.2018 is cancelled. 
4 The advertisement of IRDI no 3537246 published in TM Journal 1878 dated 

03.12.2018 is cancelled. 
5 The advertisement of IRDI no 3320397 published in TM Journal 1882 dated 

31.12.2018 is cancelled. 
6 The advertisement of IRDI no 3729491 published in TM Journal 1884 dated 

14.01.2019 is cancelled. 
7 The advertisement of IRDI no 2689308 published in TM Journal 1884 dated 

14.01.2019 is cancelled. 
8 The advertisement of IRDI no 3802171 published in TM Journal 1882 dated 

31.12.2018 is cancelled. 
9 The advertisement of IRDI no 3831990 published in TM Journal 1882 dated 

31.12.2018 is cancelled. 
10 The advertisement of IRDI no 4009784 published in TM Journal 1882 dated 

31.12.2018 is cancelled. 
11 The advertisement of IRDI no 4028615 published in TM Journal 1882 dated 

31.12.2018 is cancelled. 
12 The advertisement of IRDI no 3881689 published in TM Journal 1882 dated 

31.12.2018 is cancelled. 
13 The advertisement of the IRDI No 3926048 published in TM Journal No 1885 

dated 21.01.2019 is cancelled 
14 The advertisement of IRDI no 3809574 published in TM Journal 1882 dated 

31.12.2018 is cancelled. 
15 The advertisement of IRDI no 3946811 published in TM Journal 1870 dated 

08.10.2018 is cancelled. 
16 The advertisement of IRDI no 3993169 published in TM Journal 1883 dated 

07.01.2019 is cancelled. 
17 The advertisement of IRDI no 3994405 published in TM Journal 1883 dated 

07.01.2019 is cancelled. 
18 The advertisement of IRDI no 4028619 published in TM Journal 1884 dated 

14.01.2019 is cancelled. 

19 In the advertisement of IRDI No 3981438 in the Trademark Journal No 1876 
dated 19.11.2018 the following condition should be inserted- 
"Registration of this trade mark gives no exclusive right to use or to authorize 
the use of the word ‘GAP’ apart from the mark as whole" 

20 In advertisement of IRDI No 3998343 published in TM Journal No 1877 dated 
26.11.2018 the following condition may be added- 
"Registration of this trade mark gives no exclusive right to use or to authorize 
the use of the word ‘GAP’ apart from the mark as whole" 

21 In advertisement of IRDI No 3981370 published in TM Journal No 1876 dated 
19.11.2018 the following condition may be added- 
"Registration of this trade mark gives no exclusive right to use or to authorize 
the use of the word ‘GAP’ apart from the mark as whole" 
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PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  
1281865 - 16: Proprietor Altered to L B H BOOKS & MAGAZINES DISTRIBUTORS PRIVATE LIMITED , 
507 Mahalaxmi Chambers 22 Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai 400026 . 
INDIA BOOK HOUSE PVT. LTD.

541317 - 32: Proprietor Altered to ALLIED BLENDERS AND DISTILLERS PRIVATE LIMITED , 12, 
EVERGREEN INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SHAKTI MILLS LANE, MAHALAXMI, MUMBAI = 400 011. 
BDA PRIVATE LIMITED

739842 - 25, 739843 - 18: Proprietor Altered to CATWALK WORLDWIDE PVT LTD , 220 REAY 
ROAD ,ATLAS MILLS COMPOUND,MUMBAI 400010 MAHARASTRA INDIA. 
TRUWORTH SHOES PRIVATE LIMITED, TRUWORTH SHOES PRIVATE LIMITED

3044769 - 39: Proprietor Altered to SPICE DIGITAL LIMITED , S GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE PARK, PLOT 
NO. 19A & 19B, SEC-125, NOIDA-201301. 
SMARTVALUE VENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED

1508597 - 25: Proprietor Altered to KALYANLAKSHMI APPARELS PVT. LTD. , E/319, PANCHSHEEL-3 
RAHEJA TOWNSHIP, MALAD (E), MUMBAI-400 097. 
SHIVA ENTERPRISES.

1759523 - 11: Proprietor Altered to NARESH S. CHAPLOT , Agarwal Niwas, 152 15/16 1st ft, stant Paul 
Estate, Behind Hindmata 
Cinema Dadar East Mumbai 400014, State of Maharashtra, India, 
SAMRAT ENTERPRISES

1665844 - 99: Proprietor Altered to BAYERISCHE MOTOREN WERKE AG , Petuelring 130, 80809 
Munich, Germany 
GORDON MURRAY DESIGN LIMITED

886414 - 7: Proprietor Altered to HIGH TECH FIN S.P.A. , Via Orazio Antinori No.6, Turin Italy 
SIMPRO S.P.A.

892158 - 25, 938806 - 18, 1325069 - 25, 892157 - 18, 892153 - 25, 938804 - 9, 892154 - 25, 892155 - 9, 
938800 - 3, 938803 - 3: Proprietor Altered to ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED , 4TH 
FLOOR, COURT HOUSE, LOKMANYA TILAK MARG, DHOBI 
TALAO, MUMBAI- 400 002, 
IP HOLDINGS UNLTD LLC, IP HOLDINGS UNLTD LLC, IP HOLDINGS UNLTD LLC, IP HOLDINGS 
UNLTD LLC, IP HOLDINGS UNLTD LLC, IP HOLDINGS UNLTD LLC

1579304 - 9, 1579306 - 9, 1579305 - 38, 1579307 - 38: Proprietor Altered to WINGTECH MOBILE 
COMMUNICATIONS CO., LTD., , WINGTECH, NO. 777, YAZHONG ROAD, 
NANHU DISTRICT, JIAXING CITY,ZHEJIANG 
PROVINCE, POSTAL CODE. 314 000, 
PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 
ZHANG XUEZHENG, ZHANG XUEZHENG, WINGTECH MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS CO., LTD.,

882646 - 16, 803425 - 18, 803430 - 26, 803428 - 24, 803429 - 25, 942728 - 9, 803423 - 14, 803424 - 16, 
803432 - 28, 814428 - 9: Proprietor Altered to KABUSHIKI KAISHA SQUARE ENIX , 4-31-8 YOYOGI 
SHIBUYA-KU TOKYO JAPAN 
SQUARE CO., LTD.,, SQUARE CO.LTD, SQUARE CO., LTD.

767893 - 1, 809928 - 5, 767887 - 5, 761479 - 1, 761474 - 5, 767892 - 1, 814318 - 5, 862330 - 1, 862331 - 5, 
767891 - 5: Proprietor Altered to EXCEL CROP CARE LTD. , 184/87, SWAMI VIVEKANAND ROAD, 
JOGESHWARI (W), MUMBAI-400 102. 
EXCEL INDUSTRIES LTD., EXCEL INDUSTRIES LIMITED

714420 - 16, 714421 - 16: Proprietor Altered to JOHN HANCOCK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
(U.S.A.) , 601 congress street, boston, massachusetts 02210, USA 
JOHN HANCOCK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, JOHN HANCOCK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

1340771 - 16, 1420717 - 35: Proprietor Altered to DILIPBHAI TRIKAMBHAI KORADIA,JAYANTILAL 
PARBATBHAI KORADIA,SURESHBHAI TRIKAMBHAI KORADIA,VIMALKUMAR VELJIBHAI 
KORADIA,ASHWINBHAI TRIKAMBHAI KORADIA,DHIRAJLAL LAXMIDAS KORADIA,SANDIPKUMAR 
VITHALBHAI KORADIA,JIGNESHKUMAR VITHALBHAI KORADIA,KANCHANBEN KANTILAL 
KORADIA trading as , DHARAMSHILA COMPLEX, VASANT PLOT, RAVAPAR ROAD, MORBI, DIST. 
RAJKOT, GUJARAT. 
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NICE & NEW, NICE & NEW

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE REGISTER OF THE FORM 
ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  
583424 - 9, 583425 - 9, 583426 - 9, 333788 - 9, 583427 - 9, 583423 - 11, 583428 - 11, 583420 - 11, 583421 
- 7, 583429 - 12, 220624 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to PMP AUTO COMPONENTS PRIVATE LIMITED 
PMP COMPONENTS LTD.

886414 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to SIMPRO S.P.A 
HIGH TECH FIN S.P.A.

399968 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to NORTHROP GRUMMAN SPACE & MISSION SYSTEMS CORP 
TRW INC.

882646 - 16, 803424 - 16, 803428 - 24, 803423 - 14, 814428 - 9, 803430 - 26, 942728 - 9, 803429 - 25, 
803432 - 28, 803425 - 18: Proprietor Name Altered to KABUSHIKI KAISHA SQUARE ENIX HOLDINGS 
(ALSO TRADING AS SQUARE ENIX HOLDINGS CO., LTD.) 
KABUSHIKI KAISHA SQUARE ENIX HOLDINGS (ALSO TRADING AS SQUARE ENIX HOLDINGS CO., 
LTD.)

882884 - 17, 882885 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to RIEKE GERMANY GMBH & CO.KG 
RIEKE-LAMONS GERMANY MANAGEMENT GMBH & CO. KG

286063 - 4: Proprietor Address Altered to Mody Chambers, 319/321, Narshi Natha Street, Mumbai - 
400009. 
FATEH INDUSTRIES & STORES.

1103637 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 5675 Gibralter Drive, Pleasanton, California 94588, United 
States Of America 
FRONTRANGE SOLUTIONS, INC.

892157 - 18: Proprietor Address Altered to 8TH FLOOR, MAKER TOWER-E, CUFFE PARADE, 
MUMBAI 400005 
ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

892154 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 8TH FLOOR, MAKER TOWER-E, CUFFE PARADE, 
MUMBAI 400005 
ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

892158 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 8TH FLOOR, MAKER TOWER-E,CUFFE PARADE,MUMBAI-
400005 
ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

886414 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to Via Torino 446/A, Brandizzo (Torino), Italy 
SIMPRO S.P.A

1067632 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 502, Prakash Deep Building, 07, Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi 
— 110001. 
M/S. SHILPI COMPUTERS LTD

892155 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 8TH FLOOR, MAKER TOWER-E, CUFFE PARADE, MUMBAI 
400005 
ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

892153 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 8TH FLOOR, MAKER TOWER-E, CUFFE PARADE, 
MUMBAI 400005 
ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

898051 - 33: Proprietor Address Altered to 6, Pandara Road Market, New Delhi- 110003 
GULATI RESTAURANT PVT. LTD.

882646 - 16, 803423 - 14, 803430 - 26, 942728 - 9, 814428 - 9, 803425 - 18, 803429 - 25, 803432 - 28, 
803424 - 16, 803428 - 24: Proprietor Address Altered to 3-22-7 YOYOGI, SHIBUYA-KU, TOKYO, 
JAPAN 
KABUSHIKI KAISHA SQUARE ENIX HOLDINGS (ALSO TRADING AS SQUARE ENIX HOLDINGS CO., 
LTD.)

882646 - 16, 803430 - 26, 803423 - 14, 803428 - 24, 942728 - 9, 803432 - 28, 803424 - 16, 803425 - 18, 
803429 - 25, 814428 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 3-22-7 YOYOGI, SHIBUYA-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN 
KABUSHIKI KAISHA SQUARE ENIX

1125347 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to 501 Silverside Road, Suite 5 Wilmington, DE 19809 United 
States of America 
DELAWARE CAPITAL FORMATION, INC.

220624 - 9, 333788 - 9, 583420 - 11, 583423 - 11, 583424 - 9, 583425 - 9, 583426 - 9, 583427 - 9, 583421 - 
7, 583428 - 11, 583429 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to Peninsula Spenta, Mathuradas Mills 
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Compound, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai-400 013. 
PMP AUTO COMPONENTS PRIVATE LIMITED

CANCELLATION OF REGISTRED TRADE MARK  
1186811 - 11: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of an 
affidavit of Dated

GOODS AND SERVICES DELETED IN THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK  
1090284 - 9:  
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the goods 
'COMPUTER INTERFACES, CABLES, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE AND ACCESSORIES, 
HARD AND FLOPPY DISCS, DISKETTES, ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING APPARATUS AND 
PARTS THEREOF, ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9, ELECTRONIC 
GAMES, COMPUTER GAMES, VIDEO GAMES, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, PRINTED CIRCUITS 
BOARDS, AUDIO, VIDEO AND COMPUTER RECORDING MEDIA AND IN THE FORM OF TAPES, 
CARDS, SHEETS FOR SOUND, VISUAL AND DATA PROCESSING AND RECORDING, ELECTRONIC 
TYPEWRITERS, TELEPRINTERS, PRINTERS, CONVERTORS, COMPUTER LASER PRINTERS ALL 
BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9. ' of class 9 from the goods for which the trademark is 
registered. 
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1055791 - 9: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.,

1140795 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 
600 032.,

1137254 - 19: Address for Service is altered to 38, NEW GRAIN MARKET, RAILWAY ROAD, NEAR 
CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA JAGADHRI- 135 003., inboxbrsharma@yahoo.in

1137256 - 19: Address for Service is altered to 38, NEW GRAIN MARKET, RAILWAY ROAD, NEAR 
CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA JAGADHRI- 135 003., inboxbrsharma@yahoo.in

2328012 - 16: Address for Service is altered to C-2/39, SAFDARJUNG DEVELOPMENT AREA, NEW 
DELHI-16,

937298 - 30: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA 
SECTOR 27 GURGAON-122002, remfry-sagar@remfry.com

516170 - 16: Address for Service is altered to D-5, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR-10, NOIDA-201301 
(U.P.), tm@saikrishnaassociates.com

1073015 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 
600 032., trademark@depenning.com

918639 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 NARIMAN 
POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.,

1054628 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005, mail@wrbindia.com

1137254 - 19: Address for Service is altered to 38, NEW GRAIN MARKET, RAILWAY ROAD, NEAR 
CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA JAGADHRI- 135 003., inboxbrsharma@yahoo.in

1041579 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 709/710,TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, 
NEW DELHI - 110 001., mail@lexorbis.com

1040548 - 5: Address for Service is altered to D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49, info@lndialP.com

1319244 - 7: Address for Service is altered to GHANSHYAM HOUSE, BUNGLOW NO. 9, SHRINAGAR 
SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD – 380 014 
(GUJARAT) INDIA,

1054618 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005, mail@wrbindia.com

1054620 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005, mail@wrbindia.com

1306335 - 14: Address for Service is altered to YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, 
POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015,

882530 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 709/710,TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, 
NEW DELHI - 110 001., mail@lexorbis.com

2310124 - 43: Address for Service is altered to NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR NEW 
POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA,

1054624 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005, mail@wrbindia.com

1054627 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005, mail@wrbindia.com

2328012 - 41: Address for Service is altered to C-2/39, SAFDARJUNG DEVELOPMENT AREA, NEW 
DELHI-16,

1075846 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 14/6, EMPORIUM BLOCK, SANJAY PLACE, AGRA-2.,

937541 - 25: Address for Service is altered to B-483, KNK HOUSE, MEERA BAGH, PASCHIM VIHAR, 
NEW DELHI-110063,INDIA., knk@kankrishme.com
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882506 - 5, 2079718 - 5, 2006831 - 5, 2027970 - 5, 1299333 - 5, 1748225 - 5, 1118953 - 5, 1745259 - 5, 
1728359 - 5, 1748224 - 5, 1728356 - 5, 1806426 - 5, 2079719 - 5, 2096646 - 5, 2097446 - 5, 1832649 - 5, 
1765524 - 5: Address for Service is altered to VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR, BLOCK-B, SECTOR-
54, GURGAON 122002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, (HARYANA),

883718 - 25, 882529 - 14, 882531 - 18: Address for Service is altered to 9/3 VALLIAMMAL STREET 
KILPAUK CHENNAI-600 010,
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: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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